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POINTS OF PLAY
"Knowledge is The Power over Fate."
Trekwill coat of arms
In the course of designing a module there are often aspects of play that may need extra attention to give the
module different approaches to the game. This is a quick summary of some of the things that players may want to
consider, especially if you are an experienced player and have pre-conditioned views of the way things were in
other modules.

Tactics Affect
Tactics advantage is limited to +100% as an overall modifier.

Public Works/and SEI Cap
Maximum starting amount of public works allowed is 6 and the SEI maximum 1000. During the course of some
of the games there may be conditions in game that will allow the players to alter this limit.

Troop Training Limits
The maximum training level of troops that can be trained with a basic soldier training order is level 8.
The quantity of troops that can be trained of the same race as the sponsor, or the sponsor's compatible races, is 3
times his tactics. You cannot train troops that the sponsor's race hates or who hate the race of the sponsor. All
others may be trained at the rate of 1 soldier per 1 point of tactics.

Inflicting Special Status
No status has been purposely designed with the idea of being inflicted. If you see this, you are either chewing on
too much Mandrake or there is a bug. Let the GM know in the latter case.

Rite Spells and Taking Control of Characters
The Necromancer Rite spells of Morghoul, Spectre, Wraith and Vampire may only be cast on dead characters.
Further, the target must be a Pagan or a Deathwalker follower or an Unbeliever AND the Sponsor must be either a
Pagan or a Deathwalker follower for the Rite spell to work so that the sponsor will gain control over the target as
per the standard Legends II rules and restrictions. This applies to both arcane Necromancer spell users as well as
when the Rite spells are in a religion.
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Religious Alignments within a Position

A position takes its alignment from the religion of its main character. If the main character has a different
alignment than any character in the position, it may result in a drop in loyalty of 0% to 75%, depending on the
extent of the gap between the alignments. Secondary characters who are of Below Average loyalty and not of the
same alignment as their position's main character may simply leave or go neutral in place or cause assorted other
nastiness. So be careful when changing religions of the main character.

Blood Enemies
The tactical bonus for declaration of a Blood Enemy will not be active. This means that, when you are allowed to
declare a Blood Enemy, you will gain combat attack values when you are on the field of battle with your enemy
but not tactical advantages. The effect of Marks on declaration of Blood Enemy is restricted to Main Characters.
There are many more random and hidden aspects of this designed to prevent abusing the anger of the divine
powers over repetitive declarations. So, keep your Blood Enemy declarations within reasonable role playing
limits.

Diplomacy Modifiers
There is a standard default of -999 modifier against you for trying to influence someone outside of your identical
race or the race of a non secondary starting character. Secondary character races are subject to influence
modification of -25. From time to time these modifiers may change in the course of play.

Influence and Major Module Forces
All the main module locations (in range of Forces 3001 to 3100) are ruled by a City Council which cannot be
influenced for the first 6 to 12 months of a game. When the councils are replaced by Lord Mayors, they can be
influenced. Typically the Lord Mayor will have a base prestige of 30, and an Extreme Loyalty. They will
probably (70%) be the race of the first listed population segment of the city as detailed in the module book and
their religion will be randomized with a weighted factor as appropriate for their race and location. The cities may
be converted to Lord Mayors on a case by case basis or on a single date throughout the world. This is done on a
game by game basis and may not be known in advance.
The major locations are not overwhelmingly strong or excessively juicy properties to own with lots of population.
We want player owned locations to become more important economic locations. You will find that many of the
module locations have no IRON deposits in order to encourage their use as something other than an economic
base. This may also force more supply caravans and trade to supply cities which are being maintained. The world,
after all, is on the verge of chaos and a new world order is what you are building.
There will be some games offered within the Module where the major cities may NOT be influenced at all. This
will be known in advance.

Garrison Troops of Major Locations and Guilds
The major locations (in the range of Forces 3001 to 3100) have Garrison troops with various troop statuses. These
Garrisons are designed to stay in place and have impossible weight to avoid being mounted as well as high
negatives when attacking walls or outside their resident terrain to discourage abuse. Typically, they can be
combined into two or three soldier slots and, if the game proceeds to extreme measures, will probably be retired to
Guild defense by the end of a high powered game. There will be Garrison troops scattered in NPC locations to cut
down on the influence of a small army and emphasis building your own army from scratch. Consolidation of
identical garrison troops within a city is always possible.
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Major Guilds and Guild Owners
There will be a complete range of guilds scattered in the major locations as well as in some NPC locations. Guild
strengths, except where noted in the module book, will vary and probably be of low value. In contrast, the
characters who own those guilds (if they are present) will have base prestige in the 6 to 25 point range and
loyalties all over the scale. You can expect that guild owners in faction assigned cities may belong to an
appropriate faction of that city.

Guilds in General
It is expected that the player owned guilds will become the dominate guild structure of the major locations. It is
hoped that players will cooperate or compete with each other to provide Guild Services.

Hated and Non Tolerated Race/Character Revolts
The module has a definite theme of racism as one of the more revolting aspects of sentient beings. Characters and
population segments who are not the same as their owning character or part of their tolerated group of supporters
(being able to have a secondary STARTING character of that race) may revolt from time to time. Be very careful
should the rare opportunity to change your race occur, as this can result in a major disaster. Very high loyalty in
characters will reduce the worst affects and having soldiers directly in the Force of the pop-segment will assist in
suppressing the tendency to revolt of the masses. Having ten percent or more of your population in soldiers is
suggested.

Trade and Resource Conversion
The following resources are standard and can be used for conversion to crowns as follows:
ID#
417
418
419
420
421
422
451

Name
P. Gems
Gold
Silver
P. Stone
Yew
Mithril
Dragon Scale

Crowns
100
150
50
50
15
200
500

Uses
Seers Crystal
Dwarf Magic
Holy Symbols
Wall/Churches
Long Bows
Armor/Weapons
Dragon magic

1111
Ivory
100
Wizard magic
1112
Helix Crystal
100
Sorcerer magic
1113
Light Crystal
100
Illusionist magic
1114
Life Crystal
100
Necromancer’s
1115
Ether Dust
100
Summoner magic
1116
rainbow Crystal
100
Seers magic
1117
terror Dust
100
Warlock magic
1118
Magic Iron
100
Enchanter magic
1119
Petrified Wood
100
Druid magic
The 'Uses' column above indicates where they may be involved in the creation of items for that discipline or race,
and may be found as a requirement in certain Ancient Arcana spells which are found in the course of the game.
Prices may vary as events such as Gold Fever sweep the world.
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Special Trade Items
Items in the range of 1120 to 1150 are typically called Special Trade items and may be things as mundane as Tea
or as exotic as Dream Dust. These may have any sort of conversion values but are generally prized in the
Merchant adventures that may come up or are scattered about the world.

Main Character Death: Heirs
If your main character dies or has been captured and you feel you have no hope of rescue, you may have to write
him out of the story line...how sad. This is done by declaring an Heir who will take over the main character
number. The heir must be one of your starting characters (201 - 1000), and not some Rited Undead follower from
another position. As such, Overlords will have plenty of heirs while heroes will have only one. The Heir will
simply have his character changed to the main character's position and off you go. All titles and Marks of the old
main character will be lost in the transfer although titles may be reclaimed as per normal adventures. The holder
of the old main prisoner will receive all the items on the prisoner who will then fade away as the new heir takes
command where he is. Factional membership will remain; however, leadership will be forfeit with the titles.
Guilds will remain, however, if there is a challenge and the owner does not meet ownership it will be lost.

Restarting in the Same Game
If you have been wiped out by NPC's in the first three months, you can request a restart in the same game. If you
have been killed by players or have dropped, you may not restart in the same game. All restarting positions may
NOT be Assassins or have a tactics level higher than 5 after restart.

Special Actions
Special Actions are either Standard (meaning we have not gotten around to making new order codes for them) or
non-standard (which is anything else).

Standard Special Actions:
1. Begging for the release of your incompetent and worthless piece of trash covert character who got captured by
an NPC position.
2. Digging up a buried body and retaining it.

Non Standard Special Actions:
These are restricted for the first six game months and relate to weirdness not covered by the game code but which
are indicated in the game by scrolls, stories and game scripts as they come up. If you feel compelled to start your
own story-line somewhere, somehow, you can expect approximately 2 to 3 weeks delay as the design team looks
things over. As 90% of the responses are 'No' spelled with more letters, be advised to adjust your expectations of
things.

Set up Restrictions
Position Type:
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Each position type has a group of characters which are rated by points in their make up, plus guilds and in the
case of Overlords and Mercenaries starting forces of population.
Character points by character type (only 50% may be spent on any one skill per character) follow:
E = 80 B=40
D = 60 A=30
C = 50
Population: Overlord/Mercenary
Small Races: 4200/1200
Medium Races: 3500/1000
Large Races: 1750/800
Nomadic peoples are races: 241 to 260 and if they start as a Mercenary or an Overlord then they MUST start with
a nomadic camp.
Dwarves (204), Insectoids (209), Goblins (202), Blood Orcs (212), Orcs (222) and Redeye Orcs (232) may start
with an underground location.
Following may NOT be taken as an Overlord or a Mercenary Position:
Pixie
Ogre
Fire Sprite
Minoan
Following are the only races that have the option of starting with a CLAN set up in order that those positions may
have groups of parties more inclined to lair bashing and character based in the course of play:
Ice Troll
Goran
Fire Giant
Minoan
W.Goran
Chimorc
Ogre
Pixies
Noble races who start as an Overlord within 20 provinces of a Barony may apply, at the start, to be a Noble of the
Empire. This is critical, if you want to be in the leadership of the Empire Faction.

Position Types
The basic position types are:

Overlord:
6 characters 1 C, 2 B, 3 A, Fortified Town 2 Guilds: Each 16 Points

Mercenary:
4 characters: 1 D, 3 B, Fortified Castle 1 Guild: 8 points
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Adventure Party:
6 Characters: 1 D, 4 B, 1 A 2 Guilds: each 8 Points

Hero and Sidekick:
2 characters: 1 E and 1 C 1 Guild: 12 Points

The Clan:
8 characters: 1 D, 2 B, 5 A 2 Guilds: each 6 points
Guilds must be placed in your home location if you are an Overlord or Mercenary, unless you are starting as a
Nomad. In that case, you may place your guilds in any major module location that has population of your type or
in the neutral Cloud Castle of Torgau. Note: Guilds may still compete in Torgau. You may not start with a guild
built in someone else's home location, even with their consent.

Priest Mages
No Priest Mages at set up. These may be found in the game.

Reality and Data Checks
There may be occasions when something appears to be grossly out of whack or something unexpected suddenly
comes up. For the most part, moderation is the sub theme here. If you stumble across a find of 281 Orc Rings of
Power, you have probably found a data burp and should let your GM know that something grossly weird is
happening. Generally, we reward those who find problems and do not abuse them. Remember, other players do
not forget those who abuse things and have to be reminded that it is just a game after all.
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DESIGN NOTES
"Man cannot design fate."
The First Guardian

Set Up and Story line
The themes that run through the story-line revolve around conflicts between alignments and races as they are
reflected in the political, religious and arcane arenas of various societies. The design of items and adventures tries
to shadow those developments and compliment those themes. If you decide to use some fairly horrible mixture of
the various aspects of the story line, you can expect little support in terms of specialized items to help you. So if
you were convinced that playing a Crimson Orc Priest of the Elven Religion who is a Knight and Bowmaster is a
great idea, do not be disappointed if you find that the game seems to be swirling around you without picking you
up in its story-line contents.

Set Up and Play Styles
One of the great appeals of Legends is that it allows for the mixture of different play styles. The two most extreme
styles are called the Power Gamer and the Role Player; however, there are many variations to both. The following
are some of the design ideas that went into the making of the module's main story lines and where we think you
may find your best shot. Then again, Legends players have a passion for trying to twist the story lines and design
ideas of the design team to their own uses but the team still has to give it a try.

Power Gamers
Lone Wolf
If you like to build a powerful single position and not rely on anyone and, in fact, may not want to have a
diplomatic game, then the Hive was designed for you. It is very centrally rewarding and focuses on the single
position of the Queen who must dominate the Hive for it to be a real threat. Combined with the centralization of
power, this corner position allows the Hive to grow quietly then spring down upon the unwary. Of course, you
will have to deal with all the other Lone Wolves who historically do not get along well with others.
Leader and Pack
If you have a group of players and can agree on a main power position, then the Pride may be the ideal choice for
the group since the supporting Pashas have substantial rewards which cannot be realistically used within the
position of a big power influence position. Thus, there is a lot of room for a supporting pack of players. Early
conflicts with the Orcs and the Trolls will probably determine much of the course of the game; however, the Pride
with its unique religion and issues, represents an interesting challenge for a Pack. This of course brings you into
possible group conflict; so, consider the idea, perhaps, of group alliances within the Pride.
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Politico
The Empire with its many Baronies and Duchies is an ideal setting for someone who wants to make deals and
have a large amount of interactions. Further, the great diversity of the Empire allows for the players' own base
instincts to find their home somewhere in the midst of things. Everything and anything goes in the Empire and, as
such, it may be too much for those who prefer the tidiness of the other powers. So you just might walk away with
the biggest prize of them all.
Diplomatic
If you want to be in a position where diplomacy with other powers is a major concern, then the Trolls provide the
right position with an excellent balance of military centralized power with a position between the Pride, the Orcs,
the Empire and the awkward smaller forces of the South to keep you moving in diplomacy in order to be
successful. If that fails at times, then the military might of the Trolls can be an attractive fall-back position, if you
are not drained by costly conflicts.
Paranoid Pagan Dog
If you are truly a paranoid player, and have learned through your own self-fulfilling experiences to trust no one,
then you already know that you are an Orc. Pick an Orc Tribe and try to do what no one since the time of Snarl
has even tried: unite the Orcs.
Sneaky and Proud
If you want to try to undermine as many powers as possible while building up a far flung empire with associates
spread across the world, then the Republic will be for you. You have the mantle of 'the good guys' to hide behind
in your devious plans to grab one city after another from the other powers while making a base, possibly on
Inglewood Island.
Spoilers and Kingmakers
The Chaos cities may become a strong force for some but are more likely to be strongholds that can push one way
or another with alliances with other evil power blocs. Building power by direct conquest can be draining as soon
as any determined opposition is made; however, it is an interesting position if you are more than the lone wolf
type but do not want to shoulder the entire burden of power by yourself.
Influence vs Conquest
There has been a reduction in emphasis on the major module locations as a focus for extended power. Players will
find that building up their own starting location (if a Mercenary or an Overlord) is the way to go. The role of
influence as the dominant road to acquiring power has been reduced such that the power positions are expected to
derive more from the starting landed positions than the hero influencer. Gains to influence are more balanced with
the military route than in some of the prior modules. Though determined players may often try to disprove this,
hoped for, design balance.
To be avoided
Power positions that may be dominant in a geo-political sense can be rough to maintain if you take a race such as
the Pixies or one of the races that does not have a recognizable collection of module cities that are associated with
their race.
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Role Players
There are many races out there which can provide support for the Role Player. Look at the individual
achievements that attract your eye and develop a position around one of them.
Lair basher
Going with one of the high combat races which allow for a Clan set up will give you 8 characters to form a
reasonable combat team with and start to clear the neighborhood of those pesky monsters. Consider the choice of
religion very carefully as various races may have a tacit or implicit alignment and you do not want to lose an
opportunity to get strong items.
Covert
The Thief and Assassin have traditional roles to play and, in this module, the Spy has taken on added possibilities
compared with other modules. As the racial adventures rely on character capture, there would be a natural
tendency to have 'body snatcher/seller' as a side profession in some of the more crowded areas.
Political
If you like getting involved in cross-factional discussions and alliances then try for either religious or arcane
domination where you can take diverse peoples and try to unite them under a common banner: yours.
Info freak
The early 50 or so bard songs/dreams are only part of the story-line details. Rumormongers, Spies and Seers can
add nicely to your Bard's efforts. However, be prepared to dig through the module itself then back to the stories
again and again, and maybe even study the art work in the module to pick up clues which may answer riddles in
the game.
The stories of the Bard/Dream pool will be modified over time to prevent a mad rush at the start of the game to
get all the tales and then do nothing with them for the rest of the game. Info work takes a determined long
approach and helps to communicate with others on the story-line of the game.
New Frontier
Several areas of the story-line have not been as openly developed as the others. For example, the Pixies which are
mostly mysterious or the future of the mutants. Here a creative type can try to add to the story-line as has been
done in the past by such notable characters as Thraxx the Ogre of the NIC games or the Segoville Pride in the
early Swords games.

Cross Game Information
When a game is generated, the forces, characters and province resources are randomized. Major module locations,
owners and adventures, described in the module book, generally stay the same. There is an attempt to change the
rewards, and structure of the hidden adventures in each game as well as the items which are under constant
change in the design. The designers are aware of some of the cross-game information that players can bring to a
game and have tried to lay down traps for those who would try to abuse such information. Further, we are always
monitoring the situation to see what type of information should be made general knowledge and placed in the
module book or out in the public arena when appropriate.
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The Spirit of the Game

The reason we play games is to entertain ourselves and have fun. When you are in a Play By Mail situation in a
very deep design such as Legends, at times there may arise an awkward temptation to abuse a loophole or a
perceived bug in a game. Let the design team or GM know about any such concerns you have. Further, when it
comes to acting on some of those base instincts that may tempt you to abuse a loophole, try to consider whether
you would take such action against a friend of yours playing the game with you over your kitchen table. At times,
tempers may flare between players. As with any complex game, its intensity levels can increase trauma because of
identification with your position and characters. Keep your anger in character. No matter what you may feel about
the slights of others, it is just a game and good gamesmanship is appreciated by all. If you are double-crossed or
attacked, it is not John Doe doing it but Sir One Tooth Lionheart. Remember the golden rule of gaming:
Have fun and make it fun for others.
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THE CHARACTER OF HISTORY
"History is not made, it is lived."
Trekwill
The history of Elacrai (or the Known World as the Elves translate it) is told through the lives of its characters. The
mass movement of populations, armies and ideas are reflected in these stories of characters and shape our
perceptions of what has come before. In the fantastic world of Legends there are some 5000 characters who can
act on a world stage and they are distinct from the masses in that they are the focus of history; they can learn
skills, wield magic, train troops and, in the most glaring of distinctions from the masses, they can die and be
brought back to life by the application of powers both divine and arcane. History is seen through their efforts and
dominated by individuals who seem to hold the reins of power, prestige and recognition.
One such character is Emperor Trekwill who lies deep in his final coma as we enter a new stage of history. For
the last two hundred years, he has touched the dynamics of society, both magical and political, in a less than
subtle manner. As he fades, those families and positions that have been in his shadow now burn with their own
unrestrained self-ambition, eager to cast their shadows across the Known World and beyond.
The sentient beings of the world are relatively new with their origins mixed with mythology and magic. Stories
abound about each race having come from a lesser race. If one would poll their enemies, they would generally
describe the process in reverse. The Elves have claimed they were the first race and that all others came through
Astral Gates which have been long since destroyed or lost. However, if one were to gather an anthropologist from
each race, there would be a long chorus of 'we first' with the exception of the Orcs and the Ogres.
The Orcs have a great disregard for historic research. Preferring, as they are well known, to live for the moment.
The Ogres have a very difficult concept which baffles most and leaves one thinking less of their cognitive ability.
Trekwill spent some effort in this regard and was best able to describe their concept as "an opposite and
perpendicular perception of history." Trekwill deciphered Ogre concepts to imply that, in the magical Known
World, history/time is moving backwards to its origin. "It is as if history was an elastic band that, having been
stretched to its farthest limits, starts to recoil back towards its less stressful origin. Society is de-evolving not
advancing." When Trekwill asked the Ogre Hermit Thraxxson about this, his response was the classic Ogre grunt;
"Duh".
The ancient history of the world was dominated by conflict between the three main powers of the Tasens (Lion
people) in the North, the Dwarves in the Southeast and the Elves in the Southwest. Arrayed between these powers
were the Trolls and Orc Tribes who swayed with the efforts of great heroes to keep a balance of terror and power
between the parties. Arriving from the Northwest, came the tribes of the Humans who were taken in by the Tasens
and, behind the mundane scene, the world's magical society intensified immediately. The number of these peoples
remained low until Humanity directed the priesthood to focus on fertility and expansion of population. Humanity
brought with them the concept of organized, focused mass power with scores of dominating characters.
The Tasens sought to enslave and harness the Humans' spirit and failed miserably. A conspiracy by the Dwarves
and the Elves to aid Humans helped them, in the final analysis, to break-away from the Tasens. However to the
shock and disappointment of the Elves and Dwarves, rather than revolting and having a mass blood bath with the
Tasens, the Humans chose to flee in a great flight first to the south and then east while the Tasens made only a
casual effort to retain them.
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After The Flight, Humans set up an Empire under Trekwill which would grow and come to dominate, though not
encompass, the Known World. Trekwill expanded the base of the Empire to include more and more different
races and accepted a host of different religious beliefs. Power was the one central issue that Trekwill instilled in
the Empire and all other considerations of form and style were eventually secondary to this overwhelming
ambition and drive.
Now, with him in a coma from which there will be no return, the factions within and without the Empire are no
longer restrained and his Crown has become one of chaos. The character of history yields to the surge of many
characters who scramble to take his throne and hold it. It is a time in which Legends are made and lived.
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PAX TREKWILL
One of the greater magical accomplishments of Trekwill was the imposition of the Pax Spell on the Empire. What
this did was to prevent the main positions from taking military actions against each other. The spell is weakening
with his health and currently covers the area of:
65,45 to 130,45
65,70 to 130,70
Within this area, there can be no military or encounter orders against another player position until Trekwill dies.
Players may encounter and attack NPC locations and Forces, however, once taken by a player they become
covered by the Pax Trekwill Spell.
His chance of dying is placed as:
Game month 1
0%
Game month 2
15%
Game month 3
30%
Game month 4
45%
Game month 5
65%
Game month 6+
95%
A general notice of his funeral will be posted at a random time during the month of death to avoid players waiting
for a production notice.
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IMPERIAL KNOWLEDGES
The favorite weapon of the Imperial Armies has been the Mithril Sword (#21). To support its production the
'secret' has been made nearly public knowledge and may be learned by any character of the Noble Races with 500
crowns who is in the area:
65,45 to 130,45
65,70 to 130,70
and completes Adventure 200. May be done 200 times.
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RESURGENT FEUDALISM
"The nobility of power is in its legitimacy."
Lorraine
The prolonged illness and expected demise of Trekwill has brought a resurgence of the Feudal structure with the
lesser nobles looking to re-establish the Duchies as a vibrant force in their individual calls for legitimacy. The
nobles are all searching for a new political structure to replace the self focused Trekwill.
The Empire's political structure, from its inception, developed around a central authority. Trekwill merged the
religious Fundamentalist structure with a political structure in order to keep central power. With the growth and
outward spread of the tribes, increased distances forced the development of local Overlords who were grouped
under Barons who reported to Dukes and then to the central capital. This was very much the work of the first
daughter of the first wife of Trekwill: Lorraine. When the War of the Dukes' Ascension resulted in the decimation
of the higher nobility, the Ducal structure was deactivated but not removed by Imperial Decree. This left the old
Ducal Capitals run by a series of Regents. The titles were kept vacant out of fear of retribution from Trekwill but
were still somewhat functional in terms of a political/judicial distribution center.
The Barons look to the Ducal structure as a stepping stone to a new Emperor as well as a check against anyone
else becoming too powerful as Emperor. Almost one third of the Baronies are supporting this concept of a topheavy, structured Empire.
The Barons are grouped into an 'administrative body' called the House of Barons which represents the Nobility.
The House of Barons was critical in the struggles with the Dukes over the ascension to the throne, and its eventual
siding with the Emperor was the turning point against the Dukes. The power of the House of Barons is tied to the
ability of the Barons, as a group, to raise large armies and taxes along with the concentration of 'characters' of the
land in the noble houses.
From the early days before the Empire, there was an advisory group to the early tribes that was considered outside
of tribal association and recognized by all as a wise body to which inter-tribal issues were deferred. This group's
original ancient language name, which translates as Sentient Activators, was shortened over time to Senators. The
Senate was a collection of such people who would gather to consider the issues of the day and reach consensus on
the various courses of action. With the establishment of the Empire, the Senate was, at first, just a rubber stamp of
the Emperor's will and then considered to be out of place and time for its antiestablishmentarianistic attitude
toward the spread of the feudal system and the early foreshadowings of the House of Barons. Lacking any
recognition by Trekwill, the Senators went underground and were then seen as a rebel group calling for the
establishment of a Royal Republic in which the Senate would become a legislative body drawn from a
combination of the common and noble races as well as the traditional rural communities.
The Senators also supported the representation of the city-bound folks, with their alarming rise in numbers, as
typified by the growing numbers of Lord Mayors, many of whom were not of noble birth like the Senators
themselves. The Senators with their call for a Royal Republic have grown bold in the days of Trekwill's illness
and have claimed about a third of the Baronies of the land. They are seeking to ride as well as direct the local
surge in feudalism and bring about a central evolution of power away from the Emperor to a collective body
outside of the nobility.
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There remain, however, those nobles for whom any central authority is seen as danger. These nobles seek to
revive a rigid feudal structure that allows for a localized power base rather than a centralized one. Simply put, if
they cannot run the show, then it is best no one runs it. They are the supporters of the Lords of Chaos and they
have reached out and taken in about a third of the Baronies using fear of a central authority and the glorification of
regionalism as the cornerstones of an otherwise chaotic policy of anarchy.
The Baronies, divided between the traditional Empire, the subversive Royal Republic and outright Chaos are the
breeding grounds for new leadership in the Empire.

To be a Noble of the Empire
Only starting overlords who are of the Noble Races may obtain the title of Noble of the Empire. This is a critical
issue in the establishment of leadership in the Empire. This is done at set up.

To be a Baron
A character must be a main character and own the city of a specific Barony. The title is then claimed by
Adventure. The character need not be of a particular race or faction; ownership is everything. You may be the
Baron of more than one location. The title has 1 prestige tied to the title.
Force
3011
3012
3013
3014
3015
3016
3017
3021
3022
3023
3024
3025
3026
3027
3031
3032
3033
3034
3035
3036
3037

Location
Bordan
Henland
Norplat
Quentin
Trenton
Westar
Zenawana
Dortmood
Jacora
Ontoria
Rikers
Ulan
Xeres
Mechicali
Fangol
Lorraine
Palestone
Segoville
Ver'tak
Yelston
Cabo Cove

Adventure
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Title
2411
2412
2413
2414
2415
2416
2417
2421
2422
2423
2424
2425
2426
2427
2431
2432
2433
2434
2435
2436
2437

There are seven Duchies and there are three Baronies for each Duchy. The last digit of the force number is a short
cut to find out which Baronies belong to whom.
The seven Duchies are:
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F3001
F3002
F3003
F3004
F3005
F3006
F3007
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Duchy
Alsayce
Cerralean
Ellisbourn
Gravestone
Inglewood
Kalgary
Masaland

Baronies
Bordan, Dortmood, Fangol
Henland, Jacora, Lorraine
Norplat, Ontoria, Palestone
Quentin, Rikers, Segoville
Trenton, Ulan, Ver'tak
Westar, Xeres, Yelston
Zenawana, Mechicali, Cabo Cv.

To be an Imperial Ducal Leader (Duke or Duchess)
A character must be a main character and of the race associated with the Duchy or one of its compatible races as
detailed in this module book.
A character may have one Ducal title (#2511). The main character at the time of claiming the title must own
directly the Ducal Capital plus the first Barony of the Duchy (Forces 3011 to 3017 respectively). At the time of
claiming no one can hold the title of Duke in Exile from the same city.
Adventure
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Duchy
Alsayce
Cerralean
Ellisbourn
Gravestone
Inglewood
Kalgary
Masaland

The Title of Duke/Duchess is worth 3 prestige points in the title.

Duke/Duchess in Exile
Once a character has the title of Duke/Duchess, if control over their ducal capital is lost, he/she becomes a leader
in exile. The Title' in exile' is forfeit as soon as the position becomes inactive or at the end of the game year at
December production if the Ducal Capital is not retaken.

Moving the Ducal Capital
The Ducal Capital may be re-established in name at the home starting location of an Overlord. Only the
Duke/Duchess (not in exile) may do this and only if the new location has:
1. greater fortification capacity
2. a stronger church guild (any religion)
3. at least 10,000 population (no race restrictions)
A city may be the Ducal Capital of only one Duchy. The movement is a public act which the player or the GM
should make public. If moved, any Duke/Duchess in exile must retake the new capital to reassert their claim.
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To be a Senator

A character must be a main character and not of the Chaos races or of an Evil religion. The character, at the time
of claiming the title must own the Ducal Capital (does not need to match the race of the city). (Does NOT need to
control the Baronies as the Senators have always been elitist.) The character must not be a Duke/Duchess. You
may only be the Senator of a single location.
The title of Senator is worth 5 prestige points in the title and the Adventures to claim are detailed under the
section on 'The Free Senators'.

To be a Senator in Exile
Once a character has the title of Senator, if control is lost over the Ducal capital, he/she becomes a leader 'in exile'.
The title 'in exile' is forfeit as soon as the position is inactive or if the end of the year's production in December
goes by without retaking the Ducal Capital. If you are a Senator in Exile, you cannot be a Senator from another
location.

To be a Duke of Chaos
A character must be a main character and may not have a Good Religion or be a Senator or an Imperial Duke. The
character may not have a Mark of Good. The character must own the Ducal Capital and ALL of the Baronies
associated with the Duchy. If the Ducal Capital only is then lost by the Duke of Chaos then he cannot become an
exile leader since Chaos reigns and is organizationally unstable in its recognition. You may only hold a Duke of
Chaos title from one area at a time.
Adventure
181
182
183
184
185
186
187

Duchy
Alsayce
Cerralean
Ellisbourn
Gravestone
Inglewood
Kalgary
Masaland

Title
1601
1602
1603
1604
1605
1606
1607
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THE HOUSE OF BARONS
"Give each of them a voice, but make them a chorus."
Trekwill
The House of Barons was established in the Empire after the prodding of Princess Lorraine who worked to
establish the feudal order. Some say she envisioned the House of Barons as an ultimate replacement for her father:
Emperor Trekwill.
Traditionally, the House of Barons is open to all positions who hold a Barony regardless of race. Each Barony is
allowed to support a particular action or to withhold support. The mechanical means of displaying this is by
tossing a rune-covered dart onto a central board. The rune is pronounced 'votre' from some forgotten ancient
Elven dialect that was considered too arrogant to continue. From this, we get the expression: cast your vote.
There are 21 Baronies and the Barony titles are tied to ownership of the Baronial city. A loss of the city means a
loss of the title of Baron. It takes a minimum of 11 Barons to create an action in the House of Barons. Currently
the actions of the House are limited to nominating title holders. Trekwill, as a cap on the power of the Barons also
wove into the titles various requirements to avoid a group of Barons from casually handing out the titles when
they had reached 11 active titled members. It should be noted that a character may have more than one title and
thus will cast one vote for each title of Baron.
The office title holder listed below, must in each case on his own achieve some requirement and have some
item(s) in order to accept the title as provided by the House of Barons. All Office Titles once given are held until
forfeiture by failing to meet the holding requirements (other than item possession) at which time the character will
lose 5 base prestige, 10 influence and be given wounds as part of the magical denunciation of his failure.
There are no factional restrictions on who may be a Baron. Nor is there a restriction on which race or religion they
may be. Possession and power are the common themes of the Barons. All Titles to be appointed must be held by a
Main or a Secondary Character (#1 to 1000) and the character may be in a position other than that which
holds the Barony...though why is left up to the weirdness of politics to explain.

House of Baron Adventures
The Wing Marshall (Title # 1540 )
Adventure to claim: 40
Nominee Restrictions:
Must be of the Noble Races.
Must not be a Pagan or follower of Krom.
Must be a Knight Level 20.
Must have the Black Hawk Helm (# 540).
Must be able to take ownership of a Force. (in other words, the position is not at its 30 Force limit, remember that
all the Forces in the range 3001 to 3100 are module specific, special and may not be deactivated or dropped)
F 3081 1ST AIR KNIGHTS: The Black Hawks
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Troops: 300 Level 20 Human Elite Knights mounted on Wargreathawks, armed with Magic Horse Bows and
Magic Elf Light Chain. Force is usually found patrolling the North East with 'encounter orders' against the
Nightwings.
The Black Hawks were the elite air wing of the Empire in the last Hive War with a particular hatred of the
Nightwings. They have a traditional ritual of feeding the eyes of the Nightwings to their mounts as well as
selecting only the black Greathawks for their mounts.

The Admiral of the Long Ships (Title #1541 )
Adventure to claim: 41
Nominee Restrictions:
Must not be an Orc or a Troll or a Tasen race.
Must not be a Missionary or a Redeemer.
Must not be an Assassin or a Thief.
Must have the Horned Helm (# 541 ).
Must be able to take ownership of a force.
FORCE 3082 THE LONG FLEET
5 Long Ships (able to go coastal as well as sea going).
350 level 8 Western Human Vikings armed with Magic Mithril Axes, Shields, Elf Light Chain. The Fleet usually
patrols the Sea of Chaos and its coasts with 'encounter orders' to go after bands of Orcs.
The Long Ships have carved on their bows the representation of the elementals of Air, Sea and Earth.

The Marshall of the Outlands (Title #1542 )
Adventure to Claim: 42
Nominee Restrictions:
Must be of the Noble Races.
Must be either Missionary, Redeemer or Western Fundamentalist.
Must be a Ranger Level 15.
Must have the Westar Helm (#542).
Must be able to take ownership of a Force.
F 3083 1ST Western Rangers (The Yellow Stars)
Troops: 300 Level 15 Western Human Elite Rangers mounted on Warsahars, armed with Javelin, Magic Shield
and Elf Light Chain. Force is usually patrolling the Outlands with encounter orders against Orcs and Trolls.

The Lance Marshall (Title #1543)
Adventure to claim: 43
Nominee Restrictions:
Must be of the Noble races.
Must not be a Pagan or follower of Krom.
Must be a Berserker Level 20.
Must have the Rage Helm (# 543).
Must be able to take ownership of a Force.
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F 3084 1ST Ulans: The Green Lancers
300 Level 20 Elven Elite Ulans mounted on Warhippogriffs, armed with Magic Lances, Magic Shield, Magic Elf
Light Chain. The Ulans are found patrolling near the city of Ulan which has pioneered the aggressive style of
combat of lancer cavalry.

The Commander of the Lion Guard (Title #1544)
Adventure to claim: 44
Nominee Restrictions:
Must not be of the Hive Races.
Must not have a Lycanthrope status.
Must not be a Redeemer or a Missionary.
Must have a base strength of 21.
Must be an Axemaster level 15.
Must have the Lion Helm (# 544 ).
Must be able to take ownership of a Force.
F 3085 2nd Guard Regiment: The Lion Guard
300 Level 24 Mara'Tasen Elite Lion Guard, equipped with Magic Great Axes, Power 1 Dwarf Plate. The troops
are generally found patrolling the Rift area near Royal Haven.
The Lion Guard was a gift to the House of Barons by the Tasen Pride at the end of the First Hive War. They have
faithfully served the Empire, and while there is always an element of suspicion between the Human and Tasen
populations even their detractors on both sides of the racial divide have to acknowledge their outstanding record
in the field and at 'home' (wherever that may be).

The Wolf Lord (Title #1545)
Adventure to claim: 45
Nominee Restrictions:
Must not be of the Undead status.
Must have base stealth of 15.
Must have the Wolf Helm (# 545).
Must be able to take ownership of a Force.
F 3086 2nd Lancers: The Crimson Lancers
350 Level 18 Gremlin Werewolf Ulans equipped with Magic Javelins, Magic Shields, Magic Dwarf Plate,
mounted on War Greatwolves. They often are seen deployed in the Southwest woods where their Lycanthrope
status is not considered as being beyond redemption. Often they will have encounter all orders to raid parties of
Orcs and Trolls.
The Crimson Lancers were formed after the Wagon Wars and have been seen in the screening forces of nearly all
of Trekwill's campaigns since that time. They have a traditional dislike for eggs and creatures with feathers and
will not eat them (including Seahawks and chickens).

The Black Admiral (Title #1546)
Adventure to claim: 46
Nominee Restrictions:
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Must not be of various monster races (use an A2 order if you are really curious about which.).
Must have a base constitution of 12.
Must be a Swordmaster level 15.
Must have the Trident Helm (# 546).
Must be able to take ownership of a Force.
F 3087 The Black Fleet
300 Southern Human Netherworld Swashbucklers Level 20 armed with Magic Cutlass, Magic Elf Light Chain on
3 Light Warships. The Black Fleet is often found patrolling the Black Seas and encountering all pirates in the
area.

The Baronial Enforcer (Title #1547 )
Adventure to claim: 47
Nominee Restrictions:
Must not be of the Noble Races.
Must have a base strength of 12.
Must have an Assassin base level 15.
Must have a Stealth base level of 15.
Must have the Dagger Helm (#547)
Must have room to take over a guild in Royal Haven.
Residence Guild (G1547) The Chamber (Has Dungeon)
Guild has 50 Human Netherworld Assassins level 20 equipped with Dart and Sword, Magic Elf Light Chain.
The Enforcer also has seven adventures that will allow him to travel once to each of the Duchy capitals:
Adventure #
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

To
Alsayce
Ellisbourn
Inglewood
Masaland
Cerralean
Gravestone
Kalgary

The Minister of Information (Title #1548)
Adventure to claim: 48
Nominee Restrictions:
Must have a Spy base level of 15.
Must have the Helm of Questions (#548 )
Must be able to take ownership of a Force
F 3088 The Shadow Rangers Troops
9 level 30 Elite Dark Elf Shadow Rangers equipped with Shadow Swords, Shadow Armor mounted on Shadow
Hawks.
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The Shadow Rangers are the ultimate scouting force of the Empire. Their extremely rare mounts are amongst the
fastest and hardest to find of all mounts. They use speed and very low sighting to provide the Barons with
scouting information. They are rarely employed as a single group once activated since their advantages are in
spreading out and patrolling long distances.

The Chancellor (Title #1549)
Adventure to claim: 49
Nominee Restrictions:
Must not be an Undead.
Must have a Merchant base level of 15.
Must have the Golden Helm (#549 )
Must be able to take ownership of a Force
F 3089 The Chancellor's Caravan
100 level 10 Enchanted Dwarf Mageknights, armed with Dwarf Axes and Dwarf Plate.
The Chancellor's Caravan is often found on the Imperial Roads moving tradegoods back and forth for the Empire.
As a matter of polite tradition supported by an absolute fear of Trekwill, no one bothers to attack the caravan.
Though what might happen after Trekwill passes on is anyone's guess.
While in the Caravan (F3089), the Chancellor may extract a one time trade tithe at each of the seven Duchy
capitals and at five of the 'most favored trading partners' outside of the Empire, earning 32,000 crowns as a Tithe
each time. The Adventure for these is limited by the month for each of the sites as follows:
Adventure
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Place
Masaland
Baca Baca
Alsayce
Cerralean
Gravestone
Inglewood
Kalgary
Ellisbourn
Trollheim
Tosgard
Coorheim
Snow City

Coordinates
125,45
107,25
94,61
74,41
62,45
59,75
43,47
30,65
15,42
5,27
40,35
86,27

The Chancellor must be inside the Force of the right province and at the right time to get the Tithe. It is expected
that the Chancellor will have to be rather careful in planning in his trade route and may have to skip certain areas
either because of time constraints or basic banditry. Remember that major module forces (3001 to 3100) may
NOT be converted or deactivated.

The Speaker of the House (Title#1550)
Adventure to claim: 50
Nominee Restrictions:
Must not be of the Hive or Troll Races.
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Must have a Bard base level of 15.
Must have the Speaker Helm (#550).
Monthly, the Speaker of the House gets to increase or decrease a Guild's strength by either associating or
denouncing the Guild. He must be in the same PROVINCE as the guild to affect it and is restricted to a
rectangular zone defined by its two opposing diagonal coordinates (see below). The zone shifts seasonally so that
he has to move around according to the following schedule of adventures to have any effect.
Adventure
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Effect
-10
+10
-10
+10
-10
+10
-10
+10
-10
+10
-10
+10

Zone
1,1 to 35,80
36,1 to 70,80
70,1 to 105,80
106,1 to 130,80
1,1 to 35,80
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THE FREE SENATORS
"Freedom of choosing is nothing without wisdom in the choices."
Ancient motto of a Free Ranger
The Senators are an outgrowth of an ancient society that sought to guide sentient beings to a form of unified
organization that is now being called the Royal Republic. However, as an ancient association they have positions
and customs which predate the feudal structure of the Empire.
For now, the Senators have set their conspiracies and efforts at obtaining control over the Empire and as such they
are focused on the Duchies. This will give the Senators seven ducal titles (Title #2612). To claim those titles the
character must be a main character, not have an Evil religion, not be of the Chaos Races and own the appropriate
city.
Title: Senator of
Alsayce
Cerralean
Ellisbourn
Gravestone
Inglewood
Kalgary
Masaland

Adventure # to Claim
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

In addition there are 10 Senatorial titles (also Title #2612) available for main characters who own the following
cities and who are of a Good religion. These are not restricted to non-Chaos Races.
Title: Senator of:
Bows End
Searwood
Windfall
Baca Baca
Tosgard
Falkens
Strathmore
Grunt
Isle Draco
Rainbow City

Adventure # to Claim
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98

It takes a minimum of 7 Senators who are voting to assign the titles of the Republic Ministry. Unlike the House of
Barons which needs an absolute majority of at least 11 to do anything, the Senators may act as long as they have a
majority and at least 7 of those that are voting in favor. This means that votes can be passed at 7-0, 7-6, 8-7, 10-7
and so forth, as long as the majority has at least 7 in it.
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The Senate votes on assignees to their Ministries. Each of the assignees may be in the character range of 201 to
1000 (Main characters may not be Ministers) and must meet the necessary restrictions to claim the formal title and
the rewards. The nominees do NOT have to be from positions which are in the Republic Faction. (Politics in any
republic still stink of corruption and favoritism as long as the Senators want it to be that way.)

Free Senator Adventures
Minister of Information (Title 2200)
Adventure to Claim: (# 300)
Nominee Restrictions:
Must be a Spy Level 15 or more.
Must have the Scroll of Information (# 560).
Rewards:
gains +10 to Spy, +5 to Seer, +5 to Rumormonger and able to use the Scroll to explore the possibilities of new
journalism.

Minister of Health (Title 2201)
Adventure to Claim: (# 301)
Nominee Restrictions:
Must have a Base Beauty of 11 or more.
Must not have an Evil Religion.
Must have the Scroll of Health (#561).
Rewards:
gains +10 to Constitution, able to use the Scroll to Cure Disease and other health matters as well as approach the
rising power of the Mandrake Companies and the nefarious, illegal Mandrake Cartel.

Minister of Transportation (Title 2202)
Adventure to Claim: (# 302)
Nominee Restrictions:
Must be a Druid base level 15 or more.
Must not have the title of 'Jam'.
Must have the Scroll of Transportation (#562).
Rewards:
gains +5 to Constitution, +5 to Ranger, +5 to Druid, +3 to Stealth and able to use the Scroll to encourage safety
with speed in transport.

Minister of Entertainment (Title 2203)
Adventure to Claim: (#303)
Nominee Restrictions:
Must have a base Bard level of 15 or more.
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Must have a dexterity of 10.
Must not have the single word title of 'Prince' or the same name in an amorous rune form.
Rewards:
gains +3 to Constitution, +3 to Dexterity, +5 to Bard and able to use the Scroll to educate and fight the spread of
the Rock and Troll music fad of the younger generation.

Minister of War (Title 2204)
Adventure to Claim: (#304)
Nominee Restrictions:
Must have a Base Tactics of 15.
Must not have a Mark of Foolishness (though we often wonder why not make it a requirement at times).
Must have the Scroll of War (# 563)
Rewards:
gains +5 to Tactics and able to use the Scroll to inspire tactical expertise in others.

Minister of Public Safety (Title 2205)
Adventure to Claim: (#305)
Nominee Restrictions:
Must have a Base Assassin skill of 15 or more.
Must not have a Good Religion.
Must have the Scroll of Safety (# 564)
Rewards:
gains +5 to Assassin, +5 to Strength and +5 to Stealth and able to use the Scroll to enforce proper public conduct
and related matters.

Minister of Commerce (title 2206)
Adventure to Claim: (#306)
Nominee Restrictions:
Must have a Base Merchant level of 15 or more.
Must not have the Stealth or Thief skill.
Must have the Scroll of Commerce (#565).
Rewards:
gains +10 to Merchant skill able to use the Scroll in various commerce matters.

Minister of Labor (title 2207)
Adventure to Claim: (# 307)
Nominee Restrictions:
Must have a Base Admin/Eng level of 15 or more.
Must not be a large Race.
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Traditionally female, there is no gender requirement.
Must have the Scroll of the Labor (# 566).
Rewards: gains +5 to Admin/engineer and able to use the Scroll for labor matters.

Minister of Interior (title 2208)
Adventure to Claim: (# 308)
Nominee Restrictions:
Must have a Base Ranger skill of 15 or more. (Spotted Owl Familiar is nice touch, but not required.)
Must not have an Evil Religion.
Must have the Scroll of the Interior (#567).
Rewards:
gains +5 to Constitution, +5 to Ranger, +5 Knight and able to use the Scroll on various Interior matters.
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LIVES AND DEATHS OF TREKWILL
"Unlike a life, a crown spent is gone forever."
Scungevelli
Emperor Trekwill, who lies in a deep coma at the start of this module, has had a long series of lifetimes
punctuated by deaths that have often brought on social, economic and political changes in the Empire. The
highlights of his career are dated: Before the Flight (BF), during the Flight (F), and After the Flight (AF) as per
the, now standard, Imperial dating system:
19 BF
16 F
11 BF
6 BF

3 BF
2 BF

1 BF

1F

2F
1 AF

He is found by The First Guardian and brought by him to be raised by a Half Elf group of
foresters near Tosgard. Rumors that he was found dead and resurrected as a baby persist though
no records exist from this period and it is not considered an official resurrection.
Makes his first Rune to the astonishment of the family. It is the Rune: 'live'. He manifests a Mark
of Wizardry and an inclination towards enchanting which he would maintain as his primary
passion throughout his lifetimes.
Tossed out of Arcane School for the combination of sleeping in class and writing backwards.
Pursues his own magical education in secret with summoned beings.
Accidentally starts a panic on the outskirts of Tosgard when experimenting with burning water
during the Tasen festival of The Washing of the Axes. He is hidden deep in the forest by his
adopted family. While hidden, he learns the secret of making Group Spells (some say he stole it
from a Demon Sprite he tormented in the forest). Giving the knowledge of the spells to the
Arcane school, he is let back in until he is found selling Mandrake to underage teens.
Becomes the youngest Pathfinder in the secret society of Free Rangers after a sea voyage
'homeward' with the Dark Elf Sutra. Society elders say that, if there were two like him, they
would be compelled to kill one, but cannot dispute his skills.
Solves the Quest of the Two Brothers as presented by The First Guardian after a trip to the
Northeast. Makes the first Pathstone for finding the North Star. Has contact with the Free
Senators and is reportedly made an Apprentice At Large in hope that they can tame and direct his
ambition. He manifests the Mark of Destiny. Is accepted as an 'Elf Friend' for valor and cunning
at Sea's End. Brings the Sea Elves and the Dwarves to assist in the growing rebellion of the
Humans against the Tasen.
Called to The First Guardian's side to be with him during all the Acts of The Guardian against the
Tasen people. Guides The Guardian to all meetings with the Tasen Council of Claws. Sneaks into
the Garden before the Shrine of Heroes at Tierkegaard and rearranges the path to spell out the
Rune Freedom which helps to spook the Tasens into letting the Humans free.
He is killed stopping an enchanted Spear heading for the Guardian. He is resurrected (#1) by the
Guardian, the only known resurrection by the Guardian, which gives Trekwill an almost Divine
stature with the Human tribes. He learns Stealth from a Summoned IMP at the order of the
Guardian and stops his private training in Bard. Takes over as Pathfinder for The Flight of
Human tribes. Leads them through the Badlands. Becomes the leading General during battles
with the Tasen in conjunction with Man-Orc and half-breed bandit bands that he bribes with
silver. He raids the Tasen homelands via teleportation with small parties called Hell's Rangers
using magic spells and small attacks to disrupt pursuit.
Leads the recapture of the 'slave tribes' who want to turn back to the Tasens and surrender. Is
asked by The Guardian to lead him through the Death Gate of the Black Tower. Departure of the
First Guardian.
Joins with Quentin in the establishment of a joint Church and Inter-tribe council that would
become the Empire. Uses this association to undermine the authority and acceptability of the
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Senators.
Rescues the Half Elf maiden Saluentha who would become his first wife. Her red hair is
highlighted by her skills as a Druidess and Berserker. He ignores major objections to association
with the Half Breed races. Sea Elves break support for the growing Empire.
Birth of Lorraine and the start of the Imperial Court. Trekwill introduces the Half Elf habit of
communal bathing.
While bathing with the Empress, a Sea Elf beauty burst in, accuses him of cheating on her with
his wife and lying about a pending separation. She stabs him in the chest. Saluentha reacts
quickly with her Berserker training, saying she can do better than that, pulling his head under the
water with a leg lock and drowning him. His death is officially reported as "Terminal Female
Problems." After a swift Resurrection (#2), he 'forgives' his wife and issues a proclamation
requiring separate gender bathing for the 'mental health of the Empire.' Saluentha is not
reconciled, leaves him and goes to the Falkens Island. Lorraine would grow up in the Imperial
Court shuttling between the two parental figures.
Creates the Imperial Fleet and battles with the Pirates of the Wingrave Coast. Is captured by the
Pirate Queen Su-Hua whom he seduces and she becomes the Second Empress.
The Empress 'Queen', in contrast to her predecessor and personal past, totally engages the society
of the court in the development of a conservative and restrained formality to the point of
prudishness. She was taking a bath with her hand maidens when the young lover of one of the
Ladies in Waiting, a Wizard decided to sneak in and show off his skills unaware that the Empress
was present. The Wizard moved the bath house from the back of the Palace to the midst of a
circus side show. As the bathers exited, at first unaware that they had become the barest of
attractions, the Empress was not amused. Even less amused was the Emperor who was watching
(leering at) a belly dancing Centaur as the bath house materialized on top of him and crushed
him. After resurrection (#3), he removes the Move Location Spell from the Wizard discipline.
The young Wizard is forced to marry his Lady of the Bath by the Empress and they are reported
to have lived miserably ever after. Her comment on the sentence was that "a bad marriage is life's
love's worst punishment."
His second wife leaves him accusing him of being an unfaithful beast shortly after he is found
dead from a 'stampede of One' outside the circus. The official cause of death is 'Terminal Hoof in
Mouth Disorder". After resurrection (#4) he goes to Pope Quentin for consoling and advice.
Quentin orders him to spend a year in retreat 'inside' to discipline his soul. Quentin sees this as an
opportunity to re-establish sovereignty of the church over the state. While there Trekwill
discovers the use of lightning bolts and electric spells.
The 'Retreat' of Trekwill 'Inside' is called short as the sudden vacancy of the office of Pope
distracts the Church and Trekwill maneuvers between the sects and cults sprouting up in local
congregations.
After spending some time with the Sea Elves at Mitilini there is a magical 'accident' and
Trekwill's gender is changed to that of a female. Trekwill declares that 'he' is still Emperor and
that titles of nobility are independent of Gender. This is the start of the Gender Wars at court and
throughout the land. A major push by 'gender positive' intellectuals try to make all nouns in the
common language either female or masculine with either an El or a La before them falls flat. It is
pointed out that only 3 percent of the people can understand what they read let alone figure out
what sex a word is suppose to have. The situation is not improved when Trekwill is pregnant
(with Alsayce) and refuses to discuss parentage.
During this period Trekwill comes to a greater appreciation of the female aspects of Imperial life.
It is also a period of great domestic invention by Trekwill who makes a series of magical devices
including: the magical carpet cleaner the cooking box the washing chest the teleport-emptying
chamber pot the dish remaker These devices, which can only be duplicated by highly skilled
Runemasters, are given by Trekwill to the women in the major noble households. The items
become some of the most prized household items by the Lady folk who traditionally run the
Noble households. This goodwill will become a major factor in the Ducal War that would come
soon.
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Second Tasen War of Liberation some times called the Tasen-Turtle War. Trekwill learns of the
additive nature of the Charm of Leadership. He works in a secret Cabal that he later learns is the
Arcane Council and restricts the spell to the magical 'Base'. In a major battle, the superior tactics
of Trekwill turn back the Tasens who are nevertheless able to burn Royal Haven. Trekwill
rebuilds the city and paints the palace a deep dark blue, giving rise to the color 'Royal Blue'.
As Alsayce reaches age 21, there is a growing split in the nobility over what to do with
succession to the throne and exactly what does it mean to be the First Born of the Emperor. In
childbirth a second time, the Emperor and his newborn son die. When resurrected (#5) Trekwill
is again a male, though seemingly darkly soured by the death of his newborn.
War of the Inglewood Annexation breaks out and Trekwill is trapped with 134 others at a
Mission church built on a negative Mana fault line. After a brief series of assaults, he and the
garrison are killed, although 800 of the Elves are taken down with them. He is buried unnoticed
in an unmarked mass grave but is located by a Free Ranger and dug up. Brought to Wingrave, his
resurrection (#6) fails and he is Rited as a Spectre.
As the Imperial Spectre he finishes the Annexation of Inglewood even though running into
domestic opposition from both his daughters on the issue of being Undead. Inglewood becomes a
mixture of Elf, Sea Elf and Dark Elf Duchy as the Empire seeks to expand its racial base while
playing each of the Elves against the other.
The Gold Rush of Masaland brings the use of covens of low level Druids to increase the speed of
ore and supply wagons going back and forth to the Gold Mountains through collective spells.
One such wagon fails to corner properly by the gathering of the Imperial hunters. The wagon
runs over the Emperor at a speed of about 357. Trekwill is resurrected (#7) and restructures the
Charm of Movement spell so as to make it non-additive, putting the covens out of business and
secretly securing the thanks of the Arcane Council who wanted to push more power to high
individual Arcanists rather than the collective covens of lower level Arcanists.
Rumor spreads that Trekwill has converted to the Deathwalkers and is in communion with the
Shadow Keeper. A far more vicious rumor circulates that he was the Shadow Keeper.
Tired of the burden of being Undead he travels to the Black Tower and reportedly enters the
Death Gate with the Shadow Keeper.
The Ducal War breaks out as Trekwill is not heard from and the issue of succession comes to a
boil. The daughters, Lorraine and Alsayce, and their alliances in the Duchies start a bloody and
prolonged civil war. Dukes forced out set up court in exile and the principle of forfeiture at the
end of the year is established.
The return of Trekwill as a Greater Enchanted Mage rather than an Undead does not stop the
wars until he puts together an alliance of the Barons through the House of Barons. He makes his
only comment on succession: "I will outlive both these First Borns and after me will come
chaos." The Barons collect in giving thanks for the return of the Emperor and pledge their
support starting a stunning Pre-Winter Offensive, he seizes all the Ducal Capitals by the end of
November forcing all Dukes and Duchess into Exile. At the end of December all the Exile titles
are forfeit and the war is declared over. The Barons recall the offensive in a celebration known
evermore as 'The Thanks Giving and Taking".
the death of Alsayce and Lorraine. The deactivation of the Ducal capitals. Trekwill leaves the
Ducal judicial structure in place as a check against the Barons thus preserving the facade of the
Duchies.
Trekwill seeking to reunify the Empire converts back to Fundamentalism and becomes the first
male Pope as well as Emperor. Brings the clergy into a supportive role in the Empire and
introduces the Open Temple meetings as a means of bringing all classes together.
Develops the priest spell for the Summoning of St. Quentin; however, Quentin cannot comment
on certain areas of history magically. He resigns as Pope in the midst of growing divisions in the
Church that would lead to the establishment of the Western and Southern sects.
While leading a group of knights on a scourge of the Redeye Orc settlements in the Black Hills
he is trapped and killed with the command. His body is taken to Stanislas for bartering where he
is rescued and resurrected (#8) by the Seahawktress Sveltina who would be his faithful and final
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wife.
The period of the 'Robber Barons' begins as Trekwill concentrates on the growing border wars
with a resurgent Tasen-Troll conflict.
The end of the 'Robber Barons' period as Trekwill strengthens the independent courts working
through the Ducal Capitals. The rise of the Merchant Prince and strong merchant associations
independent of the Barons. The rumblings of urban unrest and the rise of Lord Mayors. The
Merchant Prince is said to have been bought by the Emperor.
Trekwill opens relations with the Tasen Prides by completing the Quest of the Ashes of Krom
returning them from the Land Before Time with the help of the Ogre Hermit Thraxxson.
Entrance of the Empire in the Great Hive War. For the first time the Empire and the Tasens are
on the same side pushing back the Insectoids and the Trolls. Much of the war effort falls on the
Dwarves who are strategically as well as tactically called upon to fight in the underground caves
in the front lines.
The Armistice Of Reflection brings an end to the Great Hive War as internal strife between the
Trolls and the Orcs destroys the Troll Kings Realm. Rise of the Redeye and Crimson Orcs.
The Torgau Convention establishes an universal magical limit on SEI Abuse one of the
contributing reasons for excessive weaponry and population that drove up the appalling casualty
rates in the Great Hive War. Trekwill designs the spell and it is jointly cast at the only meeting of
the Factional Representatives.
Death of his last wife and the coming of the decade of great depression.
Trekwill is crippled playing Dragon Polo and healing spells fail to function. He uses a magic
carpet to get around. Trekwill studies market forces and opens a Palantir Market.
The Lesser Hive War breaks out between the Tasens and the Hive Queen. Trekwill prepares the
Empire. Domestic opposition rises with the cry of "No blood for claws". Trekwill is discouraged
by the shift towards a Chaos agenda in the Baronies. To counter this he encourages the old
Senators to come out in the open and ally with the Lord Mayors in a more active open group.
A group of Nightwing assassins make a bold attack on Royal Haven, killing Trekwill while a
large group of Spiderfolk overrun Masaland. Trekwill's resurrection (#9) is in severe doubt until
St. Quentin herself is called upon. With great reluctance she completes the spell but Trekwill's
constitution is near nil and he is told that next time there is no recall from death's summons.
Trekwill completes the Arcane adventure of the Black Flag at Wingrave and brings it to bear on
the Hive War despite objections by the Ecumenical Council.
The utter and complete destruction of the Hive Queen's home city of Tric'Lisma by use of the
Black Flag Spell by Trekwill in person without an army. End of the Second Hive War.
Trekwill brings the Empire into a war against the resurgent Crimson Orcs who drive against the
Elf holdings near Sea's End. Elves and Dark Elves seek refuge in Inglewood.
Chaos sects get the upper hand in the House of Barons and start a purge of Lord Mayors who
have Senatorial leanings. The Tasens announce they have completed the Quest of the Black Flag
and the Ecumenical Council calls for a universal Purge Disarmament.
House of Barons is checked by Trekwill when they go after the Military Missions which are
supported by the Gaia Council in secret. Rumors spread that Trekwill has gone over to the Light
Council of Windfall.
In a dispute over the waterway rights in the Torgau Rift, Trekwill sides with the Seahawks to
take control of the Rift away from the Ariels, the traditional patrollers of the waterway. War is
averted by the Quest of the Black Falcon Child.
Before heading out on a quest to rescue a mysterious lost child he has a parade passing by an
abandoned library warehouse. Trekwill is hit by a 'single' crossbow bolt that also wounds the
local Lord Mayor. The shooter is a Crimson Orc who is later killed by a deranged
Fundamentalist. Trekwill's health fails and he falls into a coma. The final blow has come and it is
now a time for new legends to come forth.
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The Trekwill Adventures

All of these may be done once. At times at the start of a game these may be modified for local variations.

Adventure 1301 Fire Axes
Have the Potion of Fire (#568), three Power 4 Axes, go to the province of the Washing of Axes in the Month of
October. Gain +2 to any arcane, +1 character action.

Adventure 1302 Salesman
Have 20 of the flora Trekwill sold and go to a forest hills province and exchange them for 5,000 crowns.

Adventure 1303 Quest of Two Brothers
Go to the province where the brothers were born of the same mother on the same day and year who are not twins.
The coordinates of the province are not quite mirrors but within one of it. The sum of the ordinates of the province
in any combination is greater than any of the individuals. No curves they have nor lesser ones of value, yet all the
rest of the universe of numbers is greater than they. Gain +2 Ranger, +1 Bard, +2 Priest, +2 base prestige.

Adventure 1304 Garden of Heroes
Do not be a Tasen, or Berserker, must have stealth, enter the Guild that holds the Garden of Heroes with the Rune
of Patterns (#570). Gain +3 influence, +3 stealth, +2 base prestige.

Adventure 1305 Ashes of Krom
Find the Ashes of Krom (#569) and bring them to inside the city of Tosgard. Gain title of Hero of the Axe, +2
base prestige, +4 to PC, Tactics, Axemaster and Strength. Title will allow completion of Adventure 1306: Legion
of the Axe.

Adventure 1306 Legion of the Axe
Have the title of Hero of the Axe and go to Tosgard PROVINCE. Summons 100 Mara'Tasen Level 18 Fanatics,
Blessed of Krom to an empty slot.

Adventure 1307 Guardian's Escort
Take to Death's Door, as a prisoner a character with the title of the Guardian (#1806). Gain +2 Base Prestige, +2
to any Arcane Skill, +2 to any Militant Skill, -1 to Constitution, -1 to Beauty, +1 to Dexterity and a Mark of
Destiny.

Adventure 1308 Pathfinder
Be a Ranger and go to the 'End of the World' and back. Gain +2 to Ranger, Stealth, Constitution and a Mark of
Glory.
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Adventure 1309 TransGenderation
Be male, visit the Blue Witch in an appropriate month and be transformed to female. Note status may be lost.
Gender changed to female, +2 Beauty, +2 Dexterity, +2 Constitution, +2 Tactics, +2 Stealth/Bard -2 Personal
Combat, -2 Strength, -2 Influence, -2 base prestige (loss prestige because it took you this long to realize that
women are superior, after all who wants to be on a desert Island with a man?).

Adventure 1310 Centaur Center
Bring a Centaur Female prisoner to Royal Haven's Circus Fair Guild. Gain control of character. Note, some
danger involved. May be done once.

Adventure 1311 Black Falcon Child
Have the Egg of the Black Falcon (#1775) and complete adventure where Trekwill did. Gain title of Wing Friend
(#2306), +2 to Knight, Bowmaster, Priest.

Adventure 1312 Status Removal
Go to where Trekwill retreated 'inside' and remove any 'Other' status and replace it with Enchanted (#371) at a
cost of 2 base prestige and 4 influence. May be done 200 times.

Adventure 1313 Remove Undead Status
Go to where Trekwill removed his Undead status. Have 50 Nightshade (#425). Note: may hold some danger,
unpredictable astral teleportations.

Adventure 1314 Drop Religious Status
Go to where Trekwill's resurrection first failed, with 10 Mandrake and remove the Religious status. Loss of 2
Constitution, 1 Base Prestige and 2 Influence also applies.
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THE PRIDE IN HISTORY
"Honor your history and you honor your future."
The Hermit Thraxxson
The history of the Tasen Pride, as written by their own bards, is dominated by the conflicts of the three main
cultures; the Mara, Tera and the Scar'Tasens. Their conflicts with the Elves, Trolls, Orcs and more recently
Humans and the Hive have a place in history but are often not focused on by Tasen Historians. Traditionally,
Tasen historians do not wish to give too much credit to non-Tasens and have always denied any causal
relationships between internal Tasen politics and external activities. In this manner, they are very similar to
Human Historians who have a Homo-centric view of history and see things as revolving around major Human
characters and events which have had a dramatic affect on that bizarre concept 'mankind'.
The internal Tasen history of The Pride has the following phases:
The Great Division
The Forming of the Four Sects and The Pride
The Great Disorder of the Sects
The Re-establishment of The Pride
The external untraditional history of the Pride is dominated by the following phases somewhat delineated by
whom their main opponents were.
Unification and conflicts with the Elves
The Troll Wars
The Exploitation: the Humans
The Wars of the Orc Tribes
The Hive Wars
The exploration of these somewhat overlapping phases from both the traditional and unconventional viewpoints
may provide the best introduction to the Tasen Pride.

The Historical Phases
The Great Division
The Tasens were first nomads who wandered the northern forests. Their nomadic life was not as organized or
ritualized as that of the current Scar'Tasens who try to claim that they remain as the First of the Tasens. As the
Tasens moved down from the North during one particularly cold and brutal winter, they came in great multitudes
into the area called the Three Valleys. It was there that the essence of the Tasens was changed into three cultures.
Gathering in the Western Valley were the Howlers, these were mature Tasens who had lost parents and cubs since
the last winter and were lamenting their loss in an ancient ritual of Pagan Howling and Mourning. In the Northern
Valley were the Outclans and the no-names, mostly young adults who had yet to complete their maturing or
breeding but were yet painfully aware of their lack of status in the tribe. Settling in the Eastern valley were the
older members and those with still largely intact families. They all came down from these valleys to a central pool
where the creeks of the three valleys merged to form a small summer lake. Their three leaders, who were said to
be related family members, argued over the course the multitudes should take as well as the order in which they
should be feeding at the lake. When daily tensions reached the violent stage, an apparition appeared. Some say it
was Krom, others say it was the primal spirit of The Pride who set a great barrier.
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The Western Howlers set out to establish Tosgard and vowed to turn their backs on the ways that gave them pain
from their loss of family. They created a stationary, civilized lifestyle with regulations and introduced magic to
assist in their planting and engineering. They called themselves the Mara'Tasen after an ancient word for Sea
Fortress and developed the outward branch of the Pride.
The Outclans headed for the Northwestern hills and set about forming a community of raiders and warriors that
would copy the ferociousness of their nomadic ancestors while blending in the stationary aspect of the Mara. They
were called the Tera after the ancient word for their favorite haunt, Hill Fortress. They always had a cynical
disregard and contempt for both the rituals of their elders and the rigid structure of laws. Some have called them a
perpetually teenaged society of claws.
The Elders and powerful families of the nomads had their wanderlust intensified even more by the removal from
their midst of those elements who wished to settle and explore new inner horizons rather than race along the
windy trails of the northern lands. The removal of any challenge to authority, timed with a focus on the divine,
brought forth a stirring of traditional rigidity and the stranglehold of the Priest class on the tribe. They continued
their old method of marking the faces of their noble cubs and thus became the Scar' Tasen to all who would look
upon them.

The Four Sects and the forming of The Pride
In Tasen cities during the time leading up to the Century of Unification and War, common strife of all sorts
caused great disruptions to all facets of life. Too much leadership translated to no leadership because every guild
house, overlord and nomad chieftain sought dominion and recognized nothing else but his own will. During this
period of strife, the four sects were formed as the collective might of several powerful clans. The four met in
secret and worked in unison to annihilate or assimilate all other sources of domination so that any attempt at
leadership had to come from within their ranks. They spread their sects throughout the Tasen Tribes and tried to
keep an open membership focused on the goals of their sect. They pledged not to work against each other and
became known as the Honor Sects. Thus the cooperation of the Religious, Arcane, Nobles and the Warrior sects
provided a cross cultural basis for leadership in what would be called The Pride.
It would take Mara The Great to unify the tribes and to formalize the open establishment and recognition of the
Four Sects as the Council of Claws to support her dominion and to carry out the written codification of laws. This
was done in the background of a century of conflict in which the Knight Berserkers continued to be defeated in
one field combat after another while Mara led the Siege armies in the successful campaign against the Elves.
The first Council was brought to Covert Creek where it was sworn in by Mara before a collection of Bards that
were sent out to spread the news of the event. Each city of the Pride was initially to supply 4 members: one from
each of the Sects. The balance in the Council would shift over the years from one dual alliance to another, but
there was never really single domination until the lead up to the Great Disorder. After Mara's great unity, there
eventually came the Tera Warlord Leo Sunclaw who brought to the Pride a shift from the Mara'Tasen style of
internal building to one of Warrior Lords who brought the miliary into formal loyalty within the Pride. Leo
Sunclaw made the Lion Knights the official Knighthood order of The Pride. He arranged for the establishment of
standing armies to be loyal to the Council members and the Pride Watch patrols throughout the north.
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The Unification
In the period approximately 500 years Before The Flight, Tosgard was the main settlement of the Tasen peoples.
They were in close association with the Sea Elves and the Forest Elves who came up the coast and helped in
various ways with the urbanization of the Pride. Some of the Clan leaders came to swear allegiance to the Elves
and in a few cases the Elves returned the oath. The alliance was far from an equal one. As the Dark Elves came to
dominate the coast with the strong dark powers of the Isle of the Dead, the situation between the Pride and the
Elves worsened. Then a conflict arose from within the Elven ranks which gave the Tasens an opportunity to lay
claim against some of the traditional Elven Forest lands. This spurned a great war with the Elves sending in small
but highly effective field armies of Ranger Archers supported by wizards to storm the Pride's cities.
The noble clans formed large field armies of mounted Knight Berserkers and sought to overwhelm the Elves in
the open. Most of the field battles were disasters. While the battle of Arrowglen was the worst single defeat in
Pride history, it was not an unusual result for this period. At Arrowglen, after chasing the Elves for 2 months, a
field force of 20,000 made up of Knight-Berserkers and supporting elements of militia crossbow faced off in a
narrowing channel glen against 6500 Elves, mostly Archers with a small contingent of Mage Knights. The Tasen
leader was the Berserker Da'Fang, heir to the Tosgard Clan. In the somewhat muddy field, the Tasen Knights lost
control charging through their own militia which had been probing the Elven line only to be cut down by a
massive combination of missiles and magic. Some 10,000 were killed and 4,000 captured in the slaughter
compared to a loss of only 238 to the Elves. Similar defeats took place in this century at Pointers and Red Bluff.
However, it would be Mara The Great's strategy of fighting at the towns and not in the field that would lead to the
eventual triumph of the Pride. Mara would eventually be captured by the Dark Elves and burned at the stake as a
heretic on the Isle of the Dead.

The Troll Wars
Under the guidance of a series of Warlords starting with Leo Sunclaw, the Pride came into repeated conflict with
the Trolls who were in the mountains southeast of the Sera Vec lands of the Pride. The constant presence of the
Elves had kept the Trolls' attention divided but, with the pull-out of the Elves, the Pride was there alone to face
the Trolls.
The key to the Troll Wars was the ability of the Pride armies in the field in securing the passes and approaches to
their Lands. Here the Knight Berserker techniques, now supported by the Prides own Arcanists, were able to
avoid the defeats of the past. The Troll habit of charging straight ahead also helped to reduce the conflict to a
simple matter of who had more troops.
The Trolls had started to extend alliances with the Orc tribes. This was done in numerous ways; but, the most
repulsive technique, from the Pride's point of view, was the Royal Unity Contract of the Troll Kings. While
interracial marriages were generally frowned upon by all societies at that time, the Trolls had created a family
contract structure that, for all intents and purposes, functioned in the same manner without the awkwardness of
interpersonal relations. Considering their universal disdain for Orc and Troll women, this was probably
considered by the Pride as a reasonably good choice. At first, Unity Contracts appeared to be haphazardly
scattered across tribes and areas. It was only after a series of unfortunate demises occurred in the Orc tribes that,
suddenly with the succession of heirs, a pattern appeared which encircled the Pride with Troll allies. This
triggered a series of Troll Wars which were called the Wars of Haphazard Succession.
During one particularly dramatic crisis, Sea Elves briefly returned to the coast to ally with a forward contingent of
the Hive under Queen Rika The Great in order to contain the Pride.
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Humans and The Exploitation
It was during this period that the Humans arrived and were welcomed despite their peculiar Fundamentalist views.
Humans had been welcomed by the Mara'Tasens, some say, because of a deathbed revelation that Leo IX had
about old, hairless Tasen souls returning from a broken cloud in the sky. Humans' ability to provide a labor pool
that was self-sustaining was definitely needed at this time in the Pride's history, when the majority of its adult
members was needed for the wars to the East, especially during the period of the 8 Warlords when the Pride's
leadership was being decimated by internal and external losses. The Pride had been in conflict with all the other
races it had contact with, while Humans were thrust on the screen with no past dishonor in their dealings with the
Tasens. Humans actually saw the Tasens as saviors after what was a harrowing trip from Beyond the Horizon to
the Known World. At first, Humans acted with great respect and deference to the Tasens and the Tasens' sense of
honor was touched by such gratefulness. Soon, nearly all Tasen cities had major Human quarters which eventually
provided all the craftsmen and farmers for the war economy designed by Leo Sunclaw.
It was also Sunclaw who passed the Edict of Exploitation. It was issued at Tierkegaard and stripped Humans of
any autonomous status, making them divine subjects of Krom's Warriors. The very parchment of the Edict was
woven with spells of Slavery that enhanced its political effect with a social destruction that had not been seen
before in the Pride. As Sunclaw's Scar'Tasen Clans of Krom came to dominate, religious persecution of
Fundamentalists began. Humans were removed from their lands and forced to live only in the cities as tradesmen.
While Sunclaw's Scar'Tasen were dominating the Humans, their fanatical approach started to have an effect on
other parts of the Pride, most visibly in the Council of Claws. However, less visible and far more dangerous, the
Priesthood and the new nobility disrupted the balance of the Pride and opened up a new period, one that would
become a time of moral disgrace leading to the Disorder.
Amongst those things that were started then, was the creation of the Half Breeds. In the extremist views of the
Krom Scar Priesthood, all other religions and races were equally of no value so any combination of them would
be no great change. However, the new nobility was seeing a rise in the rebellion of the Humans on whom they had
come to depend for much of their economic structure and they pushed the Breeding program as an eventual
replacement for Humanity.

The Great Disorder
In the hundred years prior to the Great Disorder, the Scar'Tasen swept down, first on Tierkegaard then finally
Tosgard, to establish the domain of the Warlord, Nobruob the Blessed. With this domination, the religious
structure of the Krom priesthood penetrated all the lives of the Pride. The Religious sect and the Noble Sect had
an overwhelming majority in the Honor Council. In fact, they pushed their domination so far that the Warrior and
the Arcane Sects were unrepresented in the Council by the time of the Great Disorder. This was a period of great
stratification within the Pride and led to a concentration of power in the hands of the new Scar'Tasen Priest
Overlords to such an extent as had never before been seen. The Scar'Tasen, increasingly coming out of their
camps, had established the city of Krosnogard, the very thought of which would have made their ancestors in the
Tri-Valley roll over on their biers. The taste of unrestrained power was too much for the Scar'Tasen nobles who,
over time, pushed their own majority in the Council of Claws to become the sole power in the Council. The
family of Leo Six Claw produced ineffective Warlords who were more puppets of the new Noble Sect than divine
leaders of The Pride despite what they tried to teach the increasingly dissatisfied masses that they were.
The times of Leo Six Claw the Last (as he was to be called) started with a series of poor military campaigns that
led to a decrease in morale. This was complicated by an economic decline that was blamed on the corruption of
Administrators and the laziness of Humans.
The Humans were actually being mobilized by The Guardian and were purposely conducting a series of boycotts
and slowdowns to pressure the Council of Claws into reversing the Edict of Tierkegaard and recognizing the
rights of Humanity to an autonomous region of the Pride.
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During one holy holiday called the Washing of the Axes, the holy stream turned to fire and burned the axe
handles off of the Holy Axes. This was taken as a Omen that the purity of the Tasens was no longer present and
that, therefore, they can no longer hold their weapons of honor. The Priests of Krom also choose this time to come
out publicly against the Breeding Program as a disgrace to Krom and began to oppose the Council of Claws. The
Council was forced to end the Breeding program due to the opposition of the Church; but, the new nobility was
angered by the priesthood challenging their 'lordship needs'.
The Council of Claws saw the desecration at Tosgard during the Washing of the Axes as one more Human act of
terrorism and clamped down further on Humans and all who opposed the will of the new nobility. The last
representatives of the Priesthood in the Council are reduced to a pitiful minority who are ignored in Council
discussions with the Warlord Leo Six Claw. The repression is throughout the Pride and makes allies of the
Humans and the under classes of the Pride, although the commoners' racial hatred is increased. 'Enlightened', and
some say enchanted, members of the Pride's warrior class come to see some common ground with Humans.
The Sea and Dark Elves, under a short-term alliance with Sutra the Dark, returned to the coast off of Tosgard
where the 'Dark and Blue' Fleets defeated the Tasens attempt at sea power. The Elven fleet blockades the coast
and groups of Seahawks form inland raiders attacking all Tasen trade. This is done, supposedly, in support of the
Human call for an economic boycott of tradegoods and their manufacture. However, the Elves are in secret
negotiations with their own traditional enemy, the Dwarves, in order to try and bring down the Pride and open up
access to the Northern Meldorian Forests for themselves and the Sera Vec mineral deposits for the Dwarves.
The only glimpse of potential brilliance by Leo Six Claw was noted when he commissioned the creation of a
'SkyBoat', a large oval bag able to float in the air and fly over the blockading Elven fleet. Never intended as a
fighting ship, the one man Sky Boat could, nevertheless, take 1000 weight and float it around. The plans for its'
construction are stolen by an Imp rumored to be working for the Free Rangers and a Half Elf secret society. Other
than as a test model, it was never built.
The economic crisis worsened as the blockade and the unrest of the disenfranchised came to a head during the
Acts of the Guardian against the Tasen Pride. The Guardian called down one divine curse after another against the
Pride's new nobility:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Bleeding of the Beach at Red Sands
Rain of Black Fire in the Palace Gardens of Tosgard
The unbreakable Winternight of the Pride Cities
Curse of Barrenness where no cubs are conceived
The Banishment of the Holy Mana
The Cracking of Claws where the claw nails split.
The Week of Sleeplessness
The Groaning of the land
The Night of the One Dream
The Fall of the Walls

The Priests of Krom, still angered by their diminutive role in the Council decide to exploit the Breeding Program
as an issue for revenge and stay neutral in the conflict which focuses down between the nobility and the Guardian.
The nobility held a secret meeting at Leopodville and decided that their best solution was to replace Humans with
a Tasen underclass. They argued over the outright slaughter of Humans or the use of arcane biological spells.
Faced with a possible invasion by the Elves from the Sea and the Dwarves in alliance with the Vultura and the
Hive, the nobility was not looking forward to a prolonged war of extermination. Their troops might refrain from
such dishonorable duty. Meanwhile, the Humans were showing more and more covert military initiative
supported by the Guardian. One of the nobility's major fears was that the replacement of Humans would become
too obvious if done by law and would foment further alliances of the lower classes against the nobility.
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While this meeting is going on, word reaches them that the Garden before the Shrine of Heroes at Tierkegaard has
rearranged its path in the shape of the ancient Rune for Freedom. The High Priest of Krom, whose spies are at the
Leopodville meeting, seizes upon this as part of a plan. He goes to Leopodville to meet with the new nobles at a
'High Tea' banquet and outlines his policy to 'let the Humans go' providing that they all go. This would leave no
choice but for the underclass to occupy those positions held by the Humans. It would also ensure increased
hostility between the departing Humans and the underclass who would view the sudden necessity for them to do
'Human work' as degrading. The priesthood further encourages the transition with its interpretation of the Signs of
the Times as supporting the Humans' release. This had the added benefit of avoiding a covert war with the
Humans and removing a potential domestic enemy.
The High Priests further advised that, according to divine advice, in Humans there is a dark spirit of great
ambition which is best set on the far side of the Pride's foreign enemies where it can feed on their backs and flanks
rather than confront the Pride. The nobles go for this plan and agree to increase the share of the priesthood in the
Council within 6 years and to remove all taxes on Church Guilds. The funds are to be made up by taxes on the
other guilds.
The Humans started The Flight to the Southeast with their mass exodus from all Tasen Cities. Stunned by what
they had hoped to be a major civil war and which was now simply a flood of refugees, the Elves and the Dwarves
withdrew and the blockade ended.
The High Priest's plans appear to be perfect except that the new class of Tasen tradesmen comes primarily from
the traditional outcast rural 'second sons and daughters' who demand that the old market regulations of the Human
trades no long apply to them. Further, the sudden economic boom in the cities has given these new Tasen urban
dwellers a sense of loyalty to Guild and Class over the Pride and Council. The warrior clans are still
disenfranchised from the Council and the end of the blockade crisis with the Dwarves and the Elves leaves large
numbers of soldiers disgruntled by the lack of action.
A guild tax called the Golden Tax is passed at Tierkegaard to pay for building a Golden monument to the High
Priest at Leopodville and the tax is made universal to the Pride. The wording of the tax is such that it applies to
the Knighthood Guilds which traditionally have never been taxed before. Further, it makes it clear that the amount
of this tax increase is directly related to the credit to the Church Guilds. This tax is copied by all the major cities.
The news of the tax comes out on Veterans Day and is accompanied by Rumormongers spreading the word that
the Half Breeding program was to be revised on Leo Six Claw's orders and that, this time, it would be Tasen half
breeds that would be bred.
The streets of Tosgard became a battleground for mobs when the disenfranchised Warrior Sect, supported by the
Arcane Sect, staged a coup against the Noble Sect and stormed the Council of Claws decimating their Guards
with the 'whiff of hellfire'. They overthrew the Warlord who was charged in a mock trial with Dishonor, Disgrace
and Disgust against The Pride. He was taken out and beheaded; his head was tossed into the streets and taken
away by a beardless beggar, never to be seen again.
The fall of the Clan of Leo Six Claw, combined with the collapse of the four sects, brought mob rule throughout
the lands as well as invasion from the Orcs and Trolls and even the Hive who sought to take advantage of the
Pride's distraction.

The Re-establishment
In the nine years of disorder that followed, there emerged the eventual domination of the brilliant General
Boneclaw who helped to unify the Pride once again by rallying them against their common enemies.
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Boneclaw was born on Isle of the Dead after a Corsair kidnapped his mother late in her pregnancy. He was raised
on the Isle in a pirate community made up of outcasts. Included in his bizarre family was the Ghost of an Ogre
that acted as a nanny for him and kept him from being picked on (because of his small size) in a community that
otherwise reflected the old adage that strength is power. The Ogre Ceassi was said to have instructed him on the
use of tactics and focusing his power at the point of his enemy's weakness which was to be his trademark in later
life. At one point, he was called Boneclaw the Corsairian Ogre.
He did little to pioneer innovations in warfare only perfected and implemented the ideas of others. He laid a
pattern of leadership in the ranks of the warriors which broke from the traditional advance of the Clan Warrior and
opened up the higher ranks to ambitious and loyal followers, regardless of Clan. He also re-wrote the civil codes
left over from the days of Mara the Great and brought back the Council of Claws with some built in restrictions to
insure representation is always present for all the sects. For the 15 years that followed, he struck terror in the ranks
of the seemingly endless coalitions formed against him. By the time of his eventual defeat in the battle before
Blood City he still was able to leave behind a resurgent Pride that had found its Honor and self respect once again
and established itself as a major cultural and influential power in the Known World.
His cultural heirs established the grandeur of the Tasen Pride and moved the internal machinery of government
forward. The recent period has seen the death of the last Warlord and the rule of a Regent Claw Council. Now
with the coma of Trekwill the members of the Honor Council have resigned to allow for the formation of a new
Council and the rise of a new Warlord. For the Pride it is a time of new legends to come forward.

The Wars of the Orc Tribes
The last century was dotted with a series of wars revolving around the position and loyalty of the Orc Tribes. The
Orcs were never united and always sided with stronger forces around them whom they delighted in getting
involved with their own petty bickering. As such they were always causing problems.
The Hive and the Trolls were the main participants in the Orc Wars and these three major powers spun a web of
alliances and counter-alliances that have baffled many trying to explain. However, there are two distinct phases of
the wars: an early phase when the main Orc ally was the Trolls and the battles were fought in the west then later
on with the Hive conflicts which were fought mostly around Barrier Lake and the Snarl Mountains.
Historically, the Trolls always came out the worse in these conflicts and were forced to give ground and
reparations to the Pride for the duration. The Mara Clans dominated the wars with the Trolls and while they were
nearest to them they always advised against extermination as they saw the Trolls as a buffer between them and the
Empire or the return of the Elves to the Western Coast. The policy of containing the Trolls and pointing them
towards the Empire of Trekwill was known as the Convention of Tosgard and became a standard foreign policy of
the Pride.
The Hive races were a relative new comer to the conflicts in the North and it was their determined opposition to
Boneclaw that helped to bring him down at the Battle of the Waterfalls near Blood City. The Hive was trying to
oust the Orcs from the area around Barrier Lake and to make that and the Dark Ice Lake as the 'natural' borders of
the Hive. At the end of the last Troll War, the Hive moved on the Blood Orcs and swept down through the gap
between the Barrier and the Dark Lakes. This caught the Pride Army in the open and cut off from supplies. They
were destroyed by a Hive combination of long range fire magic and morale spells that broke the army's center.
The Hive penetrated as far as Krosnogard which was occupied after a brief siege. In the following peace treaty,
the Pride had to agree to the humiliation of allowing a Hive ambassador's residence in the city and had to
recognize the Hive's dominion over Blood City.
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The Hive
Relations with the Hive were on a collision course as soon as the Pride recovered from the shock of losing the
Blood City War. To add to the rivalry, the Hive were pushing into the marketplaces of the West their dominant
position in the Mandrake trade. Further the Hive races were making strong inroads in the trade in the South
through the use of the Sandfolk and their Dwarven contacts.
These rivalries erupted when the heir to the Hive Queen was assassinated in Blood City while riding on a magic
carpet. The Orc that did the deed was said to be an agent of the Pride but was eaten before the full facts could be
known. Under the leadership of the Great Mandible, the Hive swept north around the Barrier Lake where they
bribed the Vultura to be neutral, then moved down behind Blood City and out to the shores of the Mutant Lake
where they were finally held to a stand-still in a series of fortification battles on the shores of the lake. They had
also sent ahead expeditions which were involved in conflicts with the Trolls and the Dragonfolk, eventually
spreading to a second front against the Empire after Imperial convoys to the Tasen lands were repeatedly attacked
both in the Sea of Troubles and the Chaos Sea. The war saw its bitterest fighting in the confined spaces of the East
where the Dwarves felt the brunt of the fighting against the Hive. This war was the first time that the Pride and the
Empire were on the same side and is a tribute to the Mara'Tasen diplomats who kept the tempers of the Tera
commanders in check.
After a brief period of peace in which the economic rivalries of the Pride and the Empire flared up in the
Outlands, the Hive made a second major effort at world conquest known as the Lesser Hive War. It was Lesser
only in the scope of that war. Again it would take a joint Tasen/Empire, even a Troll/Orc effort to toss back the
Hive and bring an end to the war. The horrendous civilian casualties and use of world scale magic became central
issues of debate in the war councils of the Pride which ultimately opposed Trekwill's use of the Black Flag's Purge
spells and soured their relationship with the Empire along with the issue of resurgent Pelting.
The times now are tense and in that tension sometimes old enemies see opportunities with new ones to complete
the unfinished business that is always the description of the Pride in History.

Pride Historic Adventures
All of these adventures are restricted to the Tasen races and followers of Krom and may be done once.

Adventure 144 The Start
Be a main character, go to the place of the Great Divide. Bring with you the First Book of Krom (#2295), gain +2
Influence, +2 base Prestige, +2 Tactics, +2 Beauty.

Adventure 145 The Council of Claws
Be a character (range 1 to 1000) go to a province where the Council of Claws was first called. Have the first
Council Horn (#551). Gain +4 to Bard, +1 base Prestige, +1 Beauty, +1 influence.

Adventure 146 The Tea
Be a character ( 1 to 5000) have 20 tea (1120) and the Medallion of Tea (2294) and go to the site of the famous
High Tea between the High Priest and the new nobles. Gain +4 Priest, +1 base Prestige, +3 Constitution.
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Adventure 147 The Guild Growth
Be a character in the range of (201 to 1000), go to where the Golden Tax started. Have the Medallion of
Enterprise (#2293) go to gain for the target guild +10 (in the same province), and for yourself +5 to Merchant, +2
to Admin/Engineer, +2 to Rumormonger.

Adventure in Rage #148
Be a character (1 to 5000) in the city where the Great Disorder started. Have the Medallion of Rage (#2292) gain
+4 to Berserker, +3 PC and +2 to Strength, LOSE 2 Constitution and 2 Influence.

Adventure in Corsairians #149
Be a main character (1 to 200) go to the site of the upbringing of Boneclaw. Have the Medallion of Ceassi (#
2291). Gain +4 Tactics, +2 PC.

Adventure in Battle #150
Be a main character (1 to 200) and do a pilgrimage to the final battlefield of Boneclaw with the Medallion of
AquaLeo (2290). Gain +2 Tactics, +1 PC, LOSE 2 Influence.

Adventure of Hives #151
Be a main or a secondary character(#1 to 1000) and have the Medallion of the Ambassador (2289), go to the
home city of the great ambassadors of the war against the Great Mandible, gain +2 Beauty, +2 Influence, +2
Dexterity, +3 to Stealth, and +3 to Bard.

Adventure of Three Valleys 116
In the First Great Hive War the Mara'Tasen diplomat Silverclaw was able to bring the Empire into the conflict
against the Hive. As the lead elements of the Imperial Rangers reached the area called the Three Valleys, the Hive
forces were well entrenched across the Valley floor. Approaching from an adjacent valley was the Third Cohort of
the Golden Claw composed of Scar'Tasen Krom Berserker Fanatics that were enraged by the recent loss of their
temples. It took great diplomacy on the part of Silverclaw to keep the Tasens from attacking everything in the
valley which would have been a total disaster for the first combined Tasen-Human arms in 400 years. Some say
that it was accomplished by the use of a magical barrier that kept the focus of the troops down their own valley
towards the Spiderfolk at the far end. Others think that it was the ambassadorial excellence of Silverclaw.
Be a Mara'Tasen (206) bring the Silverclaw Essence (#571) to his greatest field of accomplishment and gain the
title of 'Imperial Diplomat' (1622) which will neutralize the racial hatred of Human characters towards the holder.
Will have no effect on mass populations.
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THE COUNCIL OF CLAWS
"The long reach of the arm of the law is only as good as the claws at the end."
Mara the Great.
The Council of Claws was established to support the Warlord of the Pride. As such, it was never considered a
stepping stone to that post. The Council members were dominant in their fields but were typically excluded from
the Warlord position. This tradition was maintained when Boneclaw re-established the Council and title holders
will find that part of the cost of obtaining the title is a drop in both base prestige and base influence of 4 each
since the Claws in the modern Pride are considered supporters not potential leaders.
There are 5 positions on the Council and it requires 3 to assign any post to a nominee. There is one position
associated with each of the five main cities of the Pride and they have diverse requirements. Only main characters
may be on the Council of Claws. The posts are claimed on a first come first served basis and held until the
position becomes inactive. Only Council members (called Claws) may have Pasha titles in the Council.
When the Council nominates (by notification to the GM) a character to one of the titles of Pasha, any member of
the Council who did not support the nomination may challenge the appointee to a BLOOD Duel with neither
wounds nor death healed. The challenge must be made within 30 days (real time) of the notice of the appointment.
This has been used by the Council to purge themselves of members in the past through devious conspiracies and
plots. At the end of the Duel the loser will lose 1 Constitution, 1 Influence and 1 prestige.
The power of the Council is in its Pashas which only the members can have. These Pasha titles are obtained by
adventure completion once the member has been appointed as a nominee by the Council on a plurality vote with a
minimum of 3 votes in favor of the nominee. The Posts are held for duration of activity of the position and may
not be forfeit except as and when requirements are no longer met. Penalties vary.

Universal Requirements for being a Claw
Must be a main character.
Must be a Tasen (206, 226, 246).
Must be directly in the corresponding city at time of claiming (not in a Guild inside the city).
Must be alive (not stoned or dead).
Must be a Krom follower.
Must not have an Undead Status.

Claw Adventures
Tosgard Claw (Title #1652 )
Adventure 152
Must be in the City of Tosgard (F3008).
Must not be a Priest. Must not be a Scar'Tasen.
Must have one Militant (Ber/KN/Rng) level of 20 or more.
Must have a PC of 20 or more.
Must have a Lammasu as a prisoner.
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Claw Reward: +3 PC, +3 Strength, +3 Constitution.

Krosnogard Claw (Title #1653 )
Adventure 153
Must be directly in Krosnogard (F3009).
Must be a Priest level 20.
Must not be a Mara'Tasen.
Must have a Harpy as a prisoner.
Claw Reward: +3 Priest, +2 Dexterity, +2 Strength, +2 Constitution.

Tierkegaard Claw (Title #1654)
Adventure 154
Must be directly in Tierkegaard (F3010).
Must be an Arcanist level 20.
Must have a base beauty of 11.
Must have a Basilisk as a prisoner.
Claw Reward: +3 Warlock/Wizard/Sorcerer/, +3 Dexterity, +3 Beauty.

Leopodville Claw (Title #1655 )
Adventure 155
Must be directly in Leopodville (F3063).
Must have one of these skills: Assassin/Thief/Spy level 20.
Must have a Cloud Drake as a prisoner.
Claw Reward: +3 to Assassin/Thief/Spy, +2 to Dexterity, Constitution

Frostgaard Claw (Title #1656 )
Adventure 156
Must be directly in Frostgaard (F3064).
Must not be a Tera'Tasen.
Must have a skill of Axemaster level 15 or more.
Must have a Storm Giant as a prisoner Claw
Reward: +3 Knight/ Berserker/ Axemaster, +3 Tactics, +3 PC

The Pasha Adventures
May be done by a nominee. Note: if the nominee is challenged and completes the adventure before the challenge,
then they keep the title but still have to fight the challenge. Character actions may never be more than 5.
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Holy Pasha (Title #1657 )
Adventure # 157
Must be a Priest base level 30.
Must have a Mark of Divinity.
Must have the Holy Post (#2233.)
Rewards: +3 Priest, +1 Character Action

Shadow Pasha (Title 1658)
Adventure #158
Must have a base Stealth of 20.
Must have the Mark of Evil.
Must have the Shadow Post (#2232).
Rewards: +3 Assassin, +3 Spy, +1 Character Action

War Pasha (Title 1659)
Adventure #159
Must have a base tactics of 20.
Must have the Mark of Glory.
Must have the War Post (#2231).
Rewards: +3 Tactics, +3 Stealth, +1 Character Action

Warrior Pasha (Title 1660)
Adventure #160
Must have a base PC of 25.
Must have a base strength of 20.
Must have a Mark of Power.
Must have the Blood Post (#2230).
Rewards: +3 PC, +3 Berserker, +1 Character Action

Honor Pasha (Title1661)
Adventure #161
Must have a base beauty of 12.
Must have a Mark of Destiny.
Must have the Honor Post (#2229).
Rewards: +3 Constitution, +3 Beauty, +1 Character Action
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Arcane Pasha (Title 1662)
Adventure # 162
Must be an Arcanist base level 30.
Must have a Mark of Wizardry.
Must have the Arcane Post (#2228).
Rewards: +3 Dexterity, +3 to Warlock, Summoner, Sorcerer, +1 Character Action

Chronology of the Pride
The Imperial dating system has been used.
750 BF
705
475
462
451
450
432
431
418-411
410
105
403
402
400
392
391-81
381-280
284
281-75
274
244
221-191

190
150
145
133

The Great Division and the Tasen clans split into three groups: the Mara, Tera and Scar.
Founding of Tosgard.
Start of the Century of Unification and War.
Battle of Pointers, loss of the lower Bay of Paws. Knights decimated as they charge across field
covered with small spikes and are cut down by Elven Bowmen.
Battle of Red Bluff, loss of the rest of the Bay of Paws. Knight Axemen caught in a quagmire
and slaughtered by Dark Elf archers.
Birth of Mara the Great at Tosgard.
Battle of Arrowglen, worst defeat in Pride History.
Ransom of Da'Fang from the Elves. 422 Mara becomes an advisor to Da'Fang.
The siege policy of Mara recaptures the Pride Cities.
Mara forms the Council of Claws at the banks of the Covert Stream.
Mara becomes Warlord as Da'Fang chokes to death on Fur Balls at the Rainbow Falls.
Birth of Leo IX at Tierkegaard.
Tasens' discover a ripple in the Astral Plane.
Mara declared the Great at the Krom Temple in Krosnogard. Crowns herself with the modest
Claw Circlet.
Mara betrayed to the Dark Elves. Da'Fang second son implicated but never formally accused.
She is burned at the stake.
Council of Claws act as regent until a Warlord comes forth.
Century of Refinement and the rule of Leo I-IX.
Rescuing of the Humans
After the reign of Leo X, the period of the 8 Warlords which ends with the rise of Leo XI.
Leo XII becomes Warlord and establishes the Tera Clan domination.
Human 'Education' laws passed curtailing the ownership of land by Humans and driving them
mostly to the cities as tradesmen.
The last major Troll War fought amidst the coming of the great plagues. One third of the Known
World is killed except for the Dwarves and the Hive which are unaffected. Human
Fundamentalists perfect antiplague spells which become part of their religion and are learned by
others. The Humans suffer less than the other races in the North.
Convention of Tosgard on Troll Foreign Policy. The Start of the Half Breed experiments in
secret. Claw Circlet stolen by Imps.
Birth of Leo Sunclaw in the back areas of the Black Mountains.
Leo XIII becomes the first Scar'Tasen High Priest and Warlord.
Leo Sunclaw becomes Warlord when Leo XIII is found crushed under a ladder on Friday the
13th and cut up by a falling mirror knocked over by a black cat. 120 years latter it will be
discovered that the real cause of death was Black Dart Poison, found only in the remote regions
of the Black Mountains.
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85
65
45
20
19
15
13
11
10
9
7
6
3
2
1
1F
13 AF
24
27
39
46
87
89
95
116
138
141
142
143
145-48
153-61
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The Wars of the Haphazard Succession as Sunclaw established the grasp of the Pride south past
the Mutant Lake to the edges of the Snarl Mountains.
The Edict of Tierkegaard issued where all pretense of Humans being slaves is removed.
Death of Leo Sunclaw.
Birth of Leo Six Claws. The new Noble Sect achieves undisputed dominance over the Council of
Claws.
Leo Six Claws becomes Warlord.
Disastrous Battle of Lutive where a smaller Hive army destroys the Tasens easily. The First
Guardian comes to Tosgard and speaks of the rights of Humanity and all free peoples.
Defeat of the Flying Tigers in a battle over Pit by a group of Vultura mercenaries in the pay of
the Blood Orcs.
Series of Tasen defeats in the Sea of Troubles against the Elves.
Peace of Leopodville, Pride gives up claims to settle east of the Snarl Mountains.
Skyboat invention is displayed at Tosgard.
Humans start a boycott of the crafts. Crushed by Tasen Lion Knights, Humans start a slow-down
campaign dropping the SEI of the Pride Cities to -50.
The first Skyboat crashes into Leopodville killing the Warlord's cubs. The Skyboat is banned and
plans lost.
Birth of Boneclaw using womb teleportation.
Panic in Tosgard over the Washing of Axes. Omen of the departing of Humanity.
Brief imprisonment of the Guardian. He is sold to the Deathdealer in Blackpool but returned as
'unfit and dangerous'. Freed through a loophole in the Pride Laws because a Knight cannot testify
against someone who has saved his life.
Elven and Dwarf Agents seen in the Pride. Large Meldorian growths and Mithril deposits
rumored to be found in Sera Vec.
The Acts of the Guardian against the Pride
Humans depart after Plan of the High Priest.
Golden Tax. Start of the Great Disorder. Council of Claws disbanded.
Boneclaw becomes Warlord.
Boneclaw re-establishes the Council of Claws.
Final defeat of Boneclaw near Blood City.
Boneclaw dies in exile on the Isle Draco. Poison suspected but never proved.
Pride establishes presence in Snarl Mountains and manages to subvert the Redeye Orcs.
Revolt of the Redeye with help from the Hive.
Pride-Hive War of 95 ends with defeat of the Pride and the establishment of Hive outposts in the
Vultura Mountains.
Quest of the Ashes of Krom becomes known.
Start of the Great Hive War. Valiant stand by the Tasen Axe-knights at the Mutant Lake turns
back the first major thrust.
Bloody battles of attrition in the Badlands. Flying Tigers make a name for themselves fighting
against the Nightwing. Several Human sky contingents join them in a loose association to fight in
the skies using special air spells able to cause Skyfire to be employed for the first time.
Mara'Tasen diplomats bring Trekwill into war.
Armistice of Reflection and the Pride reclaims the Black Mountains and establishes dominion
over the Orcs as far as the Wolf Pass and the Dark Tower. Lookout Mountain is occupied by a
joint Empire-Pride observation team.
Mara'Tasen diplomats go on a world wide campaign to curb excess SEI, culminating in the
Convention of Torgau. Secretly they fear a rise in the arcane productivity of the Empire which
they are unable to match in a prolonged competition.
Tariff wars with the Empire in which economic barriers are raised against the sale of tradegoods
and the importation of items. The Orc and Trolls line up in various sides of the dispute while the
Hive recovers from its loss in The Great Hive War with disturbing speed. The Hive makes
inroads with the Orcs and the Vultura and force political and economic concessions from the
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Trolls and the Pride in their distraction with the economic conflicts with the Empire.
The Lesser Hive War breaks out with the Hive making another sweep around the Vultura
Mountains and driving to the outskirts of Krosnogard.
The Hive turns on the Trolls. In the process the Hive runs over the Snow Trolls and lay siege to
Snow City. They sweep into the Snarl Mountains taking out Kinderheim and Mannheim but are
stopped at the gates of Trollheim by the Rock Troll General Troglov. They begin to interdict the
Red River trade capturing numerous Empire ships. After receiving a severe reproach by Trekwill
the Hive strikes at Royal Haven briefly killing the Emperor and then threaten to overrun the East
but are stopped by the Dwarves near Golden Lake.
The High Priest of Krom, Redclaw, learns that Trekwill has the secret of the Black Flag Spell
and objects in the Ecumenical Council. Since Trekwill refuses to share in the knowledge the
High Priest conspire with the Pixies and Dark Elves to steal the knowledge. End of the Lesser
Hive War.
The Pixie Island War in which the Pride unsuccessfully tries to dominate the island but are
frustrated by a long series of covert actions and arcane spells against their characters.
High Priests of Krom in dispute over leadership. Post remains empty for two years. The years of
the 9 Warlords as Pride politics takes a swirling change that is hard to keep track of. Only the
Priesthood remains stable with their constant call to Honor and Glory of the Pride Lands.
High Priest Cleo Da'Gutclaw, a very distant relative of the ancient Warlord Da'Fang, comes to
power as the Warlord position is left vacant and the Council of Claws acts as regent.
As an omen that times are changing, the Council Resigns and the High Priest announces that his
days are numbered.

The Pride Time Adventures
Must be of the Tasen race and a main or a secondary character.

Adventure in Skyboat #163
Find the lost box of 'Blue Prints' of the Skyboat (#2282) and bring them to where it made its last flight. There
learn to produce the Skyboat.

Adventure with Krom #164
Find the Circlet of Claws (2281) and return it to where Mara used it. Gain +3 Priest, +3 Beauty and +3
Constitution.

Adventure with Murder 1 #165
Find the hidden autopsy report (#2280) of Leo XIII along with a piece of each of the 3 items (2237, 2238, 2239)
involved in his death. Bring them to Frostgaard, gain +3 Assassin, +5 Stealth, +6 Spy, +2 Constitution and a Mark
of Glory.

Adventure with Murder 2 #166
Find the key to hearing the Secret Confession (#2279) and solve a Historic Murder. Gain +1 prestige, +2
influence, +2 Assassin, +5 Bard.
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Adventure with Murder 3 #167
Bring the true Heart of Boneclaw(#2278) with a lock of his mane (#2277) to Frostgaard and learn of his fate. Gain
+3 tactics, +3 PC, +3 Constitution, +3 Axemaster, +3 Berserker and +3 Knight.

Adventure with Arrows #168)
Bring to the site of the worst Tasen defeat, the Black Arrow (#2276). Gain +3 to Knight, Axemaster, Berserker
and PC and learn the troop type of the Knight-Beserkers (2235).
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THE HIVE IN HISTORY
"We do not study history, we embody it."
The Great Mandible
When you speak to the Hive Races of history, they direct you to their lesser Queens. It is in the inner- most
intimate workings of the Queen that whatever history is deemed of value is incorporated into the genetic make up
of the Queen's eggs and thus passed on to the next generation. The Hive, as such, has little regard for the details of
the past that dominate the stories of other races. Those rare historians of the Hive are actually Bards that have
been trained abroad and their story is basically a collection of songs, many of them distorted by the non-Hive
views to which they are exposed.
The Great Mandible was an exception in many ways. To the historians, she was unique in all the Hive for leaving
a written record of her thoughts and memories that has served really as the only document by a leader of Hive
History. Much of her story has to be viewed with prejudice as the single perspective of one whose ambition to
conquer the Known World may have overshadowed all other concerns for objectivity. Further, there are various
references that remain a mystery to other students of times past and some of her terms, such as Out Worlder, Up
Worlder and Grounder, appear to be used in random substitution or intended for an unknown subject.
The writings of The Great Mandible only bring us up to the period before the Great Hive War as they are reluctant
to commit to additional writing.

From the journal of the Great Mandible
The Early Hives
The Insectoids came up from the central core of the world where they had been driven out by others of their clan.
Their dark black coating is a reminder of their heritage in the shadows of The Core. They were driven out by
Firesectoids who could dance across the molten lava of the core without so much as the slightest expansion of
their armored skin. When they arrived, they came into a cold world and moved south and east, following the
rising sun. As they were still fresh from the core, the steps of their path were marked with the inner light from the
core and shone at night. Nothing would grow in their path until the residue of the core had worn off and a new
generation was made near the sandy valleys of the morning sun.
The Spiderfolk were the first of the worldly races to have sprung up in the wake of the march of the Insectoids.
Originally, they may have been Out Worlders who were caught up in the core lights brought by the Insectoids.
Their extra limbs and thick bodies evolved to wield the weapons of the new sky world. They looked upon their
elders with disdain and many disruptions in the Hive can be attributed to the need of the Spiderfolk to further their
knowledge of the militants of the upper world.
The Nightwings were the last to arrive, coming as we did from the tallest mountains where Spiderfolk had expired
against Mana-loaded cliffs. There we learned the value of wings. Our capacity for flight eventually evolved,
through a long series of gliding evolutions, into the use of multiple Mana-propelled wings able to lift us into the
heavens above the battling grounders' fray. For this there was much jealousy. The Spiderfolk and their Insectoid
minions sought to feed upon our nests and take our secrets, but it was too late for they had been embodied and the
essence of our future was in our offspring.
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The Up Worlders
The surface of the Up World is littered with beings who are mostly water and give off odors that can be sustained
only when not in close proximity. They also have a most inefficient digestive system that discards a large
percentage of what they consume. Biological disorder is manifest in their products with large portions of materials
wasted, even discarded as, what they call, 'junk', a term that is without existence in our dialect.
Trade with the Grounders can be of value, particularly with products made from their bodily excess such as Ivory
or various oils. However, trade is also one means by which they can be made dependent on our commerce and is a
useful way to control them.

Contacts
The western Up World group, called the Tasens, provided us with opportunities to increase our knowledge of the
workings of the grounders through various conflicts, most notably through the interaction with their Ghost Bred
leader, Boneclaw. However, we learned in this conflict that determination and persistence is what separates us
from them.
The southern group of Dwarves are most annoying since they are at home in the confined terrain that is common
to the Hive Nests. They also have a higher resistance to the toxins common in the Hive Nests and on its weapons.
Of all the contacts, the most disturbing aspect of the Out Worlders is their characterization of power. They have
far more individuals with a focus in Mana and have developed more skills than we are currently producing. It is a
matter of long term concern.

Leadership of the Hive Hive
Queens have rarely come forth to unite the Hive but have always worked trying to conquer it. This is the major
difference between what I shall do and they have done, for I would rather have subjects than those who were
conquered. I shall maintain a new order of the Hive in which all have their part and all are forced to be respectful
of the role the others play. As such, the entire Hive shall function internally as do each of the local race groups.
While the Out Worlders have set up collectives that created politics in their midst, I see no advantage in it. Their
Councils and Houses of Barons only contribute to a lack of focus in their direction and allows individuals to be
further pampered in their perception that they are of some importance above the rest. The Hive knows that the
Queen must rule, as only she has the ability to take the experience of the Hive and pass it directly to the next
generation.
Thus ends the journal of the Great Mandible.

The Adventures of the Queen
The Hive is focused on the position of the Hive Queen. It is this aspect that has led to many internal Hive Wars
that have, more often than not, led to the devastation by the victor of the spoils rather than their distribution. In the
case of the most recent spectacular Great Mandible, the position of Hive Queen was achieved without much
internal fighting which led to a massive attempt at world domination. The power of the Hive Queen is also the
Hive's greatest weakness, in that such egocentric focus places a maximum call on a single individual position to
direct the fortunes of the masses, raising the jealousy and scorn of many, both inside and outside of the Hive.
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A Levee En Mass of Eggs
The Hive Queen (#1600) may make a special hatching to secure new unskilled recruits. This prodigious feat is
accomplished by the consumption of enslaved Hive Races represented by slave items in the possession of the
Hive Queen (thus must be from unskilled slaves). Each Adventure may be done only once and requires 1500 Hive
Slaves (race 269) in the possession of the Hive Queen in order to generate 1000 unskilled in a target population
segment of a force that she controls in that same province.
Adventure 170 Slaves to Insectoid
Have slaves race 269 generate Insectoids 209.
Adventure 171 Slaves to Spiderfolk
Have slave race 269 generate Spiderfolk 229.
Adventure 172 Slaves to Nightwing
Have slave race 269 generate Nightwings 249.

Egg-centric Consumption
The Hive Queen may consume slaves of non Hive races to generate new unskilled Insectoids. However, it takes
1500 slaves to produce 300 unskilled in a target Insectoid pop seg in the same province as the Queen. Each Eggcentric adventure may be done two times and may only produce Insectoids. Each Adventure requires 10 Life
Crystals in addition to the slaves:
Adventure 261 Egg-centric Humans
Have slave race 261.
Adventure 262 Egg-centric Orcs
Have slave race 262.
Adventure 263 Egg-centric Elves
Have slave race 263.
Adventure 264 Egg-centric Dwarves
Have slave race 264.
Adventure 265 Egg-centric Seahawks
Have slave race 265.
Adventure 266 Egg-centric Tasens
Have slave race 266.
Adventure 267 Egg-centric Trolls
Have slave race 267.
Adventure 268 Egg-centric Giants
Have slave race 268.
Adventure 270 Egg-centric Half Breeds
Have slave race 270.
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The Barrier Web
Adventure 271
The Hive Queen may weave a set of 8 Barriers of Nature to block movement into her province from all directions.
This may be done 8 times. The barriers may only be made in sets of 8.

The Home Nesting
Adventure 272
The Hive Queen may strengthen a Hive location in the area East of 95 and North of 60. The location must be
owned by the Hive Queen and requires 50 Iron (416), 50 Precious Stone (420), 50 Mithril (422), 50 Burning Rock
(1125) and 1000 By Products (412). Results are to increase the Wall Quantity by 100 (regardless of type), the
Towers by 25, the Gatehouse by 10 and the Keep by 10. May be done once.

The Far West Nesting
Adventure 273
The Hive Queen may strengthen a Hive location in the area west of 90 and North of 50. The location must be
owned by the Hive Queen and requires 50 Iron (416), 50 Precious Stone (#420), 50 Mithril (#422), 50 Burning
Rock (1125) and 1000 By Products (412). Results are to increase the Wall Quantity by 50 (regardless of type), the
Towers by 15, the Gatehouse by 5 and the Keep by 5. May be done once.

The Far South Nesting
Adventure 274
The Hive Queen may strengthen a Hive location in the area South of 45. The location must be owned by the Hive
Queen and requires 50 Iron (#416), 50 Precious Stone (#420), 50 Mithril (#422), 50 Burning Rock (1125) and
1000 By Products (412). Results are to increase the Wall Quantity by 50 (regardless of type), the Towers by 15,
the Gatehouse by 5 and the Keep by 5. May be done once.

The Cocoon
The Hive Queen may take a prisoner and cocoon it, turning it into one of the Hive races, its gender to male and
dropping its strength, dexterity, beauty and constitution by some number. The transformation is quite a shock to
the victim who also loses all status and is driven insane at the time. May not be done on a victim that is in the
range of 1 to 1000. No control is obtained over the victim by this method. This may be done once in each
Cocooning Adventure and requires 50 Life Crystals (1114) each time. May only be done in Tric'Lisma (F3052).
Adventure 275 Cocoon to Insectoid
Changes race to Insectoid 209. Loss of 5 each to Str/Dex/Bty/Con.
Adventure 276 Cocoon to Spiderfolk
Changes race to Spiderfolk 229. Loss of 7 each to Str/Dex/Bty/Con.
Adventure 277 Cocoon to Nightwing
Changes race to Nightwing. Loss of 10 each to Str/Dex/Bty/Con.
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Adventure of the Lost Band
While music is not especially well respected in the Hive, there was a group of Hive bards that had obtained a
following in the Rock and Troll fad. Called the 'band', they disappeared and there has been some effort made to
reunite them. Each bard requires the Hive Queen to take a different item into Blackpool.
Adventures 278 to 281, The Band
Have the item First Guitar (#2275), Second Guitar (#2274), Third Guitar(#2273) or Ring Drums (#2272). Yields a
character each time.

The Great Mandible
The Hive Races have been totally united only twice. Both times there was a great war that brought them to the
corners of the Known World as conquerors. Both times they were led by a single great leader who was able to
rally the races and keep them from fighting amongst themselves. The determination and, some say, the ability to
do so was epitomized by the title of the Great Mandible that gave great sway over all the Hive races. Only the
Hive Queen can become The Great Mandible and only by going through the Ritual of the Mandible.
Adventure 117
Be a Hive Race (209, 229, 249) be the Hive Queen, Have the Great Nectar (#572) go to Tric'Cla (F3020) gain the
title Great Mandible (1627) worth +25 to influence to any Hive Race.
Adventure 118
Be the Great Mandible, go to the province of the Ruins of Tric'Lisma and raise up the Phoenix Horde of 300
Insectoid Skeletons Level 12 soldiers (Javelin and Laminated) into one empty slot.
Adventure 119
Be the Great Mandible, go to the province of the Ruins of Tric'Lisma and raise up the Phoenix Workers: 10,000
Insectoid population mixed over the categories of a pop-segment.

Chronology of the Hive
The Hive does not maintain the concept of time as it is shared by the other races, instead they view things as
generations where there was some significance in the genetic contributions of the Queens. The references are
rather awkward to translate and are left to chroniclers to find if there is anything of value in them, which is
doubtful.
A/cc
BB/cd
DE/ff
EE/cf
GE/gg
HA/hg
II/lm
KK/nn
LL/ll
MP/mn
MQ/nn
OO/pr
PP/hh
QR/sd
RR/ss

The inclusion of the knuckled extension
The division of the lower mandible
The division of the Spiderfolk
The inclusion of magic storage
The assimilation of the Mantis Folk
Formation of Nightwings who fly
Replication of the Mana structure of priests
Inclusion of the temporal displacement
Expulsion of the temporal displacement, arrival at the cold place
Inclusion of Palantir Networking
The nest expansion imperative
The valuation of materialistic differentials
Internalization of collective ambition
The reach of astral thought
The expansion of Nightwing Mana
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TROLLING THROUGH HISTORY
"History does not repeat itself, but that cannot be said for bad historians and Orcish Food."
Trog
The history of the Troll Kings goes back before the invention of Runes. The oldest Elven legends speak of
conflicts with the Trolls of the inland valleys. The Trolls have always been led by a King or a 'chieftain' in the old
dialect chosen by methods which are as various as they are mysterious. However, nearly all methods of selection
of the King emphasize his violent and aggressive skills. There has been one case of a female becoming King as is
vaguely mentioned in the chronicles of the early ages but gender issues appear to be unimportant to Trolls.
The King rules directly but is advised and generally supported by a group called the Synod that is a shortened
slang version of the old expression for a blood hunting party or a Sin-Nod. It is also similar to a runic expression:
Syn-Odd as it was called by the Elven writers of old meaning Nine Riders, the traditional number of a Troll
hunting party.
Trolls measure much of their history through the reflection of their conflicts with their neighbors which, for the
most part, have been The Elves, The Tasen, The Orcs and, now more recently, the Empire. Over the course of
their history, the Trolls have led generational expeditions against one race or another. These efforts have been
called 'Trolling'.

Trolling
Trolling for Elves
The Troll-Elf conflict started in ancient times over a rather sick joke described in the ancient Troll epic poem, the
Illness and the Oddity. Apparently, after the first contacts with Elves, a Troll was captivated by the beauty of the
Elven Princess Neleh and kidnapped her, bringing her back to Trollheim. This immediately started a war which
lasted for a decade with the animosity between the two races remaining for another 10 generations. The Troll's
disappointment in discovering his race was anatomically incompatible with Elven women leading to his
depression and illness. From this, came the historically derisive comment: "as useful as an Elven Wife." This
Troll warrior's family arrangement became the basis of the Troll Family Contract with its quite odd and novel
approach of not being race specific.
Despite a siege force of thousands of enraged Elves, the Troll refused to yield his prize who he would often
parade on the battlements just to torment the Elven besiegers. That he valued such a prize was considered an
illness. From a Trollish perspective, another oddity to this conflict was that the Elves would actually care about
such a thing for never in their entire history have Trolls gone to war over an individual. The initial Troll-Elven
war ended with the burning of Trollheim and the rescue of the Elven Princess who apparently never was really
excited by her betrothed in the first place.
However, once a conflict has been started, Trolls do not need many excuses to continue. The Trolls still continue
to raid Elven settlements in the South and even attempted a naval invasion of Inglewood. But, their lack of
swimming ability and an inherent fear of the sea hampered any successful attempt.
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Trolling for Tasens
The most dominate conflict has been with the Tasens. The Trolls' earliest conflict remains the current problem and
which is one of Pelting and influence over the Orc Tribes.
The skins of the Tasens are much prized and used throughout the Troll society for wall coverings, rugs and
ornamental furnishings. The Trolls also find that Tasen meat is an acceptable dish though not as flavorful as
standard Clawrian and Horse flesh.
Troll foreign policy has also revolved around keeping their more numerous and diverse Orc neighbors in chaos.
When the Tasen Pride extended some alliances into the Orc lands which threatened the Troll domination there, it
made for many local wars. To counter this Tasen influence and to try to extend their control, the Trolls sought to
incorporate the Orc tribes by Royal Family Unity Contracts which established marriages of the Troll and Orc
Royal families in the lower ranks and has led to the gradual integration of the assets of the Orcs under Troll
control.
The theory of such 'marriages' goes back to the Neleh abduction in which a union was sought that was more
political than physical. The planning for this was both rather intense and selective yet appeared to outsiders to be
haphazard although it achieved the long term objectives of the Trolls after several generations of unification.
Their goal was to create an arc of Orc settlements stretching from the Dark Ice Lake through to Trollheim. The
slow encirclement of the Tasen Prides was thus begun and finally led to a series of conflicts called, by the Tasens,
The Wars of the Haphazard Succession. For a society that is often characterized as being a barbaric, charge ahead
sort of society, the application of the Haphazard Succession shows that the Trolls, in their most complicated roles,
are able to manipulate the politics of others for their own benefit.

Trolling for Mutants
The wars of the Haphazard Succession drained both the Trolls and the Pride and left both claiming some sort of
victory at various times. It was this population drain that led the Troll Summoner Tro'gade to create the Mutant
Races so as to compete with the Pride who were being supported by an increasingly enslaved Humanity.
Troll Arcanists with radical Pagan priests formed a secret cabal in what would later be called the Valley of the
Mutants. The Valley was said to have been covered in spells to hide it from the outside. There the Trolls
performed one experiment after another in magical breeding. Their results became the core of all the Mutant
races.
At first, in typical Trollish fashion, any undesired race combination was simply discarded without regard to
possible expansion of the breed. These Mutants typically headed southwest to what would eventually be called
Mutant Lake where the largest collection of mutant villages in the Known World still exist.
However, as the breeding campaign intensified and the subjects became more useful, they were enslaved in the
Compound and kept under guard. This contributed to the eventual Revolt of the Mutants and the destruction of the
Compound. The Trolls never fully credited the Revolt as being something of the making of Mutants. Perhaps in
their arrogance, they refused to allow for the possibility of their own creations defeating them. There are shreds
from a diary of the last days of Tro'gade where he had commerce with a Half Elf family regarding supplies for an
experiment that indicate he was exploring an Astral Temporal distortion. Further, there are some indications of a
beardless, Dwarf-like character who also became involved in the final days of the Compound. The historic truth
of these last days may never be known.
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Trolling for Orcs
The Orcs represent the most prolonged association of any race with the Trolls. The sidekick of the first great Troll
Hero Trog was an Orc who was called at various times Snarl and other times Hairy Tooth One Eye. All the
various Orc tribes, at one time or another, were either part of the Troll King's web of vassalage or related to him
by Marriage Contract. Trollish policy has always been to never let anyone but themselves dominate the Orc tribes
and never allow the Orcs to unite independent of them. The Orc's own internal distrust and rivalries have played
directly into this policy since the Orcs would sooner be a vassal to any other race than another Orc.

Trolling for Empires
The Trolls' contacts with Trekwill and the Empire have been erratic. At the start of the Human strife with the
Tasens, the Trolls had hoped there would be a virtual blood bath between Humans and the Pride. When this did
not happen, the Trolls looked to the Empire as a means to keep the Orc tribes to their east occupied by a distant
force. This brought the Trolls into conflict with the western portion of the Empire. While at various times groups
of Trolls have directly engaged in the Outland Wars, as a Kingdom the Trolls have avoided any major
confrontation with the Empire. They have never accepted any of Trekwill's 'invitations' to associate with the
Empire but have participated in Peace Talks (or as the Orcs called them: 'Talks of Pieces') to achieve some form
of border armistice between the Orcs and the Empire especially when they felt threatened by some developments
in the Pride.
The Trolls have always feared a two-front war with the Tasens on one side and the Empire on the other. This has
been even more so, the case, since the massive casualties of the wars of the Haphazard Succession and their
associated plagues permanently stamped Trollish racial memory with the image of being outmanned on all sides
by hostile forces.

Trolling for the Dead
There has been an increase in the acceptance of the Undead in the Troll lands since the failure of the Mutant
experiments. Of the major powers, the Trolls are the only ones which welcomed the Deathwalkers and see, in
them, a solution to the Trolls' shortage of manpower. The Trolls have, thus, often found themselves working with
the powers of Chaos.
Rumors persist of a secret cabal of Trolls working to harvest the hordes of the dead from bygone wars to be
thrown into a future major push to dominate both the Bad Lands and the Outlands. This could be the signal of a
major shift in the politics of the Troll King from one of maintaining a balance in the powers around them to
forcing an imbalance in their own favor and, perhaps, assimilating the Empire and the Pride as they have, at
various times, with the Orcs.
This association with the Undead has led to a shift in the Synod, the advisory group to the King to the point where
it is mostly a focus of undead leaders.

The Synod of the Dark Riders
The Synod is open to any Trollish race (#207, 227, 247) or Orcish type race (202, 212, 222, 232, 242, 252) who is
either Pagan or Deathwalker. These two religions have provided the main division of the Synod whose didactic
bent is not appreciated by the rest of the Known World.
Each Hold of Chaos may sponsor a member to the Synod. There are no direct prestige or influence adds to being a
member of the Synod. A player may not have more than one membership in the Synod if he meets the
qualification of owning the city and the skill.
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The universal requirements for membership (title #1685) are:
Must be of the Troll or Orc races
Must be either a Pagan or a Deathwalker
May not be a Ranger, Bowmaster, Seer, Druid or Enchanter
May only have one membership
Must have a PC of at least base 10
The nine specific Holds of Chaos have additional requirements, all levels are Base and minimum:
Adv
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294

Place to own
F3028 Trollheim
F3029 Mannheim
F3030 Kinderheim
F3045 Black Tower
F3048 Blackpool
F3056 Blood City
F3057 Shawville
F3062 Snow City
F3065 Rougeheim

Requirement
Influence 16, Race 207
Priest 18,
Assassin 15
Necro 20, Undead
Priest 18, Undead
Thief 15
Summoner 18
Berserker 18
Priest 18

Penalties for failing to maintain requirements vary though, traditionally, they are rather nasty.

Synod Politics
Deathwalkers in the Synod are championed by the Demonic Party which is made up of Undead positions that
have supported an expansionist policy especially against the Outland areas where there are strongholds of
Missionaries and Redeemers, the dogmatic enemies of the Deathwalkers. The Demonicans have sought to restore
the reach of the King by hauling up the minions of bygone eras and having them serve the forces of Chaos in an
expanded Troll kingdom.
The Pagans are represented by the Grinch Party who seek indirect action against the traditional rivals with more
emphasis on an anti-Elf policy and a resurgence of the family contract methods that brought about the Haphazard
Wars. The Grinch Party also favors covert action and economic warfare as a means to achieve dominance rather
than the direct approach of the Demonic Party. In this regard, the Grinch Party has also sought contacts with the
distant merchant efforts in the Councils, Senates and House of Barons around the Known World in order to spread
chaos and encourage perverse commerce in deviousness as was the trademark of the Haphazard Wars.
It takes SIX votes to make an appointment or a 'mounting' effort in the Synod. Nominations are self made and
each member may make one nomination every Odd game month. They are voted on and announced by the end of
the next even month. Once a character has been designated as an appointee, he may attempt to complete the
adventures for the specific post that he has been pointed at. It has been customary that the nine of the Synod also
hold one of the 'riderships'; however in recent times, at the urging of the Grinch party's deviousness and joy in
covert and down right sneaky behavior, the Riderships have been given to outsiders as well as members of the
Synod.
The universal requirements for Ridership:
Must be a Main or a Secondary Character
Must be a Pagan or a Deathwalker
Can be any race except Elfish, Tasen, Hive
May hold multiple Riderships
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As with all items associated with a political title, the item may additionally contain various qualities that only the
title holder may use.

Chaos Rider (Title 2140)
Adventure 400
Must be a Thief 20
Must have the Whip of Chaos (#2271)
Rewards: +3 Stealth, +3 Thief, +2 Dexterity

Death Rider (Title 2141)
Adventure 401
Must be an Assassin 20
Must have Undead Status
Must have the Whip of Deaths (#2270 )
Rewards: +3 Stealth, +3 Assassin, +2 Dexterity

Holy Rider (Title 2142)
Adventure 402
Must be a Priest 20 (not Undead status)
May not be Unholy Rider (title 2143)
Must have the Holy Whip (#2269 )
Rewards: +3 Priest, +3 Constitution

Unholy Rider (Title 2143)
Adventure 403
Must be a Priest 25
Must have Undead Status
Must have the Whip of the Dead (#2268 )
Rewards: +4 Priest, +4 Strength, minus 1 Constitution

Famine Rider (Title 2144)
Adventure 404
Must be an Arcanist 25
May NOT be a Thief
Must have the Whip of Hunger (#2267)
Rewards: +3 Arcane, +2 Dexterity, +2 Constitution
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Pestilence Rider (Title 2145)
Adventure 405
Must be a Berserker 15
Must have the Whip of Pestilence (#2266)
Rewards: +3 Berserker, +3 Strength

Greed Rider (Title 2146)
Adventure 406
Must be a Merchant 20
Must have the Whip of Greed (#2265)
Rewards: +4 Merchant, +3 Constitution, +1 Character Action

Shadow Rider (Title 2147)
Adventure 407
Must be a Spy 15
Must have the Whip of Shadows (#2264)
Rewards: +4 Stealth, +6 Spy, +1 Character Action

Coven of Mutations
The Coven of Mutations was formed under the Master Troll Summoner Tro'gade to see if they could add a new
minion to the Troll King's realm. This new minion was to provide additional fast breeding soldiers or workers to
counter the growing power of the Tasens and their Human minions to the northwest. Gathering in a valley near
Orctop in the Mountains of Fire, the Coven built a hidden underground Compound that was the breeding ground
and arcane power supply for the development of nearly all the Mutant races.
The Coven was held together by five identical magic rings which allowed the Coven to pool their mana to the
strongest of their Coven for action.
The Coven was destroyed along with the underground location in the Lost Valley of the Mutants in the great
revolt of the mutants.

Adventure 136
Any main or secondary character who has 5 of the Rings of the Mutants (2301) who goes to the correct province
of the Lost Valley of the Mutants, next to Orctop will get the title of Coven of Mutations (#1630) which will
allow the Rings to be used. Must have an Evil Alignment, but does not need to be a Troll.
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The Making of Mutants

The Master Summoner Tro'gade led the Coven of Mutations into the creation of a new race. He did this after
making 'The Compound' which was actually a magical elixir but was often confused with the underground facility
where the alchemy research was done.
The ingredients for this research require:
Cauldron of Ruin (2302) (also called the Rune Cauldron)
Anvil of Change (2303) (also called Chaos Anvil) Dragon Blood (2299)
Tears of the Angels (2304)
Having these ingredients in the province of the Lost Valley of the Mutants and having the title of Coven of
Mutations will allow the making of a single Mutant Compound (#2298)
This Mutant Compound then must only be used in an underground location inside an Alchemy Guild in the
province of the Lost Valley of the Mutants by a main character holding the title of the Coven of Mutations. The
result will be the creation of a new race with 4,000 of the new mutants. There are three unknown new race
possibilities that can only be discovered in the course of play.

Adventure 137
Make the Magic Compound by having the ingredients in the proper place.

Adventure 138
Make race of Mutants x1xy. Target is a pop segment inside the underground location with the Alchemy Guild.

Adventure 139
Make race of Mutants x3xy otherwise as above.

Adventure 140
Make race of Mutants x4xy otherwise as above.
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ORCS AND HIST-ORCS
The only single unifying theme in the history of the Orcs is that there is no unity or theme.
Snarl
Snarl's statement is typical of Orc-speak where each sentence has its own internal contradiction: to talk about a
single theme and then saying that in the negative that there were really two themes. If grammar could be grasped
by an Orc, they would steal the semi-colon and claim to have a comma and a period as their great find.
The six Orc tribes have never been united and the very thought of it is a nightmare. The Orcs have repeatedly
divided themselves as allies of their neighbors, historically between the Trolls and the Tasens against each other
and, in more recent times, between the Hive and the Empire. The Redeye Orcs have, in fact, infiltrated some of
the Baronies of the Empire and established a holding generally in support of the Southern Humans' slavery efforts.
Another aspect of Orcishness is that wherever they go they tend to encourage chaos and internal dissention with
their allies.
A classic example of the Orcish approach to things was at the end of the Wagon Wars when Trekwill, fed up with
traffic congestion, ruled that in the Empire all wagons would move to the right of the road. The Gremlins copied
it, whereupon the Blood Orcs declared that they would go with the priority of the left in opposition to Trekwill's
orders. The mass of Orcs, not wanting to copy either of the first two tribes decided that on even days everyone
would go the right while on odd days everyone would go to the left. The Redeye Orcs declared that the priority
was with the Redeye Orc driver and then with whoever was the tallest. The Goblins decided that whoever had the
slowest wagon should move to either the right or the left and let them go down the middle. The Crimson Orcs
rounded out the approach by burning all their wagons and declaring that they would destroy any wagon they
found on the road.
The Orcish tribes are so untrustworthy that their unreliability can approach predictability and actually make some
alliances work since their allies know that, as soon as they are not needed, their Orcs will leave...generally, after
such long association, a welcome event. However, the unrestricted chaos and deviltry that the Orcs inflict on their
enemies is what makes them a useful ally in the short run.
Snarl, the most notable of the Orc historic figures, was the sidekick of the Troll hero, Trog. Snarl established the
sacredness of Orctop as the one place where Orcs may attempt to approach each other without immediate
hostility.
Orcs have a great dislike for each other and there is an old story that Snarl's father, an Orc tribe leader, climbed to
a mountain top and met a leader he had never seen before. They both agreed that they had no bad past, no points
in conflict, no feuds, no religious differences, no allies in conflict, nothing that the other wanted, in shock at the
realization, they each took their clubs and struck one another down. When Snarl arrived he found that his father
had attacked his own image in a temporal distortion that had swept the mountain top and killed himself. Snarl then
employed an ancient spell that placed a subliminal message into the memory of the Orc tribes that the Orctop was
a special place where they might come to consider the foolishness of their ways. This was the only hope for the
Orcish tribes to come together and nothing has come of it as of yet.

The Six Tribes
The Orc tribes were said to have been made at a single time when an ancient pagan god dipped his three-clawed
paw into a muddy puddle with clay banks. After swirling his paw around he breathed life into the gobs that hung
on his claws. The mud and the clay refused to mix and the resulting six gobs sprung to life as the Orc Tribes.
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The stories, told by the Orcs, are biased towards recent events in line with the Orcish concept that today is what
matters.

Goblins in history
The first gob of clay to hit the ground called themselves Goblins as a reminder of their first position since GobLin meant the Gob the First. They have always had a sense of superiority over the other Orcs. Their most recent
history involved a war with the Blood Orcs over control of the city and, at the start of the post Trekwill era, the
city is rife with internal race wars between these two major races in the streets of the city. In the last Hive War the
Goblins provided some covert support to the Hive and, as a result, the Goblin population of Segoville was
imprisoned. The end of the war brought about the curious development of the Goblins seeming to support the
Republic movement. Some outside good-see-ers have convinced themselves that the Goblins, having felt the pain
of injustice, have reformed and are becoming civilized to the efforts for freedom and justice. Traditional Orc
watchers point out that the Goblins are also major supporters of Wingrave and the Holds of Chaos and, as such,
the Goblins are simply being traditionally Orcish in supporting all sides until they see who is winning.

The Orcs In History
The simple Orc Tribe is really the depository of everyone who does not want to be associated with another tribe.
This amorphous group swells and contracts with the times, as the other five tribes gain or lose strength. In ancient
times, it was the strongest of the groups and it was their basic paranoid, asocial behavior that provided a firm
foundation for the historical disdain of Orcish people. They have no concept of certain commonplace socialethical concepts that are in all other cultures. For example in their Orc dialect, there are no words for Truth or
History. The closest they can come to these common terms is generally translated as 'possibilities' and 'old
rumors'.
In recent times, the Great Hive War was a direct result of the machinations of the Orcs. The Orcs had set up an
alliance with the Tasen Pride while pushing their settlements along the Tasen border. Meanwhile the Blood,
Crimson and Redeye Orcs had allied with the Trolls, Hive and Empire respectively. The Blood Orcs had pushed
settlements near their eastern border with the Crimson Orcs and had a minor dispute with them over water rights.
The Hive sent a major dignitary to Blood City to negotiate between the tribes as they supported the Crimson
claims and believed they had influence there. The Orcs saw this as their opportunity to embroil the Tasens with
the Hive and hoped to get concessions out of the Pride, if the Hive would go to war. Thus in conjunction with the
Blood Orcs, they staged an assassination and blamed the Pride. The resulting series of mobilizations and mutual
alliance declarations swept the entire Western world and would eventually bring the Empire in, also against the
Hive. At the end of the war, the Orcs actually picked up some land from the Tasens and the Trolls along with the
Blood Orcs which, to the Orcs' way of thinking, meant that the plan worked, no matter how many thousands died
in the process.

The Gremlins in History
The Gremlins supposedly took their name from being the first piece of muddy grime to hit the ground from the
gods making all of the Orcs. Grime-Lin means Grime the First. Some say they remain a muddy mess to this day,
for certainly, they are the messiest and most unsanitary of all the Orc tribes.
Gremlins have played a notable role in the history of several societies. In the Empire, they sided with Trekwill in
the Wagon Wars and helped to shape (or pervert) the single wagon design policy of the Empire. In Orcish history,
it was the Gremlins who constantly disrupted all the earliest efforts at creating some form of inter-tribal
government machinery. In fact when the first of the Keepers was created, the Gremlins made it a special tribal
goal to purposely steal the Keys of office and give them to another tribe just so they could steal them again and
disrupt the new tribe.
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The Gremlins also have the distinction of having destroyed the Doomsday Machine of the mad Dwarvin alchemist
Oppenhisheimer. The Dwarf had made a large magic crossbow that would propel a bolt with a Hellstorm spell on
it which would activate on impact in a city. In one of the more peculiar covert team actions, the Gremlin Gummy
One Tooth and the Half Elf Ghost Rosewood combined to sabotage the machine and destroy its plans. While they
were hailed as heros in some circles, Gummy was acting strictly out of a natural desire to toy with any great
engineering feat and it was really Rosewood who was the mastermind of the operation.

The Blood Orcs in History
Blood Orcs have been at the center of most Orcish history, going back to the establishment of Blood City which is
actually one of the oldest continuously occupied cities in the world. It certainly predates the establishment of the
Pride, Hive and Empire cities. There are ancient Elven legends about the City of Blood rising up from the
afterbirth of the Elven peoples. As such, it could be that Blood City is indeed the oldest city in the Known World.
Astounding when you consider that the Blood Orcs have created almost nothing else of a materialistic nature still
standing after 2,000 years.
In recent times the Blood Orcs were a major factor in both the Hive wars since, in one way or another, it was
Blood City that was the target of both opening drives. The Blood Orcs have always been surrounded by other Orc
tribes and, as such, have tried as a determined policy to ally with distant foreign powers against their more
numerous neighbors. This has, more often than not, brought them into favor with the Trolls with whom they have
had friendly relations going back to the Wars of the Haphazard Succession, a devious method used to undermine
the remaining Orcish tribes and bring them into close association via the Trolls with the Blood Orcs.

The Redeye Orcs in history
The most recent history of the Redeye Orcs is their sterling performance in the most recent of the Hive Wars. In
this Great Hive War, they sided against the Hive at the same time as the Empire joined in and, in one of the more
comical military adventures of the war, wound up rescuing a legion of Imperial Guards that had gotten separated
from the main army and trapped in a barriered province. While the event at the time was cheered in Royal Haven
as a sign of the unity of mammalian peoples against the Hive's magic, In fact, what actually happened was that a
Redeye Orc Druid, leading a 'forage' party in the next province, got drunk on Mandrake Smoke, mis-wrote his
own Barrier of Nature spell and wound up dispelling the barrier between themselves and the surrounded Guards.
Nevertheless, the Redeye Orcs saw this as an opportunity to achieve some form of acceptance in the Southern
Baronies of the Empire where they could continue their slaving trade with the Southern Human Fundamentalists.
In the Lesser Hive War the clans of the Redeye Orcs in the Badlands decided to side with the Hive in their attack
on the Crimson Orcs which resulted in the imprisonment of the Redeye Orcs' populations throughout the south
much to the discomfort of those populations who, in typical Orcish fashion, denied being part of the Badlands'
clans. At one point they even tried to say they were more Pink Eyed than Red Eyed, but the distinction never
caught on or spread. At the end of the war, Republican efforts were filled with recruitment drives of the Redeye
Orcs of the Internment which, while successful, also hurt them in their efforts with other races. The people of the
Known World are not known for their ability to forgive or to forget. A fact that makes the real history of the
world more Orcish in reality than most would want to admit.

The Crimson Orcs in History
The Crimson Orcs initially were the outcasts of the other Orc tribes which, basically, made them the worst of the
group to have as a neighbor. They roam around the Known World in small camps of raiders and gypsy-like trade
bands that have a bad reputation wherever they go, yet a certain fascination attracts the curious and foolhardy to
their outdoor bazaars.
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The Crimson Orcs founded St. Stanislas and have become quite supportive of the Pagan Orc Cults where they
provide numerous priests. Their Hellfire and Damnation speeches are totally in character with their Orcish delight
in tormenting others with their fears and fermenting chaos wherever they go.
In the last Hive War, they were overrun by the Hive and quite a few were consumed by the Hive Queen, a matter
of concern for the Crimson Orcs. This led them to lend their considerable raiding skill to the Man-Orcs for the
defense of Mannheim and the long siege of that city by the Hive. They also joined with the Scar'Tasens in an
unusual alliance that saw joint raiding parties sneak across the Vultura Mountains and strike into the Hive's home
nest area again and again. Their actions in this area gave them some prestige with the other Orcs Tribes and they
are the able to attract misfits from the other tribes more than any other of their ilk.

The Keepers
The Orc tribes have a collective group of positions called The Keepers who are Orcs who have acted across tribal
barriers. Originally started by Snarl, the Keepers carry a Key that is their emblem and which is often the object of
theft since rewards are generally tied to the Key. While the Keepers have a potential to become a ruling body,
their functioning so far has been to further divide the tribes. Rivalries over the positions and the constant theft of
the
Keys of office have encouraged the keyholders to become even more paranoid and cynical than the standard Orc,
in itself an astounding accomplishment.
In typical Orcish fashion the attainment of one of the Keeper titles requires that you have to complete the claiming
adventure:
1. Have the appropriate key.
2. Have, at times, various Orcish prisoners.
3. Be at Orctop.
4. Must be an Orcish type.
5. Must be a main or a secondary character.
6. Must be a Pagan or a Deathwalker.
The items and the prisoners must be in the possession of the candidate. Only one title holder at a time per key.
The title is forfeit along with various appropriate penalties if the Key is not on the character at the time of
checking. The exact penalties vary from game to game and can be found by viewing the title or, in true Orcish
fashion, when they happen. All skill, characteristic and attribute requirements are at minimum base values. You
may have more than one Keeper title but then have that many more enemies.
Note: the fate of prisoners is fairly horrible and one need not concern oneself with them. It is not advised that you
volunteer a friend's secondary to the task. . . but then most Orcs do not have friends.

Keeper of the Blade (Title #2148 )
Adventure 408
Race not allowed: Goblin (202), Gremlin 242
Skill: Assassin 15, Stealth 10
Item: Blade Key ( #2263)
Prisoner required: Goblin (202), Orc (222) or Gremlin (242)
Rewards: +3 Assassin, +3 Stealth, +3 Str, +3 Dex
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Keeper of the Shadows (Title # 2149)
Adventure 409
Skill: Spy 15, Stealth 10
Item: Shadow Key (#2262)
Rewards: +9 Spy, +3 Stealth

Keeper of the Gold (Title # 2150)
Adventure 410
Skill: Merchant 15
Item: Gold Key (#2261)
Rewards: +9 Merchant, +3 stealth

Keeper of the Club (Title 2151)
Adventure 411
Skill: Berserker 15 PC required: 15 Strength required: 15
Item: Club Key (#2260)
Rewards: +6 Berserker, +3 PC, +3 Strength

Keeper of the Bones (Title 2152)
Adventure 412
Skill: Priest 15 of Deathwalkers
Status: any status type except: Lycanthrope
Prisoner: any Blood Orc (212), Redeye Orc (232) or Crimson Orc (252)
Item: Key of Bones (#2259)
Rewards: +6 Priest, +3 Str

Keeper of the Stones (title 2153)
Adventure 413
Skill: Priest 15 of the Pagans
Status: religious status
Items: Key Stone (#2258)
Rewards: +6 Priest, +3 Con

Keeper of Magic (Title 2154)
Adventure 414
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Skill: any Arcane 15
Status: NOT lycanthrope
Item: Key of Magic (#2257)
Rewards: +4 Free Mana, +8 Mana recovery in the item

Keeper of the Pack (Title 2155)
Adventure 415
Skill: Druid 15
Status: Lycanthrope (Were-Rat tree is appropriate)
Item: Pack Key (#2256)
Rewards: +3 Druid, +3 Con, +3 Strength, +3 Stealth
The Title and the Key also used to summon up Rat Packs, groups (10-20-30) of trained Wererat Orcs based on
spells and adventures in game.

Keeper of the Wolves (Title 2156)
Adventure 416
Skill: Ranger 15
Item: Wolf Key (#2255)
Rewards: +6 Ranger, +6 Stealth, allows for the summoning of herds of 30 Wolves via a spell when in Heavy
Woods.

Keeper of Locks (Title 2157)
Adventure 417
Skill: Thief 15 Dexterity: 14
Item: The Master Key (#2254)
Rewards: +6 Thief, +3 Stealth, +3 Dexterity

Keeper of Songs (Title 2158)
Adventure 418
Skill: Bard 15
Item: Song Key (#2253)
Rewards: +6 Bard, +3 stealth, +3 Dexterity

Keeper of Hist'orcs (Title 2159)
Adventure 419
Skill: Rumormonger 15
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Item: Key Rumor (#2252)
Rewards: +9 Rumormonger, +3 stealth

Keeper of Axes (Title 2160)
Adventure 420
Skill: Axemaster 15 Strength: 18
Item: Axe Key (#2251)
Rewards: +6 Axemaster, +3 Str, +3 PC

Keeper of the Tide (Title 2161)
Adventure 421
Skill: Admin/Engineer 15
Item: Key of Canute (#2250)
Rewards: +6 Admin/Engineer, +3 PC, +3 Stealth

Keeper of the Horde (Title 2163)
Adventure 422
Tactics: 15
Skill: Berserker 15
Item: Key of the Horde (#2249)
Rewards: +6 PC, +3 Str, +3 Inf, allows for the summoning of a horde of 100 Orc Warriors at various times and
places as found in the course of play.

Keeper of the Spawn (Title 2163)
Adventure 423
Beauty of 9
Item: Spawn Key (2248)
Rewards: +9 Strength, + 3 Constitution, allows for the summoning of a Spawn of new 3,500 Orc population (500
each of Unskilled, Laborers, Farmers, Miners, Craftsmen, Weaponmakers, Armormakers) from the scattered
minions at such time and place as found in the course of play.
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The wagon of the day is the Imperial Standard: 6' wide, 15' long on dual axles with 4' rear wheels and 3' front
wheels, carrying 300 standard weight units moving at a speed of 25. Wherever you go in the Known World, this
standard is used by all races. This was not always the case. In the early days, there were many different styles and
uses. The result was that wagon trains often had to carry a wide range of different wheel and axle types as spare
parts. In the older cities there were smaller, more curving streets and they wanted small wagons able to turn
around quickly. The Western Human area had new or no cities and favored a larger wagon that could be encircled
in a great moving wall and used to protect the nomad camp.
All this diversity would have remained except that, during the era of the Robber Barons, the conflict over wagon
size was used as a backdrop for a greater economic conflict. Various provinces would purposely design bushels
and pallets of cargo so that they would only fit economically in their own local wagon design. Some Baronies
even banned the use of different sized wagons in order to protect 'bridges'. There was even a massive fight over
whether wagons should have to give way to riders or under what conditions, what wagon, at what speed would
have the right to use the road. These conflicts all culminated in what was called the Wagon Wars.
It is said that Trekwill was visiting a Gremlin circus when one of the circus wagons broken down and trapped his
leg. After the wagon was picked up, it took quite a bit of extra time for the wagon to be repaired because there
was no matching wheel size in the town. Trekwill was disgusted with the whole affair and ordered a standard
Imperial Wagon size to be used throughout the land. This was immediately opposed by the local Robber Baron, as
was hoped, and he was made an example of for the rest.
Backing his demands for a single design with arcane spells, Trekwill used the Gremlins who moved about the
world to spread the spell and bring the Imperial Standard everywhere.
The original design was for a wagon 8' wide and 20' long that could take 500 standard weight units and travel at
speed 28. However, the Gremlins had gotten hold of the master Blue Print and made subtle changes to the spell so
that the resulting wagon-type exactly matched the standard Gremlin wagon then in use. Ultimately, Trekwill did
not care as long as there was just one type and he laughed, saying; 'Gremlins get into everything these days'.

Adventure 142
Find the original Box of Blue Prints (2997), be of any race and go to the province of Royal Haven (F3050) and
gain 300 Imperial Fast Wagons, +3 to Arcane, +3 to Covert.
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THE ELVEN NATURE OF HISTORY
"There is never enough time for history and not enough history of time."
The Dark Elf Runic Mage: Dolf Goldleaf
The Elven chronicle of history goes back about 1300 years before the Flight of the Humans from the Pride. Prior
to that period, the very different concepts of time that the Elves employed made it impossible to determine the
sequence of events and, at times their records are so interwoven with song and myth, the current Elves are unsure
as to the order in which to place them. To the Elves, the period before this chronicled sequence is known simply
as the Ancient Times. Not only are the Ancient Time temporally displaced; but, their references to places, areas
and things seem so alien to the Known World that they remain a mystery. Some of the best guesses as to their
setting, place the Ancient Times mostly under the sea or in a different parallel astral-time zone. One consistent
feature of Elven history and mythology is that it is focused, not on the actions of peoples, but on individuals.
Ancient legends talk of the Elven people as the chosen of the Sea Mother and how, in the pain of their birth, the
Sea Mother cursed the afterbirth that followed her creation, tossing the blood-soaked mess to the land where its
chaos and nutrients splattered across the terrain and formed a city of wretched disgust. She was a turbulent
Mother with a stormy temper that swept her surface moods, lashing out at the sentient beings that grew on the
coastal areas. The 9 initial Elven children, however, were always spared her wrath or discomfort and she taught
them to love the sea and learn to replicate themselves with slight new variations in each new generation. Time
itself was said to be the sea of the stars in which the entire universe floats and moves with its currents.
The earliest history, if one can call it that, dealt with the internal squabbling of the Elves as their individualistic
nature surged against the collective of time's currents. The early Elf heroes all battled against God-like monsters
and their call for uniformity in different aspects of life. It was this rebellion against divine will that led to their
heroic adventures against the advice of Elacrai which got them banished from the sea and forced to go to land
where they would be subject to the anger of the Sea Mother, not to mention her divine spirits in other
manifestations. This Elven characteristic of individualistic, reflexive rebellion against outside authority has
inspired some modern historians to call the Elven people the 'oldest teenagers' of time.
Ancient legends also talk about contact with a pair of Sentient Activators, the precursors to the current Senators.
In these Ancient tales, it is not clear if they were Elven heroes who were leading the Elves against the Gods or if
they were, in fact, separate beings who happened upon the Elves and joined the Elves for their own reasons. There
is one interesting Ancient story that the pair were actually not beings at all but were the classic two sides of a
temporal current, twins in origin and path but opposite in outlook much like the Elacrai perception of the twisted
ribbon of time.
These twins of history are often found discussing the fates in Ancient Legends. They stand aside, describing the
actions of the Elven Heroes from two different perspectives, giving a commentary on both the physical battle and
the moral conflicts that abound in each of the Ancient Tales. It is for this reason that the dialogue of the two has
been called the dialectic of history and dominates Elven views. The Dark Elven chroniclers have argued against
this traditional method of always looking at history as the result of conflicting forces.
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The systematically recorded chronicles of the Elves start at the time of the growth of the Rune Tower Mages and
it is their rebellion and destruction that mark the first year of the publicly recorded Elven Chronicles. That date
would be 1320 BF in the Imperial calendar which is also the date of the planting of the Seven Green Oaks on
Inglewood. The Oaks were planted to commemorate the beginning of the public chronicles which was a backlash
against the secret cults of both the Elacrai and the Mages. The seven oaks are still standing in their own grove
challenging the astral winds of time. According to an ancient foretelling, there will come a great wind that shall
blow bringing 5 of them down and that the two remaining shall spawn a new age. However, this twin duality may
be simply a reflection of the Elves obsession with twins and twin forces as the cause of history.
Elven ancient history, being a jumble of dates and cause and effect, may be part of the reason that the Elven
chronicles which started with the planting of the Seven Green Oaks have become renown for their rigidity and
precision in recording the temporal relations of things. Perhaps it is because they have felt the pain of the loss of
history that they take such care in its recording.
The Elven Mage Wars extended, from the extermination of the Rune Towers, for 300 years. The Tower Elves
became Dark Elves and were scattered. This left Elves throughout the Known World, in small groups, either
looking for Mages or as Mages on the run from the Elacrai Priesthood. Many of these Elves made contact with
stray Rangers and became part of the Free Rangers. The hunting of the Dark Elves also established, in Dark Elf
culture, an emphasis on covert skills which they still have a strong tendency towards in their skills of choice.
It was during this period that Trolls came in forceful contact with the Elves of Inglewood with their kidnapping of
Neleh which led to the Siege and First Destruction of Trollheim.
The Elven-Troll wars saw the development of the trademark Elven weapon, the Elf Bow. Until the Troll Wars,
Elves were not known for their bows but for their rapier-like swords, their favorite weapon. With their great
dexterity the Elves would probe with their 'long points', as they were called in Elven runic records, then plunge
them into an enemy's soft spots. When fighting the Trolls this proved totally inadequate, since not only were they
more armored than most of their animal opponents, the hammer wielding, straight charging Trolls were able to
brush aside a rapier and close too quickly to be stopped by a single rapier thrust. After a few initial defeats, the
Elves brought together their Enchanters and developed a special Elven Bow designed to defeat the Trolls at a
distance. The Elves combined archery with arcane or priestly missile spells to strike down the Trolls at a distance.
This Elven Bow quickly became the weapon of choice for the Elves who also found that its ability to project their
individual spirits at a distance was compelling. The Elven women of this time also took to archery as a way to
strike a competitive martial pose with the men. And, as such, Elven garrison militia became the most powerful
defenders of locations. Nearly all adults came to their ranks already trained and ready for action. In modern times,
as gender changing became commonplace, this martial spirit has been channeled to male Elves and the once
feared Elven militia is no longer a major factor in the military affairs of the Elven people.
The Elven Bow developed against the Trolls came to perfection with dramatic effect in the Tasen Wars. After the
wars with the Trolls had faded away, the Elves established a series of settlements along the Sea of Troubles
extending up to Tosgard. The Dark Elves and the Forest Elves had established Mage schools in the Tasen lands
and were active in early Pride politics as the liege lords of the coast.
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In 474BF the Dark Elves started construction of a new Mage Tower on the shore opposite the Isle of the Dead.
This led to the second major Elven Civil War as the Forest Elves, occasionally supported by the Sea Elves, moved
against the Dark Elves and eventually destroyed the tower. It was during this same century that the Tasens
revolted against the Dark Elves and were covertly helped by the Sea Elves, although they would never admit it.
Dark Elves won numerous field battles against large Pride armies but could not withstand the dual pressures of
Pride attacks on the cities combined with Sea Elf and Forest Elf raids on their arcane leadership and magic
support. The Dark Elves were thus driven from the coast and the Pride was allowed to unify and grow. It is typical
in the Elven chronicles that the central features of the Pride's unification is treated as nothing more than a
backdrop to the conflict between the Dark Elves and the rest of the Elven people. It was also typical in the Elven
Civil Wars for an entire conflict to be detailed as happening between individuals and there is no mention of a
single field battle of any type, though numerous duels, assassinations and covert activities are reported.
The most told story of the Second Tower war is the tale of the Hero Lorlear and the Duel in the Pit. In that tale the
Wizard Lorlear brings the Prism of Light to the Pit and fights an arcane duel against the Champion of the Tower:
the Assassin, Ghost Roric. Lorlear uses the Prism to cancel the invisibility of Roric and remove his undead status
before plunging him into the Pit where his spirit is said to still remain. The end of Roric brought an end to the
covert power of the Dark Elves and allowed the destruction of their new tower to go forward without interference.
The middle history of the Elves from 300BF to the Flight is dominated by the growing separation between the
Forest, the Dark and the Sea Elves and the development of further divisions within each culture. This period also
saw the height of the Elf-Dwarvin wars which raged over the southeastern coast and saw Elven Raids into what
would become Cabo Cove. Most of the 'wars' with the Dwarves were really small-scale skirmishes since the Elves
knew they were outclassed in the underground cities of the Dwarves. The Dwarves knew that crossing the ocean
to go to Inglewood was unadvisable and that an open confrontation in the field would accomplish little except to
add casualties to both sides. As such the Dwarves and the Elves had a series of Party duels over logging and
mining efforts that slowly established a border running from Cabo Cove to Golden Lake and Fortune Bay. These
duels culminated in the Axe and Bow Duel on the shores of Golden Lake that brought a lasting armistice to the
two peoples.
The modern history of the Elven culture begins with the coming of Trekwill and the manipulations of the families
of Inglewood which would lead to the annexation of Inglewood into the Empire in 52AF. This was accomplished
when the major families of the Island were lost in a storm during a Pilgrimage to Godstone and Civil War once
again broke the Elven ranks. The Forest Elves side with Trekwill in order to get concessions on 39 provinces on
the mainland around Ulan while sacrificing the sovereignty of Inglewood which they had already lost to the Dark
and Sea Elves. The Elven Chroniclers of that day call it the Betrayal at Ulan.
Since that time the Elves have continued to be split with some supporting the Empire while others support the
resurgence of the Republic and the old Senators and still others, in typical Dark Elf fashion, are looking for the
solution to their problems in the fomenting of chaos.

Adventures in Elven Lore
The following can only be done by MAIN characters who are Sea Elf, Forest Elf or Dark Elf.

Call of the Militia
Adventure 424
May be done only on the Island of Inglewood and only in a Forest Province and into a Force location with Elven
population that has an empty slot. Requires 100 Elven Bows. Creates a slot of Elven Militia which is equipped
with Elven Bows. Militia may not move, has a base CF of 10 and a level of 1. May be done 8 times.
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Making of Elven Bows
Adventure 425
The production secret of making Elven Bows (#18) can be learned by any Elven (races 203, 223, 243) MAIN
character who has 10 lumber (413), 1 Meldorian (429) and 500 Crowns. May be done 200 times.

Making Of Elf Light Chain
Adventure 426
The production secret of making Elf Light Chain (#152 to154) can be learned by an Elven (race 203, 223, 243)
MAIN character who has 5 Mithril and 500 Crowns. May be done 200 times.

Caches of Elf Light Chain
Adventure 427
In preparation for the foretold demise of Trekwill, the Elven Noble Houses (Races 203 and 223 only) have
stockpiled secret magical supplies of Elf Light Chain on the Island of Inglewood. There is a limited number of
these caches which can be triggered by a Sea Elf (203) or a Forest Elf (223) who is an Administrator level 10 and
is a follower of the Sea Mother on the Island of Inglewood. The Administrator needs 50 suits of regular Chain
Mail (144) and may convert them to 35 suits of Elf Light Chain (153). May be done 18 times.

Making of Elven Rapiers
Adventure 428
The traditional Elven Rapier (#128) is a sword type weapon with a weight of 1. It takes 1 iron to make 3 of them
and may be made by any weapon maker. The Weapon requires a strength of 8 and a dexterity of 14 to use. It has a
base attack factor of 50% but if used by an Elven race (203, 223, 243) then the user gains +35%. However it has a
NEGATIVE 50% AF when fighting Trolls (207, 227, 247). Terrain modifiers are +25 in any Forest, +15 in City,
and 25 in confined. An Elven Administrator level 10 or higher who has 50 swords (#1) can convert them to 50
Elven Rapiers (#128). May be done 50 times.

The Remembrance of Glory
Adventure 429
An Elven follower of the Sea Mother who is a Ranger and a Bowmaster who goes to the province of the greatest
Elven Victory over the Pride, can gain +3 Ranger, +3 Bowmaster and +1 Strength. May be done 18 times but only
once per character.

The Leafs
Adventure 430
Bring one Magic Leaf (# 2247) for each of the trees in the Chroniclers Sacred Grove to the site of the grove. Be a
follower of the Sea Mother and a Sea Elf, Forest Elf or a Dark Elf Bard. Gain +5 Bard Skill, +1 Influence, +1
Constitution.

The Second Tower War
Adventure 431
Have the Light Prism (#2246) and go to the site of the famous duel of the war, be a follower of the Sea Mother
and a Noble Elf ( races 203, 223) gain +3 to Wizard, Sorcerer or Illusionist, +3 dexterity and +3 strength. May be
done once.
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Adventure 432
Have the Light Prism (#2246) and go to the site of the famous duel of the war and be a Dark Elf (243), gain +3 to
Necromancer, Assassin and Priest, +3 constitution, +3 dexterity.

Prince of the Elves Guard
Adventure 433
The Prince of the Elves may raise up 200 Elven Guard being 200 Level 20, Elven, Elite Ranger Archers, equipped
with Elven Bows, Magic Elf Light Chain. May be done once.

The Axe And The Bow
The last Elven-Dwarf War ended when the Dwarf Hero, Thorin Redtorn, and the Elven Hero, Lornestar, battled
on a magical astral forested hill. In the course of the fight they were slowly encircled by the carnivorous forest
which pushed together vine-covered boulders to wall them in. When they realized that they were both in danger,
they tried to cut their way out but could not. Seeing a small opening between the branches of an Astral White
Oak, Lornestar braced his magic bow in the space to keep the branches from closing in on them from above.
Thorin used his great axe to keep the boulders and the ground apart. This joint effort opened a window through
which both were able to leap before the Forest phazed out taking them both with it. Weaponless, they were both
able to see that something may be gained by cooperation. Thus, there was an Armistice.
A Dwarf who returns the Bow and an Elf who returns the Axe will cement the peace and allow for the racial
hatreds to be removed from their race influence modifiers for the title holders.
Adventure 114
Be a Dwarf type (204, 224, 244), bring the Bow of Lornestar (#614) into Searwood. Gain the Title of Elf Friend
(#1614).
Adventure 115
Be a Sea Elf type (203, 223, 243), bring the Axe of Thorin Redtorn (#615) into Masaland. Gain the Title of Dwarf
Friend (1615).
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DWARVEN SHORT HISTORY
"Glittering of causes and the vanity of effects are the veins of history."
The Halfling bard historian Baldheath Cliff
The Dwarves view of history is one of a series of causes to which facts are pinned. They do not organize their
history in a strict chronology that jumps from fact to fact as they see history as the weaving of causes and ideas or
responses and effects. Some say that the Dwarves obsession with plaid is a representation of their view of history
with all its causes and effects interwoven, making a great pattern of the past.
The Halflings have, in recent decades, provided some of the best recorders of Dwarven history and they bring to
the history a bardic tradition stolen from the classical Elves. They have also catered to the short attention span of
the Dwarves by making their stories and analysis simple, short and precise. The result is that Dwarf history is
often sung about in short stories or in small poems. Foremost amongst the bard historians was the Kalgary-born
but Tasen-raised Baldheath Cliff, who established the first of the records in this new style and, for that reason,
these short history songs have been called Cliff Notes ever since.
CAUSE: IMMEDIATE DANGER
EFFECT: THE RISE OF LEADERSHIP
Scattered across the eastern mountains and faced with a hostile environment, decisions of where to go and what to
do were critical to the survival of the early peoples. The nature of their peril was immediate and quick, requiring
unity in action and direction, if survival was to be maintained. For this reason the early Dwarves developed a
position of sole leadership, the Headsman who would direct the group. The idea that there could be gradual or
long term dangers to survival was not considered important as their earliest survival was consumed by the daily
struggle. This primal leadership still survives in the position of the Prince of the Dwarves which is sometimes tied
to the ancient Headsman's Axe that was said to have been cut from the Godstone Rock.
CAUSE: CONSTANT DANGER
EFFECT: THE DWARF AXE
The earliest Headsmen knew that, because they were under constant attack from monsters and creatures, people
would need weapons to be able to add to their defense. As the attacks were sudden, there would be little time to
prepare for conflict and weapons must be at hand at all times and as such, the Dwarven Axe became their most
common tool. Its blades were used to cut down the trees of the hills while its headpiece doubled as a shovel. The
use of Mithril in its construction gave it increased abilities to both hold an edge as well as sustain lateral pressures
when digging with it. This constant need for multiple applications for items and a poor showing in magic
solutions is why the Dwarves became the best gadget makers of the Noble Races. There is an old Dwarf saying
that necessity is the maker of invention.
CAUSE: RELIABLE POPULATION MASS
EFFECT: SPECIALIZATION
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With the growth of the bands and their increasing underground habitation, the Dwarves found that a multiplicity
of skills in each individual was no longer cost effective. The high attrition of workers was negated by the
underground locales and, thus, the Dwarves found they could create an interdependent strata in society where
functions were specialized based generally on the ability to do the tasks. With other races, such specialization
multiple classes, most classically in the Hive where their one-sided gender ratio brought about new classes of the
genetically engineered such as workers and warriors, but not in the case of the Dwarves. With the Dwarves, class
distinctions were mostly lost. This is laid to the facts that the Dwarven gender structure is one of 16 males to one
female and that their communal needs for survival required flexibility in their society in order that there are no
obstacles to the maximization of individual skills. Further, this individualistic bent of the Dwarves may have been
influenced by the Elves, though they are loathe to admit it. It is so strong such that at times of intense Gold Fever,
Dwarf groupings are able to disassemble in pursuit of individual glory. This status is maintained until a crisis once
again drives the Fever away and the Dwarven collective structure returns.
CAUSE: GOLD
EFFECT: REUNION AT THE MINE
Dwarves are known for getting Gold Fever where it appears that their very society breaks apart and a mad
individual scramble for gold sites ensues. Tempers flare, and otherwise suppressed passions seem to come to the
forefront of their lives. In their calmer periods, Dwarf historians have reflected on the function that this serves in
their society. In effect, every now and then, all the structures and specializations of their society fly apart and they
are reduced to their basic selves in their frenzied fixation on obtaining gold. This breaks down the growth of class
structure in their society and provides for homogenization of all the different segments of the Dwarves population
in a strong mixture. It may be the frequent eruptions of Gold Fever that has kept the masses of the Dwarf
populations undifferentiated for so many generations, a t least until the coming of the Empire and Trekwill. The
Gold Rush of 73AF is a classic example of the function of the Fever. As the Gold Rush started, the Western
Dwarf populations converged on the gold field and mixed in with the original Dwarves of the East. This brought
about a classic mellowing out of the Dwarf population and the reintegration of the scattered clans. Suddenly when
Trekwill imposed breaking the additive nature of the Charm of Movement spell, this integration came to a halt
and it did not take much time for the Western Dwarves to become a distinct and separate culture from the mass of
the traditional Dwarves.
The separation of an early group of Dwarves who wandered the northern planes beyond the Dwarf Mountains and
refused to go underground, was the origin of the Sand folk culture. It is interesting to note that such prolonged
separation eventually diminished Gold Fever in these distant populations. This Fever has been rekindled in the
Eastern Mountains and has led to the conversion of some populations to traditional Dwarven ways. Seems you
can take the Dwarf out of the Gold Field but you cannot take the Gold out of the Dwarf.
CAUSE: THINGS WORTH KILLING FOR BUT NOT WORTH DYING FOR
EFFECT: WAR
One of the classic Dwarf views of history is that War is caused by the existence of things for which people are
willing to kill but NOT die for. The result is that there is an imbalance in the will to violence based on the
individual 'thing' that comes into focus in the conflict. It is the possibility of gain and the surrender of the object
that are the driving forces behind the conflict. Dwarves have classified as 'extermination' those conflicts in which
both sides equally agree about using violence and are equally determined to kill or die to support it. For the
Dwarves, 'warfare' is simply a matter of getting what you want by a different means. This position on warfare was
extensively written about by the Sand Folk historian Claws Mitts who spent a lot of time observing the armies of
the Tasen Boneclaw in his campaigns against just about everyone he could reach. Eventually Claws Mitts would
spend time with the long-lived Ogre Hermit Thraxxson and then retire to Baca Baca to write his classic legend of
a man of war who comes to understand that peace can eventually be made. The book called "In War So That. . ."
is still occasionally remembered by those who look on conflicts as never ending.
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Dwarven military strategy is thus always focused on what the physical object in the conflict is and how to get the
other side to relinquish it by dominating his will to secure it. When the Dwarves came up against the Hive soldiers
this became a major challenge. They could not perceive what the object of the other side was and it became
obvious that such wars were more characteristic of an extermination than the more traditional Dwarf concept of a
war. It is for that reason that the Dwarves have never fully accepted the ends of the Great and Lesser Hive Wars
and fully expect to see a continuation of their violence as soon as extermination by other means is no longer being
employed.

Making Dwarf Plate
Adventure 434
A main or a secondary character (1 to 1000) who is not Undead and is of the Dwarf Races (204, 224, 244),who is
in a Barren Mountain Province in the Western area defined by:
35,35 - 65,35
35,70 - 65,70
with 500 crowns, 5 Mithril can learn to make Dwarf Plate making.

Making Dwarf Axes
Adventure 435
A main or a secondary character who is not Undead and is of the Dwarf Races who goes to a Barren Mountain
Province in the Eastern area defined by:
110,50 - 130,50
110,70 - 130,70
with 500 crowns, 5 Mithril can learn to make Dwarf Axes.

Gold Fever
Adventure 436
A Dwarf Priest of at least level 20 who does not have a good religion and has the Vial of Gold Fever (#2245) plus
100 Gold (418) can take a Western Dwarf or a Sand Folk Dwarf pop segment and bring it to the traditional area of
110,50 - 130,50
110,70 - 130,70
where they can resurge the Dwarf race genetic code and covert the population to that of Dwarves (204). May be
done 200 times.
Adventure 436 for Western Dwarf
Adventure 437 for Sand Folk

Dwarven Axemasters
Adventure 771
The nature of the Dwarf early survival has encouraged the development of Dwarf Axemen as the favored base
troop training type.
Dwarf Axemen (#552) are a special public training type for traditional Dwarves (race 204). They have a Combat
Factor add of 7, morale +10, DF +2, an Attack Factor modifier of 25, a Charge Bonus of 50, have +1
Special/Magic Attack Resistance and gain a +25% Attack Factor with any Axe and an additional 25% if attacking
with a Dwarf Axe (#19). There terrain bonus is +25 in Confined, +15 in any Mountain and -25 at Sea. The trainer
must be an Axemaster and a Dwarf (204). The cost of the troop type is 100 crowns.
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At the start of the game Dwarf characters in the range of 1 to 1000 who are Axemasters may convert a slot of
soldiers of their own to Dwarf Axemen for no cost by doing the above adventure. May be done in the month of
June only and may be done not more than 18 times for all the Dwarves.

Caustic History
Adventure 438
The Dwarven race (204, 224, 244) main or secondary character who obtains the classic Book of Dwarf History
Poems (2244), which the Elves have dubbed 'Caustic History' in their contempt for Dwarf poetry, and goes to the
home of Baldheath can secure +1 Strength, +1 Dexterity, +3 Beauty, +4 Bard.

Headsman Weaponry
Adventure 439
The Dwarven race (204, 224, 244) who obtains the original Headsman Weapon (#2243) and the Headsman's
Stone (#2242) who goes to axe's origin can obtain +5 PC, +3 Strength, +2 Dexterity, +1 Beauty, +4 Influence.

Studies in War
Adventure 440
The Dwarvin race MAIN character who obtains the classic book, "In War So That. . ." (#2241) and goes to the
retirement home of Claws Mitts can secure +4 Tactics, +3 Stealth, +1 Dexterity.

Greater Walls
Adventure 441
Dwarven locations are often known for their extensive fortifications. In preparation for the approaching crisis the
Dwarves have magically secured some special defenses which will effectively increase the wall quantity by 50
andthe Gate House strength by 3. This requires that the character be of the Dwarven races (204, 224, 244) and
have the Fort Scroll (#2240). May be done up to 20 times depending on the supply of the Scroll.

The Prince's Axe Guard
Adventure 442
The Prince of the Dwarves may raise up the 'Axe Guard' being a slot of 200 level 24 Dwarf (204) Elite, Dwarf
Axemen armed with Dwarven Axes, Magic Shields and magic Dwarven Plate. May be done once and only by the
Prince of the Dwarves.

The Axe in the Bough
Before the time of the Flight of the Humans, there was a skirmish between the Dwarves and the Elves over the
forested hills that would become Wingrave. The war began when the Dwarves discovered a gold nugget near a
grove of old enchanted meldorian trees. The Dwarves swarmed the hillside and prepared to cut the trees down to
use their wood to channel the nearby stream. With the first swing of an axe, the tree trunk swallowed the axehead
and the Dwarves recoiled at the magic scream that was released. The Elves then appeared and routed the
Dwarves. However when the Elves returned to the hilltop, the White Meldorian grove was gone along with the
offending axe.
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Adventure 143
Be a Dwarf and bring the Bough Axe (#2296) to the province of Wingrave and make amends for the sins of the
Dwarves. Gain +2 base prestige, +2 influence and +2 in Merchant, Admin and Rumormonger.
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THE TIDE OF HISTORY
"When the tide flows, no laws of mammals may alter its course."
The Hissinger historian and siren: Kreny.
The Amphibian Races are a mysterious element in the Known World and, as such, are outside of the standard start
up choices of players. Their perception of history has an evolutionary basis and focuses on the balance and
imbalance of power that drives events. They scoff at the translation of the world's name as the 'Known World'
since they call it the 'Next World'.
They see the course of history in great sweeps or tides of transition. Like the Hive races, They have no concern for
individuals but share with the Sea Elves a belief that all life started with the sea. they are of the universal opinion
that they had been to this world previously and had left, leaving behind what would become the Dragonfolk. As
another issue of contention, this has served to further alienate the Dragonfolk from the rest of the Amphibians.
The current Amphibians, with the exception of the Dragonfolk, are said to have arrived in the Southwest of the
Known World during the two decades after 300 BF. For quite some time, they remained in the waters and the
coastal areas of the Chain Islands having some contact with the Sea Elves who, at first, shunned them.
A series of underwater wars between the Kraken, Fangor and Hissingers in the period of 195 BF and 110 BF were
quite catastrophic to their growth as a potential power. Magical spells of various types were triggered in the final
conflict which took place well away from the eyes of the world's Bards who, after all, were biased towards
aboveground histories (none of them could sing underwater anyway). The result of these spells was to banish all
of them from the undersea worlds and force them to make it to the land for their survival.
The slaughter was so intense that any centralized authority that might have evolved was dashed in the last known
underwater war of the Red Tide between 111BF and 110 BF. The survivors of this war scattered in the south and
took up an assimilationist rather than a separatist approach towards what they considered their next stage of
development. The Amphibians found that, when integrated with other races, they could tolerate and even work
with each other. However when concentrated in separate communities, their compulsion to become intolerant
increases geometrically. As such they are found everywhere and have sought to act in numerous societies,
excepting only the Hive.
Trekwill spent considerable time with them whenever he would venture to the South and studied their underwater
wars but did not disclose his findings. He saw the Amphibians as a means to counter and dilute the separatist
views of some Sea Elves and is said to have encouraged the Kraken to take up piracy through his second wife's
contacts in order to further prod the Elves into asking for the aid of the Empire.
Kreny remains the Amphibian's greatest historian and his original manuscripts are often found on sheets of
ancient parchment some of which are said to be from old wine bottles, which have a faint runic stain on them
called a watermark. There is a striking resemblance between those marks and the writing on the Mithril Egg found
by the Sea Elves; but, the story of this relationship has yet to be uncovered and may remain so.
Note: at some time there may be a sub-module released on the Undersea Wars of the Red Tide.
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THE COLORS OF HISTORY
"The world is seen through the lens of your life."
Teractlion
(While this might normally be a story found in the course of play, it helps to describe the colorization of the items
in the world and may help in some subtle ways with other areas of the story line. Therefore it has been included as
part of the module book for ease of reference.)
In the earliest times, the Ancient Elven chroniclers first tried to tie the spirits of the world to the sounds of nature.
The earliest Runes were not as much written as they were sung when the Runes were activated and their echo in
the Magic Ether delivered their message. Since the religion of the Elacrai was seen as the Sea Mother, the early
Runes at the Blue Sands were given a singularly recognizable and repeatable masculine sound so as to provide a
clear distinction between the divine and the recorded. For this reason, when the early stories were heard, they
were called His Story which was shortened to History.
This masculine rune sound bias was later to be called the First Rebellion of the Elven Folk when there came an
inevitable conflict in the perception of History between the clerical and the arcane reporters of the day. Much of
the art of making the Runes was lost during the conflict between the Mages and the Clerics when the Elacrai
supporters tore down the old magic towers starting with the Blue Sands Tower that guarded the ancient
Runemasters. It is said that the Black Tower is the last and oldest vestige of those ancient bastions of defiance that
was held as an escape route for the last of the great masters.
The Mage-historian Sir Teractlion, a Sea Elf was raised at the Tera'Tasens' capital. He established the current
distinctions of colors as a perceptive way of dealing with the dynamics of the world. He saw the world as divided
into three main spirits: Good, Evil and Magic. Each of these he associated with a color: Yellow for Good, Red for
Evil and Blue for Magic. He observed that magic spells, when cast, had a color hue with Green being Good Magic
and Purple being Evil Magic. This bias was gladly supported by the two main civilizations of the day: the Sea
Elves, who tended to have Blue and Green hues in their lifestyle, and the Tasens, who had a bias towards Yellow
and Gold. Both of which were opposed by various collections of Orcs who were conveniently led at the time by
an alliance of the Redeye and Crimson tribes who happened to live on opposite sides of the Red River.
The teachings of Teractlion would be observed more for its style than its content, a sad commentary which
permeates Elven and Tasen intellectual society to this day. The most glaring use of the color code has been seen
in the work of the Runemasters who saw some magic in association with the colors of history as described by
Teractlion.
One can only wonder what Teractlion would have thought of the arrival of Humanity with its range of skin colors
from pink to oatmeal to brown and black and their random mixture of hair and eye colors. In fact, the early
descriptions of Humanity by the Dark Elves who led them to the Tasen lands was that they were the Rainbow
People though some feel it is because they were found coming through a cave in the side of a waterfall whose
curves always support a rainbow. As the most well known Elven Unbeliever, it is ironic that Teractlion's grave
ashes were scattered where the first Human Pope would reign.

The Adventures of the Robes:
May all be done once.
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Adventure 1401 The Golden Robe
Do not be an Orc or of the Chaos Races, have the Golden Robe (#1401), do not be a believer of the Pagans or the
Deathwalkers, do not have an Undead Status, go to Teractlion's birth home, gain at least +2 base prestige, +2
Arcane level, +2 Priest, +4 Bard. Adventure 1402 The Rainbow Robe Be one of the Rainbow People, have the
Rainbow Robe (#1402), go to the first finding of the Humans by the Dark Elves and gain at least: +2 base
Prestige, +2 Militant skill, +2 Beauty, +2 Influence.

Adventure 1403 The Purple Robe
Be a Necromancer, Summoner or Warlock with an evil religion and go to the last tower of the first of their kind
with the Purple Robe (#1403). Gain at least +2 Arcane, +2 Constitution, +2 Covert. Adventure 1404 The Blue
Robe Be an Arcanist and go to the grave site of Teractlion with the Blue Robe (#1404) and gain at least: +2
Arcane, +2 Constitution, +2 Bard and +2 Knight.

Adventure 1405 The Red Robe
Have an evil religion, the Red Robe(#1405) go to the place of Orcish alliances and gain at least +2 base Prestige,
+2 Militant, +2 Priest, -1 Constitution.

Adventure 1406 The Black Robe
Have no religion, have the Black Robe (#1406) go to the place where light cannot return and gain at least: +2
Militant, +2 Constitution, +2 Strength, +2 Arcane.

Adventure 1407 The White Robe
Have a Mark of Wizardry and a Mark of Divinity with the White Robe (#1407) go to the site of the First
Rebellion and gain at least +3 Priest, +3 Arcane.

Adventure 1408 The Green Robe
Have a Good Religion, be either a Druid, Seer or Enchanter, have the Green Robe (#1408) go to the start of the
land and gain at least: +2 base Prestige, +2 Arcane, +2 Militant and +2 Bard.

Adventure 1409 The Yellow Robe
Have a good religion, with the Yellow Robe (#1409) do not be a Berserker, Stealth or Axemaster, go to the battle
field of the Ancient Astral Gods and have no fear. Gain at least +2 Strength, +2 PC, +2 Tactics and +2 Militant.
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FACTIONS OVERVIEW
There are nine factions divided in three groups of three. Each group has a basic outlook that has been aligned with
either Evil, Good or the nefarious area between, called by some Neutral and by others as simply opportunist.
These faction groups have Ecumenical, Political and Magical components. There are no hidden factions.
Factions are dominated by leaders and members from player positions who achieve the requirements for entrance
and/or leadership. Entrance as a member is available only as being sponsored by a leader. A leadership role
(which includes membership) can be obtained by doing adventures as detailed in the faction description. A
position may be a leader in only one faction.
A player position may be a member of more than one faction but not more than one faction within each of the
factional groups. However, when doing influence attempts on NPC's with factional orientation, the modifiers for
membership in factions will be additive as follows:
Faction
Good Sponsor
Neutral Sponsor
Evil Sponsor

Good Target
-0-125
-999

Neutral Target
-75
-0-75

Evil Target
-999
-125
-0-

For example: at the end of his career, Emperor Trekwill is a Member and Leader of the Empire Faction (Neutral),
member of the Golden Mages (Good) and the Fundamentalist (Neutral) faction. If he attempts to influence a
faction assigned the character of a Good Faction, his total factional modifiers would be: (-125, 0,and -125) for a
total of -250. If he went after a Neutral character, then the modifiers would be: ( 0, -75, and 0) for a total of -75.
Each Faction has its requirements for membership and leadership. At times of production there is a check for
meeting the requirements and penalties are automatically assigned as indicated in each faction. During the course
of play there is a unknown chance per day that the requirements will be checked. Factions may discover Purge
Policies in the course of play to oust members In those cases where there are other titles that are required to a be a
leader (such as Arcane Master) a character may find that he has been purged of his leadership role by his own
failure in competition. These losses will result in a loss of leadership but not membership.
Factions may be activated at anytime.
Good:
The Gaia Council (Ecumenical)
The Royal Republic (Political)
The Golden Mages (Magical)
Neutrals:
The Fundamentalist (Ecumenical)
The Grand Empire (Political)
The Order of Grey (Magical)
Evil:
The Shadow Spirits (Ecumenical)
The Lords of Chaos (Political)
The Dark Mages (Magical)
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Factional Adventures
Factions have two classes of positions: members and leaders. Only main characters may be involved in factional
membership or leadership. There may be 50 total members and leaders combined in a given faction.
All leaders have to go to the capital or the focal point of the faction and meet their specific requirements to
complete the leadership adventure and receive the rewards:
Political Factions:
A title denoting leadership worth +3 Effective Prestige.
One extra character action (to a max of 5)
+3 levels to the skills associated with the faction .
Arcane Factions:
A title denoting leadership worth +1 Effective Prestige
A Magic Ring (2223-5) worth 5 Magic Mana recovery that may be configured to carry spells by the winning team
in the Arcane Bowl.
+3 levels to one of the associated Arcane Skills
Religious Factions:
A title denoting leadership worth +2 Effective Prestige
A Holy Ring (2220-2) worth 5 Holy Mana recovery that may be configured to carry spells by the winning team in
the Coven Clash.
+4 levels to Priest
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POLITICAL FACTIONS
The Political Factions are the paramount factions of those obsessed with mass recognized power. They are pitted
against one another and see the Arcane and Ecumenical Factions as supporters in roles to their ultimate
accomplishments.

The Royal Republic (Faction #1)
Alignment: Good
Capital: Windfall
Associated Skills: Ranger, Bowmaster, and Bard
The Royal Republic is a compromise solution by the old Senators, the Lord Mayors and the Free Rangers. Their
goal is to take over the Empire and expand it to include as many of the Sentient Beings as possible. They look to
establish a strong central authority with checks and balances that can sustain multi-cultural diversity and class
unity. They hope that the passion for liberty will also serve to check those who would lead them on this path to
power.

Leadership Requirements
In addition to membership:
Must have a Good religion or may be Krom if the High Priest of Krom takes the religion to neutral.
Must not be of the Chaos Races
Must not be a Duke/Duchess
Must have Senator title
May not have a Mark of Evil or Mark of Cruelty
Adventure 1001 to claim title #2621

Membership Requirements:
Must not have an Evil religion
Must not be of the Chaos Races

The Empire (Faction #2)
Alignment: Neutral
Capital: Royal Haven
Associated Skills: Knight, Swordmaster and Assassin
Established by Trekwill and echoing his family's desire for recognized power to be sustained over time, the
Empire has grown slowly and rarely contracted as time goes on. Trekwill never achieved his private goal of
encompassing the Tasen Pride and the independent folks of the Badlands. The Empire like Trekwill, was always
focused on accomplishments that can be achieved. Power was a goal in itself, but Trekwill clearly became aware
early of the intoxication effects of it and sought to maintain a long addiction rather than a short over dose as is
seen in common tyrants.
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Leadership Requirements
In addition to membership:
Must have the title of Ducal Leader (Duke or Duchess) (2622)
Must have the title of Noble (2502 to 10) (obtained at startup by being an Overlord of the Noble races within 20
of a Barony location)
May not have the title of Heretic
Adventure
1002 to claim if Noble 2502
1010 to claim if Noble 2503
1011 to claim if Noble 2504
1012 to claim if Noble 2505
1013 to claim if Noble 2506
1014 to claim if Noble 2507
1015 to claim if Noble 2508
1016 to claim if Noble 2509
1017 to claim if Noble 2510

Membership Requirement
Must not be of the Hive races

The Chaos Lords (Faction #3)
Alignment: Evil
Capital: Wingrave
Associated Skills: Berserker, Axemaster and Thief
The Chaos Lords have no illusion as to the facades of power, they simply want it. It is not enough that one of
them should be recognized as having won, but that all others should be seen as having lost. They want the world
and they do not care whose bent knee follows their orders. Within the essence of Chaos' weakness is a perception
that transcends 'Us and them' to, at times, more of a "me and others". As such, when the Chaos Lords seek to
establish victory, the three groups of the Hive, Pride and Chaos Races must be mutually exclusive of each other.
For example: when counting achievements and ownerships, the Hive race positions cannot include any individual
achievements from the Pride or the Chaos Races. Contributions from Mutants and others may be allowed to
combine with one of the three groups of Hive, Pride, Chaos Race. Additionally, all geo-political ownerships for
establishing the Throne of Chaos must be owned by one single group if there is any representation of the Pride,
Hive or Chaos Races in the Chaos Lords.

Leadership Requirements
In addition to membership:
Not be an Elf, Sea Elf, Dwarf, Seahawk or Halfling.
Must bring as a prisoner to Wingrave a main character. Fate of the prisoner not your concern (Don't ask we won't
tell and anyway it's chaos).
Adventure 1003 to claim title #2623
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Membership Requirement
May not have a Good Religion.
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ARCANE FACTIONS
The Arcane Factions are opposed by the Ecumenical Factions in the critical Clashes over Mana when the world's
provincial arcane Magic Mana is diverted or supplemented by the Holy Mana. Despite having the common
opponent in the Ecumenical Factions as a whole, the power of the Arcane is too much to be held centrally and the
Arcanist have divided themselves into three groups. There has also been a development of cross positional
representation on both the Ecumenical and Arcane Factions which has tended to dilute their effectiveness.

The Golden Mages (Faction 4)
Alignment: Good
Capital: Bow's End
Associated Skills: Seer, Enchanter, Druid
The Golden Mages seek to use the magic of the world to shape things for the better. Their focus is generally in the
area of affecting the masses and increasing the number of Arcanists by teaching covens. The Enchanters provide
some counter balance to this approach by supporting the leadership with powerful items to sustain their points of
policy. Trekwill himself was very adept at internal politics that may have kept the Golden Mages from being fully
successful in the past as he placed the accomplishments of the Empire first.

Leadership Requirements
In addition to membership:
Arcane Level of 25
May not have a Mark of Evil
Must be an Arcane Master
Adventure 1004 to Claim

Membership Requirements
Must have one of the associated arcane
May not have an Evil Religion

The Order of Grey (Faction 5)
Alignment: Neutral
Capital: Rainbow City
Associated Skills: Wizard, Sorcerer, Illusionist
The Grey forces actually came to being by default from the polarization of the Arcane world by the Golden and
Dark Mages. They also have a general feeling of trying to make things better, but do not trust the masses and
focus very heavily in supporting central leadership and powerful Arcanist. They believe in having a small strong
Arcane Elite rather than a mass of weaker covens. With Trekwill in the Golden Mages there were often alliances
with them to keep the Dark Mages in check over the last century.
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Leadership Requirements
In addition to membership:
Arcane level of 25
Must be an Arcane Master
Adventure 1005 to claim

Membership Requirements
Must be either a Wizard, Sorcerer, or Illusionist
Must have a neutral religion.

Dark Mages (Faction 6)
Alignment: Evil
Capital: Blackpool
Associated Skills: Necromancer, Summoner, Warlock
The Dark Mages scoff at the pretentiousness of the Golden Mages on the issue of betterment. They see magic as a
means of personal power and the use of it is to obtain more power. Magic is a tool of ambition. They have often
had grievous internal conflicts barely able to come together on numerous times to stand with their fellow Arcanist
against the Ecumenical Factions.

Leadership Requirements
In addition to membership: Arcane Level 25
Must not have a Mark of Good
Must be an Arcane Master
Adventure 1006 to claim

Membership Requirements
Must not have a Good Religion
Must have one of the associated arcane
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THE ECUMENICAL FACTIONS
The Ecumenical Factions were the very first formed and paramount factions which over time were diluted.
Trekwill himself once headed the Fundamentalist faction and he is credited with the undermining of the faction in
favor of the Political Factions. Strong leadership has been called upon to redress that shift.
The Ecumenical Faction stands opposed to the Arcane Factions in the division of Mana from the world's core.
This conflict is the only time that the otherwise diverse and dogmatically opposed factions can unite in a common
goal.

The Gaia Council (Faction 7)
Alignment: Good
Focus: Godstone
Associated religions: Missionaries, Redeemers, The Sea Mother
The Gaia Council seeks the triumph of Good as collective spirit with tolerance and respect for fellow good
religions. Relations within the faction with the Sea Mother's following in Elves is at times tense. The
individualistic and arrogance of the Elves has caused some problems within the Council. The sharp divisions with
the other religious factions have been able to smooth over those inter family squabbles though they are quite
intense at times.

Leadership Requirements
In addition to membership:
Must be a High Priest
Must be a level 25 Priest or more
May not be a Priest Mage
Adventure 1007 to claim

Membership Requirements
Must have one of the associated religions
Must be a Priest level 15 or more
May not have a Mark of Evil or Cruelty

The Fundamentalist (Faction 8)
Alignment: Neutral
Focus: The Rift of Torgau
Associated Religions: Western Fundamentalist, Southern Fundamentalist, Traditional Fundamentalist
The Fundamentalist were the first of the Religious Factions and internal fighting led to their division. Originally
seen as a Human Religious Faction, the Fundamentalist have sought more universal appeal but are currently
stymied by great divisions. The need for a strong unifying Pope has never been so great.
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Leadership Requirements
In addition to membership:
Must be a High Priest
Must be a level 25 Priest or more
May not be a Priest Mage
Adventure 1008 to claim

Membership Requirements
Must have one of the associated religions
Must be a priest level 15 or more

The Shadow Spirits (Faction 9)
Alignment: Evil
Focus: Isle of the Dead
Associated Religions: The Pagans, The Deathwalkers, Followers of Krom* (*initially)
The Shadow Spirits were first allied by the Dark Elf Sutra who sought to counter the growing power of the
Fundamentalist who were organized by Quentin. It is a difficult group to keep united since the Pagans are never
above a priestly sacrifice and the Honor System of the Krom often clashes with the perceptions of the Undead so
much so that the High Priests of the Krom have often threatened to leave the faction and establish their own
independent religious faction.

Leadership Requirements
In addition to membership:
Must be a High Priest
Must be a level 25 Priest or more
May not be a Priest Mage
Adventure 1009

Membership Requirements
Must have one of the associated religions
Must be a Priest 15 or more
Must not have a Mark of Good
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ACHIEVEMENTS/VICTORY CONDITIONS
Games have a start and need an end. Open ended game systems tend to decline in vitality and the nature of their
open endless tends to reduce some of the crisp focus of play very quickly after each new entry.
In Legends, players come into the game with diverse play styles and concepts of achievement or victory. In the
past we have tried combinations of Role Playing and Power Gaming goals to build a single set of victory
conditions that would bring within a given faction the need to have different play styles work together. In Crown
of Chaos there are different independent victory conditions or achievement goals that when accomplished for the
first time can close off that part of the game's story line and allow players to either leave the game or concentrate
on something else. If a position is a member of more than one faction at the time when it achieves an individual
victory condition/goal then all the factions that the position is a member of share in getting credit for that
accomplishment though the individual would get the award. Factions that the position join after the
accomplishment do not get credit for the achievement.

Public Achievement Goals
The public achievement goals are:
Throne of Chaos
The Crown of Chaos
The Masters of Mana
The Pride Warlord
The King of the Trolls
The Hive Queen
The Warrior Champion
The Rune Warrior
The Ranger Champion
The Arcane Champions
The Coven Champions
The Prince of Death
The Rune Lord
The Prince of Thieves
The Merchant Prince
The Prince of Elves
The Prince of Dwarves
The Prince of Chaos
The Prince of Man
The Prince of Orcs
The Divine Founder
The Lord Mayor's Trophy
The Demon Slayer
The Rescuer
The Grand Unification Label

Factional
Individual/Leader
Team/Factional
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Team/Faction
Team/Faction
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Team
Individual
Individual

There maybe a few additional Achievements that can be discovered in the course of play that will become public
when activated.
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The above conditions can be grouped within a faction for the entire faction to create victory in one of the
following:
Factional Legendary Victory
Factional Strategic Victory
Factional Tactical Victory
The game ends when a Legendary Victory is achieved. It can also end with a Strategic Victory or the
establishment of the Throne of Chaos at the decision of the GM.
It is possible for the accomplishment of enough independent goals done by non-factional players, that the game
factions cannot achieve a Legendary/Strategic victory. In such a case the game will end when all achievements
have been met.
The Local licensee has ultimate authority to end a game when activity is below an economic viable amount as per
local custom.

Factional Legendary Victory
The games ends when the faction's members hold the Throne and the Crown of Chaos plus have closed out 10
other victory/achievement goals.
For the Chaos Lords, Dark Mages and Shadow Spirits the individual achievements of the Hive, the Pride and the
Chaos Races are mutually exclusive and may not be counted together. Likewise the excluded race positions will
not share in the victory. Example: The Chaos Lords have 18 accomplishments, 6 from the Hive, 5 from the Pride,
3 from the Chaos Races and 4 from the Mutant races. The only way to achieve a Legendary Victory is for the
Mutants to side internally with the Hive and for the Hive or the Mutants to have established the Crown and
Throne of Chaos. In which case the Pride and the Chaos Races are not recognized as sharing in the Legendary
Victory. Inactive accomplishments from the Mutant and other races (not Hive, Pride or Chaos Races) are always
credited to the sub group that establishes the Throne.

Factional Strategic Victory
The game may also end if the faction's members hold the Throne of Chaos and have closed out 8 other
victory/achievement goals and the GM feels that the game dynamics and support for the game is such that further
play is undesired or the players do not wish to try for the Legendary victory.

Factional Tactical Victory
At the end of the game the faction members have had at least 3 of the Prince/Queen/King/Warlord goals and 6
other victory/achievement goals.

Adventures
THRONE OF CHAOS (Title 2800)
Objective for a Faction:
own 5 Duchies (locations not titles),
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own all 15 of their Baronies' cities, Royal Haven, and
own Wingrave, Windfall, Tosgard, Trollheim, Tric'Klic, Isle Draco Blackpool, Rainbow City, Bow's End, St.
Stanislas, Searwood, Strathmore Blood City, Coorheim, Frostgaard, Snow City, Kril Klic, Koufax Tr'Urissh, Baca
Baca, Shawville, Leopodville, Kric'Kra, Kinderheim Tri'Tic, Grunt, Pixiland, Falkens, Black Tower
NOTE: for Chaos Lords, Shadow Spirits and Dark Mages, all the locations must be owned exclusively by Hive,
Pride or Chaos Races to count as an achievement. For example: the Throne cannot be established if the Hive
controls 31 of the 36 needed cities with 3 controlled by the Pride and 2 that are controlled by another non-Hive
race. Note: there cannot be a contribution in ownership by any other races such as Mutants. When it comes to
personal achievements, the focused Hive/Pride and Chaos races may look the other way if a Mutant or non-rival
does something, but not when it comes to basic raw power.

THE CROWN OF CHAOS (Title 2801)
Objective for an individual who is a main character:
Be a leader in the faction that establishes the Throne of Chaos, have the highest effective prestige of members and
at least two other Achievements one of which must be an individual objective. If the Throne is established by the
Hive, Tasen or Chaos Races then the Crown is only given to a character of the corresponding race within the
faction with all others ignored., even if they have higher prestige.

MASTERS OF MANA (Title 2802)
Objective for a group of factions in either the Ecumenical or the Arcane classifications:
Win the Clash of Mana 3 out of four times. All factions in the classification share in the victory.

THE ARCANE CHAMPIONS (title 2803)
Objective for an Arcane Faction team formed in one Arcane Discipline by its Arcane Master and all members of
the same Arcane Faction:
The Arcane Discipline that holds the Championship of the Magic Championship for 2 consecutive tournaments. It
is the second Arcane Master's team that gets credit for the victory so you do not have to be the same team just the
same discipline. Restrictions on the Chaos Lords apply as per the Throne of Chaos victory conditions

THE COVEN CHAMPIONS (Title 2804)
Objective for a High Priest and his team composed of members of the same Ecumenical Faction:
The religious team that wins the Clash of Faith for two consecutive tournaments. The second High Priest team of
the same religion that wins will be given the credit.

THE WARRIOR CHAMPION (Title2805)
Objective for an individual who is a Knight or a Berserker and not a Monster race in the character range of 1 to
1000:
Hold the title of Warrior Champion over 3 tournaments.

THE RUNE WARRIOR (Title 2806)
Objective for a main character:
There are five great rune weapons restricted to skills and titles where levels are in combinations as indicated:
The Rune Sword (#2997): Knight 30, Swordsmaster 20, Neutral religion, Mark of Glory
The Rune Axe (#2996): Berserker 30 Axemaster 20, Evil religion, Mark of Evil
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The Rune Bow (2995): Ranger 30, Bowmaster 20, Good religion, Mark of Destiny
The Rune Staff (2994): Arcanist 40, Mark of Wizardry
The Rune Mace (2993): Priest 45, Mark of Divinity
Each of these weapons may be wielded by a single champion that has the weapon and claimed the title of the
Rune Challenger by going with the item inside Torgau and having the appropriate skills and Marks:
Item
Rune Sword
Rune Axe
Rune Bow
Rune Staff Rune Mace

Adventure
1018
1019
1020
1021

Championships for each of the categories are held in April (game time) and the Winner of two challenges is The
Rune Warrior.

THE RANGER CHAMPION: PATHFINDER (title 2807)
Objective for an individual who is not a Monster race in the character number range of 1 to 1000:
Hold the title of Ranger Champion over 2 consecutive tournaments or 2 out of three consecutive tournaments.

THE PRIDE WARLORD (Title 2808)
Objective for a main character who is Tasen (races 206, 226, 246):
Own the three main forces of the 'Tasen Prides': Tosgard, Krosnogard, Tierkegaard for 3 consecutive productions.

THE KING OF THE TROLLS (Title 2809)
Objective for a main character who is Trollish (races 207,227,247):
Own Trollheim, Mannheim, Kinderheim for 3 consecutive productions.

THE HIVE QUEEN (Title 1600)
Objective for a female main character who is of the Hive Races:
Own the three Insect based forces of:
Tric'Klic, Tri'Tic, Tric'Cla
for 3 consecutive productions.

THE KING OF THIEVES (Title 2810)
Objective for a character in the range of 1 to 1000:
The top Thief that holds the title for three consecutive 'Gatherings'.

THE PRINCE OF DEATH (Title 2811)
Objective for a character in the range of 1 to 1000:
The top Assassin who holds the title for three consecutive Death Challenges.
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THE RUNE LORD (Title 2812)
Objective for a character in the range of 1 to 1000:
The Enchanter who is a Runemaster and attunes himself to the Great Runes: Rune Hammer, Rune Shield, Rune
Armor, Rune Chariot, Rune Ring, and Rune Stone.

THE MERCHANT PRINCE (Title 2813)
Objective for a character in the range of 1 to 1000:
The top Merchant that holds the title for three consecutive 'Mergers'.

THE PRINCE OF THE DWARVES (Title 2815)
Objective for a main character of the Dwarven races (204, 224, 244):
The Dwarven character who holds the Duchy of Masaland and Rainbow City for 3 consecutive productions.

THE PRINCE OF CHAOS (Title 2816)
Objective for a main character of the Chaos Races:
A character of a Chaos Race who holds Blackpool and any 3 Holds of Chaos for 3 consecutive productions.

THE PRINCE OF MAN (Title 2817)
Objective for a main character is of the Human races:
Have a Duke title (including Duke in exile) and own the six cities of the Baronies of Alsayce and Cerralean for 3
consecutive productions.

THE PRINCE OF ELVES: (Title 2814)
Objective for a main character of the Elven Races (203, 223, 243):
The Elven character who holds the Duchy of Inglewood and Bow's End for 3 consecutive productions.

THE PRINCE OF THE ORCS (Title 2818)
Objective for a main character who is an Orc type race:
Goblin (202), Blood Orc (212), Orc (222), Redeye Orc (232), Gremlin (242) or Crimson Orc (252).
Own the Cities of St. Stanislas (F3039), Kinderheim (F3030) and Strathmore (F3038) for 3 consecutive
productions.

THE DIVINE FOUNDER (Title 2819)
Objective for a main character who is a Priest, Lesser or Full Demigod, who establishes a new religion by going
to the Godstone with The Rune (#2001), The Word (#2002), The Way (#2003) and The Divine Power #(2004).

LORD MAYOR'S TROPHY (Title 2820)
Objective for a main character who started as an Overlord or a Mercenary that takes his starting location and
builds it up to have the following as a minimum:
Legendary Walls: Size 100
Ditch/Moat: 4/4
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Gate/Keep: 20
Towers: 50
Guilds: at least 1 of each type (1 to 9) with a strength of at least 12 each. Must have one church of each religion of
the same alignment as the main character and they must be strength 12 also. Must have a Residence with
a Palace Built. Must have at least one of each type of facility somewhere in the guilds.
Province Fertility: 5.00
Lumber 50
Stone 50
Iron 50
Flora: 1 of each type
Disease free Pop: 10,000 of one race in one Pop Seg
5,000 of different race in one Pop Seg
2,500 of a third and fourth type in two other Pop Segs
Must have 1000 troops (Identical) as defenders at least level 12.
Must have an SEI of 1000.
Must have a Marketplace.

THE DEMON SLAYERS (Title 2821)
Objective for a group of characters who are either Knights, Rangers or Berserkers level 20 at time of
accomplishment
They must form their own Slayer Team and slay The Demon Beast. Note: the Demon Beast appears and moves
around randomly normally laying waste to an area around a major city before moving on.

THE RESCUER (Title 2822)
Objective for a main character:
Before Trekwill fell into a coma he was planning to lead a rescue of a lost child believed to be a lost Princess or
Prince or some obscure arcane title. Little is know of the character other than the number which will be
announced upon Trekwill's death. Rescue the child and solve the mystery of who it is and its destiny.

THE GRAND UNIFICATION LABEL
Objective for an Individual:
Be a Signtist and have the Marks of Power and Destiny. Have the scrolls of the Grand Unification Label (#2330
to 2333), bring them to the 'Lab' and do the Ritual of Unification as explained in the Scrolls.
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THE CLASH OF MANA
There is little that Arcanists and Priests can agree on about the origin of magic in the world. However, there is a
consensus on the nature of Mana, the driving force behind magic spells. All agree that there are two out flow
sources of the Mana: a territorial or provincial source and an "at large" non territorial monthly surge. Priests
receive their regular Mana during the monthly at large surges and the Arcanists from the provincial allocations. In
the period around the Flight, it was discovered that there could be a marginal shift in the Mana from provincial to
at large. It is the First Guardian who is credited with using this for the first time against the Tasen High Priest of
Krom, though the techniques of the magic construction are nothing like what the Guardian had manifested.
Rumors that the Mana dislocation was something of Trekwill's making persist though he never commented on it.
Each time the two moons and the planet are aligned in what would be an equilateral triangle the Mana pool can be
shifted by 2 points one way or another. That is, all the world's provinces can have their Mana reduced by 2 while
the divine Mana pool is increased by 2 or the other way around. Mana can be driven negative.
The months of the moons' alignments are somewhat unpredictable since the magic of the world has been known to
speed up or reduce the orbit of the moons from time to time. However, the Clash takes place between every 6 to
12 game months.
The Clash is either:
1. a combat clash
2. a comparison of Arcane vs Priest base levels
3. a clash with Magic Attack and Special Attack only
with teams assembled by the Arcane and Ecumenical Faction leaders. If there is more than one team assembled by
the Faction then those teams will clash amongst themselves and the winner goes on to represent either the Arcane
or Ecumenical side in the conflict. Wounds and death are not normally healed between internal conflicts.
The Mana Clash is a paramount political event and, for the first Clash, there is no healing of wounds or of the
dead in any conflicts, including internal disputes over representing the various factions. The Factional Leaders
will have to learn to deal with internal diplomatic solutions or they will grievously weaken their stance in the
Clash.

The Method of the Clash
The Factional leaders are responsible for assembling a team of not more than 8 characters. The Team must be
composed of all Priests (Ecumenical) or All Arcanists (Arcane) with at least a base 10 for their spell-casting skill.
Priest Mages may be on either side. All characters must be from positions that are a member of either the Arcane
or Ecumenical factions. The Faction leader must own the Party Force to do the combat and take responsibility for
assembly and security. There is no immunity in the Clash party so be careful who you trust while you are waiting
for the clash to take place.
For all Clashs except the First Clash, the Final's losing team leader determines for the next clash if:
1. wounds are to be healed during the rounds
2. Death is to be reversed
3. Poison/Disease to be cured afterwards
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Additional Rewards
The winning team members get either a Mark of Wizardry or a Mark of Divinity depending on whether the
winners are the Arcanist or Priests. The Winning team leader gets an extra character action and may designate any
one of his team members for an additional action (maximum of 5).

The Arcane Masters
There are nine Arcane masters, one for each of the Arcane Disciplines (Wizards...Druid). Each discipline has a
dedicated Master's Guild which is given to the title holder. The Arcane Masters are responsible for organizing
their disciplines in the Arcane Bowl Championships and are often called upon by the Arcane Council to represent
them in the conflicts with the Ecumenical Council on the Mana Clash.

Method of choosing an Arcane Master
The Arcane Master must be of the discipline he/she heads and at least 20th level. The Masters are chosen by one
of the following methods:
a. Random choice
b. Action Election
c. Combat Clash
The current method is one of Action Election: Each valid candidate is given an adventure number and the
candidate whose adventure is completed the most by the voters during the month is awarded the win. A character
may vote as many times as it has actions during that month. (Chicago Election procedures) Only discipline
members in the character range of 1 to 1000 may vote.
The Arcane Master may be allowed at times to decide the method for his succession depending on the specific
game and local Gamesmaster.

Failure of meeting title requirements
In the unlikely case that an Arcane Master is no longer at least a 20th level Arcanist in his titled discipline, then
the character will lose 5 Base Prestige, 5 Base Influence, 5 Base Constitution, 5 Base Dexterity and turned to
Stone.

Term of an Arcane Master
The Arcane Master's term expires at the end of June. Nominations are completed by the end of May.

The Arcnane Master’s Guilds
These Guilds are given to each of the Arcane Masters.
Wizard Tower (G1126)
Rainbow City (F 3047)

Necromancer's Crypt (G1129)
Blackpool (F3048)

Warlock's Den (G1132)
Blackpool (F3048)

Sorcerer Hall (G1127)
Rainbow City (F3047)

Summoner's Pit (G1130)
Blackpool (F3048)

Enchanted Forge (G1133)
Bow's End (F3046)

Illusion's Mirror (G1128)
Rainbow City (F3047)

Seer's Eye (G1131)
Bow's End (F3046)

Druid's Grove (G1134)
Bow's End (F3046)
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MAGIC CHAMPIONSHIP
The Magic Championship is the World Clash tournament of Arcanists. Its traditions go back to the Ancient Elf
Mages who had different Arcane Towers sponsor a team in magical combat. The Ancient Elves suspended the
tradition after the Mage Rebellion, but in recent centuries it has been brought back to nearly universal popularity.
Trekwill was a major supporter of the revival of the Magic Championship as he/she felt that the development of
more cross-racial events would increase the potential of the Empire to spread out to more people.
However, the Championship is still rife with localism with the Arcane Masters often preferring racial teams rather
than the hoped for universal blending of characters on the field of magic. It is for future Arcane Masters to see if
they can overcome the obstacles of hate and distrust to form an arena of cooperation as Trekwill had dreamed of.

Clash Methods
There are three main Clash methods in Championship:
1. Combat Clash
2. Skill Level comparisons
3. Guild strength Comparisons

Combat Clash
1.

The Arcane Master is responsible for appointing and assembling the 8 members of the Arcane Team of
which he must be one. The Arcane Master and his team will be given a spell/or an adventure that will work
only in the month of assembly to assist in bringing the team together.

2.

The team force is to be owned by the Arcane Master.

3.

All characters are to start as they are. If killed or wounded before the Clash, that is a personal problem.

4.

After each round there may be one of three methods:
no wounds healed
50% of wounds healed
100% wounds healed including death

5.

At the end of the Clash all wounds and deaths are cured. Poisoned characters are not always cured as a
perverse random matter.

6.

The Teams are paired off by a random choice. If there is an odd number of teams then one team will be
given a lucky random bye.

There is no 'immunity' during the Clash and the Force may be targeted by armies, Coverts or others during their
assembly. The issue and techniques of immunity may be developed during the course of play as agreed to by the
Arcane Masters and as practical.
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Skill Level Comparisons (Default)
Each of the Arcane Masters submits a list of characters that will be in the team, which must include the Arcane
Master himself. Each of the characters must then acknowledge and accept the position on the team. The Team
cannot be more than 8 characters. The BASE skill level of the 8 characters who are alive and not dead or stoned at
the time of the 'magic count' will be summed and the championship will be given to the highest team.

Guild Strength Comparisons
The Arcane Masters submit a list of Magic Guilds (Alchemist do not count) which are owned by the willing team
members. The sum of the Base guild strength is used to determine the winners.

Rewards of the Championship
All participants will receive 2 Base Prestige.
The winning arcane master can decide if the Power Staffs 1 to 6 (#'s 116 to 121) are to be restricted to only their
discipline or it can remain restricted as currently to any Arcane.
The winning team members will receive:
Mark of Wizardry
Extra Character Action (max of 5) 2
Base Prestige
Arcane Champion's Ring:
10 Mana recovery
5 Free Mana Group Spell of the discipline at strength 3. Master's choice.
The Team that comes in Second will receive:
Mark of Destiny
1 Base Prestige.
Adventure to increase any Guild by 5
The Team that comes in second to last will receive:
1 Base Prestige
5 Arcane Skill levels 2 Influence.
Note: If there are only two teams, then the second to last team and the winners will be the same team and receive
both points.
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WARRIOR CHAMPION AND KNIGHT
GUILDS
Overview
The Warrior Champion is a prestigious post that goes to the single champion from throughout the world. The
major Guilds sponsor this Clash as part of the heroic obsession with Chivalry that Knights have traditionally tried
to maintain. Originally restricted to Knights only for reasons unknown, it was ordained that the Warrior Guild of
Torgau would be allowed to sponsor a Berserker-skilled character. As such, any Berserker who is a member of the
Torgau Warrior Guild may contend for that Guild's place in the championship.

Requirements
All major module knight guilds are associated with Knighthood Orders. Each Knighthood has membership
requirements and may have no more than 18 active members.
Only a major Knight's Guild (strength 30 or more) may sponsor a single Knight in the Championship. Player
Guilds that have reached 30 may apply for sponsorship abilities by notification to the GM and the anxious public.
With the exception of Torgau all must have a Knight skill. The method of selection is up to the owner of the
Knight's Guild. If the Guild is owned by a Non Player Character and there are candidates for the Guild, then the
character with the highest combined Personal Combat and Knight's Skill will be given the honor of representing
the Guild.
The Knight character must have the following aspects:
a. Character number range of 1 to 1600.
b. Character must have the Knight Skill 10 or more. (If Torgau then Berserker base skill 15 or more).
c. Character must have Personal Combat base 15 or more.
d. Character must be a member of the Knight Guild that sponsors him.
e. Character must not have a monster race.

Sponsoring Major Knight Guilds
At the start of the module, twelve Knight Guilds have joined in Sponsoring Champion Candidates. The guilds are
grouped into four classes. All new player owned guilds who qualify will be placed in a fourth category which can
get quite large:

Champion Group 1

Challenger 2 Group

Challenger 3 Group

Challenger 4 Group

Home Knights
Imperial Knights
Dark Knights
Lion Knights

Knights of Liberty
Grey Knights
Shadow Knights
Hive Knights

Golden Knights
Temple Knights
Knights of Chaos
Crimson Knights

Warriors of Torgau
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The sequence of the Clash

Within each of the categories a single champion is determined. The leader of the then current Champion of Group
1 will face off against any leader from the newly formed Challenge Group 4. The Challengers of Groups 2 and 3
will have a combat to determine who shall represent the challengers in the final clash. The winner of the final
Clash is the Knight Champion.

Methods of a Clash
The following methods are universally used in all Clashes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Clash will go not more than 15 rounds.
At the end of the Clash if both Knights are standing then the winner will be the one with the least wounds.
Knight is responsible to assemble his own Clash Party
Combat will take place in a random province in the Known World where combat Forces will be teleported
and then sent back where they started.
5. Takes place after production but before player turns The following aspects are set by the LOSER of the final
match for the next Championship round:
1. Are spells to be allowed (initially yes)
2. Are wounds to be healed between combats:
a. No
b. 50% of them
c. 100% of them (initially 100%)
d. poison cures (initially no)
3. Are mounts to be used? (initially: yes)
4. Is death to be resurrected freely (initially yes)
The Warrior Champion (Winner) decides on the following aspects of the next Championship:
1. Is there to be entrance fee of
a. No fee (initial situation)
b. 500 Crowns (goes to winner)
c. item in range 602 to 999 (goes to winner)
2. All Sponsoring Guilds must put a character forward (default is the owner).
3. Is there to be a penalty of 5 Guild Base Strength points for any Sponsoring Guild who declines to put a
character forward?

Rewards
All participants get:
+1 Base Prestige
+1 Knight Skill level
The Knight Champion
gets: +1 Character action (to max of 5)
Mark of Glory
Title Knight Champion worth 8 prestige
The Runner Up gets:
+1 Base Prestige
Mark of Destiny
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The Second to Last candidate gets great applause from the crowd for his determination in an up-hill fight in the
tradition of Chivalry:
+1 Base Prestige
+2 Knight Skill +2 Beauty +2 Influence
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KNIGHT GUILDS
The Major Knight Guilds
All major knight guilds have membership requirements. There may only be 18 members of a knighthood guild.
To be a member, a character must not be of a monster race and be inside the guild, meeting membership
requirements and completing the adventure indicated. All membership will gain a title and:
+2 to Weaponmaster skills
+2 to Militant skills
+2 to Constitution
+3 to Personal Combat
Some guilds are associated with a faction and membership into politicized guilds is tied to that faction. It is not
uncommon for a Knight to be a member of more than one Knighthood Order as that is dependent on his factional
membership. When the guild is associated with a faction, the current NPC guild owner has a factional alignment.

Home Knights (G1110) (Title 1762)
Bows End (F3046) Gaia Council
Formed to support the Gaia Council, the Home Knights see the world as their home and themselves as its
protectors.
Membership Requirements: Adventure 1210
Have a Good Religion, a PC of 15, a Knights Skill of 15 and Priest skill of 10. May not have an Undead Status.
Knight's position must be a member of the Gaia Council.

Knights of Liberty (G1111) (Title 1763)
Windfall (F3049) Royal Republic
Formed from the guard of the early Senators, they still provide excellent bodyguards to Republic hopefuls.
Membership Requirements: Adventure 1211
Have a Good Religion, a PC of 18 and a Knights skill of 15, may not be a Priest.

Golden Knights (G1112) (Title 1764)
Searwood (F3040) Golden Mages
Formed as the escort of the Golden Mages they moved their Guild from Royal Haven to Searwood after Trekwill
became Undead.
Membership: Adventure 1212
Have a good religion, PC of 15, Knight 15, have an arcane skill of 15, do not be Undead.

Temple Knights (G1113) (Title 1765)
Quentin (F3014) Fundamentalist
As Pope Quentin moved around the Empire she found it necessary to bring with her trained Knights. A sad
commentary on the times.
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Membership: Adventure 1213
Have a Neutral Religion, PC of 18, Knight 15, be a Priest 15, may not be Undead, must be of the Noble races:
Ariel
Sea Elf
Human
Seahawk
Elf
S. Human
W. Dwarf
Dwarf
W. Human

Imperial Knights (G1114) (Title 1766)
Royal Haven (F3050)
The Empire Formed by Trekwill, he forced the Knights to open their doors to anyone with a neutral religion and
any status (hypocrisy was not one of his weaknesses). He wanted to open the restrictions to any religion but was
overruled by the Knight Masters of the time as to being too radical a concept.
Membership: Adventure 1214
Have a Neutral Religion with a PC of 18, Knight 18. Must be a member of the Grand Empire faction.

Grey Knights (G1115) (Title 1767)
Rainbow City (F3047) The Order of Grey
The oldest of the major Knight Guilds, it was formed in secret by the orphans of the first Elven Runemasters
whose rebellion brought dire consequences to the Mages of the time.
Membership: Adventure 1215
Have any Religion, with a PC of 18 and a Knight 18 and arcane skill of 18. May not be a Sea Elf (203).

Shadow Knights (G1116) (Title 1768)
Black Tower (F3045) Shadow Spirits
The Shadow Knights were formed by the High Priest of the Deathwalkers. Rumors abound that it was actually
Trekwill in disguise and that the Knights were recruited from the Shadow Lands beyond Death's Gate. They have
a special enmity towards the Imperial Knights that dates to their founding.
Membership Requirements: Adventure 1216
Have an Undead status and be a follower of the Deathwalkers, with a PC of 20 and a Knight of 20. May be of any
race.

Knights of Chaos (G1117) (Title 1769)
Wingrave (F3051) Lords of Chaos
The Chaos Knights were said to be formed by the attempted union of the Orcs, Tasens and Hive warriors who put
martial spirit above racial enmity. There are those who argue that by attempting to do so they have accomplish
neither.
Membership Requirements: Adventure 1217
Have an evil religion, PC of 20, Knight of 20 and must be a member of the Lords of Chaos faction.
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Dark Knights (G1118) (Title 1770)
Blackpool (F3048) Dark Mages
The Dark Knights were a combination of Undead and Summoned beings from the Planes beyond the Known
World. They have expanded their recruitment though they still rely heavily on Magic.
Membership Requirements: Adventure 1218
Have an evil religion, PC of 18, Knight of 18 and Arcane of 18.

Lion Knights (G1119) (Title 1771)
(Current Knight Champions)
Krosnogard (F3009) Independent
The leader of the Guild is the current Knight Champion and is greatly feared on the combat arena as he is superior
to all starting hero types. The Lion Knights serve the Tasen peoples as the repository of the Martial Spirit of Krom
and the Honor of the Pride.
Membership Requirements: Adventure 1219
Must be a Tasen (206-226-246) have a strength of 20, Knight of 20, PC of 20, worship Krom and be an
Axemaster 10.

Hive Knights (G1120) (Title 1772)
(Current Runner Up)
Tric'Klic (F3018) Independent
The Hive Knights are the youngest of the Knight Guilds having been formed only after the Lesser Hive War as a
possible overture to participation in the dynamics of the Known World. Their traditions are still forming and
adjusting to the Chivalric concepts held in common with all knights. It took several clashes for them to restrain
themselves from 'slimming and cocooning' their defeated foes in the tournament.
Membership requirements: Adventure 1220
Be a Hive Race: (209-229-249) be a Knight 18, PC 18.

Crimson Knights (G1121) (Title 1773)
St. Stanislas (F3039) Independent
Formed by the Orcs who like to make copies of other societies' structures (some say so as to relieve the strain on
their limited creativity), the Crimson Knights are open to all Orc type races and their wayward brethren: Goblin
(202), Blood Orc (212), Orc (222), Man-Orc (230), Redeye Orc (232) and Crimson Orc (252).
Membership requirements: Adventure 1221
Be an Orc Type race: Goblin (202), Blood Orc (212), Orc (222), Man-Orc (230), Redeye Orc (232) and Crimson
Orc (252), have a PC of 15, a Knight of 15, and have an evil religion.

The Warriors of Torgau (G1122) (Title 1774)
Torgau (F3054) Very Independent
The Torgau Warriors is the only guild open to Berserkers instead of Knights. You do not have to have a Knight
skill to join this Warrior Guild. The Warriors double as sheriff deputies on the Cloud Castle and are known for
their willingness to crack heads first and talk later.
Membership requirements: Adventure 1222
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Be a Berserker level 15, PC of 20, Strength of 20.

THE MINOR KNIGHTS GUILDS
The minor Knights guilds have a starting strength less than 30 (Typically 15 to 25) and, as such, are not eligible to
sponsor a knight in the Knight Championship. However, they have traditions and separate membership
requirements and offer the same rewards for joining.
There may only be 18 members of a minor knighthood guild. To be a member, a character must not be of a
monster race and be inside the guild, meeting membership requirements and completing the adventure indicated.
All membership will gain a title and:
+2 to Weaponmaster skills
+2 to Militant skills
+2 to Constitution
+3 to Personal Combat

Rock Knights (G1123) (Title 1775)
Trollheim (F3028) Independent
The Trollish knights have had some hard times recently and are rather frustrated at the fall from their major status
of three years ago when they had the Knight Champion and before an internal Guild war with the now defunct
Fire Knights brought their Guild strength to below world standards.
Membership requirements: Adventure 1223
Have an evil religion, have a strength of 25, PC of 20, Knight 20. May not be of the Noble races.

Dragon Knights (G1124) (Title 1776)
Isle Draco (F3041) Independent
These knights were first the Egg Guardians of the Dragons on Dragon Island and since then have evolved into a
formal knighthood order restricted to the Dragonfolk.
Membership requirement: Adventure 1224
Be a Dragonfolk (217), PC of 20, Knight 20.

Falcon Knights (G1125) (Title 1777)
Falkens (F3044) Independent
The knighthood order grew out of the escort of Empress Saluentha in 6AF which settled in the Court of Feathers
after unpleasantness at the Imperial Court.
Membership requirements: Adventure 1225
Be a Seahawk (205) or Ariel (225), PC 15, Knight 15.

Rogue Knights (G1170) (Title 1778)
Strathmore (F3038) Independent
At various times called the Simian Knights and the Rage Knights, they are composed of Knights of all sorts with a
Berserker bent.
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Membership requirements: Adventure 1226
Be a Knight 15, PC 15, Berserker 15.
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THE MASTER RANGER AND THE RANGER
GUILDS
The Master Ranger is called The Pathfinder. The Pathfinder was one of the first titles obtained by Trekwill and he
was the youngest of the modern day Pathfinders. Unlike the Knight Champion which is run by a very strict set of
regulations geared toward Guild Hall sponsorship, the Rangers have a free form championship style that is open
to all Rangers. The history of the Rangers dates back in time and, some say, has an origin beyond the Astral Gates
in a place called the Land of Tiles ruled by long-horned knights. In that place, there was a group of law enforcers
who were massacred by treasonous knights and one lone man was left for dead on the range. He became the first
of the Free Rangers, wandering the world righting the wrongs of the corrupt and supporting order but was always
mysterious and outside of the confines of the designated law enforcers.

Method of Picking The Pathfinder
The Pathfinder is open to all Ranger skilled characters in the range of 1 to 1000 who have at least level 10 Ranger
Skill. Each year there is a Riddle given and the Ranger that goes to the province where the Riddle points will be
able to complete the Adventure of the Pathfinder. The term of the Pathfinder varies from 6 to 9 months.

The Pathfinder and the Ranger Guilds
The Pathfinder is allowed to call upon the Ranger Guilds for support giving the Rangers more of a cross racial
form of unity than exist in any other form of sentient endeavor. Any ranger guild that reaches 30 strength must
have an adventure to assist The Pathfinder. Each adventure is tied to the title of The Pathfinder and may be
completed once per term when the Pathfinder is in the Guild. The host force of soldiers raised must be outside of
the location.

Imperial Rangers (G1135)
Royal Haven (F3050)
Adventure 1235
Gain 100 Level 8 Human Enchanted Ranger Archers with Horsebows, Elf Light Chain and mounted on
Warsahars.

The Lion Rangers (G1136)
Tosgard (F3008)
Adventure 1236
Gain a side kick Mara'Tasen follower.

The Astral Rangers (G1137)
Black Tower (F3045)
Adventure 1237
If dead, may be resurrected plus 3 Ranger Skill.
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The Lost Rangers (G1138)
Kinderheim (F3030)
Adventure 1238
Gain 100 level 10 Netherworld Crimson Orc Ranger Swordmasters, with Magic Swords, Magic Chain Mail,
Magic Shield and mounted on Warwolves, plus 1 Cur's Beer to celebrate

Sea Rangers (G1139)
Searwood (F3040)
Adventure 1239
Gain 100 Level 8, Sea Elf Enchanted Rangers, Elf Light Chain, Elven Bows, and 1 Warship.

Hive Rangers (G1140)
Tri'Tic (F3019)
Adventure 1240
Gain 100 Level 9, Spiderfolk Netherworld Rangers, Magic Chain Mail, Magic Javelins, Magic Shields mounted
on Clawrians.

Hammer Rangers (G1141)
Trollheim (F3028)
Adventure 1241
Gain 100 Level 8, Netherworld Troll Rangers, Magic Chain Mail, Magic Troll Hammers.

Mithril Rangers (G1142)
Masaland (F3007)
Adventure 1242
Gain 100 Level 8, Enchanted Dwarf Rangers, Magic Dwarf Axes, Dwarf Plate, Magic Shields.

Southern Rangers (G1143)
Alsayce (F3001)
Adventure 1243
Gain 100 Level 8, Netherworld S. Human Ranger-Swordsmen, Mithril Swords, Elf Light Chain, Magic Shield
mounted on Wargreathorses.
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THE KING OF 'GATHERINGS' AND THE
THIEVES GUILDS
The ‘King’ of Thieves
If there was one place where the Gender Wars never had an impact it was in the Thieves Guilds. The Title of King
of the Thieves has been held by both men, women and a strange being from another plane that seemed to be both
and neither at the same time. The standing joke was that the first thing the King stole was his gender.
The King of Thieves is also called the King of Gatherings from an earlier and more polite period of history. The
tournament of the Gathering dates from that period.
The capital of the Thieves is the Cloud Castle of Torgau and it is there that the tournament is held in September
and in March each year.

Method of the Gathering
The Gathering is open to all Thieves in the range of 1 to 1000 of base level 15 or higher. The Thieves must be
alive and not stoned (can be insane) and announce their self nomination. At the time of the Gathering the Thieves
will then be instantly teleported to the Stolen Plane for the contest and returned to where they started immediately
afterwards.
The Gathering will be done by arranging for the thieves to first attempt to steal the crown from a 15th level
human Thief. Those that fail in round 1 will be removed from the pool. Then the level of the target will be
adjusted each round until only one thief succeeds to steal the Crown.

Rewards of the King of Thieves
The King of Thieves is given ownership of the Thieves Guild in Torgau. The King of Thieves is also given the
ability to adventure to various Thieves Guilds around the world at the cost of an item in the range of 602 to 999.
Each adventure may be done once per game.

The Major Thieves Guilds
The Gatherers (G1144)
Torgau (F3054) To Be claimed by the King of Thieves: Adventure 1244

Velveteen Purse (G1145)
Strathmore (F3038) No free Adventure.

Whosaw Dat (G1146)
Grunt (F3042) No free Adventure.
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Forest Founders (G1147)
Pixiland (F3043) Travel to Adventure 1247.

Crows Nest (G1148)
Falkens (F3044) Travel to Adventure 1248.
Claw and Found (G1149)
Tosgard (F3008) Travel to Adventure 1249.
Trog's Closet (G1150)
Trollheim (F3028) Travel to Adventure 1250.

Snarl's Emporium (G1151)
Mannheim (F3029) Travel to Adventure 1251.

External Revenue Service (G1152)
Kinderheim (F3030) Travel to Adventure 1252.

Stuart's Raiders (G1153)
Alsayce (F3001) Travel to Adventure 1253.

Lost Returns (G1154)
Blackpool (F3048) Travel to Adventure 1254.

Distant Imports (G1155)
Black Tower (F3045) Travel to Adventure 1255.

Imperial Revenue Supplements (IRS) (G1156)
Royal Haven (F3050) Travel to Adventure 1256.

Department of Extraction (G1157)
Tric'Cla (F3020) Travel to Adventure 1257.
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THE PRINCE OF DEATH AND THE
ASSASSIN'S GUILDS
The Prince of Death
The top assassin is called the Prince of Death. The Prince of Death has a long-standing tradition of upholding the
terms of the Assassins' Contract:
"For a price agreed, a life relieved."
The Prince of Death is the strongest Assassin left standing after the Clash of Death. The candidates must be in the
number range of 1 to 1000 and must be at least level 15 Assassins. Each Assassin will be sent to the Stolen Plane
to conduct the Clash and then instantly returned to where he started from. The assassins will be matched up in the
first round against a 15th level Human Assassin in Dragon Armor, with a power 1 Sword and a PC of 100. The
Assassins will either be set to assassinate or to kidnap (random choice). The character doing the most wounds as a
% advances to the next round along with the character who captured the target with the highest Assassin rating.
These two characters will be the two finalists. They will both then be set to assassinate, kidnap and escape from
each other and will proceed with random sequences. The character who is uncaptured at the end will be the
winner.
By tradition, after each round in the Clash of Death, all wounds EXCEPT death are cured. The Prince of Death
may make an exception for the next Clash.

Rewards
The Prince of Death may claim the ownership of the Assassin's Guild: Hall of Warrants in Torgau.
Adventure 1258 to claim.
The Prince of Death has the ability to issue a Death Warrant for any one Main character once a game year
(January-December game time). The Death Warrant is an adventure for having as prisoner a specific main
character. Any Assassin that completes the adventure will gain +5 Assassin, +5 PC and +2 Base Prestige, the
prisoner will be executed and sent to the Hall of Warrants in Torgau.

Adventures of the Assassin Guilds
The Assassin Guilds all offer rewards to Assassins for bringing in a main character (dead or alive) with some
minor skill restrictions. The rewards are +3 Assassin skill, +3 PC, +1 Stealth.

Hall of Warrants (G1158)
Torgau (F3054)
Adventure 1258 to claim ownership by Prince of Death.
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Grave Concerns (G1159)
Gravestone (F3004)
Adventure 1259, main character prisoner.

Dark Tower (G1160)
Black Tower (F3045)
Adventure 1260, main character prisoner.

Broken Blades (G1161)
Strathmore (F3038)
Adventure 1261, main character prisoner to have a Knight skill.

Missions Afar (G1162)
St. Stanislas (F3039)
Adventure 1262, main character prisoner.

Department of Corrections (G1163)
Tric'Klic (F3018)
Adventure 1263, main character prisoner is not a Pagan.

Imperial Alterations (G1164)
Lorraine (F3032)
Adventure 1264, main character prisoner.

Scratching Post (G1165)
Krosnogard (F3009)
Adventure 1265, main character prisoner is NOT Krom.

Blackhawks (G1166)
Wingrave (F3051)
Adventure 1266, main character prisoner is a Priest.

Sea Spike (G1167)
Searwood (F3040)
Adventure 1267, main character prisoner is an Arcanist.

Gaia First (G1168)
Bow's End (F3046)
Adventure 1268, main character prisoner is a Thief.
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Draco Avengers (G1169)
Isle Draco (F3041)
Adventure 1269, main character prisoner is NOT a Dragonfolk.
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RELIGIONS: GENERAL INFORMATION
There are 9 standard public religions in the world. Each religion is associated with one of the Arcane Skills. Each
religion is considered to have an alignment of Good, Neutral or Evil. There are three religions in each of the
alignments of Good, Neutral and Evil.
Good:

The Missionaries
The Redeemers
The Sea Mother

Neutral:

Western Fundamentalist
Southern Fundamentalist
Traditional Fundamentalist

Evil:

The Pagans
The Deathwalkers
The Followers Of Krom

The category of no alignment is reserved for non-believers, that is those characters who have no religion at all.
There may be new religions or cults found in the course of the play. There are conditions that can develop in some
games for players to establish a new religion in the course of play.
Each religion has a High Priest (HP) who is the head of the religion. Each of the three Ecumenical Groups based
on alignment, are also headed up by an Ecumenical Leader (EL) called either The Guardian (Good), The Pope
(Neutral) or The Shadow Keeper (Evil). At the start of the game all these posts are empty and are awaiting for
players to take the post.
The respective leaders may decide on structures for their religion in the following areas:
New spells for the Religion(s)
Method of selection of leaders
Increase strength of guilds
Affect the Favored Race of the religion
Affect diplomacy (influence modifiers)
Declare a Jihad
Give Mass Blessing to Troops
Change the starting status of the religion

Requirements for High Priest (Title 1802)
1. Must be a Main character (#1 to 200). If no Main character comes forward then can be a Secondary character
(#201 to 1000). If no Main or Secondary then any character may come forward.
2. Must be a Priest of the Religion.
3. Must have a BASE Level 10 for first term's selection and then +5 levels for each additional selection to a
maximum of 30. So that as the game progresses the priest level must rise.
4. Only one High Priest title may be in any single player position.
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5. Must be an active player (having processed in the last 6 turns).
6. May be a prisoner and or dead (but not laid to rest).

Penalty for Loss of Eligibility of High Priest
Continued eligibility for holding the post is checked against a divinely inspired secret timetable and may be at
production, during the course of a month or a season or even at the start or during each title holder's turn. If in the
course of history an active High Priest no longer meets the requirement for office of being:
1. a Priest
2. of the religion
3. at minimum Priest level
then the character will lose his title, 10 base influence (may go negative), 5 base prestige (may go to zero only), 5
levels in Priest and possibly Marks (Chances and details to be found out by course of play). The post may be put
up for immediate replacement or left vacant until the next sequence of selections as per the unchallengeable will
of the Gamesmaster.

Method of High Priest Selection
The following are the main methods of selection:
1. Random choice from candidates (All).
2. Vote of candidates (All).
3. Combat clash of candidates (Neutral-Evil). Blood Clash for Evil religions: no wounds healed during but death
resurrected afterwards. Tournament Clash for Neutral religions: wounds and death healed after each round.
4. Purchase of Office. (Good or Neutral)
5. Sacrifice of a Priest character of a rival religion any alignment (highest base rating of Priest prisoner wins).
(Evil)
6. Highest combined Base Priest and Base Prestige level. (All)
At the start of the game the choice of selection methods for each religion will be made randomly. When there is
an Ecumenical Leader, the leader may change the method to one of the applicable methods allowed for his
religion's alignment. The Leader makes a public notice and notifies the Gamesmaster of the selection method in
February and August (Game time). The High Priest may veto the selection at a cost of 2 base prestige and 2 Priest
levels by public notice within 2 'moves' of the declaration. A veto results in the method of selection being
unchanged.

Requirement for the Ecumenical Leader
1. Must be High Priest (1802)
2. Must be a Priest of the correct alignment Religion.
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3. Must have a BASE Level 10 for first selection and then +5 levels for each additional selection to a maximum of
30.
4. Only one Ecumenical Leadership may be in any single player position.
5. Must be an active player
6. May be a prisoner/dead (but not laid to rest). Note this could cause some serious awkwardness if you are
suddenly required to participate in a clash.

Penalty for Loss of Eligibility of Ecumenical
If in the course of history an active Ecumenical Leader no longer meets the requirement for office by being:
1. a Priest,
2. of the religion
3. minimum priest level
then the character will lose the title, 15 base influence (may go negative), 15 base prestige (may go to zero only),
10 levels in Priest. Loss may include loss of Marks and possible curses, insanity among others. The checking on
eligibility is done by divinely inspired secret timetable and may be done at production, or during the course of a
month or a season.

The Method of Ecumenical Leader Selection
The grouping of religions by alignment offers three different methods for choosing each position.

The Guardian (Good) (title 1806)
1. Highest Base Priest level.
2. Random rotation: the highest random number wins providing that religion has not held the post in the last 2
selections.
3. Vote of the High Priests of Good Alignment

The Pope (Neutral) (title 1801)
1. Highest Base Priest + Base Prestige.
2. Random selection of High Priests.
3. Highest Bidder in crowns...money given to the other High Priests.
4. Vote of the High Priests of Neutral Alignment

The Shadow Keeper (Evil) (Title 1807)
1. Blood Clash: wounds not healed during the Clash but death resurrected.
2. Death Clash: wounds and death not healed.
3. Sacrifice: the candidate which has as a prisoner (directly in his possessions) the highest priest from another
position who is of a good or neutral alignment.
4. Vote of the mass of priests of Evil Alignment
5. Vote of the Evil High Priests
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Spells
High Priest
Each religion has a starting base number of spells. No Priest spell may be removed from or added to the religion
normally. The High Priest may make three changes each term by adding or subtracting Arcane Discipline based
spells. Only spells in the associated arcane may be added including Ancient Arcana spells that are associated with
the discipline found by the High Priest's position. There may not be more than 30 spells in the religion.

Ecumenical Leader
The Ecumenical Leader may change (add or subtract) 2 spells in each of his group's religions that is not of the
Associated Arcane but is within the group. For example, the Pope may add Teleport (Wizard Spells) to the
Southern Fundamentalists who are associated with the Sorcerers since the spell is a discipline that is associated
with another religion in the Ecumenical group.
Notice of change of spells is done by notice to the Gamesmaster and by public notice from the High
Priest/Ecumenical Leader to the world via the in game message system.

Favored Race
High Priest
Each religion can have a favored race. The Favored Race gains Holy Mana recovery at production or when
praying at a church of the faith. The High Priest may designate who the favored race is.

Ecumenical Leader
The Ecumenical Leader may increase the Holy Mana recovery of one race for any of the religions in his group but
only at the expense of reducing one of the other religion's recovery in the group by one.
The Ecumenical Leader (EL) may also direct that the prayers and efforts of the clergy are to be directed to help
the fertility of one particular race that is associated with their alignment; that race will receive +1.0 growth rate.
All the religions of the alignment group will lose 1 base Holy Mana recovery for the effort. The new fertility rate
of the race may not exceed 6.0. This may be done once and last for that term.
Notice of change is done by giving it to the Gamesmaster and by public notice to the world from the religious
leader.

Guilds and the Leadership
High Priest
Each head may increase a church guild strength by 6 points. The HP must be in the same province as the guild.
This is done by adventure once per term:
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Adventure/Religion
101/1 104/4 107/7
102/2 105/5 108/8
103/3 106/6 109/9

Ecumenical Leaders
Each Ecumenical Leader may increase a church guild by 6 points. The EL must be in the same province as the
target guild. This is done by adventure once per term:
Adventure/Religion
110/1-2-3
111/4-5-6

112/7-8-9

Blessing of the Troops
High Priest
Each High Priest may give one mass blessing per term to a slot of soldiers in a force that he owns and in the same
province with his Holy Self. The Blessing will convert the troops' special status to the first level of the Blessed of
the appropriate religion. This may be done once per term and costs the High Priest 2 base constitution for the
strain.
Adventure/Religion
121/1 124/4 127/7
122/2 125/5 128/8
123/3 126/6 129/9

Ecumenical Leader
The Ecumenical Leaders may give three mass blessings per term of status to troops that they own in a force that
they own in the same province as their Holy Self. Each Mass Blessing will drain the Ecumenical Leader of 2 base
constitution as well as following these restrictions:
The Guardian: Status given is Enchanted (371) Must be done in a Forest province. Adventure 131.
The Pope: Status given is Netherworld (373). Must be in a Grassland province. Adventure 132.
The Shadow Keeper: Status given is Ghoul (357). Must be done in a Forest Mountain province. Adventure 133.

Jihad
Only the High Priest with at least 8 Base Prestige may declare a Jihad against another religion. This will cost the
High Priest 4 base prestige and 4 Base Influence. This is done by public announcement to all players and a copy
to the Gamesmaster. A Jihad will cause the two religions to alter their influence modifiers to -999 towards each
other. A religion may only have one Jihad declared during the course of the game.

Religious Status
Each season an active High Priest and the corresponding active Ecumenical Leader who are jointly in agreement
can make one change in the starting status of the religion from these options:
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1. Increase the chance of characters to morph by +10% and decrease the Attack Factor by 25 % and the
COMBAT Factor of soldiers by 2
2. Increase the COMBAT Factor of soldiers by 2 and the Attack Factor by 25% and reduce the chance of
characters to Morph by 10%
3. Increase the terrain modifier for Defend Walls by 10 and decrease the Attack Walls modifier by 10.
4. Increase the terrain modifier for Attack Walls by 10 and decrease the Defend Walls modifier by 10.
5. Increase the Attack Factor modifier for Defending a Sanctuary by +50% and reduce over all movement by 2.
6. Increase the Magic Attack Resistance and the Special Attack Resistance of status by 1 each and decrease the
Holy and Magic Mana recovery by 1.
None of these 6 changes may be done more than once in a 24 game month period.

Greater Holy Symbol
The Greater Holy Symbol is present in all Religions and is similar to the regular Holy Symbol but may be
changed by the High Priest of the Religion and the Ecumenical Leader.
Ecumenical Leader
The Ecumenical Leader may make two changes a year in two different Holy Symbols.
The High Priest
The High Priest may make one change each year in July.
The possible changes in the Greater Holy Symbol are:
1. Increase Holy Mana recovery by 1
2. Increase SAR by 1 and decrease MAR by 1
3. Increase MAR by 1 and decrease SAR by 1
4. Remove a Spell on the symbol
5. Add a Priest spell to the symbol that is known by the Religion if there are not already 3 spells on it.
6. Add + 1 PC, +1 Strength, minus 1 Constitution
7. Add + 1 Dexterity, +1 Stealth, minus 1 Strength
8. Add free Teleport to a major module city with a Major Church (+20 strength) when activated but item is then a
single use and causes 25% wounds. The item may only have ONE teleport city on it.
9. Remove City Teleport.
10. Add cure insanity on activation with +25 % wounds as activated. Item does not go away.
11. Add +99% cure Poison I and II on activation.
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Bibles

The Bibles are restatements of the religion's views as indicated in the Religious Details in this Module Book.
However, the High Priest may prepare a Summary of his term at the end for inclusion in the bible. The Summary
is not to exceed 20 lines of 75 characters each and should ideally be submitted as a file. The Submission will
secure for the High Priest +3 base prestige if it is deemed worthy by the divine judges of such things. Submission
should be in-line with the views of the religion and reflective of game events.

Blood Enemy Oaths
Blood Oaths will not increase tactics.
The declaration of Blood Enemies is restricted on the basis of religion. Good aligned religions do not support the
declaration of Blood Enemies. Pagans are always screaming and yelling, so their divinities make no special
consideration in their regard. The divinities of the Deathwalkers find the concept of 'Blood' Enemies amusing, if
not a little contradictory, and thus will not support the habit. The Fundamentalists and the Followers of Krom
have sufficient mixtures of Honor and Revenge to make a Blood Enemy declaration meaningful for their
believers. When Marks are involved with main characters and Blood Oaths, these religions' minor or central
divinities may become involved in handing out extra damage providing that they have not been overly directed in
the direction of the Oath. (Don't even ask.)

Religious Schedule
January:

Change Spells/Race Selection of EL

February:

EL declares HP method
EL changes Greater Symbol

March:

Coven Clash
GM Note 1: Reset Adventures 110 to 112

April:

Change Spells/Race

May:

Nominations for HP

June:

Selection of HP

July:

Change Spells/Race
Selection of EL
HP Changes Greater Holy Symbol

August:

EL declares HP Method
EL changes Greater Symbol

September:

Coven Clash

October:

Change Spells/Race

November:

Nominations for HP

December:

Selection of HP
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THE MISSIONARIES (Religion 1)
Alignment: Good
Favored Race: none at start
Favored Season: Summer +2 recovery
Base Holy Mana Recovery: +5
Associated Arcane: Seer
Focal Point: Godstone
Major Church: Lorraine
Note: May not declare blood enemy
Established at the start of the last century, the Missionaries are a reformed off shoot of the Funda-mentalist whose
main thrust is to establish a cross ethnic and racial congregation with the emphasis on the need for the individual
to participate in building the collective good of the society. They have collected a lot of criticism for allowing
men as well as the traditional female clergy to head up the Missions and the early mixture of gender
congregations was considered a scandal in various noble court circles.

Views
God is Good and remembers all.
Arcane Magic is the temptation of the Darkside and its use is discouraged.
Individual power is individual corruption, communal power is God's way.
The Universe is finite and each individual has a predestined role which he can accept or reject.
The Death Penalty is a way to turn a problem over to God when all else has failed.
Mandrake is banned as an unnatural disruption of God's procreation and recreation intents.
Slavery is not accepted for the Noble or Common races but may be a necessary transition of the Chaos races to
serve the mission in exchange for salvation.
Gender laws are a distraction from the mission of the spirit to reach out with goodwill. "What we have in common
is more important than what divides us.”
Motto:
Only a family can make a house a home.
Only a village can raise a congregation.

Spells
Level 1
258 Bless Soldiers
286 Knowledge-Religion
294 Convert Character
295 Heal Character

1 Shell- Character
60 Detect Invisible
74 Protection Undead
511 Mission Shield (Battle)
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Level 2
257 Create Holy Symbol
151 Scry Force
37 Faith of Friendship

76 Repeal Undead I
228 Increase Fertility

Level 3
271 Create Sanctuary
283 Divine Blessing
284 Excommunicate
288 Cure Black Death
290 Cure Pox

44 Cure Insanity
52 Blend Location
82 Remove Undead
133 Dispel Winternight
512 Mission Fervor (Battle)

Level 4
296 Resurrect Character
78 Rite of Conflict

141 Eye of Patterns

Level 5
40 Erase Blood Enemy
158 Eye of Knowledge

513 Create Greater Holy Symbol

Holy Symbol (581)
+1 Priest Level, +1 MAR, +1 SAR, +1 Holy Mana Recovery, Spells at Strength 2: Gather Food 91, Locate
Character 148

Greater Holy Symbol (496)
+2 Priest Level, +1 MAR, +1 SAR, +2 Holy Mana Recovery, Spells at Strength 4: Gather Food 91, Locate
Character 148

Special Spells
511 Mission Shield (Battle)
Battle Spell Level 1
Target: Self
Cost: 5 Mana +1 Gingeroot (#424)
Effect: Soldiers in slot gain +3 Special Attack Resistance, +3 Magic Attack Resistance and +3 Defense Factors.
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512 Mission Fervor (Battle)
Battle Spell Level 3
Target Self
Cost: 7 Mana +1 Gingeroot (#424)
Effect: Soldiers in slot gain +15 morale, +50 Charge Bonus, +25 Melee, +1 Special Attack, minus 2 Defense
Factors for recklessness.

513 Create Greater Holy Symbol (#496)
Strategic Spell Level 5
Target: i419 Silver
Cost: Fixed 10 Mana, requires 1 Silver (#419) and 1 Mithril (#422).
Effect: makes one Greater Holy Symbol: Mission Star

Pilgrim Adventures
#311 Godstone Pilgrimage (title 1821)
Be a follower and go to the province of the Godstone in an even numbered month.
Gain +1 constitution and +1 skill level in Seer, Ranger and/or Priest.
May be done 18 times over all but only once per character.

#312 Lorraine Mission Pilgrimage (title 1822)
Be a follower and go to the Mission of Lorraine in an odd-numbered month.
Gain +1 skill level in Priest, Bard and/or Ranger.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.

Priest Adventures
#313 Blessed of the Mission (title 1823)
Be a Priest level 10 and you can give a blessing to your church guild in an even numbered month.
The blessing will increase the Guild's Strength by 2, the Magic Attack Resistance (also called the Magic Shell) of
the Guild by 2 and the Priest level by 1.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.

#314 Blessed of the Mission Host (title 1824)
Be a Priest level 15 and you can give a blessing to your force that has your Church Guild in it.
The Blessing will increase the Magic Attack Resistance (Magic Shell) of the Force by 4, its SEI by 39 and
increase of 2 Priest levels.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.
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#315 Blessing of the Mission Land (title 1825)
Be a Priest Level 20 and you can give a blessing to a province increasing its Iron and Yew rating by 7 (even if
current rating is zero).
Will also gain +2 Priest levels.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.
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THE REDEEMERS (Religion 2)
Alignment: Good
Favored Race: Human 201 +1 Mana
Favored Season: Summer +1
Base Holy Mana Recovery: +4
Associated Arcane: Enchanters
Focal Point: Godstone
Major Church: Palestone
Note: May not declare Blood Enemy
The Redeemers were established by the Great Teacher who preached that emphasis of God and Goodness is an
internal struggle of the individual. God's forgiveness is infinite for the heart that has sought its own Redemption
by conquest over one's internal challenge. By doing good by oneself without taking from others, you will
eventually lift up all those around you.

Views
God is Good and forgives all who have forgiven themselves and redeemed their souls in his light. They believe in
reincarnation of spirits that have not found and made their own redemption.
The Universe is infinite with no predestined end except that all spirits will eventually be forgiven. Instead of a
Death Penalty, they support a Life Penalty where criminals are not allowed to die. They are imprisoned and
resurrected again and again until they have made demonstrations of redemption and restitution or until they are
not longer able to be resurrected.
The two gender division is still maintained in their congregations although they have allowed both genders to hold
positions in the Clergy.
Mandrake use is accepted as Man must establish dominion over his own soul and urges in order to reach
redemption.
Slavery is the condemnation of ones own soul by projecting evil amongst others. They are opposed to Slavery in
all forms.
Motto:
Forgiveness is a blessing marked mostly by its absence.
Memory is a curse until you find your blessing.

Spells
Level 1
258 Bless Soldiers
1 Shell Protection Character
286 Knowledge-Religion
30 Veil of Courage

294 Convert Character
205 Runeknowledge
295 Heal Character
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Level 2
257 Create Holy Symbol
21 Transfer Mana
23 Stone to Flesh
37 Faith of Friendship

184 Enchant Soldiers
206 Runeform
228 Increase Fertility

Level 3
272 Create Sanctuary
283 Divine Blessing
284 Excommunicate
288 Cure Black Death

44 Cure Insanity
82 Remove Undead Status
290 Cure Pox
521 Holy Armor (Duel)

Level 4
296 Resurrect Character
186 Enchant Character

207 Runemind
522 Redemption Shield

Level 5
208 Runesong
523 Create Greater Symbol

40 Erase Blood Enemy

Level 6
209 Runepower

Holy Symbol (#582)
+1 Priest, +2 Magic Attack Resistance, +2 Special Attack Resistance, spell at +2 free Mana: Gather Food 91.

Greater Holy Symbol (497)
+2 Priest, +3 Magic Attack Resistance, +3 Special Attack Resistance, spells at +2 free Mana: Increase Special
Resource (234)

Special Spell Details
521 Holy Armor (Duel)
Duel Spell Level 3
Target: Self
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Cost: 5 Mana, +1 Gold (418)
Effect: Gives caster +10 DF and INVulnerability of 5 in combat. INV will not over ride higher INV from other
sources.

522 Redemption Shield (Battle)
Battle Spell Level 4
Target: Self
Cost: 7 Mana +1 Gold (418)
Effect: Gives soldier slot of the caster +3 Special Attack Resistance, +3 Magic Attack Resistance, +6 Defense
Factors.

523 Create Greater Holy Symbol
Strategic Spell Level 5
Target: i418 Gold
Cost: 15 Mana consumes 1 Gold(#418) and 1 Holy Symbol 582
Effect: Makes One Greater Holy Symbol: Medallion of Redemption.

Pilgrim Adventures
#321 Godstone Redemption (title 1826)
Be a follower and go to the province of the Godstone in an odd numbered month.
Gain +1 constitution and +1 skill level in Enchanter, Merchant and/or Priest.
May be done 18 times over all but only once per character.

#322 Journey to Palestone (title 1827)
Be a follower and go to the Temple in Palestone in an even numbered month.
Gain +1 skill level in Priest, Admin and/or Merchant.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.

Priest Adventures
#323 Blessing of the Mission (title 1828)
Be a Priest level 10 and you can give a blessing to your church guild in an odd numbered month.
The blessing will increase the Guild's Strength by 2, the Magic Attack Resistance (Magic Shell) of the Guild by 2
and the sponsor's Priest level by 1.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.

#324 Blessing of the Masses (title 1829)
Be a Priest level 18 and you can give a blessing to your force that has your Church Guild in it.
The Blessing will increase the Magic Attack Resistance (Magic Shell) of the Force by 2, its SEI by 50 and
increase sponsor by 2 Priest levels.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.
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#325 Blessing of Gold (title 1830)
Be a Priest Level 25 with 200 Gold (418) and you can induce a gold deposit in a province that does not have one.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.
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THE SEA MOTHER (ELACRAI) (Religion 3)
Alignment: Good
Favored Race: Sea Elf (#203) +3 Mana
Season favored: Autumn +1 Mana
Base Mana Recovery +1
Associated Arcane: Druid
Focal Point: Godstone
Major Church: Inglewood
Note: May not declare Blood Enemy
Called the Elacrai in the Elven dialect, the Sea Mother is a religion that believes all individual life sprung from a
single great common entity which is associated with the imagery of the Sea. They believe that life is a grand circle
in which individuals evolve over time to join again with the Mother of origin. Death is viewed as a transition in
that evolution in which each individual will be judged on the soul's truth for the greater good of all. As such, the
religion echoes the extreme individuality of the Elven Races and, what has been called, its self-centered beliefs.
Church Guilds of this religion are usually called 'Groves' from the ancient rituals which were held around
groupings of trees.

Views
God is seen in the individual who is striving to open the goodness in himself so as to be able to rejoin God.
The universe is not so much a dimension of space but of time. Time is like a ribbon that is twisted and resecured
to itself so that, as you move along from that place called the beginning, you will return to it but from the opposite
direction and a different mirroring plane. As you pass that point, you continue to twist in your travels until you
return to exactly where you started from, going in the exact same plane and direction.
Arcane Magic is a plaything for the childishness in the spirit. The true devotee has passed beyond the toys of
youth and takes up the Priesthood when one seeks to become a serious adult member of society.
They hold against slavery as an unnatural disruption of the sentient spirits.
They hold to the importance of the purity in a race and family trees are very important. They view Dwarves as a
misbegotten race whose origins test the pure spirits of the Elven peoples. They have also been biased against Half
Breeds, though there is an underground reform movement that is often not discussed in public.
The use of Mandrake is not an issue with them as they see it as just another plant of some use to some and less use
to others. Being immune to the fertility effects of the drug it may be no surprise that they have ignored this
divisive issue.
As the dominant Elven belief, they are rather amused at the Gender Laws common in the other religions. They do
not view gender as anything other than a personal choice since gender changes are very common in modern times.
Motto
Time is an ocean of Godliness in which one can go with the currents of history or be washed aside by the tides.
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Spells
Level 1
258 Bless Soldiers
1 Shell Protection Character
286 Knowledge- Religion

30 Veil of Courage
294 Convert Character
295 Heal Character

Level 2
257 Create Holy Symbol
23 Stone to Flesh
19 Increase Guild Strngth
127 Summon Fog

148 Locate Character
217 Charm of Movement
222 Bless Animals
245 Barrier of Nature I

Level 3
273 Create Sanctuary
283 Divine Blessing
284 Excommunicate
288 Cure Black Death
290 Cure Pox

47 Mind Blank
77 Repel Undead III
82 Remove Undead Status
224 Charm Herd
531 Seafire Spray (Battle)

Level 4
296 Resurrect Character
48 Charm Character

247 Dispel Barrier
532 Greater Symbol

Level 5
241 Essence of Nature

533 Find Item

Holy Symbol (583)
+1 Priest, +1 Dexterity, +1 Constitution, Spells at Strength 4: Charm of Movement (217), Gather Food (91),
Increase Fertility (228)

Greater Holy Symbol (498)
+2 Priest, +1 Dexterity, +2 Constitution, Spells at Strength 6: Charm of Movement (217), Gather Food (91)
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Special Spells

531 Seafire Spray (Battle)
Battle Spell Level 3
Target: Self
Cost: 7 Mana + 1 Meldorian (429)
Effect: Soldiers in caster's slot get +2 Special Attack, +35% Attack Factor and +10 morale.

532 Create Greater Holy Symbol
Strategic Spell Level 4
Target: i429 Meldorian
Cost: Fixed 15 Mana plus 1 Meldorian (#429)
Effect: makes a Greater Holy Symbol: Gold Leaf Medallion (498).

533 Find Item
Strategic Spell Level 5
Target: Self
Qualifier: item number to be found
Cost: Fixed 15 Mana +1 Meldorian (429)
Restriction: must have in Use a Greater Holy Symbol: Gold Leaf Medallion
Effect: Searches an area 2 squares in all directions for an item indicated.

Pilgrim Adventures
#331 Godstone Melding (title 1960)
Be a follower and go to the province of the Godstone in any numbered month.
Gain +1 constitution and +1 skill level in Druid, Ranger and/or Priest.
May be done 18 times over all but only once per character.

#332 Journey to Inglewood Grove (title 1961)
Be a follower and go to the Sacred Grove in Inglewood in any month.
Gain +1 skill level in Priest, +1 to Beauty and +1 to Dexterity.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.

Priest Adventures
#333 Blessing of the Grove (title 1962)
Be a Priest level 10 and you can give a blessing to your church guild in any month.
The blessing will increase the Guild's Strength by 1, the Magic Attack Resistance (Magic Shell) of the Guild by 4
and the sponsor's Priest level by 1.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.
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#334 Blessing of the Forest HOME (1963)
Be a Priest level 18 and you can give a blessing to your force that is in a plain Forest Province.
The Blessing will increase the Magic Attack Resistance (Magic Shell) of the Force by 8, its Charm of Silence by
8, its Charm of Movement by 8, its Morale by 8, and its SEI by 8. The effort will increase sponsor by 2 Priest
levels.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.

#335 Garden of the Elacrai (title 1964)
Be a Priest Level 25 with 20 Meldorian and in a Sea province (not coastal but pure Sea), and you may secure the
Blessing of the Sea upon the province causing a deposit of 1 Iron, 1 Lumber, 1 Stone, 1 Meldorian, 1 Asarum, 1
Nightshade, 1 Silverleaf, 1 Gingeroot and 1 Mandrake to appear. This will allow nomadic races at sea there to
harvest and begin to cultivate in the Garden of the Elacrai.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.
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THE WESTERN FUNDAMENTALIST
(Religion 4)
Alignment: Neutral
Favored Race: Western Human +2 Mana
Favored Season: Summer +1 Mana
Base Holy Mana Recovery: +3 Mana
Associated Arcane: Wizard
Focal Point: Rift of Torgau
Major Church: Westar Cathedral
Note: May declare Blood Enemies
The central Fundamentalist religion split earlier in this century over the questions of Slavery, Gender relations,
whether Souls are present in the Evil and the role of the Clergy in secular affairs. Western Fundamentalism is
strongest in the border area that lies between the Rift of Torgau and the Badlands. These believers are in constant
warfare with the chaos races beyond the border and are the strong supporters of 'applicable Fundamentalism'.
Their Traditional critics have sometimes castigated them as: "reforming the unreformable perfection so that by
definition they create an imperfection."
They have taken the view that Slavery is an abomination that has no place within their society. They have also
taken the position that if Evil manifests itself in a being, the soul of that being flees. This has allowed them to
justify massacres and mistreatment of those races and peoples that they consider have become Evil. Orcs in
particular fall into this area. (After all they are merely slaughtering soulless corpses!)
The border with the Badlands and the Outlands are testing grounds for the Western faith and, as such, are often
seen as the most militant of the neutral religions. The Westerners provide staunch fanatical defenders in their
numerous border clashes.
They have not outlawed the use of Mandrake and have allowed their medicinal priesthood to experiment with it in
the treatment of various diseases. They hold no laws against the use of it for the control of birthing. They have
recognized that at times of warfare on the border, it can be rather inconvenient to be heavy with child. They tend
to frown upon the smoking of Mandrake for recreation and distraction and see this as a teenage folly out of which
they hope most will grow.
They allow men to hold clerical positions along with women in mixed-gender congregations, a radical concept not
shared by the other Fundamentalist sects. They have opposed Gender Laws throughout the history of the Empire.
Motto
When it comes to Orcs: kill them all and let God sort them out.

Spells
Level 1
258 Bless Soldiers
1 Shell Protection Character
294 Convert Character

74 Protection Undead
295 Heal Character
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Level 2
257 Create Holy Symbol
2 Shell-Location
16 Firestorm

17 Fireball
23 Stone to Flesh

Level 3
274 Create Sanctuary
283 Divine Blessing
25 Teleport to Guild
284 Excommunicate
77 Repel Undead III

288 Cure Black Death
133 Dispel Winternight
290 Cure Pox
441 Summon Man Warrior
541 Ward of Ice (Battle)

Level 4
296 Resurrect Character
11 Symbol of Dispel

5 Symbol of Protection

Level 5
448 Increase T-G-K Fortifications
542 Thunder Clap (Duel)

543 Create Greater Holy Symbol

Holy Symbol (584)
+1 Priest, +2 Special Attack Resistance, spell at +5 free Mana: 258 Bless Soldier

Greater Holy Symbol (499)
+2 Priest, +3 Magic Attack Resistance, +3 Special Attack Resistance, spells at +10 free Mana: 258 Bless Soldier,
441 Summon Man Warrior

Special Spells
541 Ward of Ice (Battle)
Battle Spell Level 3
Target: Self
Cost: 7 Mana + 1 Ivory (1111)
Effect: Soldiers in caster's slot get +6 Special Attack Resistance, +3 Defense Factor and +10 morale.

542 Thunder Clap (Duel)
Duel Spell Level 5
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Target: self
Cost: Fixed 10 Mana + 1 Ivory (1111)
Effect: Does 10 times priest level in Special Attack, and 5 times priest level in Magic Attack.

543 Create Greater Holy Symbol
Strategic Spell Level 5
Target: i584 Holy Symbol
Cost: Fixed 15 Mana +1 Ivory (1111) +Holy Symbol 584
Effect: Creates a Greater Holy Symbol: Medallion of the Blade (499).

Pilgrim Adventures
#341 Torgau Pilgrimage (title 1965)
Be a follower and go to a province of the Torgau Rift (will have a message on it starting with Torgau Rift-) in an
even numbered month.
Gain +1 constitution and +1 skill level in Wizard, Knight and/or Priest.
May be done 18 times over all but only once per character.

#342 Godstone Homage (title 1966)
Be a follower and go to the province of the Godstone associated with the first Guardian and founder of the
Traditionalist in an odd numbered month.
Gain +1 skill level in Priest, Ranger and Stealth.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.

Priest Adventures
#343 Blessing of the Fort (title 1967)
Be a Priest level 10 and you can give a blessing to your own Location in an even numbered month.
The blessing will increase the locations MAR by 5 and add +4 wall quantity and +2 towers and increase Priest
level by 1.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.

#344 Blessing of the Blades (title 1968)
Be a Priest level 15 and you can give a blessing to a slot of your soldiers if you are in the Godstone Province.
The Soldiers' weapons will be replaced with Magic Swords.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.

#345 Freedom Call
Be a Priest Level 20 and you can give a blessing to a pop segment race 261 and turn them into free race 241.
May be done 200 times.
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SOUTHERN FUNDAMENTALIST (Religion5)
Alignment: Neutral
Favored Race: Southern Humans +3
Favored Season: Fall +2 recovery
Base Holy Mana Recovery: +2
Associated Arcane: Sorcerer
Focal Point: Rift of Torgau
Major Church: Bordan Tabernacle
Note: May not declare blood enemy
The Southern Fundamentalists came into existence with a dogmatic split within the Fundamentalist religion and
the posting of their protestations on the gate of Bordan during the last century after the famous sermon:
"Whipping of Mankind on a Pillar of Silver". Their strongest congregations being south of the Rift of Torgau,
they called themselves the Southern Fundamentalists.
They hold to many of the oldest rituals of the religion that were practiced in the time from The Flight. This
includes the use of Temporal Abodes, meaning that unlike the ever more pompous marble and stone Temples that
the Traditional Fundamentalists were building since Quentin, their modern Church Guilds are of simple design
and still maintain a tent like covering for a roof. Further they keep separate choirs and congregations for the
genders as was the practice in the time of The Flight from the Tasens and their ritualistic supper setting still
maintains the tradition of the empty chair for the Guardian with a 1/2 glass of water as the reminder that life can
be seen as both half empty and half full.

Views
God created Good and Evil so that man can manifest both in his attainment of a neutral course in life.
The world began at creation and will end at some predestined time when fire and brimstone shall consume all and
there will be a final judgement day.
Their outward reserve and politeness is in stark contrast to their views on Elves and the practice of slavery. They
hold that Elves and 'Chaos Races' have no souls. Oddly enough they consider Dwarves, Giants and nearly all the
Half Breeds (except for Half Elves) as an off shoot of humanity which was distorted by magic. They have been
known to hold commerce and alliances with these races much to the discomfort of their distant Western brothers.
They believe that slavery is a natural order of things in which God spoke through the anger of the Guardian in his
curse upon those tribes that turned back hoping to surrender during the pursuit by the Tasen: "A slave of slaves
you shall be forever."
They have taken an extreme position on the use of Mandrake which is banned. They are very much opposed to
any attempt to control population growth and as a result have the highest birth rate of all the human races.
Motto
If slavery was not God's way then the chains would not hold.
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Spells

Level 1
258 Bless Soldiers
29 Veil of Nightmares
286 Knowledge- Religion

30 Veil of Courage
294 Convert Character
295 Heal Character

Level 2
257 Create Holy Symbol
36 Seed of Suspicion

41 Clear Mind

Level 3
275 Create Sanctuary
283 Divine Blessing
284 Excommunicate
288 Cure Black Death

44 Cure Insanity
46 Ego Attack
551Righteous Yell (Battle)
290 Cure Pox

Level 4
296 Resurrect Character
48 Charm Character

247 Dispel Barrier
552 Greater Symbol

Level 5
553 Whips of the Overseer (Duel)

Holy Symbol (585)
Priest +1 levels, Holy Recovery +1, SAR +1 Spells at Strength 1: 31 Whisper of Fear, 60 Detect Invisibility

Greater Holy Symbol(525)
Priest +3, Holy Recovery +3, SAR +2, MAR +1 Spells at Strength 3, 36 Seed of Suspicion, 60 Detect Invisibility

Special Spells
551 Righteous Yell
Battle Spell Level 3
Target: Self
Cost: 9 Mana + 1 Gingeroot (424)
Effect: Soldiers in the slot gain +3 Special Attack, and +1 MAR, +1 SAR, and +15 morale.
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552 Create Greater Holy Symbol
Strategic Spell Level 4
Target: i585 Holy Symbol
Cost: 15 Mana fixed +1 Holy Symbol 585 and 1 Gingeroot (424).
Effect: makes one Greater Holy Symbol

553 Whips of the Overseer
Duel Spell Level 5
Target: Self
Cost: 9 Mana + 1 Gingeroot (424)
Effect: Character gets a Special Attack in combat of 8 times the Priest Level and a Magic Attack 4 times the Priest
level.

Pilgrim Adventures
#351 Torgau Crossing Pilgrimage (title 1969)
Be a follower and go to a province of the Torgau Rift (will have a message on it starting with Torgau Rift-) in an
odd numbered month.
Gain +1 constitution and +1 skill level in Sorcerer, Berserker and/or Priest.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.

#352 Godstone Homage Pilgrimage (title 1970)
Be a follower and go to the province of the Godstone associated with the First Guardian and founder of the
Traditionalist in an even numbered month.
Gain +1 skill level in Priest, Rumormonger and Admin/Engineer.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.

Priest Adventures
#353 Blessing of the Tent (title 1971)
Be a Priest level 10 and you can give a blessing to your own Location in an odd numbered month.
The blessing will increase the locations MAR by 5 and add +4 wall quantity and +2 towers and increase Priest
level by 1.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.

#354 Making of Chains (title 1972)
Be in Bordan, a Priest level 25, take a Prisoner, race 201 to 210 who is not a priest or in the number range of 1 to
1000, have 2 Holy Symbols (585) and the character will have its race changed to that of slave 261 and its status
removed. The character will have its loyalty reduced to -0- and you may attempt then to influence it when you
free it.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.
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#355 The Overseer (title 1973)
Be a Priest level 20 and an Administrative/Engineer level 10 then gain the title of Overseer which has an increase
of 3 to both Priest and Admin and the title worth +1 prestige.

Slave Makers
Characters who are enslaved can bring a large price on the slave markets of the Duchy of Alsayce. Amongst the
pieces of magic that are used in the process is the Signman Le'grey Handcuffs which drain the magic from a
character and allow for degrading rituals to be done to subject free folk.

Adventure 134
Be a Southern Human who has 2 of the Le'grey Handcuffs (#573) bring them into Alsayce (F3001) and gain
10,000 Crowns and 1,000 Human Slaves (261) as a reward and the title Slave Maker (1628).

Adventure 135
Be a Southern Human with the Title Slave Maker and bring a Western Human prisoner (#1001+) into Alsayce and
then the prisoner will be made a slave race (261).
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THE TRADITIONAL FUNDAMENTALIST
(Religion 6)
Alignment: Neutral
Favored Race: None at start
Favored Season: Winter +2 Mana Recovery
Base Holy Mana Recovery: +4
Associated Arcane: Illusionist
Focal Point: Rift of Torgau
Major Church: Quentin Temple
Note: May declare Blood Enemy
Traditional Fundamentalism is the oldest and the original foundation of the Fundamentalist religion. The Church
structure was established by Quentin who was a Disciple of The First Guardian and was declared to be a Saint
upon her death. St. Quentin established the Church and wrote the first set of written rules for the clergy,
specifying that each must spend some time 'inside' the cloistered walls of the church temple in the town that
would eventually bear her name. It was Quentin's organization of the church that provided the first quasigovernmental structure which united the tribes of man fleeing the Tasen enslavement even as the tribes spread out
dramatically after crossing the Rift of Torgau. The growth of the Empire was tied to that of the Fundamentalist
Temples as Trekwill united both secular and clerical efforts toward unification. In fact at one point, Trekwill had
become a Priest Mage and was both the Emperor and The Pope, sitting on the chair of St. Quentin. Many blame
Trekwill for the gross politicization of the Church temples that led to the events of the last 100 years with the
schisms that allowed the formation of the Western and the Southern Fundamentalists.
As the oldest of the 'civilized' religions, Traditional Fundamentalism has the strongest Church Guilds in the
Empire and the largest number of human supporters. Though often not as fanatical as the Western and Southern
offshoots, the Traditionalists make up in mass for, what some have described as, a lack of fervor. They have also
tried to take the less controversial path and more compromising techniques in the dividing issues of the day. This
methodological approach is seen as a legacy of the Trekwill tenure which has reached down through time well
beyond anything else he did as Pope.

Views
God has established all things in balance and we must strive for balance in all things.
Slavery is an issue to be decided by popular sovereignty of the local Baron with a transition period of one
generation before any change may be made.
Mandrake is acceptable for medicinal purposes and the control of non-believer birthrates. It is not recommended
by the clergy who have taken vows of celibacy.
Arcane Magic can be a corruption but that need not be the case for the holy spirited.
The Universe is fixed with a beginning, but no end in Time. The Universe physically is so large as to not matter
whether it is infinite or finite. There is enough locally to keep everyone's attention for a long time.
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All sentient creatures have souls and they are not so much lured away by evil powers as they are thrown away
carelessly by those who are lazy and inattentive to the teachings of the Priesthood.
Motto
Extremism in the defense of any thing is probably stupid.

Spells
Level 1
258 Bless Soldiers
6 Dispel Magic Character
286 Knowledge- Religion
8 Dispel Magic Legion

294 Convert Character
58 Blur Illusion
295 Heal Character

Level 2
257 Create Holy Symbol

61 Dispel Illusion Character

Level 3
276 Create Sanctuary
283 Divine Blessing

284 Excommunicate
288 Cure Black Death

Level 4
296 Resurrect Character
44 Cure Insanity
52 Blend Location
264 Summon St. Quentin

290 Cure Pox
78 Rite of Conflict
422 Invisibility Cloak

Level 5
40 Erase Blood Enemy
561 Greater Symbol

Level 6
563 Divine Shield (Duel)
423 Invisible Fog

562 Divine Fog (Battle)

Holy Symbol(586)
+2 Priest Level, +1 MAR, +1 SAR, +1 Holy Mana Recovery, Spells at Strength 1: Locate Character 148,
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Greater Holy Symbol (526)

+2 Priest Level, +3 MAR, +1 SAR, +2 Holy Mana Recovery, Spell at Strength 1: Resurrect Character 296, Heal
Character 295

Special Spells
561 Create Greater Holy Symbol
Strategic Spell level 5
Target: i585 Holy Symbol
Cost: 10 Mana plus 2 Holy Symbols 586
Effect: makes a Greater Holy Symbol 526

562 Divine Fog
Battle Spell level 5
Target: Self
Cost: 7 Mana +1 Silver (419)
Effect: Troops of Caster's slot have SAR of +3 and MAR +3, Morale +15 and Defense Factor +6

563 Divine Shield
Duel Spell Level 6
Target: Self
Cost: 7 Mana + 1 Silver (419)
Effect: The Caster gains a +7 SAR and a +7 MAR and +15 Defense Factors.

Pilgrim Adventures
#361 Torgau Pilgrimage (title 1974)
Be a follower and go to a province of the Torgau Rift (will have a message on it starting with Torgau Rift-) in any
month.
Gain +1 constitution and +1 skill level in Priest, Illusionist and/or Bard.
May be done 18 times over all but only once per character.

#362 Godstone Pilgrimage (title 1975)
Be a follower and go to the province of the Godstone associated with The First Guardian and founder of the
Fundamentalists in any month.
Gain +1 skill level in Priest, Admin/Engineer and or Knight.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.
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Priest Adventures

#363 Challenge of 'Inside' (title 1976)
Be a Priest level 10 and go into the Temple at Quentin, secure +2 priest level and + 1 base prestige. Note: it will
make you insane.
May be done 18 times overall but not by the same character twice

#364 Pillar of Silver (title 1977)
Be a Priest level 25, in a Traditionalist Church Guild, have in your possessions 1000 Silver (419) and you may
induce into the province (target of adventure) a silver deposit of 1 if there is no silver there.
May be done 18 times overall but only once by each priest.

#365 Citadel of Silver (title 1978)
If you are a Priest level 25 and an Administrative-Engineer level 10, who has 50 Silver (419) in possessions and is
in a Traditionalist Church Guild, then this adventure will increase the MAR of the location by 10, the Keep by 10
and the Gatehouse by 5.
May be done 18 times overall but only once by each priest.
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THE PAGANS (Religion 7)
Alignment: Evil
Favored Race: Crimson Orc (242) +2 Mana
Favored Season: Winter +1 Mana Recovery
Base Holy Mana Recovery: + 3 Holy Mana
Associated Arcane: Summoner
Focal Point: Isle of the Dead
Major Church: Stanislas Circle
Note: May not declare Blood Enemy
The Pagans are a collection of religious beliefs that have been classified as 'primitive' by the rest of the highly
organized religions. While future anthro-pologists may dispute the simplistic association with Evil, their current
association with Orcs, unwritten dogma, a vague and at times contradictory pantheon of deities, sprites, demons
and the occasional sacrifice of sentient beings have left a firm impression of their alignment with their
contemporaries.
The Pagans are led by various Shaman Priests and they come to some agreement on a High Priest in methods that
vary except for the ingredient of Fear that is heavy in all the rituals of the Pagans.
While it hard to project anything other than a patchwork sketch of Pagan views, there are some central themes that
run through the cults that make up the Pagans.

Views
Magic without a Priest is witchcraft, useful but not to be trusted.
The world is a giant eggshell on the back of a turtle and, when the egg hatches, all the world will be devoured by
'the creature within.'
Slavery is an excellent means to preserve future food supplies, except for Dwarves who are considered too gamey
and Elves who are too salty. They must simply be killed.
The smell of burning Mandrake in the midnight hour is divine.
Souls are not an issue since only spirits are important and then only when they confront you.
The Pagan Shamen are dominated by males with the few women in positions of religious sway always suspected
of being possessed by a former male High Priest spirit.

Spells
Level 1
258 Bless Soldiers
1 Shell Protection Character

294 Convert Character
91 Gather Food
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295 Heal Character

Level 2
257 Create Holy Symbol
127 Summon Fog

128 Summon Winterblast

Level 3
277 Create Sanctuary
283 Divine Blessing
284 Excommunicate
290 Cure Pox

443 Summon Orc Warrior
298 Greater Curse
288 Cure Black Death

Level 4
296 Resurrect Character
122 Netherworld Possession
291 Wrath of God

123 Summon Relzablab
124 Summon Garcontha
125 Summon Zenobar

Level 5
571 Shaman Shriek (Duel)
572 Shaman Fire (Battle)
573 Create Greater Symbol

Holy Symbol (587)
+1 Priest, +1 Special Attack Resistance, spell at +5 free Mana: 121 Netherworld Soldiers

Greater Holy Symbol (527)
+2 Priest, +3 Special Attack Resistance, spells at +8 free Mana: 121 Netherworld Soldiers, 443 Summon Orc
Warrior Special

Spells
571 Shaman Shriek (Duel)
Duel Spell Level 5
Target: Self
Cost: 7 Mana + 1 Mandrake (423)
Effect: Caster will have a Special Attack of 100 and a Magic Attack of 7 times his priest level.
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572 Shaman Fire
Battle Spell Level 5
Target: Self
Cost: 10 Mana + 1 Mandrake (423)
Effect: Does 10 times priest level in Special Attack, and 20 times priest level in Magic Attack.

573 Create Greater Holy Symbol
Strategic Spell Level 5
Target: i587 Holy Symbol
Cost: Fixed 15 Mana, +1 Holy symbol 587 and 1 Mandrake (#423)
Effect: Creates a Greater Holy Symbol: Crimson Claw 527.

Pilgrim Adventures
#371 Death Crossing (title 1979)
Be a follower and go to the province of the Isle of the Dead in an odd numbered month.
Gain +1 constitution and +1 skill level in Summoner, Berserker and/or Priest.
May be done 18 times over all but only once per character.

#372 Ghost Dancing (title 1980)
Be a follower and go to the province of the Isle of the Dead in an even numbered month.
Gain +1 skill level in Priest, Axemaster and/or Assassin.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.

Priest Adventures
#373 Shaman Offering (title 1981)
Be a Priest level 15 and go to the Temple at Stanislas take a Prisoner, race 201 to 210 in the number range of 1 to
1000, have 2 Greater Holy Symbols (587) sacrifice is made and gain +2 Priest, +1 Base Prestige, +1 Strength and
+1 Constitution.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.

#374 Shaman Sacrifice (title 1982)
Be a Priest level 25, and be inside any Pagan Temple with a Priest prisoner not of religion 7 and make the
sacrifice.
Gain +3 Priest, +2 Constitution, and +1 Strength. May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.

#375 The Shaman Guardian Ritual
Be a Priest level 20 and Sacrifice the Guardian at the Isle of the Dead.
Gain +5 levels to Priest, Assassin, and/or Berserker plus 5 base prestige, 5 influence, 5 Strength and a Mark of
Divinity.
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May be done once.
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DEATHWALKERS (Religion 8)
Alignment: Evil
Favored Race: None at the moment +1
Favored Season: Summer +1 recovery
Base Holy Mana Recovery: +3
Associated Arcane: Necromancer
Focal Point: Isle of the Dead
Major Church: Black Tower Temple
Note: May not declare Blood Enemy
The Deathwalkers are said to have come to the world from beyond the grave. They view the Undead as only
another form of life and all related to a single cycle of the "Holy Bloodline". Trekwill himself was said to have
once ventured into the Undead Planes beyond accompanied by the High Priest of the Deathwalkers (some have
rumored that it was in reality a solo journey).
The Deathwalkers are self focused and look only to their own power as paramount in the ecclesiastical world.
They wear the alignment of Evil as a badge of courage daring all before them to challenge their dominance. They
have little regard for life seeing that there is the afterlife of Undead servitude to the glory of the Deathwalkers'
Priesthood.

Views
The world is at the intersection of the astral planes that represent the main collections of the Undead: the Past
Spirits, the Living Dead, and Demons.
Slavery is irrelevant as is the distraction of drugs and the weakness of the body.
Gender issues are strictly male dominated.
Motto
All that lives must eventually die and thus they are to be subjects of the Undead.

Spells
Level 1
258 Bless Soldiers
294 Convert Character

70 Create Skeleton Warrior
295 Heal Character

Level 2
257 Create Holy Symbol

71 Create Zombie Warrior

Level 3
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278 Create Sanctuary
283 Divine Blessing
284 Excommunicate
288 Cure Black Death
290 Cure Pox

72 Create Ghoul Warrior
298 Greater Curse
438 Hand of Death
439 Wave of Death

Level 4
291 Wrath of God
435 Call Zombies

296 Resurrect Character

Level 5
88 Rite of the Vampire
581 Death Watch (Duel)

582 Create Greater Holy Symbol
583 Death Horns

Holy Symbol(588)
+2 Priest, spell at +5 free Mana: 431 Call Skeleton x5

Greater Holy Symbol (528)
+3 Priest, +2 Holy Mana Recovery, +7 free Mana to spells: 431 Call Skeleton x5, Call Skeleton x10 spell 434

Special Spells
581 Death Watch
Duel Spell Level 5
Target: Self
Cost: 7 Mana + 1 Nightshade (425)
Effect: Caster will have an INVulnerability of 5, a Defense Factor of +8 and a magic attack of 7 times his priest
level.

582 Create Greater Holy Symbol
Strategic Spell Level 5
Target: i588 Holy Symbol
Cost: 15 Mana plus 2 Holy Symbols 588
Effect: Creates a Greater Holy Symbol 528

583 Death Horns
Battle Spell Level 5
Target: Self
Cost: 10 Mana + 1 Nightshade (425)
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Effect: Does 15 times priest level in Special Attack, and 15 times priest level in Magic Attack.

Pilgrim Adventures
#381 Death Homage (title 1983)
Be a follower and go to the province of the Isle of the Dead in an odd numbered month with an Undead Status.
Gain +1 constitution and +1 skill level in Necromancer, Berserker and/or Priest.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.

#382 Kiss of Death (title 1984)
Be a follower and go to the province of the Isle of the Dead in an odd numbered month for a ritualistic suicide.
Gain +2 skill level in Priest, Axemaster and/or Necromancer...and die.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.

Priest Adventures
#383 Death Offering (title 1985)
Be a Priest level 15 and go to the Temple at Dark Tower, take a Prisoner, race 201 to 210 in the number range of
1 to 1000, have 2 Greater Holy Symbols (588) sacrifice is made and gain +2 Priest, +1 Base Prestige, +1 Strength
and +1 Constitution.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.

#384 Breath of Rotting Flesh (title 1986)
Be a Priest level 25, have 20 Nightshade, a Mark of Evil, a base tactics of 20 and you may convert one of your
soldier slots who have the status of Skeleton to the status of Zombie.
May be done 5 times overall but only once per character.

#385 The Dark Ritual
Be a Priest level 20 and Sacrifice the Pope at the Isle of the Dead.
Gain +5 levels to Priest, Assassin, and/or Berserker plus 5 base prestige, 5 influence, 5 Strength and a Mark of
Divinity.
May be done once.
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FOLLOWERS OF KROM (Religion 9)
Alignment: Evil (*initially)
Favored Race: Scar'Tasen +3 recovery
Favored Season: Summer +2 recovery
Base Holy Mana Recovery: +2
Associated Arcane: Warlock
Major Church: Tierkegaard
Note: May declare Blood Enemy
The Followers Of Krom (The God of War in the Elven Dialect) predate the arrival of Humanity and its
Fundamentalist approach to religion. The Tasens had organized the religion and its central monotheistic approach
to the divine in direct opposition to the amorphous structures of the Shaman Pagans. The Krom followers have a
strong set of ritualistic rules and dogma describing life's divine purpose as a struggle. The warrior-priest is seen as
the natural role model with death in combat rewarded by a passage to heaven's Warrior Home.
They have contempt for other religions and are hostile to the Undead. The Living Dead are viewed as having
robbed the guardians that were to sit in Warrior Home and thus the Followers of Krom take special delight in
slaughtering the Undead. This has caused numerous problems when forced to deal in a non-hostile situation with
the Shadow Spirit faction.
The Honor Code of Krom is entwined with the development of the Tasen Pride Law though its expansion to the
Chaos Races is what sets it apart from the Lion Folk's society. While overwhelmingly Tasen in practice there are
some followings in the Orcs and other Chaos Races. In the days before The Flight there was even a human sect of
Krom which was massacred by the Scar'Tasen to the last spirit when The Flight was publicly perceived as a
dishonorable retreat.
The alignment of the religion has been set to Evil more out of the self classification of the Tasens who are more
reactive to being associated with the Traditionalist or the Elves. Certainly an associated alliance in the Ecumenical
Council with the Undead and the Pagans is most uncomfortable even if it is in common opposition to the Humans
and the Elves. The strong divisions in the Tasen/Krom spirits that call for bloody unrestrained revenge and its
occasional conflict with Codes of Honor have caused internal splits in the religion with the darker side of
vengeance having the upper hand as the passing of Trekwill approaches. Several of the inner wishes of the High
Priests of Krom is to achieve a reclassification of the religion to a state on its own, but the current structure of the
Ecumenical Council does not allow it...but dreams persist.
The conditions for the realignment of the Krom as an independent 'neutral' religion are:
1. The High Priest of Krom must have the Marks of Divinity and Destiny
2. The Ecumenical Leader of the Shadow Spirits must not be the High Priest of Krom.
The internal conflicts of the three main Tasen tribes overshadow the religion's politics leading to many bloody
battles throughout the guild halls of Krom.

Views
Humanity's existence is a constant affront.
The Universe is chaos unchained where struggle is the only method of progress.
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Mandrake is a 'human' weakness that dishonors those that succumb to its earthy sweet smell.
The clergy is controlled by females, men being considered as too emotionally unstable to maintain policy over
time. (A common thread throughout Pride Law.)
Slavery is a natural method of selection and very suited to the races of Humans.
Magic is nothing other than struggle through a different medium.
Motto
The sweetness of revenge is far more lasting than the bite of Justice.

Spells
Level 1
258 Bless Soldiers
29 Veil of Nightmares
294 Convert Character

461 War Shout
295 Heal Character

Level 2
257 Create Holy Symbol

591 Shield of Honor (Duel)

Level 3
279 Create Sanctuary
284 Excommunicate
290 Cure Pox

283 Divine Blessing
288 Cure Black Death

Level 4
296 Resurrect Character
464 Warlock Charge

593 Create Greater Sym.
592 War Hunt

Level 5
467 Warlock Terror

Holy Symbol (589)
Priest +1 levels, +2 PC, +1 Strength Spells at Strength 7: 258 Bless Soldiers, 16 Firestorm
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Greater Holy Symbol (529)

Priest +2, Holy Recovery +1, SAR +1, MAR +1, PC +3 Spells at Strength 7: 401 Greater Fireball

Special Spells
591 Shield of Honor
Duel Spell Level 2
Target: Self
Cost: 9 Mana + 1 Cinderoak (428)
Effect: Character gains +5 Special Attack Resistance, and +3 Magic Attack Resistance.

592 War Hunt
Strategic Spell Level 4
Target: Self
Cost: 15 Mana fixed + 1 Cinderoak (428).
Effect: Scans an area of 5x5 provinces centered on the caster and reports up to 16 moveable forces (Legion, Party,
Fleet, Nomad Camp and Cloud Castle). Parties inside other forces escape detection.

593 Create Greater Holy Symbol
Strategic Level 5 spell
Target: i424 (Gingeroot)
Cost: 9 Mana + 1 Gingeroot (#424) and 1 Holy Symbol 589
Effect: Makes a Greater Holy Symbol

Pilgrim Adventures
#391 Cinders (title 2053)
Be a follower and go to the Isle of the Dead in any month. Have 1 Cinderoak (428).
Gain +1 PC and +1 Tactics, +1 skill level in Warlock, Berserker and/or Priest.
May be done 18 times over all but only once per character.

#392 Axe Homage (title 2054)
Be a follower and go to the province of the Tosgard with a Power 1 Mithril Axe and 1 Cinderoak (428).
Gain an upgrade to a Power 3 Mithril Axe, +1 to PC, +1 to constitution and +1 to Berserker, Axemaster and/or
Priest.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.
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Priest Adventures

#393 Rending of the Undead (title 2055)
Be a Priest level 10 with 1 Cinderoak (428) and have a prisoner who has an Undead Status in a Forest Mountain
province.
Secure +2 Priest level, +1 base Prestige, +1 PC
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.

#394 Lammasu Offering (title 2056)
Be a Priest level 25, have a prisoner who is a Lammasu, 1 Cinderoak (428) and go to the province of Krosnogard.
Gain +3 to Priest, Axemaster and/or Berserker plus 2 base prestige and 2 PC.
May be done 18 times overall but only once per character.

#395 The Warrior Spirit (title 2057)
Be a Priest Level 20 with a tactics of 20 and a PC of 20 and go to the province of Tierkegaard with a prisoner who
has an Undead Status and is a Priest of the Deathwalkers.
Gain +3 to Priest, +3 tactics, +3 PC, +3 base prestige and +3 to skill of Berserker and/or Axemaster if present.
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RACE AND RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE
Religions are distributed unevenly throughout the races. The number next to the race is the approximate amount
of the race over all that has that religion. The percentages will often not add up to 100 since there may be a
scattering of other beliefs and None is also possible.
None and odd matches may be as high as 30% and is an indication of the weakness of religious fervor.

#1 Missionaries
201 Human 10%
210 Half Elf 20%
208 Giant 10%
221 S. Human 10%

216 Halfling 30%
241 W. Human 25%
205 Seahawk 50%

#2 Redeemers
201 Human 10%
208 Giant 10%
216 Halfling 30%
221 S. Human 10%

224 Gnomes 40%
225 Ariel 50%
241 W. Human 20%

#3 Sea Mother/Elacrai
203 Sea Elf 95%
216 Halfling 15%
223 Elf 95%

243 Dark Elf 20%
210 Half Elf 20%

#4 Western Fundamentalist
201 Human 10%
208 Giant 20%
225 Ariel 20%
205 Seahawk 20%

241 W. Human 50%
244 Sand Folk 30%
224 W. Dwarf 70%

#5 Southern Fundamentalist
204 Dwarf 40%
208 Giant 20%

221 S. Human 70%
246 Dark Elf 20%
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#6 Traditional Fundamentalist

201 Human 50%
204 Dwarf 40%
208 Giant 40%
210 Half Elf 40%
224 Gnome 40%
225 Ariel 15%

241 W. Human 15%
244 Sand Folk 40%
248 Ogre 30%
254 Centaurs 40%
255 Krell 40%

#7 Pagan
202 Goblin 40%
207 Troll 40%
209 Insectoid 90%
211 Goran 90%
212 Blood Orc 50%
213 Mannorch 80%
215 Kraken 20%
217 Dragonfolk 90%
222 Orc 30%
227 Rock Troll 40%
228 Fire Giant 20%
229 Spider Folk 80%
228 Fire Giant 50%
214 Fangors 80%

230 Man-Orc 30%
231 Chimorc 80%
232 Redeye Orc 40%
234 Hissingers 80%
235 Saurian 80%
242 Gremlin 30%
245 Vultura 40%
247 Ice Troll 40%
248 Ogres 40%
249 Nightwing 80%
256 Pixie 80%
260 Minoan 80%
252 Crimson Orcs 80%

#8 Deathwalkers
202 Goblin 40%
207 Troll 40%
215 Kraken 50%
222 Orc 30%
227 Rock Troll 40%
230 Man-Orc 30%
232 Redeye Orc 40%

242 Gremlin 40%
245 Vultura Orc 30%
246 Dark Elf 40%
255 Krell 30%
212 Blood Orc 40%
247 Ice Troll 40%
251 White Goran 70%

#9 Krom
206 Mara'Tasen 95%
226 Tera'Tasen 95%

246 Scar'Tasen 95%
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RELIGIOUS INFLUENCE MODIFIERS
Target ==>
Sponsor
1 Missionary
2 Redeemer
3 Elacrai
4 W. Fund.
5 S. Fund.
6 T. Fund
7 Pagan
8 Deathw.
9 Krom

1
Mission.
+10
0
-25
-50
-75
-50
-999
-999
-999

2
Redeemer
0
+10
-25
-50
-75
-50
-999
-999
-999

3
Elacrai
-25
-25
+25
-100
-100
-100
-999
-999
-999

4
W. Fund.
-15
-25
-50
0
-200
-25
-999
-999
-999

5
S.Fund.
-50
-75
-100
-200
+15
-25
-999
-999
-999

6
T. Fund.
-25
-50
-75
-25
-25
0
-999
-999
-999

7
Pagan
-25
-100
-999
-100
-100
-100
-10
-25
-25

8
Deathw.
-100
-999
-999
-150
-100
-125
-25
0
-999

9
Krom
-999
-999
-999
-999
-999
-999
-75
-999
0

This modifier is added to the influence computations based on what the target is versus the sponsor.
Note that some religions like the good ones, like each other and a religious match is a positive factor, while the
Pagans are never quite sure of their fellows since there is such a great variation within the religion. The
controversy over slavery is the main wedge between the Western and Southern Fundamentalists that sours their
relations greatly.
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MAJOR CHURCH GUILDS
The starting major guilds are in the range of 1101 to 1200 and 1251 to 1400. The owning character is the same
number as the guild number. The adventures tied to the guilds must be done by a character inside the guild and he
must be alive and uncaptured unless otherwise indicated.
Where items are required:
they must be in the possessions of the character
they may not be equipped or 'in use'
they are consumed and lost from the game.

1101 Lorraine Mission
Missionary Church in Lorraine (F3032).
Famous for its conversion of flora.
The most famous of the Deacons of the Church was Princess Lorraine, the first daughter born to Trekwill's first
wife, who established the Baronies and the start of the Duchy structures of old. Lorraine wanted the Mission to
always have flowers to symbolize that truth and honor are always flourishing. She was buried in the Church under
the altar and her magic is said to give the flowers of the land a golden aura on the anniversary of her death, March
15.

Adventure 1111
Be a follower, bring 5 Nightshade (425), 50 crowns and have them converted to 1 Holy Symbol 581, and 1 Bible
591.

Adventure 1112
Cannot be a priest, bring 5 Silverleaf (426), 50 crowns and be converted to a follower.

Adventure 1113
If dead and a follower, have at least one item in the range of 603 to 999 in possessions and one constitution. A
randomly selected item in the range will be consumed. Character will lose one constitution and be resurrected.

Adventure 1114
If stoned and a follower, have at least one item in the range of 603 to 999 in possessions and one constitution. A
randomly selected item will be consumed. Character will lose one constitution and be turned to flesh.

1102 Palestone Redemption Temple
Redeemer Church in Palestone (F3033)
Famous for its collection of gold.
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The Temple was originally a Pagan Temple that was taken over by the Redeemers and refurbished and upgraded
earlier in the last century. However, the parishioners have been known to tolerate private tours of the Temple by
modern Pagans out of respect for the past and the hope that they shall seek redemption through the Church.

Adventure 1121
Be a follower, bring 5 Gold (# 418), 50 crowns and have them converted to 1 Holy Symbol 582 and alone bible
583.

Adventure 1122
Cannot be a priest, bring 5 Gold (#418), 50 crowns and be converted to a follower.

Adventure 1123
If dead and a follower, have at least one item in the range of 603 to 999 in possessions and one constitution. A
randomly selected item in the range will be consumed. Character will lose one constitution and be resurrected.

Adventure 1124
If stoned and a follower, have at least one item in the range of 603 to 999 in possessions and one constitution. A
randomly selected item will be consumed. Character will lose one constitution and be turned to flesh.

1103 Inglewood's Sacred Grove
Sea Mother Church in Inglewood (F3005)
Famous for its rock garden.
The Grove includes the famous Rock "Garden of 15 Ages", in which 15 large stones on a bed of small pebbles is
ritually 'combed' every morning in the same pattern. From no point on the outskirts of the small garden, can you
see all 15 stones at once, creating a symbol of contemplation over time. The pebbles which are daily disturbed and
yet remain in the same general pattern are reminders that each of us are separate, though part of a great pattern
which is never the same from day to day.

Adventure 1131
Be a follower, bring 1 Precious Stone (#420), 50 crowns and have them converted to 1 Holy Symbol #583, and 1
Bible #593.

Adventure 1132
Cannot be a priest, bring 5 Precious Stone (#420), 50 crowns and be converted to a follower.

Adventure 1133
If dead and a follower, have at least one item in the range of 603 to 999 in possessions and one constitution. A
randomly selected item in the range will be consumed. Character will lose one constitution and be resurrected.
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Adventure 1134
If stoned and a follower, have at least one item in the range of 603 to 999 in possessions and one constitution. A
randomly selected item will be consumed. Character will lose one constitution and be turned to flesh.

1104 Westar Cathedral
Western Fundamentalist Church in Westar (F3016)
Famous for its Ivory sculptures of the Flight from the Tasen.
The Cathedral was the central defense point of the community after The Flight and the First Great Orc War. At
the high point of the war Trolls mounted on Warmammoths charged headlong into the outer defenses of the
Church's graveyard. The Trolls and their mounts were massacred by the defenders and their tusks were used for
the first carvings of the Cathedral. Most Trolls have since learned not to charge fortifications when mounted on
WarMammoths, though some foolishly insist on painfully relearning old lessons...(what do you expect from a
Troll?)

Adventure 1141
Be a follower, bring 1 Ivory (1111), 50 crowns and have them converted to 1 Holy Symbol 584, and 1 Bible 594.

Adventure 1142
Cannot be a priest, bring 5 Ivory (1111), 50 crowns and be converted to a follower.

Adventure 1143
If dead and a follower, have at least one item in the range of 603 to 999 in possessions and one constitution. A
randomly selected item in the range will be consumed. Character will lose one constitution and be resurrected.

Adventure 1144
If stoned and a follower, have at least one item in the range of 603 to 999 in possessions and one constitution. A
randomly selected item will be consumed. Character will lose one constitution and be turned to flesh.

1105 Bordan Tabernacle
Southern Fundamentalist Church in Bordan (F3011)
Famous for great, rousing oratory.
The city of Bordan hosts the Bordan Tabernacle built on the ruins of the Bordan Cathedral. At the end of the last
century, the united Fundamentalists were involved in one of their more secular outreaches and were attempting to
collect a large Tithe of silver to support their attempt to force the magical implantation of a silver deposit in a
place that had none. Orders went out from the clergy to collect over a thousand pieces of silver and bring it to the
Cathedral. Unfortunately, the enthusiasm of the Priests was not matched by the populace who were resistant.
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One rebel Priest gathered his congregation at the docks of the local ferry and delivered a Sermon extolling the
crowded passengers to not let the clergy Whip Mankind on a Pillar of Silver. This struck a very strong cord with
the lesser nobility and miners who were visiting from the rural surroundings to sell their own silver. Their position
would be threatened if suddenly a large supply of silver existed in the town that they did not control. The crowd
then nailed a protest petition on the gate calling for an end to the silver tithe without mentioning their ulterior
motives.
Taking the Sermon as a challenge to law and order, the Baron, in conjunction with the Clergy, condemned the
rabble rouser as a treasonous heretic, ordered him tied to a pillar and burned at the stake by the Harper's Gate
opposite the ferry. As the fire was ignited, the lesser nobles and miners who made up the crowd surged forward
throwing ginger powder and ginger blossoms on the flames to put them out. They then freed The Sermonizer,
stormed the Cathedral and burned it. Building a temporary tent covering over the ruined roof, they created a
Tabernacle which would grow over the next decade to become the Southern Fundamentalist headquarters.
The city of Bordan has never totally recovered from this beginning and remains a place of Chaos with a constant
shifting of noble houses as the Barony grew in importance in the south.

Adventure 1151
Be a follower, bring 1 Gingeroot (424), 50 crowns and have them converted to 1 Holy Symbol 585, and 1 Bible
595.

Adventure 1152
Cannot be a priest, bring 5 Gingeroot (424), 50 crowns and be converted to a follower.

Adventure 1153
If dead and a follower, have at least one item in the range of 603 to 999 in possessions and one constitution. A
randomly selected item in the range will be consumed. Character will lose one constitution and be resurrected.

Adventure 1154
If stoned and a follower, have at least one item in the range of 603 to 999 in possessions and one constitution. A
randomly selected item will be consumed. Character will lose one constitution and be turned to flesh.

1106 Quentin Temple
Traditional Fundamentalist Church in Quentin (F3014)
Famous for the Chair of Saint Quentin
Quentin was a humble woman, a carpet slave under the Tasens. When the First Guardian came and led the tribes
of humanity to the southwest she was one of the first to put aside her chains and walk, without anger, to freedom.
As a Disciple, she used her knowledge of weaving and carpet making in an analogy to the church. Hearing the
dogma of the Guardian, she translated it into an organization: "a practical structure for the church, a 'fundamental'
web of beliefs and borders that provided a covering over the spiritual world on which mankind can stand."
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Quentin founded the church at a small village at the end of narrow peninsula. Here she sat in an iron chair without
cushions to remind her of the hard journey they had taken to reach safety and freedom. Sitting in the chair daily,
she wrote the rules and structure of the Fundamentalist Church. She established the rotation of clergy coming
back to the village in order to spend time inside the church's walls in rooms locked away from the outside so that
each priest had time to contemplate, in solitude, their role in the divine path of the church.
One day a lightning storm crackled through the church and Quentin was killed instantly seated in her chair. Her
Last Will and Testament ordered that no resurrection be attempted but promised that she would always be at hand
to confer with her priesthood in spirit. Trekwill, as Pope, brought to this religion his magic skill and designed a
summoning spell that put Quentin's words to the test. Now Quentin's spirit can be summoned as needed by the
Priesthood. She was not pleased at first to see Trekwill and his role in the Priesthood, but has grown into this
ethereal role as a summoned being of the religion.

Adventure 1161
Be a follower, bring 1 iron (416), 1 silver (419), 50 crowns and have them converted to 1 Holy Symbol 585, and 1
Bible 595.

Adventure 1162
Cannot be a priest, bring 5 Iron (416), 5 silver (419), 50 crowns and be converted to a follower.

Adventure 1163
If dead and a follower, have at least one item in the range of 603 to 999 in possessions and one constitution. A
randomly selected item in that range will be consumed. Character will lose one constitution and be resurrected.

Adventure 1164
If stoned and a follower, have at least one item in the range of 603 to 999 in possessions and one constitution. A
Randomly selected item will be consumed. Character will lose one constitution and be turned to flesh.

1107 Stanislas Circle
Pagan Temple Area in Stanislas (F3039)
Famous for its Crimson Rocks
The circle of stones at Stanislas is on a central hill in the middle of the town. By local law no structure may be
higher than the base of any of these stones. Some have said that this has contributed to making this city the largest
shanty town in the Known World (though its inhabitants, mostly Crimson Orcs, have surely contributed
something in that regard).
The stones of this circle have a crimson tinge to them much like the local Orc tribe and the clay-like soil. The
sweet smell of burning mandrake is a pervades the hilltop where there are open braziers of the burning roots laced
with the weed leaf.
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Adventure 1171
Be a follower, bring 1 Mandrake (423), 50 crowns and have them converted to 1 Holy Symbol 587, and 1 Bible
597.

Adventure 1172
Cannot be a priest, bring 5 Mandrake (423), 50 crowns and be converted to a follower.

Adventure 1173
If dead and a follower, have at least one item in the range of 603 to 999 in possessions and one constitution. A
randomly selected item in the range will be consumed. Character will lose one constitution and be resurrected.

Adventure 1174
If stoned and a follower, have at least one item in the range of 603 to 999 in possessions and one constitution. A
randomly selected item will be consumed. Character will lose one constitution and be turned to flesh.

1108 Black Tower Temple
Deathwalker Temple in Black Tower (F3045)
Famous for the Death Gate
The Black Tower Temple stands behind two Black Palm trees. The narrow temple has, at its far end, an archway
of darkness that is a gate to the astral plane beyond. It was here that Trekwill crossed over to the 'other side' in his
Quest for the Black Falcon Child. No one has ever come back through this gate so it is considered a one-way gate
only for characters. Trekwill was able to return several times to another place in the Known World but where that
was remained a mystery he would not discuss. And, no one else who ever made the trip has remembered where
and how they came back.
The Dark Elf Sutra who was an early 'companion' of Trekwill, was born in the Shadow of the Gate and was
probably its greatest Keeper. She is the only one who ever returned with Trekwill. She uncovered the Ancient
inscription over the Gate and made its most commonly used translation:
DARE ENTER AT THE HIGH SOLSTICE
DARE OFFEND OMENS ROYAL
TAKE OFFERINGS
HEAR EAGLES LIONS LAMMASUS SING
GAIN ALL TO ETERNITY
Much has been said about what it means but much less has successfully been done about it.

Adventure 1181
Be a follower, bring 1 Nightshade (425), 50 crowns and have them converted to 1 Holy Symbol 588, and 1 Bible
598.
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Adventure 1182
Cannot be a priest, bring 5 Nightshade (425), 50 crowns and be converted to a follower.

Adventure 1183
If dead and a follower, have at least one item in the range of 603 to 999 in possessions and one constitution. A
randomly selected item in the range will be consumed. Character will lose one constitution and be resurrected.

Adventure 1184
If stoned and a follower, have at least one item in the range of 603 to 999 in possessions and one constitution. A
randomly selected item will be consumed. Character will lose one constitution and be turned to flesh.

1109 Tierkegaard Temple
Followers of Krom in Tierkegaard (F3010)
Famous for its Shrine of Heroes
The Tierkegaard Temple was founded as a Garden by the warrior Kegaard, an unlikely setting for the paramount
religion of warriors. The story goes that when Kegaard had decided to prepare himself for his fateful last battle he
spent three years making the Garden. The Blood Thorns of the Rose bushes and the blades of the Thistle are
central features recalled by the uninitiated. However, to the Priests of Krom it is the pattern of the growth that
calls to mind the struggle of life itself in the void of the universe.
In the back of the garden is the Shrine of Heros. The cobblestone floor has each individual stone etched by a
purple floor vine whose branches are like a silken web cushioning one's step as well as allowing for the slightest
rocking of the stone. Beneath each stone is a small hollow vine that reacts to the pressure of each footfall giving
out the faint sound of the name of a hero who was or is to be. A stone can only be placed by the High Priest of
Krom and not more than one stone is placed a year. It is a great mark of honor to have one's stone laid at the
Shrine of Heroes.

Adventure 1191
Be a follower, bring 1 Cinderoak (428), 50 crowns and have them converted to 1 Holy Symbol 589, and 1 Bible
599.

Adventure 1192
Cannot be a priest, bring 5 Cinderoak (428), 50 crowns and be converted to a follower.

Adventure 1193
If dead and a follower, have at least one item in the range of 603 to 999 in possessions and one constitution. A
randomly selected item in the range will be consumed. Character will lose one constitution and be resurrected.

Adventure 1194
If stoned and a follower, have at least one item in the range of 603 to 999 in possessions and one constitution. A
randomly selected item will be consumed. Character will lose one constitution and be turned to flesh.
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Player Church Guilds and Resurrection
Just as the module's major guilds have adventures which allow a player-at-large to get resurrected at his own
religious Guild, players may request a similar adventure to be tied to ONE church guild that they own. The church
Guild must have a base strength of 18 at the time of request to the GM. The ingredients needed for the adventures
are standard as follows:
All Religions:
an item in the range of 603 to 999
a cost of minus one constitution
Specific Guild Religion requirements for adventurers:
Mission: nothing special
Redeemer: nothing special
Sea Mother: only Sea Elf, Forest Elf or Dark Elf.
W. Fundamentalist: 1 Mandrake (423)
T. Fundamentalist: 1 Silver (419)
S. Fundamentalist: 1 Gingeroot (424)
Pagan: 1 precious stone (420)
Deathwalker: 1 nightshade (425)
Krom: Only Tasens, and 1 Cinderoak (428).
The adventure for these guilds will be posted on the Guild and is open to all followers, as above, with 200
completions allowed.
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MAGIC AND SCIENCE
For many of the elite leaders of the Known World there is a disturbing development in the lower classes that has
been associated with the cult called Science. The very foundation of the concept is something outside of both
Magic and the Divine and, as such, was initially ignored as a fad that would probably fall out of favor. Instead, it
has persisted in those disenfranchised levels of society and has even made inroads in the area of medicine, much
to the discomfort of the Churches whose clerics hold sway over the dispensation of cure spells.
The appeal of Science is also hard for most of the elite to understand, resting as it does on the technique of
challenging and disproving ideas based on actual happenings in the perceived world. Nearly all characters
accustomed to the scope of Magic and Divine Miracles find it hard to look at empirical matters with other than
suspicion and cynical disregard for any guesswork about causal relations. However, with both Magic and Divine
powers removed from their grasp and being the object of the exercise of such powers, the more inspired agitators
of the lower classes have established a growing underground support effort for the cult of Science led by priests
called Signtists after their habit of putting signs on all sorts of things and behavior patterns. These Signtists are
supported by a working class whose job it is to construct some of the devices used in their rituals to sniff out the
'truth' or technicality of a matter; as such they are called technoses.
By their enemies, Signtists are mockingly referred to as 'labellers' and their homes as labs. The tower of the
average Signtist is stuffed top to bottom with all kinds of junk, inevitably decorated with tiny or big labels
whether stuck to pinned flies, dusty rocks or jars of guts. Most people also frown upon their habit of keeping lots
of rats on which to test their extractions, leading to the popular reference to Science workshops as 'lab rat-towers'.
The scientists shrug at this mockery, and swear that, one day, they will find the Ultimate Label to it All. Toward
this end, The Grand Unified Lab Tower is rumored to have been built where such excessive and obsessively
tormented behavior can be maintained far from the inquisitive gaze of normal characters.
Normally they would be ignored by the character elite. However, there has been a recent rumor that, as part of
their rituals, they have experimented with creating a Magic Mana-free environment as part of their quest for a
Grand Unification Label. Some fear that they may have stumbled on something which is proof against magic and,
even more alarmingly, some manner with which to eliminate all Mana. These alarmists have not reached the
highest power holders in the land, but they certainly have been able to stir enough concern to cause people to
begin to align for or against the spread of the knowledge and practice of the Signtists.
There is a small group of ancient Arcanists and Hermits that appear undaunted by the rise of the cult. Secretive in
their own loose association, they look at Science as the reflection of a time long since and amusing in its
resurgence in the world. They even see some advantage to using it to the discomfort of the establishment's forces
while they weave their own mysterious webs from temporal anomalies to which they retreat when discovered.
Whatever the case for or against Science, it is part of the background of the Known World which weaves its fabric
of many textures.

To become a Signtist: (Title 1645)
Any Character (1 to 5000) must have the skills of Stealth and may not be a Priest, an Arcanist, Thief or a
Rumormonger. May not have religions 1 to 9 or an Undead status. Must be in The Grand Lab Tower to claim the
title. There cannot be more than 18 Signtists.
Claim title with Adventure# 445
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To become a Technose: (Title 1646)
Any character (1 to 5000) must have the skill of Engineer/Administrator, must not be of religions 1 to 9 or be an
Arcanist or a Priest. Must bring to the Lab 5 Lumber, 5 Iron, 5 By products, 5 Soft Materials, and 5 Meldorian as
his contribution to the building of a ritual contraption. There cannot be more than 18 Technoses.
Claim title with Adventure #446.

Adventures in Science 1: #447
For some reason Signtists like to torment frogs in addition to rats. Capture the Great Bull Frog (#2234 (favored by
the Minoans) and bring it to the secret Grand Unification Lab Tower and get a reward of: +5 Strength, +5
Constitution and a Mark of Destiny. May be done once.

Adventures in Science II: #448
The Technoses have an innate hatred of Gremlins. Obtain the title Technose and bring as a prisoner a character
who is a Gremlin and get a reward of +5 influence, +1 character action (Max of 5) and a Mark of Glory. May be
done once.

Adventures in Science III Adventure 449
While hatred is reserved for Gremlins, the Technoses absolutely dread bugs. Bugs are said to destroy all their
ritual programs and make their lives miserable. Therefore, anyone with the Technose title who brings any of the
Hive races to the Isle of the Dead will be given: +3 base Prestige, +3 Dexterity and a character action (to a max of
5). May be done once.

Adventures in Science IV Adventure 450
Not content with the normal recruitment of followers, which is hampered by the passion with which characters
take to the arcane and priestly pursuits, Signtists have reportedly experimented with the creation of characters
themselves from 'spare parts'. The first such experiment apparently resulted in the local peasantry burning down
the tower after a little blond girl had her arm broken accidentally by the 'monster'.
The recipe for this creation was hastily written down on a scroll as the tower burned. The gruesome originator
having no ink handy used juices of a burned dog to stain the scroll with the formula for creation. Signtists have
been looking for that scroll ever since. Be a Signtist and have the scroll and gain +4 Strength, +8 Constitution, +4
Admin/Engineer but lose 4 Dexterity.
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RACES: GENERAL INFORMATION
There are 42 possible player starting races in the module. Not all of these have the same capabilities and
engagement with the central storyline. It is not expected that players will spread themselves evenly out amongst
the races and there may be extreme variations in the concentration of player choices from game to game. Some
races, such as the Pixies and the Vultura have little population and characters in the world so they are not
advisable for those who wish to build a massive Empire. The ability to change race outside of one's culture to
other than a Monster race is not part of the story line so the choice of starting race is very important. As in most
games of Legends, players are advised to play a race type that appeals to them, rather than try to find a race that is
pushed by any thread in the game.
General racism has brought about several groupings of races in the game under the disguise of various facades
such as Culture, Origin, Alignment and Enigmatic perception. (Why should these historians be any different than
our own?)

Racial Groupings
Cultures: Civilized/Barbarian/Nomad
The races are grouped into three very broad categories called Civilized, Barbarian and Nomadic cultures. In game
terms the ID#'s of the races break down as 201 to 220, 221 to 240 and 241 to 260. The distinctions in this world is
more a matter of cultural bias with the Civilized being more attune to central urban organized life, the Barbarians
being more tribal and localized and the Nomadic more inclined to moving-floating centers or hordes of peoples
without a territorial center.
Sometimes there will be items that will be restricted to ANY culture of XXX race. This magical grouping of races
is based on taking the civilized race number as the base and then adding 20 for the Barbarian and 40 for the
Nomadic culture. So an Item restricted to any culture of Humans applies to:
201 Human
221 Southern Human
241 Western Human
The Culture aspect grouping of races is used in the development of the story line, but mostly in items.

The Noble Races
The Noble races was a term coined by Emperor Trekwill in an attempt to exclude certain other races from
participation in the Nobility. They are limited to:
201 Human
203 Sea Elf
204 Dwarf
205 Seahawk
221 S. Human

241 W. Human
223 Elf
224 Western Dwarf
225 Ariel
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The Common Races
The Common races was an attempt to expand the citizenship of the Empire to those races that would be allowed
to settle in the cities of the Empire. They are:
208 Giants
210 Half Elf
216 Halfling

244 Sand Folk
243 Dark Elves

The Chaos Races
These are the races that were originally banned by the Empire but many have reached into the Empire in recent
times with local deals and established little Baronies within the structure. It was always Trekwill's hope to expand
the Empire to encompass these races if some way could be found to control them.
202 Goblin
207 Trolls
212 Blood Orc
222 Orc
242 Gremlin

227 Rock Troll
247 Ice Trolls
232 Redeye Orc
252 Crimson Orc

The Tasens
The three main cultures of the Tasens (Lion Folk) are separated also by their cultural differences and geography
with the Mara'Tasens (206) found mostly near the coast, the Tera'Tasens (226) in the forest hills and mountains
and the Scar'Tasens (246) in the Savannahs and light forest of the Nomad Plains. Their relations with the Empire
have ranged from horrible to cool. Some early historians expect that it is inevitable, given the Pride System's
individualistic bend and the Empire's authoritarian system, that the two should merge under one leader.

The Mutant Races
A derogatory term coined by the racially biased Sea Elven authors of the 'Origin of Species', the Mutants are a
collection of races which are considered to have magical origins in spells gone very wrong which have not had
time to exterminate themselves:
211 Goran
213 Mannorch
231 Chimorc
228 Fire Giant

251 White Goran
245 Vultura
248 Ogre

The Mutants have a different view in which they consider themselves the amalgamation of superior traits of the
'dying races'.

The Half Breeds
These races were formed during various inter-racial breeding experiments by the discredited Tasen Arcane Circle
prior to The Flight. The attempt was to come up with a more efficient slave race to replace Humanity. For some,
these races represent a worse abomination than the Mutants and they are particularly despised by Elves.
210 Half Elf
216 Halfling

230 Man-Orc
250 Man-Trolls
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260 Minoans

The Amphibians
Players cannot start with a main character as one of these races. However they are included in the odd case
that a main character becomes one and to provide some the background on the world and expansion of submodules.
Also called the Cold Blooded or 'shell' races after their laying of eggs rather than live birth, these races often have
more enmity for each other than those outside of their racial 'class'. They have an odd history, in some ways
reflecting the earliest times of Humanity, but they are just now trying to assimilate into the world's societies
without much effort at forming an Amphibian cross racial political effort as is common in the other race
collections. For the most part, the rest of the world does not know what to make of them, though they are more
sociable and tolerable than the Hive. For some, they still give a 'creepy' feeling which fuels local prejudice (as if
sentient beings need much encouragement on that front?).
214 Fangor
234 Hissingers
215 Kraken

235 Saurian
217 Dragonfolk
255 Krell

The Hive/The Bugs
The Hive Races, sometimes called the Bugs or Insectoid Races have maintained contact with most of the other
races but have not established inter-racial communities. Often they are too busy fighting among themselves. In the
two most recent Hive Wars they have threatened to overrun the Known World and were only pushed back by a
combination of nearly most of the other races which decimated the forces under the 'Great Mandible'.
209 Insectoid
229 Spider Folk

249 Nightwings

The Enigma Races
These races are not only rare, but they represent a mystery to the early Elven anthropologist.
253 Fire Sprite

256 Pixies
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Chart of the Races
Name
Human
Civilized
Goblin
Sea Elf
Dwarf
Seahawk (F)
Mara'Tasen
Troll
Giant
Insectoid
Half Elf
Goran
Blood Orc
Mannorch
Fangor
Kraken
Halfling
Dragonfolk (F)
Southern
Human
Orc
Elf (Forest)
Western Dwarf
Ariel (F)
Tera'Tasen
Rock Troll
Fire Giant
Spider Folk
Man-Orc
Chimorc
Redeye Orc
Hissinger
Saurian
Western Human
Gremlin
Dark Elf
Sand Folk
Vultura (F)
Scar'Tasen
Ice Troll
Ogre
Nightwing (F)
Man-Trolls
White Goran
Crimson Orcs
Fire Sprites
Centaurs*
Krell
Pixies
Minoan*

ID#
201

Size
M

Str
10

Dex
10

Con
13

Bty
10

Wt
36

MV
28

CF
10

DF
2

MAR
1

SAR
1

+Magic
+1

+Holy
+3

202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
221

S
M
S
M
M
L
L
M
M
M
S
S
S
L
S
L
M

8
8
12
8
14
24*
25*
18
9
20*
11
8
10
20*
6
22*
10

12
13
8
10
8
7
7
7
11
7
8
12
7
9
16
7
10

12
8
14
7
7
20
9
10
10
9
10
9
8
11
12
15
10

4
15
8
8
7
4
6
1
12
5
2
2
3
2
9
3
12

18
20
20
18
40
80
120
20
30
45
24
16
19
55
18
80
34

24
30
24
20*
30
29
32
20
29
30
28
24
26
24
28
22*
30

8
12
14
7
18
26
24
12
11
20
11
8*
10
20
6
20
11

1
1
3
1
3
5
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
4
3
3
2

1
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
2
3
1
1
1
2
2
2
1

1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
2
2
1

+1
+3
-1
-2
+1
-2
-2
-2
+2
0
0
-2
+2
-1
+2
-2
+1

-1
0
+1
-2
0
-2
-2
-1
+2
+1
-2
-3
-1
-3
+2
-3
+3

222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
234
235
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
260

S
M
S
M
M
L
L
L
M
S
S
S
M
M
S
M
S
M
M
L
L
S
M
L
S
S
L
L
S
L

10
8
12
8
14
22*
19
25*
10
11
10
9
14
11
11
9
10
9
17
20*
29*
6
16
19
12
6
19
22*
5
21

11
15
8
13
9
6
7
8
10
13
9
12
8
10
9
12
12
9
10
7
6
8
8
8
8
6
10
8
14
8

12
7
14
7
10
24
8
9
10
7
11
11
15
13
13
9
12
9
8
13
9
6
16
8
8
6
12
11
5
10

3
15
8
12
14
1
1
1
4
7
4
5
4
8
2
13
1
1
6
2
2
1
1
4
4
4
8
1
20
2

24
22
20
19
45
120
70
80
30
20
20
20
38
34
28
22
17
20
45
100
140
12
60
80
22
12
120
88
5
150

28
32
24
20*
32
29
32
28
26
32
26
30
24
30
26
32
30
20*
32
26
24
25*
28
32
28
28
48
24
25*
32

11
10
14
8
20
20
19*
18
10
9
10
9
15
11
10
9
10
10
18
20
28
7
18
18
10
6*
15
30
3
22

2
3
3
2
3
6
3
5
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
1
4
2
3
2
1
4
3
2
3
3
2
6
1*
3

1
3
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
10
1

1
1
2
1
1
2
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
6
1
1
2
1

+1
+3
0
-2
0
-1
0
-2
+1
0
+1
-1
+1
+1
0
+2
0
-2
-2
-1
-3
+2
-1
-1
+1
+1
+2
-2
+3
-2

-1
+1
+1
-2
+1
-1
-2
-2
+1
0
-1
-1
-1
+4
0
+1
+1
-2
+3
-1
-3
-2
+1
+1
+2
-2
+1
-3
-3
-2
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Legend
STR=Strength
DEX=Dexterity
CON=constitution
BTY=Beauty
WT=Weight
MV=Movement

CF=Combat Factor
DF=Defense Factor
MAR=Magic Attack Resistance
SAR=Special Attack Resistance
+Magic= Magic Mana recovery modifier
+Holy= Holy Mana recovery modifier.

*Notes: see list below
Flying Races: Seahawks, Ariels, Vultura, Dragonfolk and Nightwings. Speed given is BOTH ground and flying
speed.
Special Attack: Pixies have a special attack of 4, Nightwings of 2, Fire Sprites 2, Fire Giants of 3. Mannorch of 3
INVulnerability: Pixies have an invulnerability of 2
Damage Rating: All races with a base strength of 20 or more have a Damage Rating of 1. This applies to base
stats for soldiers. Characters who increase their base race starting to 20 or more do not share in this feature.
Mounted Disadvantage: following races take a MINUS 80 overall modifier when mounted: Dragonfolk,
Nightwings, Centaurs and Minoans
Italicized races are not available on set up.
Morale: Pixies have a horrible base morale of 50 and will tend to run away if combat carries on.

Population Growth Rates
All Large Races have a growth rate of 4, all Medium Races of 5 and all Small Races of 4.5 with the exceptions of:
Human Civilized 6
Southern Human 7
Insectoids 9
Spiderfolk 6
Nightwings 6
Pixies 1
Players are reminded that one unit of a pop-segment is not necessarily 1 person and is more likely a representation
of a very extended family structure of 10 to 50 individuals capable of providing new individuals on irregular basis
to the societies.

Set-up Restrictions
Races
You may NOT start with an Amphibian Race except in variants:
Fangors
Krell
Hissingers
Dragonfolk
Kraken
Saurian
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Position Type
Each position type has a group of characters which are rated by points in their make up, plus guilds and in the
case of Overlords and Mercenaries starting forces of population.
Character points (only 50% may be spent on any one skill per character):
E = 80
B = 40
D = 60
A = 30
C = 50
Guilds must be placed in your home location if you are an Overlord or Mercenary unless you are starting as a
Nomad. In that case you may place your guilds in any major module location that has population of your type or
in the neutral Cloud Castle of Torgau. Note that Guilds may still compete. You may not start with a guild built in
someone else's home location, even with their consent.

Population: Overlord/Mercenary
Small Races: 4200/1200
Medium Races: 3500/1000
Large Races: 1750/800

Locations
Nomadic peoples are races 241 to 260. If they start as a Mercenary or an Overland then they MUST start with a
nomadic camp and not a location type force. Their guilds can be in a module location or Torgau like all
Adventurers, Heros and Clans.
Dwarves (204) , Insectoids (209), Goblins (202), Blood Orcs (212), Orcs (222) and Redeye Orcs (232) may start
with an underground location.

Priest Mages
The combination of a Priest Mage is not available at the start up. Some of the NPC characters may be a Priest
Mage. While always rare, the combination is more likely found with Pagans and Deathwalkers.

Miscellaneous
Following may NOT be taken as an Overlord or a Mercenary Position:
Ogre
Fire Sprite
Pixie
Minoan
The following are the only races with the option of starting with a CLAN set up in order that those positions may
have groups of parties more inclined to lair bashing and character based in the course of play:
Goran
Ogre
Fire Giant
Pixies
Minoan
Ice Troll
Chimorc
White Goran
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Overlords who of the Noble Races who start within 20 provinces of a Barony may at time of set up claim the title:
Noble (worth 1 prestige). This is a critical title for establishing leadership in the Empire Faction.

Position Types
The basic position types are:
Overlord:

6 characters 1 C, 2 B, 3 A
Fortified Town
2 Guilds: 16 Points and 8 Points

Mercenary:

4 characters: 1 D, 3 B
Fortified Castle
1 Guild: 8 points

Adventure Party:

6 Characters: 1 D, 4 B, 1 A 2
Guilds: each 8 Points

Hero and Sidekick: 2 characters: 1 E and 1 C 1
Guild: 12 Points
The Clan:

8 characters: 1 D, 2 B, 5 A 2
Guilds each 6 points
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Race and Population Compatibility Chart

Main
201 Human
202 Goblin
203 Sea Elf
204 Dwarf
205 Seahawk
206 Mara'Tasen
207 Trolls
208 Giant
209 Insectoid
210 Half Elf
211 Goran
212 Blood Orc
213 Mannorch
214 Fangor
215 Kraken
216 Halfling
217 Dragonfolk
218 to 220 ???
221 S. Human
222 Orc
223 Elf
224 W. Dwarf
225 Ariel
226 Tera'Tasen
227 Rock Troll
228 Fire Giant
229 Spider Folk
230 Man-Orc
231 Chimorc
232 Redeye Orc
233 ???
234 Hissingers
235 Saurian
236 to 240 ???
241 W. Human
242 Gremlin
243 Dark Elf
244 Sand Folk
245 Vultura
246 Scar'Tasen
247 Ice Troll
248 Ogre
249 Nightwings
250 Man-trolls
251White Goran
252 Crimson Orc
253 Fire Sprites
254 Centaurs
255 Krell
256 Pixies
257 to 259 ???
260 Minoan
261 to 280 Slave

Secondary
Elf
Red Eye Orc
x
W. Dwarf
Ariel
Tera’Tasen
Man-Orc
Fire Giant
Spiderfolk
W. Human
Chimorc
Crimson Orc
x
Hissinger
Saurion
x
x

Secondary
W. Human
Orc
x
x
x
Scar’Tasen
Rock Troll
x
Nightwing
Dark Elf
x
Troll
x
Dragonfolk
x
x
x

Secondary
Sand Folk
Troll
x
x
x
x
Ice Troll
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Hated
S. Human
Sea Elf +
Dwarf +
W. Human
Vulturan
Human +
Mara’Tasen +
Ogre
Sea Hawk
Sea Elf
S. Human
Human +
Sea Elf +
Krell
Dragonfolk
Orc +
Kraken

Hated
Mara’Tasen +
Human +
S. Human
Goblin +
Dragonfolk
Insectoid +
Human +
W. Human
Dwarf +
Man-Orc
Giant +
Sea Elf +
Sea Hawk +
Ariel
Fangor
Troll +
Mara’Tasen +

Hated
Insectoid +
Blood Orc
Troll +
Insectoid +
S. Human
Troll +
Sea Elf +
Dwarf +
Human +
Man-Troll
Mannorch
Dwarf
Mara’Tasen +
Insectoid +
S. Human
Insectoid +
Human +

Darf
Crimson Orc
Sea elf
Dwarf
Sea Hawk
Mara’Tasen
Troll
Mannorch
Insectoid
Crimson Orc
Goran
Crimson ORc

Dark Elf
Blood Orc
x
w. Human
x
Scar’Tasen
Ice Troll
Giant
Nightwing
Troll
x
Goblin

x
Troll
x
x
x
x
Crimson Orc
x
x
Blood Orc
x
Troll

Human
Human
Dark Elf
Orc
Giant
Human +
Mara’Tasen
Troll
Sea Hawks +
Human
Dragonfolk
Human +

W. Human
Tera’Tasen
Troll
Blood Orc
Dragonfolk
Vulturan
Human +
W. Human
Humans +
Mara’Tasen
Insectoid
Sea Elf +

Sea Elf +
Sea Elf +
Mara’Tasen
Sea Hawk
Fangor
Sea Hawk +
Sea Elf +
Goblin
Mara’Tasens +
Dwarf
Sea Hawk
Dwarf

Fangor
Krell

Dragonfolk
Kraken

x
x

Kraken
Giant +

Sea Elf +
Sea Hawk +

Sea Hawk +
Human +

W. Dwarves
Crimson Orc
Vultura
Dark Elf
x
Tera’Tasen
Troll
Chimorc
Spiderfolk
Man-Orcs
Goran
Blood Orc
x
x
x
x

Sea Hawk
Man-orc
Sand Folk
W. Human
x
Mara’Tasen
Crimson Orc
x
x
Troll
Chimorc
Rredeye Orc
x
x
x
x

Sea Elf
Ice Troll
x
Human
x
Blood Orc
x
x
x
x
x
Gremlin
x
x
x
x

Mara’Tasen +
Human +
Elf
Goran +
Sea Hawk
Human +
Human +
Giant
Human +
Humans +
Fangor +
Hunan +
Sea Elf +
Mara’Tasen +
Human +
Troll +

Insectoid +
Sea Elf +
Sea Elf
Giant +
Ariel
Troll +
Dwarf +
Fire Giant
Mara’Tasen +
Sea Elves +
Human +
Insectoid +
Sea Hawk +
Insectoid +
Sea Elf +
Mara’Tasen +

Goran +
Dwarf +
Human +
Gobln +
Mara’Tasen +
Sea Elf +
Mara’Tasen +
Insectoid +
Mannorch
Insectoids +
Centaur
Centaur
Mara’Tasen +
Troll +
Sea Hawk
Dwarf +

x
x

x
x

x
x

Blood Orc
x

Redeye Orc
x

Crimson Orc
x

+ means that while they may concentrate on the race of this culture in the 201 to 220 range they may flare up at any time against the rest of
the cultures of this race. To find the cultures of say humans take the first reference and then add 20 and 40 to get the other cultures of the
same race. For example: Seahawks+ means Seahawks 205, Ariels 225 and Vultura 245.
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THE RACES
Each Race has an Adventure that may be done only once by the Main Character of each position. There are very
few Race changing items/spells and adventures but, in the event that a character changes his Race, he can then do
the new race's Adventure. All race adventures are worth:
+1 base prestige,
+2 in a Characteristics (Strength, Dexterity, Beauty and Constitution),
+2 in an attribute (Personal Combat, Tactics and Influence)
+2 in a Skill area (if multiple skills on character then each gain) categories of skills are:
Arcane: (1 to 9: Wizard to Druid)
Priest: (10)
Covert: (12,13,14,15: Assassin, Spy, Thief and Stealth)
Militant:(19,20,24 Berserker, Knight, Ranger) Weaponmaster (21,22,23: Sword-Axe-Bow/master)
Other: 11,16,17,18 Bard, Merchant, Rumormonger, Admin/Engineer)

201 Human (Noble)
Humanity originated with the arrival from the heavens of the chosen tribe of the one true Sun God. This tribe of
Humans wandered through the northern wilderness and came through an area of blight into contact with the
Mara'Tasens. There, they would have perished if the Tasens had not taken them in as 'little furless cubs'. Relations
with the physically stronger Tasens were at first cordial but, after a few generations of massive growth, the
Humans were perceived as a danger. Further, the Tasens had become appreciative of the labor ability of the
Humans and, with the rise of their own cultures' demand for grandiose construction projects, they enslaved the
Humans. When the Tasen tribes shifted their dominance from the Mara to the Tera and then finally to the
Scar'Tasens, the conditions of humans went progressively downward.
Humans showed an inclination towards organization and religious fervor that, as a people, was far more intense
and wide spread than with the other beings of the world. Initially, they also exhibited a 'refugee' group mentality
which, when first contacted by the Tasens, made their handling much easier. As the generations came and went, a
more individualistic spirit rose. They assimilated some Tasen attitudes and it quickly became apparent that there
was the capacity for a great degree of diversity within the human 'spirit'. Humanity also generated a greater
number of 'Characters' than the Tasens, a matter that was at first not recognized but which would become a matter
of great concern for all the races.
The time of Humanity Before the Flight (BF) was marked by the slow arousal of Humans in rebellion against the
Tasens despite their early rescue. There were many slave rebellions in recorded history which were suppressed
both physically and mentally. But with the arrival of the First Guardian in the midst of the Tasen's own civil war,
the inevitability of the success of the Human bolt to freedom was assured.
Humanity has spawned two major offshoots from its 'civilized' main tribe: The Southern Humans who continued
to head southeast from the Rift of Torgau and the Western Humans who turned westward to settle the Outlands.
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Adventure 201
Have a Tasen (races 206, 226 or 246) Prisoner, go into the Royal Haven (F3050), gain Constitution, Tactics,
Priest.

202 Goblin (Chaos)
The Goblins are the closest thing to a civilized Orc as can be found. They are pretentious about their superiority
over their Orc brethren and prefer to copy the trappings of organized Imperial Society. Unfortunately for them,
their efforts are more often seen as mockery rather than a compliment. This is further aggravated by their concept
of color coordination which does not think anything of having orange stripes on a purple and green plaid outfit.
Their clothing inclination has never quite picked up the subtlety of the Imperial Court. In the Court it is unheard
of to wear white shoes after the first Monday in September; however, the Goblins at court misunderstood this and
still walk around in Court barefoot.

Adventure 202
Have a Blood Orc (212) Redeye Orc (232) or Crimson Orc 252, prisoner, go to Wingrave (F3051), gain Dexterity,
Influence, Covert skills.

203 Sea Elf (Noble)
The Sea Elves are the eldest of the Elven people, a fact that they will often remind their associates of at awkward
times. At one time they lived under the sea and reminders of this origin can be seen in the early development of
their young who exhibit gills until the age of two. They still have a certain amount of webbing between their
extended toes and long fingers as well as the ability to sustain themselves for long periods under water, making
them the foremost sailors of the Age.
The Sea Elves, more than any other of the Elven Peoples, hold to the old customs and rituals of their long lived
ancestors. They stress individualistic achievements over group goals with an intensity that extends throughout
their society. Sea Elf music is such that only one instrument is heard at a time. They abhor the concept of a chorus
or harmonious orchestra which they view as a gross perversion of music.
Their individualism is also fertile ground for the development of legendary heroes. In one such heroic adventure,
a Sea Elf Hero helped bring The First Guardian from the Godstone to the suffering Human masses near
Tierkegaard and spark their imagination of Liberty.
Much of their middle history deals with the Dwarf Wars which never officially ended in anything other than an
Armistice. "The Axe In The Bow" remains the symbol of that Armistice and awaits an adventurer to bring about
the reconciliation of these peoples.

Adventure 203
Have a Dwarf type (races 204, 224, 244) prisoner, go to Searwood (F3040), gain Constitution, Influence, Arcane
skills.
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204 Dwarf (Noble)

The Dwarves are a small, hearty race that prefers underground cities and deep mines. They are not above surface
mining after the annoying trees are burned away, a technique that has brought them into numerous conflicts with
the Elves. Dwarven waste products also tend to make streams and creeks undrinkable for Elves who have a low
tolerance for such impurities in direct contrast to the Dwarves.
Dwarves are a proud people who can be quite aggressive, a feature shared universally by nearly all the small races
except for the Pixies and the Halflings.

Adventure 204
Have an Elf type (races 203, 223, 243) prisoner, go to Masaland (F3007), gain Strength, PC, Militant skills. 205

Seahawk (Noble)
The Seahawks, Ariels and Vulturan are a winged race that had a migration pattern moving from the Southeast
Seas around the Torgau Rift then returning to the Southeast. There was a gradual shift in their migrations which
spun out in all directions with Torgau as their focus. The Seahawks became the civilized group setting up urban
communities while the Ariels were their more barbarian cousins and the Vulturan never changed their raiding
nature.
For Humans this attractive and anatomically compatible race has provided some pairings, most notably the last
Empress: Sveltina. However, no offspring are possible from such unions. The Seahawks, unlike the other avian
races, mate for life and inspire in their chosen ones a magical faithfulness that helps to support that aspect of their
culture.
The Seahawks have had violent clashes with the Vulturan, as have most civilized peoples, but even more so
because the Seahawks believe these sky raiders give the avian races a bad name. In addition, given Dragon Eggs
are considered a prized delicacy, they have had considerable problems with the Dragonfolk with whom they are at
constant war.

Adventure 205
Have a Dragonfolk (217) prisoner, go to Falkens (F3044), gain Constitution, Tactics, Arcane skills.

206 Mara'Tasen (Tasen)
The Mara'Tasens were the most accommodating of the Tasen tribes to the arrival of the Humans. In the early days
they adopted the Humans and helped them to learn the mysteries of the Known World. It was not until the
conditions of the Mara'Tasen deteriorated with their subjection to the Tera and then the Scar'Tasen that Humanity
became enslaved and the generations of Mara'Tasens grew up with the Scar'Tasen contempt for the races other
than the Pride.
The Mara'Tasens provide the bulk of the diplomatic representatives of The Pride throughout the Known World. It
was a Mara'Tasen that negotiated the entrance of the Empire into the Great Hive War and kept the forces of the
Empire and The Pride from attacking each other in the Battle of the Three Valleys. It is said that, if there was to
be a reconciliation with the Empire, it must first come from the Mara'Tasens whose leadership have had ties with
the Sentient Activators of ancient legends.
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In the meantime, the bulk of the people still operate under the Tasen's new tradition of opposing and persecuting
things human, no doubt spurred on by the Pelting practices of the Western Humans. This has been a major
internal contradiction in their society which has seen a surge in Royal Republic sympathy in Tosgard based on the
personal experiences of the ruler rather than a society on the verge of a change of heart. The Mara'Tasens, thus,
are on the verge of internal clan war over the factional allegiance of their leaders.

Adventure 206
Have a Human type (race 201, 221, 241) prisoner, go to Tosgard (F3008), gain Strength, Tactics, Militant skills.

207 Trolls (Chaos)
The Trolls' evolution is almost the opposite of nearly all the other races who moved from a nomadic to a barbarian
and then finally an urban settlement society. As far as anyone can tell, the Trolls are the oldest of the Troll races
and have always been centralized under a King or a Chief in fairly large urban settlements. They have recently
evolved hordes of trolls that have scattered around the hills and mountains, (Rock Trolls) and a horde of restless
nomads that range the northern snows (the Ice Trolls).
Traditionally, they have had a hostile relationship with the Tasens whom the Trolls like to skin for their pelts as
rugs and clothing.

Adventure 207
Have a Tasen type (206, 226, 246) prisoner, go to Trollheim (F3028), gain Dexterity, PC, Militant skills. 208

Giant (Common)
The Giants came from the Northeast about the same time as the Humans did, though not in such great number.
They are a race of few settlements and despite their strength and size, very prone to the ravages of disease.
They have had a serious cultural problem with all small races which they have an innate dislike for, since they
tend to distrust anything small.
When it comes to dealing with Ogres they are likewise intolerant as they view the Ogres as a mockery of their
own race.

Adventure 208
Have a Dwarf type (204, 224, 244) prisoner, go to Strathmore, gain Dexterity, PC and Militant skills.
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209 Insectoid (Hive)

The Hive races are divided into three races which compliment each other. The industrious and productive
Insectoids provide the workers, economic force and grunt soldiers, the Spider Folk have excellent elite soldiers
while the Nightwings, with their flying and magical abilities can provide the rest of the equation of power. This
match-up was seen by the Great Mandible who united the Hive races and almost overran the Known World in the
Great Hive War.
From an Insectoid point of view, all this is very nice but has several flaws. The most notable is that they happen to
taste good to the Spider Folk and the Nightwings. Secondarily, they find it rather annoying to be the most
productive of the races and yet be expected to play a minor role in the overall effort. The Insectoids have,
therefore, often argued/fought intently with the other Hive Races (most recently with the Nightwings) because of
the reverses of the last Lesser Hive War. Insectoids blame the Nightwings for failing to support them in their
efforts in the brutal battles near Masaland and what was called the Southeastern Front.
Their special enemy in the Known World is the Dwarf who, like themselves, prefer underground locations. The
Dwarves are also the closest of the Empire Races to the Insectoid locations and were also the main soldiers in the
underground war in the Southeastern Front that had such horrendous casualties for the Insectoids.

Adventure 209
Have a Dwarf type (204, 224, 244) prisoner, go to Tric'Klic (F3018), gain Dexterity, Influence, Arcane skills.

210 Half Elf (Common-Half Breed)
The Half Elves come from the forced breeding in the dungeon spells of the Tasen Arcane Council. Half Elves can
breed with Elves, Humans or other Half Elves and their offspring remain Half Elf. The Half Elves were the first
experiment but were considered a failure because the breed exhibited Elven individualism and human
selfdestructiveness in a combination that provided for such manic swings in moods and productivity that the Lion
Folk felt they were too unstable to be used as 'slave race.'
The Sea Elves have a particular hatred for Half Elves because they see, in them, the synthesis of impurities that
they refuse to accept could come from the Elven race.

Adventure 210
Have a Sea Elf (203) prisoner, go to Royal Haven (F3050), gain Strength, Tactics, Arcane skills.

211 Goran (Mutant)
The Goran are a gorilla-like race with long arms who dominate their smaller brethren: the Chimorc. The Goran
are prone to hostile posturing when they meet an large, unknown character of any different race. In the few cities
where they live, they are in separate communities, usually gated and walled off from the rest of the location's
population. While mostly vegetarian in nature, they are not adverse occasionally to feasting on Mannorch brains
and Giant hands, both of which are quite prized.

Adventure 211
Have a Giant type (208, 228, 248) prisoner, go to Strathmore (F3038) gain Dexterity, PC and Militant skills.
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212 Blood Orcs(Chaos)
The Orcs have numerous tribes and sub races. One of the oldest, are the Blood Orcs. They tend to like the color
red and exhibit a high degree of discipline and organization. They are the most proficient soldiers in the Orc
family and able to even maintain discipline under Imperial standards. For a race type that is not known for its
selfrestraint, the Blood Orcs hold out the hope that they can integrate with something greater than themselves.
Their hatred of anything Elven, has been intensified recently by the growth of Elven power in the Southwest.

Adventure 212
Have a Sea Elf type (203, 223, 243) prisoner, go to the province of Orctop, gain Dexterity, Influence, Covert
skills.

213 Mannorch (Mutant)
The Mannorch are a race of thick haired, large, squat people whose bodily sweat gives off a toxic shock to those
they combat. They were intended to fly and have vestal ridges on their backs where their wings were suppose to
grow, but the Mannorch have never fully developed that potential. In the revolt of the Mutants led by the Fire
Giants, the Mannorch served in combat teams led by the Fire Giants. They took over 'The Compound' and
destroyed the coven of Breed Masters who had created most of the Mutants.
They are a sullen race and, except for their contempt for the Goran, they keep their opinions to themselves. They
are usually left alone by the other Mutant races who see, in them, the horrors of magic without the grace of what
can be. A few Fire Giants have taken a paternalistic attitude towards them and allowed them to join their efforts.

Adventure 213
Have a Goran type (211, 231, 251) prisoner, go to St. Stanislas (F3039), gain Strength, PC, Militant skills.

214 Fangor (Amphibian)
The Fangors are the most civilized of the Amphibian races and have provided many locations with able
administrators. They have an extreme sense of duty and are incorruptible despite their distrust of 'Live birthers'.
They delight in feasting on the Larvae of the Hive folk and have no restraint when it comes to Dragon Eggs.
They have a large central fang that laps outside of their lips, surrounded by the fork in their tongue that is used to
taste the air.

Adventure 214
Have a Hive type (209, 229, 249) as a prisoner, go to Wingrave (F3051) gain Constitution, Influence, Arcane
skills
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215 Kraken (Amphibian)

The Kraken are a great warrior race of the Amphibians. They form large raiding fleets and sweep down on all
settlements in the Southern seas. They are fierce and raucous and their martial spirit is mixed with a vicious sense
of humor that is only appreciated by the Tasen.
The Kraken have also been experimenting with the Undead and have had a lot of converts to the Deathwalkers.

Adventure 215
Have a Southern Human (221) as a prisoner go to Blackpool (F3048) gain Strength, Tactics, Militant skill. 216

Halflings (Common-Half Breed)
The Halflings were an attempt to mix Dwarves and Half Elf/Humans. They are a very dexterous race who, along
with the Pixies, are among the most proficient of thieves. This aspect would make them most unwelcome guests at
any location except that they have a code of honor in which they focus such covert actions on Chaos Races. They
provide highly skilled craftsmen to support the Noble and Common people. While industrious as a group, they
have a very strong anti-authoritarian streak which combined with a 'wander lust' made them unsuitable for Tasen
uses.
Halflings dislike the Orc races and they specialize in tormenting them with a combination of random stealing and
sabotage.

Adventure 216
Have an Orc type (202-222-242) prisoner, bring it to Royal Haven (F3050), gain Strength, Influence, Covert
skills.

217 Dragonfolk (Amphibians under protest)
The Dragonfolk are a flying race that evolved from the Great Dragons. They strongly resent being grouped with
Amphibians; yet, it is a fact that they continue to remind the other races of this class. They are found around
Dragon Island and the Isle Draco. Limited in number, they are fighting a hopeless battle to preserve the Dragon
Races whose extinction they see as inevitable but which they are honor-bound to delay as long as possible. There
are groups of Dragenfolk Arcanists, working on a magical means to clone the Great Dragons and preserve the
race; but, the critical catalytic embryonic fluid has not yet been found. These researchers are experimenting with
Human and Tasen subjects to see if they can distill the essence of the fluid from them. This has not endeared the
Dragenfolk to those races.
They battle daily against poachers and heroic wannabe dragonslayers who invade Dragon Island in search of a
name for themselves and an easy way to kill young dragons.
Their worship of Dragons puts them in the realm of the Pagans; but, they are little understood by the
nonDragonfolk Shaman, as is typical of all Pagans trying to deal with one another.

Adventure 217
Have a Tasen (206, 226, 246) as a prisoner and go into Isle Draco, gain Strength, PC and Arcane skill
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221 Southern Human (Noble)
The Southern Humans have evolved a more rural, decentralized society that stands opposed to both the Western
and Common Humans on the issue of slavery and the use of Mandrake. These issues are just the beginning of a
list of the salient factors that have split Humans apart for sometime now. Even their commonly shared dialect has
some very distinct differences with the Southerners, like Western Humans, taking more time with their speech
patterns than the rapid-fire dialect heard around the Imperial Court.
Some Tasen historians view the development of a separate southern culture as mirroring the Tasen separation into
three main tribes. Elven anthro-pologists take a more critical view of the separation and see it as a matter of racial
childishness that may eventually wear off.

Adventure 221
Have a Human (201) prisoner, bring it to Alsayce (F3001) gain constitution, influence, militant skills.

222 Orc (Chaos)
The basic rural, barbarian Orc has been the center of more universal disdain than any other race. There is almost
no one who has anything good to say about them. Even the most carnivorous of the Black Dragons will tell you
that they taste bad (too stringy between the fangs). The ancient Elves describe them as the 'crows' of the sentient
world: scavenger riff raff, of no intrinsic value, that roost in noisy groups and feed on carrion or the weak.
The Orcs provide no defense to the constant criticism and instead have the attitude of an unrepentant and
unredeemable vandal and vagabond. They are destroyers and disregard nearly all commonly held virtues or
customs. The very word graffiti comes from the Orc dialect meaning: worldly instructions.
On the other claw, as individuals they are so immune to abuse and disappointed feelings that they make some of
the best comedians and showmen in the Known World. The Imperial Circus has been run for generations by Orcs.
They have always presented 3 acts simultaneously with a central act in the middle ring which is called the One
Ring after a cultural obsession that was lost in a bygone age.
While Orcs are not fond of most other races, they have a special place for hostility toward Elves who they see as
being excessively arrogant without cause.

Adventure 222
Have an Elf type (203, 223, 243) prisoner and bring it to the province of Orctop, gain Strength, PC and Covert
skills.
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223 Elf (Noble)

The Elves or Forest Elves, as some have called them, have come from the shore to settle in the dense magical
forests of the South and Southwest, although never too far from the Sea. They recall the ancient Sea Elf stories
with more mythology than anthology. They are more aloof than the other Elven peoples and have a larger number
of hermits and wandering Free Rangers in their midst than most. They like small villages and, while they can be
found in some of the larger urban areas, they are never comfortable there and exhibit a restless longing for the
forest trails and the smells of the morning dew.
The Forest Elves have had a hard time adjusting to diplomatic relations with other races, preferring to be left
alone. They find the gregarious Dark Elves particularly upsetting, especially when combined with the Dark Elves'
propensity for applying magic to the clear-cutting of the old forest to obtain magic ingredients.
Being on the mainland, they have come into far more contact with the Troll Kingdom and have had numerous
conflicts with them.

Adventure 223
Have a Troll type (207, 227, 247) as a prisoner, go into Inglewood (F3005) gain Strength, Tactics and Arcane
skills.

224 Western Dwarves (Noble)
The Gold Rush of 73 escalated the divergence of the Western Dwarves from their original Dwarven culture. The
Westerners had to employ covens of druids to speed their wagons back and forth to the Masaland Gold Fields;
unfortunately, the wagons' excessive speed drove up highway accidents, the most notable accident being one of
Trekwill's recorded deaths. Trekwill's resulting modification of the spell left the Western Dwarves isolated.
Separated from the main Dwarven culture, The Western Dwarves gradually moved towards an above-ground
industriousness that de-emphasized the deep mining favored by the other Dwarves. Western Dwarves also became
more adept in dealing with other races and set up a series of colonies in the west along the Outlands. They use
magic far more than Dwarves and have often brought it to bear directly on their economic efforts.
Western Dwarves have come into repeated conflict with the Orcs and their allies in the Badlands. The Blood Orcs,
in recent times, have been embroiled with the Western Dwarves who have reached as far as the Red River in their
surveys of surface mineral deposits.

Adventure 224
Have a Blood Orc (212) as a prisoner, go into Kalgary (F3006), gain Dexterity, Influence, Militant skills.

225 Ariel (Noble)
The Ariels are the cousins of the Seahawks who ventured into the central and western hills to set up communities
of the 'clouds'. They exhibit a little more martial spirit in their bearing which the other Avian races call 'puffy'.
As a group, the Ariels are a very stubborn race, tending to push themselves again and again against great odds,
one aspect that earns them admiration from other races.
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They have an obsession with Dragonfolk and anything that has to do with Dragons. Their childhood folk stories
are rife with tales of Dragonfolk flying up from under their nests and plunging down on them. Draco Isle, itself,
features large in their stories as a place of dread with a firm warning by Ariel mothers to their fledglings to be
good or the Draco will get you.

Adventure 225
Have a Dragonfolk (217) as a prisoner and go to Ellisbourn (F3003), gain Strength, Tactics, Militant skills.

226 Tera'Tasen (Pride)
The Tera'Tasen are rural Tasen that have spread out from Tosgard towards the Northern Forests. They are the
most attractive of the Tasen tribes and, also, the most inclined towards arcane usage. The Tera'Tasen also tend to
have a greater variety of Tasen pelt types, ranging from a dark bluish-black to a bright white and orange stripped.
Their pelts, especially, have made them hunted by trader predators since their durability and beauty is sought after
in most marketplaces.
The Tera'Tasens are the most magic user inclined of the Pride races and some indicate that this may be because of
early contacts between them and the Elf Tower Mages who would hide in the hills of the Sera Vec and exchange
teachings of the Arcane for protection from wandering Elacrai Assassins.
They have come to intensely hate humanity over the pelting issue and even the word that Trekwill was
considering banning the trade at the time of his coma did little to offset their deep feelings of hatred.

Adventure 226
Have a Human type (201, 221, 241) prisoner, go into Krosnogard, gain Constitution, Influence and Arcane skills.

227 Rock Troll (Chaos)
The Rock Trolls are mountainside and hillside Troll bands who have earned a reputation for being denser and
even more stubborn than your average Troll. They are not very magically inclined and tend to prefer an afternoon
of chaotic rough-housing rather than the more methodical employment of effort over time. They are also a more
burrowing type of Troll, building underground locations and have taken to sleeping under bridges when they
travel.
They have come to prefer bed rolls made from the solid color pelts of the Mara'Tasen and, as one can expect, have
a long history of conflict with them.

Adventure 227
Have a Mara'Tasen (206) prisoner and go into Trollheim(F3028), gain Dexterity, PC and Militant skills.
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228 Fire Giant (Mutant)

The Fire Giants were created in the volcano area of the Mountains of Fire by the same mad coven that created the
Mannorch. It is recorded that, after the spell breeding of the Mannorch, Fire Giants were made to emphasize the
special attack nature of the Mannorch and improve on their size. Fire Giants also had little of the Mannorch's
sullen outlook and were almost jolly, reveling in rituals around bonfires and flames.
The Fire Giants have an odd ritual: jumping into a frozen Lake at the Winter Solstice and then dancing around a
bonfire with a Troll skull as its central focus. Some people believe that this may date back to the Revolt of the
Mutants, perhaps, because the head of the Coven was a Troll.

Adventure 228
Have a Troll type (207, 227, 247) prisoner, go to a province of the Mountains of Fire (must have a message on it)
and gain Strength, Personal Combat (PC) and Militant skills.

229 Spiderfolk (Hive)
The Spiderfolk are the most militant of the Hive peoples and have an intensely military tradition that makes them
the elite of the Hive soldiers. They also have a tendency to feed upon Insectoids or Nightwings when short of
food, which has caused more than a few of the major obstacles to forming a mass Hive effort.
Some feel that the Spiderfolk are a mutation of the Insectoids which occurred when they encountered the magic
mana variations around the Alcontha Ruins, while others consider the Spiderfolk some sort of distortion resulting
from the first magic vibrations affecting the Insectoids.
The Spiderfolk have a hidden fear of Seahawks, Humans and Tasens which is never fully explained, but manifests
itself in a great hatred towards all those peoples and turning Spiderfolk fears into aggression.

Adventure 229
Have a Tasen type (206, 226, 246) prisoner, go to Tric'Tic (F3019) and gain an increase in Strength, Tactics and
Militant skills.

230 Man-Orc (Half Breeds)
The Half Breed Man-Orcs were an attempt by the Tasen Arcane Council to water down the human's reverential
tendency towards organization and the Orc's vandalistic inclinations. The results were not quite what they wanted
but did provide the Known World with some of its more organized and efficient bandit bands. Though their
fashion sense still remained rooted strongly in the Orc traditions of plaid with bold stripes, females of the
ManOrcs tend to have reddish hair with grey eyes and the Berserker spirit is very strong in them.
Man-Orcs took special umbrage with the Mara'Tasens who were the first of the Tasen tribes to be appalled by the
Half Breeds and which led to the halting of the Breeding effort.

Adventure 230
Have a Mara'Tasen (206) prisoner, go into Mannheim (F3029) and gain Dexterity, Influence and Priest skills.
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231 Chimorc (Mutant)
The Chimorcs were the result of cross-breeding the elements of Chimpanzees with Orcs. This was, supposedly,
the first effort of the Mutant Compound with a small race and was considered a failure. The Chimorcs ability to
escape and their excellent thieving tendencies were not a welcome addition to the Troll concept of subjective
races.
When they first escaped and started to breed in the wild, the Chimorcs came in contact with the Hive peoples and
the Insectoids in particular. The Chimorcs reacted very poorly to the Insectoids habit of laying larvae in pools
shared with the Chimorcs so that their larvae would then begin to burrow into the Chimorcs as it grew.
The Chimorcs then started a grooming tradition in which they would pick the larvae out and have since extended
this to trapping and tearing apart full grown Insectoids.

Adventure 231
Have an Insectoid (209) prisoner go to Strathmore (F3032) and gain Dexterity, Tactics and Covert skills.

232 Redeye Orcs (Chaos)
A more barbaric version of the Blood Orcs, the Redeye Orcs are fond of underground locations and the slave
trade. There has been an underground road of sorts run by the Redeye to deliver victims of raids on the Outlands
to the lower slave markets of the Known World.
The Redeye get their name from the reddish coloring of their eyes which is commonly used in many of their coats
of arms.

Adventure 232
Have a Human type (201, 221,241) as a prisoner and go to Orctop province, gain Strength, Influence and Arcane
skills.

234 Hissingers (Amphibians)
The Hissingers are a relative of the Fangors and tend to have two frontal fangs with a forked tongue that comes
out between them when they speak. This gives them the slight hissing sound which has been associated with their
name.
The Hissingers tend to have their rural communities near the same sort of terrain that is favored by the Kraken
which has led to numerous conflicts over territory. The Kraken are also fond of the Hissingers' eggs and this has
fueled their feud for decades.

Adventure 234
Have a Kraken (215) as a prisoner and go into Quentin (F3014) gain Strength, Influence and Priest.
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235 Saurian (Amphibians)

Saurians have described themselves as the Nobles of the Amphibians; though as far as the rest of the Shell Races
are concerned, they might as well be nobles in exile. They are certainly paternalistic and patronizing when dealing
with other amphibians. The largest of the medium races, they have a low weight to bulk ratio which makes them
ideal swimmers. They have also taken very much to sea trade where they often have commerce with the Sea Elves
who feel oddly unconcerned by the Saurians.
The Saurians have their own 'pagan' rituals, worshipping the spirit of Tr'Urissh, a God on another world that is
part humanoid female and part fish.
The Krell and the Krakens are often found near the Saurians and they will serve under strong-willed Saurian sea
captains working out of the pirate city called Ur by the Saurians. These Pirates often raid the shipping areas, other
than the Sea Elves, and then sell their captives as slaves to the Southern Humans.
In recent times there has been a 'poisoning' of the waters that flow south from the Rift of Torgau that has caused a
weakening of the Saurian Eggs. They blame the pollution directly on the expansion of the Seahawks and the
Humans in the Rift area and have been very hostile towards them, often raiding their fleet forces in the area.

Adventure 235
Have a Seahawk type (205, 225, 245) prisoner go into Tr'Urissh (F3053), gain Strength, Personal Combat (PC),
Arcane Skills.

241 Western Human (Noble)
The Western Humans are a combination of the old 'Flighters' who did not cross over the Rift of Torgau and those
who moved to the West, attracted by the free and cheap land of the Empire. Many of the Westerners were former
soldiers of the Empire since Trekwill wanted to populate the Outlands with a people who would be sturdy in the
face of the rigors of border conflicts with the chaos races.
The Westerners often looked upon the other Human tribes with an air of superiority. There is a Western
expression that says "at the end of the day, our shadows will fall across all the others as we are blessed by the rays
of the final sun."
Westerners remain, in many aspects, a nomadic culture moving amongst the valleys of the Outlands and
supporting themselves on the move with their camps operating in a military tradition. Unlike their Southern
cousins who like to get up late, take long naps in the heat of the afternoon and eat a very late night meal,
Westerners believe in being up early with the rise of the sun and going to rest early with the rise of the Dark Sky.
More brusque than their civilized and rural neighbors, they dispense with the formality of nearly everything and
deal very much in the way things 'are'.
Being closest to the Tasens and having to fend off raids by Tasen characters seeking to make a name for
themselves, they have a constant combat going on with the Lionfolk. They have also kept up a trade in the Pelts of
the Tasen as a means to show contempt of their foes and threatened succession from the Empire if Trekwill
banned the trade.
Western Humans' obvious racial hostility towards the Tasen also reminds them of the pains of slavery. In this they
have stood against the Southern practice of the old Tasen ways and have struggled overtly and covertly to bring
this system to an end.
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Adventure 241
Have a Tasen type (206, 226, 246) prisoner go into Kalgary and secure Constitution, Influence and Militant skills.

242 Gremlin (Chaos)
The Gremlins are a nomadic race of Orcs that range throughout the Known World and cause trouble where ever
they go. They are not just vandalistic, but have this annoying ability to appear unthreatening for awhile and then,
just when things get a little rough, their chaotic nature comes forth and they make a bad situation even worse.
Having then unleashed havoc, they will unashamedly change sides and go with the winning side.
Their nomadic camps are unsanitary by most nomads' standards and, certainly, by the standards of the urbanized
city dwellers. As such, they are often called the gypsy trash of the wagon set. They were tolerated in the Empire
by Trekwill only because in the Wagon Wars they remained on the side of the Imperial Wagoners and provided
nomad camps to support the field spells as they imposed the Wagon rules on the Empire.

Adventure 242
Have a Dwarf type (204, 224, 244) prisoner and go into Kinderheim (F3030) gain Dexterity, Tactics, Covert
skills.

243 Dark Elves (Common)
The Dark Elves were the outcasts of the Elves from the days of the Mage Rebellion. They were cursed by the
other Elves and returned their disdain by taking anti Elven postures as a matter of course. While they were
nomadic in nature, the Dark Elves tended to have a degree of organization and recognition of central authority that
grew out of their anti Elven heritage. While mostly they still hold to following the Elacrai religion, there is also a
strong following of Dark Elves in the Deathwalkers where they are said to commune with the spectres of old
Mages from the first rebellion.
The Dark Elf women are renown for their influence over the young of many races. They are employed in many
travelling minstrels and circuses as erotic dancers and bards of unequalled mass appeal to the rash behavior of the
young adults of all ages. It is said that Trekwill came close to marrying the Dark Elf Sutra in his earliest
Pathfinder travels to the Dark Tower.
Their hostility from the old days towards the Sea Elves still remains as a driving force in the society of the Dark
Elves who sometimes are called the Lost Children of Elacrai.

Adventure 243
Have a Sea Elf (203) and go into the Black Tower (F3045) and gain Strength, Personal Combat and Arcane skills.
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244 Sand Folk (Common)

The Sand Folk are a tribe of wandering Dwarves who favor the steppes and the deserts of the Far North and Far
South. They trim their beards very close and like to curl their mustaches into thin twist rings, though often little of
this is seen since they wear face covering turbans that keep out the desert sand and north snows. The Sand Folk
have a sing song dialect as well as a heightened sense of the arcane. They hold odd rituals at the various solstices
in which they project different colors of lights on polished monoliths and smoke mandrake to excess while
practicing socialization of a peculiar nature.
The Sand Folk were amongst the earliest friends of Trekwill who met them on the final leg of his Quest of the
Two Brothers. They taught him how to move in the snows and sands of the wastelands and he always welcomed
them into the Empire, despite the objections of the Noble races on the grounds of 'cultural contamination'.
The Sand Folk have had commerce with the Hive people of a restrained but successful manner. This cannot be
said of their interactions with the Goblins, Orcs and Gremlins who have raided their camps for Mandrake and
other prizes held dear by the Sand Folk.

Adventure 244
Have a Goblin type (202, 222, 242) prisoner and go into Kalgary (3006) to gain Strength, Tactics, Arcane.

245 Vultura (Mutant)
The Vultura are a vicious, winged cousin of the Seahawks. Bred in the Compound of the Mutants from, some say,
Harpies and Orcs they are the skyraiders of the Badlands. Their 'culture' has little respect for anything and they are
most unruly. Most of the crime lords in the Known World have ties to the Vultura who provide both scouting and
transport to raiders everywhere.
The Vultura have also taken to the trade in Pelts and have been the subject of numerous Tasen counter raids. The
Tasens enjoy pouncing on a Vulturan and crippling its wings then slowly taunting it and tearing it to pieces. Even
as the Vultura trade in pelts, the Tasen do so with the feathers of the Vultura more for revenge than function.

Adventure 245
Have a Tasen (206, 226, 246) as a prisoner and go to Tr'Urissh (F3053), gain Constitution, Personal Combat and
Covert skills.

246 Scar'Tasen (Pride-Tasen)
The Scar'Tasen are the nomadic and fearless Tasen tribes of the steppes. They move their low slung camps
through the tall grasses and raise their cubs with a stern and unforgiving bearing that has kept their growth rates
down and their enemies even further down.
They are the most fanatical of the Followers of Krom and provide the bulk of the priesthood throughout the Pride.
Currently they are the dominant Tasens having conquered the Tera and Mara settlements and kept their control
over them since before the Flight. Their power has weakened considerably since the time of the troubles and now
they remain embroiled in conflicts, internal as well as external.
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They have many hated enemies and are always encouraging the Pride to take claws against any neighbor in order
to maintain the combination of respect and fear that they feel is necessary to the life of any Krom warrior. It was
the Scar'Tasen's manner of absolute repression that brought Humanity to slavery and eventual Flight. They have
never forgiven the Humans for this and view their existence as an affront to all sentient beings.

Adventure 246
Have a Human type (201, 221, 241) prisoner, go into Tierkegaard (F3010) gain Strength, Tactics, Priest.

247 Ice Trolls (Chaos)
Ice Trolls were the scattered Trolls that drifted North during the numerous wars with the Tasen. As a group, they
are far less militant than their more urban cousins at Trollheim. They have an affinity for being left alone which is
generally respected by those who come into casual contact with them. They are not well liked; though for a Troll
race, they actually have had something similar to regular relations with the Crimson Orcs. The Crimson Orcs are
their closest allies against the Scar'Tasen, their enemies of many generations.
Ice Trolls share with the Fire Giants the odd ritual of jumping into frozen lakes on the winter solstice and the
making of underground steam huts. They have a weakness for Mandrake which has a certain intoxicating effect
that they seem to welcome.

Adventure 247
Have a Tasen type (206, 226, 246) prisoner, go to the Ogre Slide province and gain Dexterity, Personal Combat
and Arcane skill.

248 Ogre (Mutant)
The Ogres have the reputation of being the stupidest of the Mutant races. Their vocabulary is limited with lots of
"Dah's", "Errrs", "Ahhhs" and "U-Knows". The Ogres also have a fascination with mirrors, not for the purpose of
looking at themselves, but find it amusing to look at their surroundings through the reflection of one or more
mirrors.
They are large and hungry and have been known to eat just about anything, including rocks. They are generally
not found in camps of more than a few individuals but have taken part in numerous wars as body guards, and
warriors. Their fearlessness on land combined with a curiosity about the world sees the Ogres often as part of
heroic bands wandering around the land in search of lairs to plunder. Their courage deserts them when they
encounter open water and they are terrified when at sea. Most ship captains will not allow Ogres on board because
of their unrestrainable panic; not to mention the rather revolting substances that their otherwise cast iron stomachs
are able to bring forth.
The Ogres have a fondness for Chimorcs who do not mind following the Ogres, though the Ogres will not follow
a Chimorc due to their great bias against short people in leadership roles. Together, the two races seem to have
self amusement qualities that other races do not understand.
The Ogres have an intense dislike for the Insectoid races who the Ogres were designed to fight. Their fascination
with mirrors has led them to try to pluck out the multi-faceted eyes of the Insectoids which has not endeared them
to those non-mammalian races.
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Adventure 248
Have an Insectoid type (209, 229, 249) prisoner and go to the province of the Lost Valley and gain Dexterity,
Personal Combat and Militant skills.

249 Nightwings (Hive)
Nightwings are the small, magical, flying race of the Hive that were the offspring of some early exiled Hive
Queens that were caught in a magical storm. The flyers favor the night and twilight for their activities. Some
ancient Elven researchers believe that there was a link between the master Mages of the Mage Rebellion and the
coming of the Nightwings for their discovery coincided with the Rebellion.
The Nightwings are the most active of the Hive in spreading out across the world. They are aggressive to the point
of recklessness. It was the Nightwing faction that has repeatedly brought the Hive to war with their neighbors.
And, the Great Mandible was a Nightwing leader.
The last Hive War was traumatic for the Nightwings who suffered a great deal at the hands of the Human Imperial
Hawk Cavalry. The Imperials never took prisoners and hunted down the Nightwings from one corner of the world
to another, feeding their corpses to their Wargreathawk mounts and making a pyramid pile of plucked mandibles
as a monument of their efforts in Royal Haven. The Nightwings also blamed the Insectoids for losing the war
because it was the Insectoid underground field armies that were eventually broken by the Dwarves which allowed
the Southeastern front to be lost to the Empire.

Adventure 249
Have a Human type (201, 221, 241) prisoner, go to Tric'Cla (F3020) and gain Constitution, Tactics, and Arcane
skills.

250 Man-Trolls (Half Breed)
Man-Trolls quickly proved to be unusable by their Tasen breeders and were grudgingly accepted by the Trolls
only because of their hatred of the Elves. Like all the Half-Breed races, they are distrusted by the races that they
originated from and are the target of special hostility from the Sea Elves and their supporters.
Man-Trolls helped to rebuild Mannheim after its destruction in the last Hive war. As such, it is one of the few
places where they are somewhat welcomed.

Adventure 250
Have a Sea Elf type (203, 223, 243) prisoner, go to Mannheim (F3029) and gain Strength, Tactics and Militant
skills.

251 The White Gorans (Mutants)
The nomadic tribe of the Gorans gain their name from the white streaks that work their way through their back
hair and fine head hairs. Of all the sentient life forms, they are the only ones who keep to a fairly restricted
vegetarian diet with the one exception, their delight in eating fish. Unfortunately for the Fangors and other
Amphibians, they see little difference between them and fish.
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White Gorans tend to stay near locations of Gorans, but their roaming curiosity and short attention span give their
nomadic natures free reign.

Adventure 251
Have a Fangor type (214, 234, 254) prisoner and bring them to Strathmore (F3038) gain Strength, PC and Militant
skills.

252 Crimson Orc (Chaos)
Originally the banished bands of Blood and Redeye Orcs, the Crimson Orcs turned their nomadic life into a
support system for a superlative raiding force that ravaged through most of the Known World. They have also
taken very strongly to the Pagan religion and provide many of the Priests and Shaman of the Orc Tribes.
Crimson Orcs built St. Stanislas from the ashes of an early Mission and have made the place a sanctuary for the
Pagans. They have always been the enemies of Trekwill's Empire, some say more out of jealously than true racial
hatred. For many Humans, the Crimson Orcs are the archetypal Orc whose ravenous raiding and vandalism seems
to have no bounds.

Adventure 252
Have a Human type (201, 221, 241) prisoner, go to St. Stanislas (F3039) gain Strength, Influence and Priest skill.

253 Fire Sprites (Enigmatic)
Little is known of the Fire Sprites other than there are very few of them and no known settlements. They like to
go to the Rainbow Falls though they do not talk about why. This migration brings them through the Tasen lands
where their camps have started more than one fire. The Tasen counter raids brought the Fire Sprites into constant
danger and they retaliated by supporting the Pelters in their trade of Tasen skins.
The Fire Sprites have been rumored to have originated from an odd fire ritual that the Tasens tried to imitate when
making the Mannorch. As the Fire Sprites are very secretive, this attempt at intrusion into their racial heritage is
just another open wound between them and the Tasens.
With the ability, at will, to generate light from a skin of excreted flame, they have made excellent explorers of
lairs and underground ruins and are legendary supporters of the Free Rangers. Their long established easy
addiction to smoking tobacco has made them the subject of more than one sad, lamenting ballad by the Rangers,
who sometimes call them 'Smokies'.

Adventure 253
Have a Tasen type (206, 226, 246) prisoner and go to Royal Haven (F3050), gain Strength, Personal Combat and
Covert skills.
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254 Centaurs (Half Breed)

The Centaurs are an elusive, nomadic people whose small numbers have not prevented them from having an
impact on the History of the Known World. Often found as teachers and couriers in the Imperial Court, Trekwill
is known to have a fascination with the women of the Centaurs; a fascination not appreciated by his wives.
The Centaurs have moved in small camps throughout the northern plains since they escaped from the Tasen
Arcane Council. They have a deep-seated hatred of the Tasens from the days of their breeding since they were
abused and even fed upon by the Tasens who are fond of horse flesh.

Adventure 254
Have a Tasen type (206, 226, 246) prisoner and go to Freedom Falls province, gain Strength, Influence, Militant
skills.

255 Krell (Amphibian)
The Krell are the most wanderlustful of the Amphibians and their curiosity has gotten them into numerous
problems over the generations. They have an affinity for the Sea Crocodiles of the southeast and, for their part,
even a starving crocodile will not attack a Krell. The Krell do not look on the Crocks with reverence but see them
as playful, naughty children.
The Krell are very uninhibited and disdain nearly all concepts of serious dogma, organization and rituals. They
provide a corps of some of the most caustic comics who wander around the Known World making fun of
everything. This is not to say that they do not have a more serious side and Krell Adventure Parties and small
Clans have provided key elements in many a legendary heroic quest.
The Krell's conflicts with the Sea Elves are of recent nature. The Sea Elves were expanding the outskirts of the
fortifications of Searwood when they came upon an inscribed Mithril coated egg. The writing on the egg was a
combination of Runes and an ancient sandscript common to both the Krell and the Kraken. The Sea Elves have
refused to yield the Mithril Egg and have used the item as a device to explore the ancient Arcana in search of the
origin of the Amphibians. The Krell, who have no problem with mocking other peoples, have taken the Sea Elf
incursion into their history as a major attack.

Adventure 255
Have a Sea Elf type (203, 223, 243) prisoner and go to Blackpool (F3048) gain Strength, Personal Combat and
Arcane.

256 Pixie (Enigmatic)
The Pixies, also called the Faire Folk, are a small race found deep in enchanted forests. They are not very
aggressive and, certainly, there are not a lot of them, however they are extremely mischievous. They have a
greatly deceptive beauty since they are anatomically incompatible with any other race, yet they exude a certain
sensual attractiveness that is universally felt and can be maddening in heavy doses.
The Pixies have a low morale for stand-up fights and, if their special magical attacks do not turn the enemy away,
they are known to scatter at the first determined sign of battle. As a race they prefer to flee then fight another time,
or better yet they would rather steal a victory if it were possible.
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Pixies have been associated with gems and diamonds by the Dwarves who think that Pixies are bred in the facets
of a diamond. The truth of this is not known but it has led to a lot of conflict with the Dwarves.

Adventure 256
Have a Dwarf (204) prisoner and go to a Forest Mountain province, gain Strength, Tactics and Arcane skills.

260 Minoans (Half Breed)
The Minoans are the sentient form of the Minotaurs who have the body of a Bull, the torso and basic facial
features of a man and a set of bull horns. The Tasens hoped they would be an improved, strengthened centaur;
but, they fell short of the mark with a mental attitude that made them less sociable than Centaurs and particularly
easy to anger. They have a particular problem with Redeye and Blood Orcs who cause a primal reaction in them.
They do not get along with other nomadic races and are very rarely in herds, being mostly lonesome wanderers.

Adventure 260
Take a Redeye Orc (232) or a Blood Orc (212) and go to the province of a Forest Hill, gain Strength, Personal
Combat and Arcane skills.
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PLACES AND THINGS
City Chart Overview
Force #

Name

Part of Faction

3001
3002
3003
3004
3005
3006
3007
3008
3009
3010
3011
3012
3013
3014
3015
3016
3017
3018
3019
3020
3021
3022
3023
3024
3025
3026
3027
3028
3029
3030

Province
xxx/yy
94/61
74/41
30/65
62/45
59/75
43/47
125/45
5/27
22/18
5/7
86/64
78/35
20/65
67/55
51/63
30/49
112/59
121/19
10/48
12/74
94/52
68/34
42/56
59/59
77/62
59/37
112/37
17/58
15/42
28/39

Alsayce
Cerralean
Ellisbourn
Gravestone
Inglewood
Kalgary
Masaland
Tosgard
Krosnogard
Tierkegaard
Bordan
Henland
Norplat
Quentin
Trenton
Westar
Zenawana
Tric'Klic
Tri'Tic
Tric'Cla
Dortmood
Jacora
Ontoria
Rikers
Ulan
Xeres
Mehicali
Trollheim
Mannheim
Kinderheim

Chaos Lords
Empire
Independent
Empire
Royal Republic
Empire
Independent
Royal Republic
Chaos Lords
Independent
Chaos Lords
Chaos Lords
Chaos Lords
Chaos Lords
Chaos Lords
Chaos Lords
Chaos Lords
Independent
Independent
Chaos Lords
Empire
Empire
Empire
Empire
Empire
Empire
Empire
Chaos Lords
Chaos Lords
Chaos Lords

3031
3032
3033
3034
3035
3036
3037
3038

106/70
72/47
29/74
53/49
77/71
47/41
128/63
68/14

Fangol
Lorraine
Palestone
Segoville
Ver'tak
Yelston
Cabo Cove
Strathmore

Royal Republic
Royal Republic
Royal Republic
Royal Republic
Royal Republic
Royal Republic
Royal Republic
Independent

3039
3040
3041
3042
3043
3044

47/20
71/66
15/72
44/2
6/76
8/66

St. Stanislas
Searwood
Isle Draco
Grunt
Pixiland
Falkens

Chaos Lords
Royal Republic
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent

Duchy- PrideHive-Hold
Alsayce
Cerralean
Ellisbourn
Gravestone
Inglewood
Kalgary
Masaland
Mara'Tasen
Scar'Tasen
Tera'Tasen
Alsayce
Cerralean
Ellisbourn
Gravestone
Inglewood
Kalgary
Masaland
Hive
Hive
Hive
Alsayce
Cerralean
Ellisbourn
Gravestone
Inglewood
Kalgary
Masaland
Hold of Chaos
Hold of Chaos
Hold of Chaos
Alsayce
Cerralean
Ellisbourn
Gravestone
Inglewood
Kalgary
Masaland
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Notes

201 221
201 203
205 225
202 232 224
203 223
241 224 205
204 224
206 226
246 226
226 206
221 204 243
243 214
243 215
202 234
243 235
241 244 251
204 224
209 229
229 249
249 209
210 221
201 254 244
205 241
232 230 245
203 223 254
241 205
204 224
207 227
222 230 250
202 222 242
252 212 245
221
201 221
201 244 203
202 232 208
223 203 214
241 245 254
224 204 244
208 211 228
231
252 213 222
203
217
248 212
256
225 205

Ducal Capital
Ducal Capital
Ducal Capital
Ducal Capital
Ducal Capital, Elacrai
Ducal Capital
Ducal Capital
Pride Capital
Pride Capital, Lion Kn
Pride Capital, Krom
Barony, Southern F.
Barony
Barony
Barony,Traditional F., Temple Kn.
Barony
Barony, Western F.
Barony
Hive Capital, Hive Kn
Hive Capital
Hive Capital
Barony
Barony
Barony
Barony
Barony
Barony
Barony
Capital of the Trolls, Rock Kn
Capital of the Man Orcs
Capital of the Orcs
Barony
Barony/Missionaries
Barony, Redeemers
Barony
Barony
Barony
Barony
City of Beserkers, Rogue Kn
Crimson Orcs, Pagans, Cr'msn Kn
Sea Elves, Golden Kn
Dragonfolk, Dragon Kn
Ogre Capital
Pixie's Capital
Ariel City, Falcon Kn
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Name

Part of Faction

3045

Province
xxx/yy
87/28

Black Tower

Independent

3046
3047
3048

37/77
103/48
59/2

Bow's End
Rainbow City
Blackpool

Golden Mages
Order of Grey
Dark Mages

3049

70/75

Windfall

Royal Republic

3050

65/42

Royal Haven

Empire

3051

84/19

Wingrave

Chaos Lords

3052

1158

Tric'Lisma

Empire

3053
3054
3055
3056
3057
3058
3059
3060
3061
3062
3063

108/77
59/44
83/78
62/26
52/31
127/28
107/25
99/22
86/08
86/27
23/21

Tr'Urissh
Torgau
Mitilini
Blood City
Shawville
Koufax
Baca Baca
Kril' Klic
Kric' Kra
Snow City
Leopodville

Independent
Independent !
Independent
Chaos Lords
Independent
Independent
Royal Republic
Independent
Independent
Independent
Empire

3064
3065
3066

32/13
6/38
40/35

Frostgaard
Rougeheim
Coorheim

Independent?
Independent
Empire

Duchy- PrideHive-Hold
Hold of Chaos

Races

Notes

243 231 215

Golden Mages

201 205 216
210 216 228
250 243 215
255
216 210 201
208 231 241
216 201 210
241 254 225
202 207 212
214 222 235
x?

Undead Haven, Deathwalkers,
Shadow Kn
Factional Capital, Home Kn
Factional Capital, Grey Kn
Factional Capital, Undead Haven,
Dark Kn
Factional Capital, Liberty Kn

Hold of Chaos

Hive

Hold of Chaos
Hold of Chaos

Hive
Hive
Hold of Chaos
Pride City
Pride City
Hold of Chaos

215 235 255
?
201+?
212 202
202 212 242
244
244
209 229
209 229
247
206
246 226
207 227 222
208 222

Factional Capital, Imperial Kn
Factional Capital, Chaos Kn
Ruin of the Last Hive War, Occupied
by the Empire
Pirate City
The Cloud Castle
Village of the Blue Witch
Blood Orc Capital
Former Human Outpost
Sandfolk home of Sacred Dodger
Tradepoint with Hive
Hive outpost
Hive name for Sacred Path
Ice Troll Capital
Ancient Mara'Tasen site Occupied by
Empire
Northern Fortress of the Pride
Rabble of the Troll King
Drunken home of Cur's Beer

Holds of Chaos
Holds of Chaos relate to a category of places where evil and chaos are more likely to be dominate. There are also
some story lines which relate to going to various 'Holds of Chaos' which need to be discovered in the course of the
game.

City Tours
There is not enough room in the module for a short introduction to each of the major module cities as will follow
for Torgau. In the course of game play there may be an adventure or a story key message attached to each of the
cities. The City's story will be told by a local 'guide' for between 5 and 500 crowns. These stories may be the
background to a future adventure and may, or may not, contain adventures in themselves. Players who become
Barons and city owners are encouraged to send suggested city stories to the Design Team for consideration. Tours
may change from game to game to avoid cross game information or some of them may be left the same to tempt
those who would use cross-game information into taking a leap before looking into the abyss.
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Duchies and Baronies Summary

The seven Duchies and their Baronies are:
Alsayce: Bordan (Religion 5, Chaos), Dortmood (Empire) Fangol (Republic)
Cerralean: (Humans) Henland (Chaos), Jacora (Empire), Lorraine (Religion 1, Republic)
Ellisbourn: Norplat (Chaos), Ontoria (Empire), Palestone (Religion 2, Republic)
Gravestone: Quentin (Religion 6, Chaos), Rikers (Empire), Segoville (Republic)
Inglewood: (Elves) (Religion 3), Trenton (Chaos),Ulan (Empire) Ver'tak (Republic)
Kalgary: (Western Humans) Westar (Religion 4, Chaos), Xeres (Empire), Yelston (Republic)
Masaland: (Dwarves) Zenawana (Chaos), Mehicali (Empire), Cabo Cove (Republic)

Place Details
ARROWGLEN FIELD
An open grassy field that once was the site of a major battle between the Elves and the Tasens. Located about
17,34 east of Tosgard.

THE BADLANDS (North West)
The area between the Outlands and the Tasen area of Sera Vec. Noted for its hostile environment and peculiarly
low, if not downright negative, magic Mana recovery rates.

BARRIER SEA
In the North Central the sea has acted as a barrier against the spread of the Hive who in the past have swept
around either side of it. In the First Hive War, the Tasen Great Priest Mage, Kromclaw, raised up a spell on the
waters that caused the wind to activate Barriers of Nature across the sea in a random manner. This trapped a large
squadron of Nightwings during the war who eventually starved over the Lake. The unmaking of the Spell was lost
with its casting and the death of Kromclaw. The area is generally avoided by all travelers as entrapment is a
common problem.

BAY OF CRAI
The central channel of the Island of Inglewood where the Elves hold to their strength and display their weakness
for arrogant, internally driven strife.

BAYS OF THE PANTHER CUBS
South of Tosgard, legend has it that two cubs were lost by the Panther demigod before the coming of Krom and
that the tears and frantic digging of this mother tore open the coast and filled the seas.
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THE BLACK SEAS (South)
The southernmost collection of seas in the Known World, get their name from numerous storms that come from
the south and often deprive the sailors of the sunlight. The prevailing winds from the South also make this a very
difficult sea to transverse. It is said, that the seas open up to the Endless Ocean which is beyond the Known
World.

BLACK MOUNTAINS (North West)
Large sharp peaks covered with Black Wood give the mountain range its name. Home to some of the Black
Dragons and the darker spirits of the Astral Planes.

BLUE SANDS (South East)
The famous Mage resort beach which is reputed to have had some of the highest recovery values of Mana in the
Known World. Sea Elves have a certain disdain for the beach, as if it is a reminder of an old wound that has never
quite healed.

BLUE COAST (South East)
Centering around the Blue Sands Beach, this coast is also known for its opal deposits.

BROKEN CHAIN (South)
The hilly islands around the Black Seas were once a single large, narrow land mass called the Chain Island by the
ancient Sea Elves. They were not supposed to go beyond it and the Chain Island was to keep the Grounder's
pollution from going further to the Sea. In a period of excessive arcane disruptions, this singular arching island
was shattered into numerous islands as the sea poured through the lands bringing the Elves inland and, some say,
to eternal shame.

THE BRONZE FOREST
Stretching across the southern coast of the Sea of Chaos, the Bronze forest has a special hue during the fall that is
reflected in its name. The Forest also has a large number of trees whose roots are wrapped around sea shells in the
shape of cloverleafs that are believed to be planted by the Pixies.

BURNING FOREST (North West)
The smell of burnt soil is never far from the traveler's senses. The Forest lies over a massive peat field that has
been slowly burning, on and off, for 200 years. Some Pagans believe there is a giant Fire God trapped beneath the
Forest whose anger continues to fuel the forest. Others believe that this was the site of Trekwill's first contact with
a Demon Sprite whose torment drives the flames to this day.

THE CASPERIAN MOUNTAINS (East)
The Dwarves call these the Little Ghost Hills. They have a peculiar weather mist that creates small clouds of
'Pixie Fog' that huddles together in small patches and flows around the hills. Which, the early Dwarves said, were
the ghosts of fallen Pixies whose tears are said to be the gemstones found in the mountains.
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CHASM OF TREASON (8,24)
The Chasm where 300 Tera'Tasens were massacred in a valiant fourteen day stand against a larger horde of
Scar'Tasens. They were betrayed by a Mara'Tasen who led the Scar around the barriers on either side to fall on the
warriors from both front and rear. Their stand gave the defenders of Tierkegaard enough time to assemble a
militia army and defeat the Scar'Tasen but seven days too late for the Heroes of the Chasm.

COVERT CREEK
Site of the start of the Council of Claws. The Creek actually shifts around the countryside, hence its name. It is
located around 13,36.

CRICKET LAKE (North East)
Deep in Hive territory, it is also the site of a peculiar Hive sports event which goes on for days, most often
without a winner, and having something to do with balls and legs before wicked spikes or wickets as they are
called. Trekwill once commented that, as long as they have these sports, the Hive will never be a threat, as they
will not have the time to run an Empire let alone conquer it.

CRYSTAL DUNES (North)
The pure, fine sand of the Crystal Dunes is valued by Runemasters as an ingredient in special medallions. The
refinement spell to collect these magic Dune Crystals is held in secret.

CUTLASS ISLAND (South East)
Known also as Pirate Island, it has some of the oddest beaches in the east. It is also where the first settlers
invented a magic carpet surfing sport whose winners are given sea shell crowns as rewards.

DARK ICE LAKE (North)
The northernmost lake which surrounds Blackpool and extends into a glacier pack in the north. At rare times in
the deepest of winters the lake may freeze, allowing armies to cross to and from Blackpool.

DARK WOODS (South Central)
Located around the Hell's Throat the woods are the favorite honeymoon site for Dark Elves. Numerous tree trunks
have bawdy carvings on them, which the Sea Elves and Forest Elves consider both obscene and disgraceful.

DEPRESSED MOUNTAIN (59,20)
Given its name by the early Free Rangers who explored the paths followed by humanity to the Tasen lands. The
'mountain' is really a large crater that stretches some 2000 Giant Steps across and the same amount deep. There is
a great sickness in the air that withers one who would stay too long in the area. The falling out of hair and cranky
body malaise is one of the reasons it is avoided.
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DRAGON PASS (19,68+)
The pass between Dragon Lake and the mountains pointing to Dragon Island. The Dragons, during mating season,
come here and drop stones as a demonstration of their mating attractiveness. It is a dangerous place to cross or
stop at during the Dragon mating season and numerous stories exist of those crushed by Dragon Stones.

DRAGON LAKE (South West)
The lake was originally called Dragon River, but over the generations the dropping of boulders damned the pass
and formed Dragon Lake. Dragons have been known to fly into the lake and frolic as part of their mating rituals.

DRAGON ISLAND (South West)
The habitat of Dragons and the most common place for Dragons to set up lairs and hatch their dragon eggs.

DRY RIVER (North East)
The Dry River was once thought to be a pathway that was covered by the waste of the Insectoids who moved
down the path to their lands in the Dust Vale.

DUST VALE (North East)
Also called the Crimson Valley because of the red clay in its soil. During the Summer heat, the ground is ankle
deep in a thick dust that can choke most animals. It is, however, very hospitable to the Insectoid Races.

FIRE ISLAND (North West)
A strange off-beat island in the middle of the Slithering Sea which has often ha eruptions of fire and arcane hell
blasts making travel there most unrecommended.

FORK PASS (54,18)
Once also known as Snake Pass, it is said to be the site where the Fangors first came into contact with Humanity.
Trade was the main issue of the contact which helped mark the relations between the two races which otherwise
have a primal mistrust for one another.

FORTUNE BAY (East Central)
The most eastern side of the Inner Sea or the Sea of Chaos and a favorite kicking-off point for tradesmen seeking
a route to Royal Haven.

FREEDOM FALLS (31,21)
The site where the first Centaur Herd broke free from the Tasen Arcane Council and stomped the Arcanist
Blacktalon into oblivion. A site of pilgrimage for the Centaurs.
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GHOST ISLAND
An ancient Elven story sings of the mysterious Ghost Island that floats across the sea, appearing and disappearing.
The souls of the Ancient Ones are said to hover around the reality of the island, never willing to leave this world
or enter the next, and it is their torment that lurches the island around the universe in its own bubble of time and
space.

GLASS VALLEY (East)
The sandy floor and hilly silicon deposits of the valley is the source of many glassblowers' products. Once
protected by an coven of witches, they were busted by the Knight of Dowpont and his Dwarf farmer companion:
Korning.

GODSTONE (50,44)
A single rock measuring 1000 giant paces around and 100 Giant paces high. Said to be where God called to The
First Guardian. The pilgrimage site for all Good religions.

GUARDIAN PATH (North West)
The path taken by the First Guardian in leading the human tribes from Sera Vec.

HELL'S THROAT (South)
The inland waterway stretching from the treacherous Hellsgate north toward the Duchy of Kalgary. Once the
home of the Ogre Queen a famous ferry that travelled through the Hellsgate to Inglewood without fear of the sea.
However, it was lost in a tornado some four score years ago.

HELLSGATE (South)
This most treacherous of channels to sail, is just northwest of Bow's Gate. There are often whirlpools large
enough to suck down a warship whole that some say are driven more by magic than nature. It has been a barrier to
the development of reliable trade in the long bay to the north, sometimes called Prisoner Bay because sailors
cannot get out to the south without great luck and care.

ISLE OF THE DEAD (West)
An island surrounded by a dark mist that is often crackling with lightning and thunder. There is a gate to the
Underworld there but its use and control are unrecorded. The pilgrimage site for all Evil religions.

LAKE GOLDEN (South East)
One of the early Gold Rushes was to the shores of this Lake. Ferrymen were said to have made more gold than the
miners, in the typical fashion of such rushes.

LAKE TROG (South West)
The Troll's oldest legend speaks of a great hero called Trog that slew an Earth Elemental, making its Air
Elemental lover cry which formed the lake.
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LAKE WESTAR (South West)
A lake where the famous Westar Salmon is found and bred by the settlers who take special care over dumping in
the lake.

LEO'S END (5,34)
The Cliff where the Tasen Hero Leo leaped at the Giant Sea Monster Tukatom, saving his cub's life and forfeiting
his own.

LIVING SEA (South Central)
Connecting the Black Seas with the Rift of Torgau, this Sea has the most concentrated fish life in the Known
World. The Elves believe that there is an ancient spell, woven by the fish of the deepest parts, that keeps the sea
clean and filled with the possibilities of life. Some of the Elves fear that the disruptions of that spell may be
related to the darker side of the Kraken and the Krell.

LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN (103,22)
A mountain which has a large expanse of views to the north and east. Was used as an observation point by a
combination of Seers and Rangers looking out for the approaching hordes of the Hive Armies during the last great
war. It was also the site of many ambushes in the early part of the Orc Bloody Wing War when the Ariels strove
to establish a northern 'nest' but were driven back by repeated waves of Orc bands in a prolonged series of
skirmishes and banditry that wore the Ariels down.

LOST VALLEY
Not found on any maps. . .which is why it is Lost. . .there are actually several Lost Valleys. The most feared, is
the Lost Valley of the Mutants where most of the Mutant races were bred; it is believed to be near Orctop. The
Lost Valley of The Guardian, is supposedly most mysterious of the Valleys, is where the First Guardian was
originally from and to which he returned at the end of the Flight.

MERGATROID'S LAIR
Tasen legends hold that this is an astral place. Sometimes in stories, it appears as an empty lair, and sometimes
occupied by an insane panther like the Tasen Demi-god who is also considered the patron of the Tasen stage
bards.

MONOLITH MOUNTAINS (South East)
The Ancient Elves named this place after discovering a runeless marble-like single rock in the shape of a giant
rectangular slab. The Ancient Elves had tried to determine its origin and place in the temporal-secular world and
several ancient songs speak of the "Dance of Inquisition" in the shadow of the Monolith. However, these
references halt in Ancient History around the time of the First Great Mage War and the exact location of the
Monolith has been lost in time.

MOUNTAINS OF FIRE (North)
A group of volcano peaks that surround Orctop and provide numerous legends that speak of a Fire Demon family
trapped in the mountains.
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MUTANT LAKE
Named because of the high number of early sightings of the first mutant races. Still a common area for the
mutants.

NOBLE RIVER
The River was used by Lorraine as a backdrop to a series of meetings on Imperial Barges that established much of
the early structure of the noble houses of the Empire. As such, it became the birth place of the noble feudal order.

NORTH CLAW MOUNTAINS
Located in an arch around the Sera Vec and the Tasen lands, the mountains have been dominant in the early pagan
rituals of the pre Krom Tasens.

OGRE SLIDE (68,3)
The Ogre Slide, a former volcano whose last eruption tore out the side of the mountain making a large sloping
crater. The area is called the Ogre Slide because, the first winter following its eruption, the chasm became a
favorite of wintering Ogres who would slide down the slopes on tree trunks. The Ogres are thus given the credit
for their only known invention: Ogre Snow Boarding which has become popular with the children of the West
though carried out on flat forward curving boards.

ORCTOP (44,14)
A large glacier at the origin of the Red River which is where the Orc Tribes come to make alliances. It is the only
place revered by Orcs who actually act with a sort of restrained civility in the area. Trekwill once spent a month
here, trying to understand the magic of the place, in hope of being able to duplicate it so that the Empire could
expand and absorb the Orc Tribes without their excessive chaotic disruptions. Some say that he encountered a
frigid spirit that terrorized him and chased him away.

OUTLANDS (West)
The area near the edge of the Empire, as designated on the Imperial Maps. It is a place of great banditry and the
hunting grounds of monsters.

PETE'S PEEK/PEAK (113,32)
Facing and rising just above the divided end of the Plateau of Pabla (see below), Ancient Tasen legends have it
that, when the Giant Goddess Pabla lay down to sleep, the Ancient mischief maker Pete snuck up on her and had
just lifted his head up to take a peek at the Goddess when the Goddess's lover caught him and turned him to stone.
Thus the rock out cropping is sometimes called Pete's Peak or Sneaky Pete's Peek.

THE PIT (83,31)
A place of the deepest caves in the Known World. It is said that no light can return when it enters the Pit. Trekwill
once studied it in the hope of gaining insight into the workings of a possible mass invisibility spell.
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PLATEAU OF PABLA (North East)
A large windy, but fertile plateau in the shape of a reclining lioness. Ancient Tasen legends have that the Giant
Goddess Pabla laid down here to await her lover and fell asleep. As she slept the mischievous Pete snuck up on
her and gazed at her form only to be discovered by her tardy lover who exploded with jealous rage, turning Pete to
stone and vaporizing himself into the winds of the earth. Pabla is said to sleep awaiting his return while his spirit,
the wind caresses her and allows the peoples of the earth to share in her bounty.

RAINBOW FOREST (47,49)
Once known as the Dark Forest, it was transformed by the magic of Trekwill's second marriage and his
conversion to Fundamentalism into a collection of all sorts of different colored trees and shrubs.

RAINBOW FALLS (24,12)
The site of Trekwill's reconversion. The horseshoe shape of the falls, which was once called the Centaur Falls, has
a perpetual rainbow at its misty center. Centaurs still pilgrimage to it in search of their inner self. They can come
into conflict with Fire Sprites who venture there for unknown reasons.

THE RED RIVER (Central)
The longest river in the West and the dividing point of the Crimson and Redeye Orcs. It is said to originate from
the tears of the Ice God who, the Pagans believe, is trapped under the Glacier that forms Orctop.

RED SANDS (6,28)
The beach where the first Guardian called up, from the earth's core, the Blood of Shame to dishonor the Tasens
for the slavery they inflicted upon the human tribes.

THE RIFT OF TORGAU (Central)
It is said that The Rift was made when the Cloud Castle Torgau came from another Astral Plane and tore through
the isthmus between the two great seas. Anther legend has it that a great Earth Elemental clan was trapped by two
Ocean Elemental demigods and, in the struggle, the land was torn asunder which allowed for the water causeway
between the seas to form.

ROAD OF WINE (West Central)
The path of the wine merchants from the western vineyards to the east. Inns along the way are more famous for
their wine than their beer.

ROAD OF WOE (North West)
The path of those human tribes who sought to turn back to Tasen captivity. It was an easier way than going ahead
through the wilderness and serves as a reminder to the human peoples that the roads to disgrace are often more
inviting than the path to righteousness.
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ROAD OF ROSES (Central South)
A segment of the Road to the Imperial Palace which Trekwill's first wife had lined with rose bushes. It was said
that she was attracted to the beauty of the rose and its contrasting thorns. The fact that Trekwill developed a Rose
Bud Fever allergy was also comforting to her in her old age after their bitter separation.

ROCKHEAD RIVER
Once called Troll Head River by the Orcs, the River winds past a rock outcropping that looks like the shape of a
giant head. Due to the peculiar placement of its outer rocks during the different seasons, the shadows on the rock
give the face an expression which slowly changes from a frown to a smile even as summer fades into deepest
winter.

ROCKY VALLEY (42,38)
The valley was the site of an ancient rock gathering contest by some long lost peoples which resulted in piles of
rocks. There are numerous mounds throughout the valley. Excavations of some of these piles indicate that there is
nothing in them but rocks. The reason for all this remains a mystery.

RUINS OF ALCONATHA
With an unworldly sense about them, these ruins are said to glow in the dark on moonless nights. Those who visit
are often slowly poisoned with a wasting disease and skin disorders that refuse to heal. While many ruins have
stories of monsters guarding great treasures, these Ruins are said to contain nothing but misery.

SAINT RAPHAEL'S WOODS
The early Fundamentalists record that during their Flight they came upon a forest. As they entered the woods they
were greeted by a hermit called Raphael. They were starving and looking for game to feed on when Raphael
called upon the Sprites of the forest who brought forth an early ripening of tree fruit in exchange for leaving the
animals of the woods alone. To this day it is forbidden to hunt game in Raphael's Woods (40,31).

SCUNGEVELLI ESCARPMENT
The merchant Scungevelli was a scandalous character who had a weakness for Dwarf Beer and Half Elven
women. While more comical than threatening, his antics were often joked about on the caravan routes throughout
the early days of the Empire. It is said that, at one point, his dual passions caught up with him on the escarpment
when his wagon load of beer broke down and his mounts could only carry himself and either his companion or his
last keg of beer. While he mused to himself in indecision, his companion tossed him off his mount and rode away
with both the horses and the beer. His marker is found at 109,46.

SCYTHE WOODS
Shaped in a great arch, it was also the site of a great battle between the Brotherhood of the Axe and the Assassin
Guild of Shadows in the early times of Tosgard's Guild Wars. It is said to be a special place for Assassins.

SEA OF CHAOS (Central)
Called the Sea of Souls by the ancient Trolls, it is also known as the Inner Soul by the Elves of earlier times. The
effects of the moons on the inland bays cause great variations in tides leading to some unpredictable cases of
stranding during times of magical disruptions in the Astral Planes.
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SEAS' END (Central)
The Sea Elves peculiar view of the world from the Ocean's perspective: the place where the sea has stopped
(92,30). Tasen's viewed it, the other way around, as Land's End.

SERA VEC (North West)
The mixtures of the plains and the hills of the Tasen peoples. Some say that it is just another way of saying Bad
Lands.

SHROUD'S FALLS (76,19)
The rough beetle rocks on the top of the falls cause a high mist to form at its crown, giving the falls the
appearance of having a white shroud over it. Legend has it that the death barge of the Guardian Son flowed over
the falls, his shroud snagged on the beetle rocks as the coffin boat went over the falls thus the magical reminder of
that sad day remains a scar between earth and heaven at 76,19.

SHROUD RIVER
A short river that empties into the western side of the Barrier Lake. There are rumors that the Guardian was raised
in this area. The River tends to foam an aqua green on the anniversary of the escort of the Guardian to the Death
Gate.

SKULL BAY
Located in the northeast of the Inner Sea, it was the site of a strange find: a huge skull almost 50 feet across. No
one has been able to resolve the mystery but all who wrote about it in ancient times hoped that the rest of the
creature is never assembled and resurrected.

SKYFALL (3,33)
The misty mountains and the valleys of the western coast of the Sea of Troubles. It is believed to be the place
where humanity was first, before they became associated with the Tasens.

SLITHERING SEA
The winding sea in the northwest which swirls around Fire Island and causes the formation of the Slithering
Marsh at its southern end.

SNARL MOUNTAINS (Central West)
The oldest Orc legend is about the spy Snarl. He was famous in legend for spying on the early Gods and buried by
them in the mountains in an invisible tomb.

STONE FOREST (South West)
The combination of a petrified and new growth forest that rests east of Dragon Lake. The forest was once thought
to be the home of the Rock Trolls, but the reasoning for it has been lost in the chaos that is Troll history.
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SWINEFOOT HILLS (100,14)
Four large hills with sharp split sides in the shape of a pig's hoof mark the landscape and give it the name
Swinefoot Hills.

TASEN PASS (35,39+)
The Lionfolk have long resented this being called Tasen Pass. It's name was given to it by the Trolls who like to
recall an rare, early victory over the Tasens who were trapped in the pass by an alliance of Snow and Hill Trolls.

TRI VALLEY AREA
Also known as the Three Valleys, it rests around Orctop. Technically there are more than three valleys in the area
but when counting is not a major focus in life, three is enough for general travel.

VALLEY OF DEATH (3,48)
A valley checkered with Winternight and traces of the Undead. Was once said to be the battle ground of the
Ancient Astral Gods whose armies were cursed to haunt the barren lands until the end of time.

VULTURA MOUNTAINS (35,39+)
Located north of the Barrier Sea, these mountains are home to the Vultura and have been a northern frontier
against the Hive. The Vultura, despite their contempt for the Hive races, have been very corruptible in recent
decades and, in the period of the Hive Wars, have been persuaded to let the flights of Nightwings go undisturbed.

WING WOODS (South West)
Located near the Ariels' main island, the Wing Woods are common testing grounds for the young Ariels.

WOLF PASS(82,29+)
Believed to be the original pass of the first story of werewolves, it is still said to echo nightly with the howl of
wolves at 81,29.

YELLOW SANDS (South East)
The migratory spot of the Golden Dragons who are drawn here by the warm springs that bubble across the
beaches.

Torgau: The ‘Safe’ City in the Sky
In the Known World there is but one Cloud Castle: the wondrous Torgau. The city is defended by a magical
garrison that has been able to present such a formidable opposition that there are no attempts to challenge the city.
The city is run by the mysterious Cloud Council and it has remained an absolutely neutral place in the world. It is
a popular site for guild halls and residences of the major positions. The Hall of Sanctuary is located in Torgau and
it provides such a high level of guard rating that Covert actions are unheard of in the Guild where assassins and
thieves are most unwelcome.
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In addition to the Hall of Sanctuary there is a magic spell that surrounds the Cloud Castle and any province it is in
that prevents the execution of all hostile covert orders: sabotage of defenses, morale, items (orders C1-2-3),
assassinations (C5), kidnaping (C6) and stealing (C12). The spell is always under attack by the vile sub-conscious
of sentient beings who just cannot restrain their more violent aspects. As such, several times a year, there is a
sudden lapse of the spell and a 'Carnival' is held in which ribald and rogue elements of the residents' psyches are
released. Typically this occurs around the time of the Thieves and Assassin clashes, when the dark side humors
are at their height.
The Cloud Marketplaces in Torgau provide some of the most extensive range of items for sale and have the most
working capital to use for funding purchases. Again, the excessive number of magical guards makes the
investments safe from would-be thieves. Of course, what occurs outside of the market's possessions is not a matter
of concern. This protection does not apply to secular positions that may create marketplaces in the castle.
The Castle floats around the world on a random schedule, sometimes moving by gliding along in the sky and at
other times by fits and starts in a teleportation manner that is beyond the scope of the world's Arcanists ever since
Trekwill destroyed the Move Location spell. The methodology is not capable of being captured or duplicated. Its
movement is without notice and, thus, can provide some awkward moments though nearly all cases of movement
take place during astral wind storms and flow with the winds. The Winds start in the Spring, blowing first North
and East, then shift to East and South, then South and West before going West and North.
The Castle's own Cloud Guilds are controlled by the Cloud Council and are open to all non-monster race
characters. The Guilds, like the castle itself, may not be influenced, and military conquest is considered unlikely
as well as rather rude. For the most part the guilds stay out of the politics of factions in the world and have
declined to participate in the bulk of worldly fights.
Player positions may build guilds in the city either at set up or in the course of play. They may compete with the
existing guilds or each other.
As one might expect the Castle is also one of the most expensive in the World with each NPC guild having an
entrance fee of 1000 Crowns and a 1000 Crown learning cost for all skills. Players of course are free to establish
their own rates in their guilds.

The Guilds of Torgau
The Gatherers (G1144)
Torgau (F3054) To Be claimed by the King of Thieves: Adventure 1244.

Hall of Warrants (G1158)
Torgau (F3054), Adventure 1258 to claim ownership by Prince of Death.

Cloud Magic (G1201)
Magic Guild
Known for its 'Window on the World'. A magic window that shows a living scene somewhere in time. Often
adventures will be changed with the scene.
Currently it sells the three most popular spells at 1000 crowns each:
Teleport (#26)
Summon Familiar (#111)
Scry Force (#151)
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Silver Fargo (G1202)
Merchant's Guild
Known for its 'Wanted Dead or Alive' notices taken from the descriptions of those who have molested caravans
around the world. The notices often give only generalized descriptions and ask for prisoners who meet the
description.

Cloud Rangers (G1203)
Ranger Guild
More of an enclosed garden than a proper guild hall, the guild often has news of new and off world flora.

Cloud Walkers (G1204)
Knight Guild
This knighthood order has no membership and is almost a museum of ancient tapestries depicting legendary duels
from a world far, far away.

Cloud College (G1205)
Bards College
The open auditorium features the most angelic concerts in the sky. Then again, they are the only concerts in the
sky. The school of Administration and Engineers is attached to the Bards college in the traditional match of skills
that have almost nothing to do with each other, besides the school founder having been a Tenor Bureaucrat.

Mary's Raindrops (1206)
Alchemist Guild
An oddly sweet smelling Alchemist shop that has assorted adventures for flora and helps to supply the local
marketplaces with magical potions and motivation for mischief.

Thunder Cloud's Inn (1207)
A raucous Inn that often hosts beauty pageants and juggling contests. In the upper floors of the open towered Inn
are resting rooms made from aloe wood and said to help in healing.

The Skydome (1208)
Tournament and Fair Grounds
Home of the famous Sky Wave (a crowd wide ritual waving of hands), the Skydome often hosts adventures for
non violent Gladiatorial contests.

Hall of Sanctuary (1209)
Refugee Residence
The most guarded guild hall in the Known World. Open to all refugees who are not assassins or thieves that can
afford the entrance costs and provides a haven for those persecuted or simply paranoid.
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Sky Temple Pilots (1210)
Pagan Church and Shrine
An ancient shrine of the some lost Pagan cult remains revered in this solemn place of echoless silence. The shrine
attached to the rough hewn granite circle of stones is of a small figurine of a snake curled around a rune in the
shape of a simple sword hilt. The Sky Pilots were some of the earliest Pagan leaders in the ancient days.
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THE THRONE OF CHAOS - SUB MODULE
The Crown of Chaos is the full length and breath of the Known World in its grandeur and is based on 200 players.
This number of players is not always available to all areas around the world and at times players may want a more
combative focused game. It is for this reason that the Throne of Chaos was designed to fit within the Chaos
module.

Overview
The game revolves around a replay of the Wars of the Dukes Ascension fought between 87 AF and 92 AF when
Trekwill was reportedly running past the Death Gate and into the Underworld and Unknown Worlds. There are
seven teams each around one of the Duchies and there may be some independents. The game proceeds until one
of the Duchies controls five of the seven Duchies and all their baronies.

Set-up
There are the seven Dukes, each of which will be given control over their Ducal capital. Each of the seven must
recruit or have assigned to him 3 Baronies with each one of the Barons being given the Baronial city. It is advised
that the Duke recruit his own Barons possibly from a pool as assigned by the GM in order to avoid the issue of
moles. Treachery and betrayal are part of the era and the nature of all civil wars, so players should consider this
when teaming up in a Duchy.
Each of the Dukes and Baronies will have the following Character make up:
1 D class Character (60 points)
1 C class Character (50 points)
6 B class characters (40 points)
The above characters will start in their cities which will have Garrison type troops and an approximate equal
population for their race based roughly on their CF plus or minus a 10% variation. Possessions will be balanced
with the idea that players will have to train up their own field armies and get moving on their own.
Typical possessions are:
15,000 crowns
100 suits of laminated armor
100 shields
100 Mithril swords or Dwarf Axes or Elven Bows
10 Wagons
100 horses
10000 food
All other positions are 'Citizen-Agitators-Bystanders'
1 E class Character (80 points)
1 D class Character (60 points)
The GM may decide to allow equal Citizen positions assigned to the Ducal Factions or may assign them as
Independent and able to join any of the factions sometime down the road.
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The Independents must start at Royal Haven or Torgau.

Pax Trekwill
Exists across the entire board for 2 months and then the military wars may start between the players.

Objectives
To control 4 Duchies other than your starting one and to have all 15 Baronies associated with them at the time of a
production. The game ends in 48 game months at which time Trekwill will return and replace all those who have
been too incompetent to replace him in his absence unless the GM and the players decide to continue the game.
The Achievements exist and will be used to determine the winning faction in the event that no side has obtained a
military victory at the end of the game.

Background
The other races and places are there and the GM may use these as scripted events to threaten the Empire typically
aiming towards Royal Haven with various siege and raiding forces. If Royal Haven falls to an NPC force all the
Dukes and Barons will lose 10 base prestige and 20 base influence as well as a staggering loss of morale amongst
characters, population and soldiers. As such when Royal Haven is threatened and the call is made to contribute
soldiers or characters to its defense, do not risk the wrath of fate by unilaterally ignoring it.

The House of Barons
The House functions as indicated and it is expected that there may be a spirited division of titles early on based on
politics and diplomacy.

Other Factions
Other factions will not be activated and, when characters who are assigned to such factions are encountered, there
is nothing that one can do about it.
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APPENDICES
Mounts
ID#

Mount

CF

CB

SA

CC

WT.

Move

430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
444
????
????
????

Horse
Great Wolf
Unicorn
Clawrian
Griffon
Sahar
Great Hawk
Drake
Great Horse
Mammoth
Pegasus
Hippogriff
Land Dragon
Silver Dragon
Roc
Behemoth
Magic Carpet

15
15
18
30
30
30
25
40
25
40
25
20
50
45
50
90
0

50
30
100
50
35
25
20
50
50
100
50
20
100
100
100
300
0

0
0
5
0
10
0
0
15
0
0
0
0
20
40
0
0
0

55
40
45
85
55
55
85
150
75
300
65
45
200
200
220
3200
300

280
120
210
350
420
200
500
3800
400
1800
250
300
2500
3800
800
9500
10

34
30
38
40
20F
32
20F
30F
44
30
30F
20F
30
30F
35F
20
35F

Size
Limit
M,L
S,M
S,M
S,M,L,
S,M
S,M
S,M
S,M,L
M,L
M,L
S,M
S,M
S,M,L
S,M,L
S,M,L
VL
S,M,L

SV

+25%

-25%

-50%

-80%

2.5
1.5
2.5
5
5
3.5
10
10
2.5
15
10
10
10
9
95
90
0.5

Grass
For.
For.
Grass
Mtn.
For.
Hills
Mtn.
Grass
Grass
Hills
Hills
Grass
Grass
Grass
x
x

For.
Swamp
Swamp
For.
A-wall
Swamp
A-wall
A-wall
For.
For.
A-wall
A-wall
A-wall
A-wall
Walls
A-wall
x

Mtn.
Sea
Desert
Sea
D-wall
Walls
D-wall
D-wall
Mtn.
A-wall
D-wall
D-wall
D-wall
D-wall
Swamp
D-wall
x

Walls
Walls
Walls
Walls
Swamp
Sea
Swamp
Swamp
Walls
D-wall
Con
Con
Sea
Con
Con
Con
x

Note: The prefix 'War' is missing from the mount name to save space. Untrained mounts are corresponding #s
starting with 291 to 304 for Silver Dragons. The ???? have no known untrained components.
Key
CF=Combat Factor, CB=Charge Bonus, SA=Special Attack, CC=Carry Capacity, WT= weight, Move= MP when
in move mode 1-2-3, F=race can use MP to fly mode 4 or on the ground, Size Limit= size of rider S=SmallMedium, L=Large, VL=Very Large, SV=Sighting Value, +25/-25/50/-80% represent terrain overall modifiers.
For.= Forest - Forest Hills- Hvy Forest- Mtn.=Mountain or Forested Mountain, Walls= Attacking or Defending
any walls, A-Walls= Attacking Walls only, D-Walls= Defending Walls only, Con=confined, Hills=Barren Hills,
Grass=Grassland, Sea/Swamp= (dah??).

Descriptions
Horse = Basic four-legged Horse. Dislikes small folk.
Great Wolf = A big Wolf, favorite of Orcs.
Unicorn = Fabled Horse breed with single large horn.
Clawrian = Large 4 legged Beetle.
Griffon = Part Eagle and part Lion.
Sahar = Large Saber Tooth Tiger.
Great Hawk = Flying mountable Hawk.
Drake = Small Dragon race, trained as mounts.
Great Horse = Large breed of Horse, bred for knights.
Mammoth =Classic hairy Elephant with bad breath.
Pegasus = Fabled flying Horse.
Hippogriff = Head , wings of an Eagle, part Horse.
Land Dragon =Small, tame, flightless Dragonsilver.
Dragon = cross between a Drake and Young Dragon.
Behemoth=Monstrous Dinosaur type of mount, ridden by the Very Large Monsters of Nightmares.
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Basic Supernatural Status Overviews
(Many additional ones in the course of play)
Status Name
Werewolf
Werebear
Werelion
Weretiger
Wraith
Morghoul
Spectre
Zombie
Skelton
Ghoul
Enchanted
Netherworld
Blessed of Mission
Blessed of Redemption
Blessed of Elves
Southern Fundamentalist
Western Fundamentalist
Traditional Fundamentalist
Pagan
Deathwalker
Blessed of Krom
Veteran
Enraged
Mage Touched
Child of Light
Child of Night
Child of Chaos
Centurion

Type
L
L
L
L
U
U
U
U
U
U
O
O
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

ALG
E
G
NE
NE
E
E
E
E
E
E
GN
NE
G
G
G
N
N
N
E
E
E
**
**
**
G
NE
E
**

Inv/Dam
1/1
3/3
2/3
2/2
3/3
2/2
3/3
1/2
1/1
2/2
1/2
1/2
2/1
2/1
2/1
2/2
2/2
2/2
0/2
1/3
1/3
1/1
0/3
0/0
3/0
2/2
3/3
0/0

PC
5
5
5
5
10
3
5
3
3
3
4
6
3
3
3
5
5
5
5
5
8
8
2
1
4
6
0

TAC
-2
0
0
0
-3
-3
-3
-5
-5
-5
2
0
2
2
2
0
2
0
0
1
1
-1
-1
2
0
2
6

INF
-5
0
-2
-2
-5
-15
-15
-15
-15
-15
2
-1
2
2
2
0
0
2
-2
-3
-1
-3
1
5
-3
-2
0

AF%
100
100
100
100
100
50
150
50
50
75
50
75
25
25
25
100
75
50
75
75
100
100
100
25
25
25
100
25

CF/DF
8/-2
12/0
10/-2
8/2
12/-3
8/2
10/3
8/2
10/1
4/10
3/8
3/9
8/-1
8/2
6/3
8/0
12/-2
12/-2
15/3
14/-3
-

Notes
Dex adds
Str adds
Str adds
Dex adds

Influence
Lair Basher
Religion 1
Religion 2
Religion 3
Religion 4
Religion 5
Religion 6
Religion 7
Religion 8
Religion 9
Soldier Status
Lair Basher
Mana Recovery
Good Influence
Covert
Fighter-Evil
General

All statuses have at least 3 steps and there are minor variations between games including use of special attack etc.
Type:
L = Lycanthrope, U = Undead , R = Religious, O = Other.
Alignment:
G = Good Only, N = Neutral Only, E =Evil only, GN = Good, Neutral or None, NE = None,
Neutral or Evil, ** no restrictions.
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Monster Chart Summary

Typical monsters recorded over time. There are MORE unrecorded.
ID#
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345

Name
Earth Elemental
Air Elemental
Fire Elemental
Water Elemental
Servant of Dark *
Servant of Light
Spirit Servant
Wyvern
Swamp Drake
Swamp Dragon
Fire Drake
Storm Drake
Cloud Drake
Spawn of Evil *
Harpy
Fire Demon
Will'oWisp *
Thunder Lizard
Sea Serpent
Greater Balrog
Green Dragon
Blue Dragon
Red Dragon
Great Dragon
Guardian Fury
Cyclops
Golden Dragon
Great Minotaur
Cockatrice **
Giant Spider
Basilisk **
Chimera **
Storm Giant
Demon Dog Pack *
Eldar Giant
Great Red Dragon
Black Dragon *

Base CF
150
50
100
200
100
50
70
100
180
125
220
300
225
300
50
125
50
250
200
320
300
300
350
500
200
150
900
150
100
100
100
100
100
150
400
600
800

Base DF
15
12
15
8
8
12
10
18
18
18
30
35
30
18
18
20
30
20
20
30
25
25
45
45
25
15
30
15
14
12
15
16
18
19
35
50
50

INV
9
7
9
4
8
5
10
5
5
6
8
9
6
4
4
5
8
3
5
10
4
6
8
9
15
6
20
5
4
4
4
4
5
6
10
10
15

DAM
15
7
12
8
4
12
5
3
6
4
6
12
10
4
12
4
2
6
12
18
8
8
12
12
15
10
25
3
6
6
6
3
10
8
12
12
25

Avg PC
10
25
15
5
18
13
18
8
20
18
20
22
20
20
18
15
10
10
20
25
15
15
25
25
20
10
50
20
15
18
15
15
15
18
43
50
30

AF%
400
100
200
200
25
0
25
100
150
125
200
250
150
200
100
200
100
250
150
175
250
250
300
300
300
100
250
150
150
200
150
175
150
150
700
350
400

SA
700
200
500
0
100
50
100
100
150
150
250
350
300
250
100
50
50
0
300
200
200
400
1250
2000
1000
0
5000
0
150
100
175
75
115
200
250
2500
5000

Base CF/DF=starting racial Combat and Defense factors, INV=invulnerability, DAM=Damage rating,
AvgPC=average Personal Combat level for a character, AF%= Attack Factor bonus for the race regardless of
weapons, SA=Special Attack. NOTE: the higher the PC, the higher the CF and DF which increase at a rate of
+5CF and .3DF per PC. ** = Special Attack may turn you to Stone. * Special Attack may make you insane.
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Who’s Who/What
Alsayce
Daughter of Trekwill when the Emperor was in female gender form. At the heart of the argument as to what does
it mean to be first born of the Emperor. Illusionist, Knight, Ranger

Baldheath Cliff
Halfling bard historian raised by the Tasens near Mutant Lake. Bard

Beast
Typically character 666 who is player run and given some opportunities to achieve infamy.

Blue Witch
Sea Elf usually. Famous gender change specialist on the Island of Militini. Illusionist, Bard, Berserker

Boneclaw
Mara'Tasen raised by a Corsair and the Ogre Ceassi on the Isle of the Dead. Re-establishes the Pride after the
Great Disorder. Brilliant general, destroys nearly all armies sent against the Pride for 15 years until finally
overwhelmed at the Battle of Waterfalls near Blood City. Knight, Seer, Bowmaster

Claws Mitts
Sand Folk Knight and Bard who observed the campaigns of Boneclaw and wrote a guide to warfare. Knight,
Bard, Rumormonger.

Cleo Da'Gutclaw
Mara'Tasen regent of the Pride and foremost supporter of the use of mounted troops supported by magic.
Warlock, Knight, Berserker.

Da'Fang
Mara'Tasen Warlord in the battle of Arrowglen. Knight, Berserker Axemaster. Dies in suspicious manner in an
era of suspicious deaths.

Demon Beast
Monster not to be confused with The Beast (C666).

Dolf Goldleaf
Dark Elf Runic Mage. Founder of the Mage Tower in 474 BF that started the Second Elven Civil War. Eventually
disappears.
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First Guardian
Believed to be Human. Led Humanity from The Pride.

Free Rangers
Past secret society of Rangers that has developed Ranger Guilds around the Known World. Still believed to have
a secret association within somewhere.

GM
The One who must be obeyed.

Gummy One Tooth
Gremlin thief and spy who worked with a ghost. Believed to be part of Trekwill's secret Coverts.

Kegaard
Scar'Tasen Hero and gardener. Knight-Priest-Druid.

Leo IX
Tasen Warlord and longest living of them. Dreams of the coming of Humanity. Establishes written rules of the
Pride.

Leo XIII
First Scar'Tasen Warlord of the Pride. Death is a subject to many historic investigations.

Leo Six Claw the Last
Last Scar'Tasen Warlord of the Pride.

Leo Sunclaw
Tera'Tasen that extended the power of the Pride and founded the official relationship between the Lion Knights
and the Pride. Raised by a Dark Elf assassin as part of a contract forfeiture that is not clearly understood. Author
of the Edict of Exploitation.

Lorlear
Sea Elf Hero who masters the Prism of Light and vanquishes the Ghost Roric. Wizard, Ranger, Swordmaster.

Lornestar
Forest Elf Hero of the last Elven-Dwarf War. Famed Bowmaster, Ranger, Druid.
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Lorraine
First daughter of Trekwill and his first wife Saluentha. She would help establish the feudal structure of the
Empire. Major combatant in the War of Dukes' Ascension.

Mara the Great
Mara'Tasen who formalized the Council of Claws and set the Pride on its course to unity and victory over the
Elves. Burned at the stake.

Neleh
Sea Elf princess kidnapped by a Troll and the ultimate cause of the first burning of Trollheim by the Elves.

Nobruob the Blessed
Scar Tasen Warlord that establishes the dominance of the Krom Priesthood.

Oppenhisheimer
Mad Dwarf alchemist who experimented with a Doomsday Machine near Alcontha Ruins.

Quentin
Founder of the Fundamentalist organized religion and first Pope. Founder of the city of the same name. Never
linked romantically with Trekwill with whom she often did not get along.

Redclaw
Scar'Tasen High Priest of Krom and Spy.

Roric
Dark Elf Ghost and champion of the last Mage Tower. Said to be trapped in the Pit by the Prism of light.
Assassin, Necromancer, Stealth.

Rosewood
Ghost Half Elf who seems to have had no life other than as a Ghost thief and illusionist working with Gummy
One Tooth. Bears a family resemblance to Lorraine.

Saint Stanislas
Race in dispute. Martyr of both the Pagans and the Fundamentalist, believed to be a Berserker preacher against
Krom and the Deathwalkers.

Signman Le'grey
Inventor of the handcuffs that bear his name and drain mana from Arcanist and priest alike. Possibly part of the
Signtist underground.
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Silverclaw
Mara'Tasen diplomat who negotiated the entrance of the Empire into the Great Hive war. Acted as battlefield
liaison to keep the new allies from blows in the battle of the Three Valleys.

Snarl
Orc Hero. Famous Orc explorer and sometime sidekick to Trog the Troll Hero. Spy, Illusionist, Stealth.

Sutra
Dark Elf female who was possibly linked romantically with Trekwill in the period before the Flight. Becomes a
major figure relating to the Death Gate and the Deathwalkers. Founder of the Shadow Spirits.

Sveltina
Seahawktress. Last wife of Trekwill. Famed for her grace and patience and a forgiving soul that Trekwill never
felt tempted to test. Devoted to the idea of the Greater Good of the Empire and able to bring out the better side of
Trekwill on occasion.

Teractlion
Sea Elf Mage-Historian. Raised partially by Tasens and may be related to the ancient Elven Tower Mages. Was
killed and burned by a Crimson Orc while investigating a Rainbow Rune in the sand.

Thraxxson
Ogre Hermit, possibly immortal with a limited vocabulary and prone to fascination with missile weapons and
throwing toys.

Thorin Redtorn
The Dwarf Hero of the last major Elven-Dwarf War. Famed Axemaster, Knight and Enchanter.

Trekwill
A Human, most of the time. The founder and current Emperor of the Empire. See write-up in the Character of
History.)

Tro'grade
Troll master summoner and leader of the Coven of Mutations which pioneered the creations of the Mutant Races.

Trog
First Troll hero of record. Berserker, Knight, Summoner.
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